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Preface

The transportation system is the backbone of any social and economic system, 
and is also a very complex system in which users, transport means, technologies, 
services, and infrastructures have to cooperate with each other to achieve common
and unique goals.

Currently, the transport sector is undergoing a revolution due to fast technologi-
cal innovations, the need for reliable and safe infrastructure and services, and the
increasing attention on environmental impacts. In this context, both methodologi-
cal and operative issues are worthy of interest and need to be investigated.

The aim of this book is to present a general overview on some of the main chal-
lenges that transportation planners and decision makers are faced with. Indeed, the
book addresses different topics that range from user’s behavior to travel demand 
simulation, from supply chain to the railway infrastructure capacity, from traffic
safety issues to Life Cycle Assessment, and to strategies to make the transportation
system more sustainable.

The first two chapters deal with the needs for effective but lean methodologies to
overcome the main limitations of the approaches traditionally adopted for model-
ling and simulating the travel demand. Indeed, traditional four-step transportation
planning models and consolidated random utility choice models may fail to capture
novel transportation modes (such as car/ridesharing) and to effectively model 
users’ propensity to adopt new technologies.

Chapter 1 introduces the need for a multi-agent modelling and aims to give a clear
guideline on population syntheses approaches based on travel diary surveys, land 
use data, and census data. In particular, a state of art and the most prominent
techniques are introduced (iterative proportional fitting, iterative proportional 
updating, combinatorial optimization, Markov-based, fitness-based synthesis, and 
other emerging approaches).

Chapter 2 argues that numerous non-quantitative variables (such as psychologi-
cal factors, attitudes, perceptions etc.) may significantly affect users’ behaviors
in the presence of innovative choice contexts. To this aim, the chapter proposes
a methodological overview on how psychological factors may be incorporated
within the traditional random utility theory framework. The hybrid choice
modelling approach with latent variables is introduced and the main operative
issues are discussed.

Chapter 3 and 4 discuss two important topics: third-party logistics in the supply
chain and the need for a reliable estimation of railway infrastructure capacity.

Chapter 3 deals with one of the most challenging issues of modern logistics and 
supply chains: third-party logistics. The chapter introduces the main definitions, 
then classifies the main components and activities, and then discusses the main
issues that may characterize third-party logistics.
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XIV

Chapter 4 deals with infrastructure capacity research, and introduces and defines the 
processes of managing the capacity of the railway infrastructure on which the quality 
of operational traffic management is based. The objective is to investigate the impact 
of systematic train paths in periodic timetables on rail infrastructure capacity. 

Chapter 5, 6, and 7 investigate some of the main environmental issues related to the 
transport sector from different points of view. These chapters cover the need for 
life cycle assessment approaches, the need for the management of air and rail cargo 
and, finally, the possibility of using alternative fuels for local transport.

Chapter 5 addresses the research development of life cycle cost analysis (LCCA) and 
life cycle assessment (LCA) applied to transportation infrastructure. In particular, 
it introduces LCCA and LCA, then critically and systematically reviews the current 
research problems of LCCA and LCA and, finally, proposes and integrates evalua-
tion methodology that combines LCA and LCCA.

Chapter 6 reviews and summarizes the latest energy efficiency management strate-
gies in air and rail cargo transportation. The political framework conditions of the 
EU as well as the associated European emissions trading system are also described. 
Moreover, the drive technologies, CO2 emissions, and fuel saving options are also 
discussed.

Chapter 7 argues that large-scale sewage plants in large cities are suitable for the 
production of large quantities of biogas, using economically viable biogas upgrad-
ing technologies and generally available public transport fleets of a sufficient 
number of local buses, as well as municipal vehicles. The authors discuss the oppor-
tunity of using biogas from wastewater treatment plants in local transport vehicles 
of (buses, taxis, public utility vehicles). An economic analysis is discussed and real 
case studies are introduced.

Chapter 8, 9, and 10 deal with transport safety issues. As for the previous chapters, 
different perspectives are deepened: road traffic safety, education strategies for traf-
fic road safety, and railway safety.

Chapter 8 describes a methodological structure to support and improve the decision-
making process for redesigning the geometric configurations of substandard sites, 
and thus for reducing the crash risk factors in two-lane rural road networks located 
in Southern Italy. Starting from an initial evaluation of the risk level at each investi-
gated site, a more precise hierarchy of intersections with “black” rankings was devel-
oped and new geometric configurations for the most hazardous sites were suggested 
based on a statistical comparison in terms of safety and Level of Service (LoS).

Chapter 9 describes the main results of a multi-tiered holistic project for improving 
traffic safety.

It is proposed that a strategic prevention framework be used as an effective injury 
reduction model for reducing driver injury crashes on community roadways. The 
project involved Kean University and the New Jersey Division of Highway Safety, 
and consisted of crash prevention strategies involving education and enforcement 
outreach educating children. First, an effective K-12 traffic safety program was 
established for supporting driver education training, then crash investigation train-
ing and a statewide traffic safety specialist certification was promoted within the 
law enforcement community.

V

Chapter 10 carries out an analysis on wheel derailment with particular attention
on the degree of destruction of the third body. Indeed, the destruction of the third 
body affects tribological properties of the contact, increasing the value and instabil-
ity of the friction coefficient. The contribution investigates the geometric features
of the wheel and rail interaction and their influence on the friction path (sliding 
distance) and relative sliding velocity. A corrected criterion of the wheel derailment
is proposed.
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Chapter 1

A Critical Review on Population 
Synthesis for Activity- and Agent-
Based Transportation Models
Ossama E. Ramadan and Virginia P. Sisiopiku

Abstract

Traditional four-step transportation planning models fail to capture novel 
transportation modes such as car/ridesharing. Hence, agent-based models are 
replacing those traditional models for their scalability, robustness, and capability 
of simulating nontraditional transportation modes. A crucial step in developing 
agent-based models is the definition of agents, e.g., household and persons. While 
model developers wish to capture typical workday travel patterns of the entire study 
population of travelers, such detailed data are unavailable due to privacy concerns 
and technical and financial feasibility issues. Hence, modelers opt for population 
syntheses based on travel diary surveys, land use data, and census data. The most 
prominent techniques are iterative proportional fitting (IPF), iterative proportional 
updating (IPU), combinatorial optimization, Markov-based and fitness-based syn-
theses, and other emerging approaches. Yet, at present, there is no clear guideline 
on using any of the available techniques. To bridge this gap, this chapter presents a 
comprehensive synthesis of practice and documents available successful studies.

Keywords: transportation planning, traffic simulation, agent-based models, 
population synthesis

1. Introduction

Transportation simulation models are widely used for travel demand forecast-
ing, testing design alternatives, or predicting travel behavior. In 1992, Axhausen 
and Gärling [1] developed a comprehensive review of conceptualizations and 
approaches of activity-based transportation models with special regard to the valid-
ity of behavioral assumptions of modeled population. In the course of their review, 
they concluded that individual travelers and households, rather than aggregates, 
should be identified and considered. Nevertheless, detailed travel records for 
individuals have never been easily accessible for several reasons, the most impor-
tant being privacy issues and cost. Hence, individual travel diaries needed to be 
synthesized from travel surveys, census data, and publically available records. That 
process has since been known as population synthesis.

Population synthesizers initially were used as feeder data avenues to travel 
demand models [2]; however, recent shifts toward activity- and agent-based models 
brought population synthesizers to the spotlight, as they became determinants to 
the success or failure of any transportation model of that kind. Fitting is the core 
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of any population synthesizer, with the main focus on fitting disaggregate sample 
of agents (represented by tabulated demographics of a representative sample of 
household and individual data) to aggregate constraints (represented by available 
aggregate data, such as data available from census). There are several approaches for 
fitting including iterative proportional fitting (IPF), iterative proportional updat-
ing (IPU), combinatorial optimization, Markov-based and fitness-based syntheses 
(FBS), and other emerging approaches [3]. The following sections present a critical 
review of each approach in the chronological order by which they were introduced 
to illustrate the progression and evolution of each approach, with emphasis on 
notable and well-established efforts.

2. Iterative proportional fitting approach

Iterative proportional fitting has been first introduced in 1940 by Deming and 
Stephan [4]. Since then, it became the foundation of population synthesis for 
transportation models and sometimes referred to as the Fratar technique [5]. The 
most notable realization of the IPF technique is attributed to Beckman et al. [6] who 
pioneered population synthesis efforts through their development of a methodol-
ogy for creating a synthetic baseline population of individuals and households for 
microscopic activity-based models. Their technique relied on using census data rep-
resented by a Census Standard Tape File and Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS) 
for a given Public Use Microdata Area (PUMA) of 100,000 individuals with match-
ing variables. In their case, the marginal totals of a multiway table were known, 
and a sample from the population which generated those totals was provided; thus, 
they applied the IPF technique to develop constrained maximum entropy estimates 
of the true proportions in the population multiway table. Their rationale was built 
upon the consensus that IPF estimates maintain the same odds ratios as those in the 
sample table in the absence of any marginal information which was their case. To 
validate the population synthesis method, they compared demographic character-
istics of the synthetic population with those of the true population using variables 
not involved in the population synthesis. Despite their pioneer effort, Beckman 
et al. [6] did not provide an answer to the zero-cell problem in the PUMS; instead, 
they replaced it by 0.01 and imputed the corresponding household size. Müller and 
Axhausen [3] illustrated this as computing a series of tabulations   n  ij   (k)   , starting with 
the seed at  k ≔ 0 , thus   n  ij   (0)   ≔  n  ij    for all  i  rows and  j  columns. Furthermore, they 
illustrated how that series can be computed as represented by Eq. (1):

   n  ij   (k+1)   ≔  n  ij   (k)   ·  
{

 
 r  i   ÷  n  i·   (k)  

  
 c  j   ÷  n  .j   (k)  

     (1)

where   n  i.   , is the row sum;   n.  j   , is the column total;   r  i   , is the control total for 
row  i;  c  j   , is the control total for column  j. 

Almost a decade later, Arentze et al. [7] addressed one of the limitations of the 
IPF methods, that is, generating synthetic households when the demographic data 
describes population in terms of individual counts. Their solution relied on devel-
oping a two-step IPF procedure where, first, known marginal distributions of indi-
viduals are converted to marginal distributions of households of similar attributes 
and, second, the resulting marginal household distributions are used as constraints 
of a multiway household counts. Additionally, their approach aimed to assess the 
relevance of spatial heterogeneity across populations. The Dutch Albatross model 
was used as a case study and proof of concept. The validation results yielded sample 
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biases in the synthetic population on the dimensions of socioeconomic class, the 
presence of children, and the availability of transport modes. However, they were 
able to resolve biases in over- or underrepresentation of groups that were related to 
age and work status by fitting the relevant tables on these dimensions.

Simultaneous to the efforts of Arentze et al. [7], Guo and Bhat [8] addressed the 
two main drawbacks of IPF approach, namely, the zero-cell problem and the inabil-
ity to control for statistical distributions of both household- and individual-level 
attributes. Additionally, their study aimed to enhance the scalability and generality 
of the IPF method as it required code-level changes that are cumbersome and skills 
that are not typically found within planning agencies, who are the typical users of 
such approach. The algorithm developed by Guo and Bhat [8] featured generic data 
structures and accompanying functions to avoid the zero-cell problem, as well as 
revisions to the algorithm of Beckman et al. [6] to allow simultaneous control of 
both household- and individual-level attributes. That generic algorithm was built 
upon an object-oriented architecture and contained eight major steps and a recur-
ring procedure for merging any two contingency tables with common variables. The 
proposed approach was used to generate synthetic population for the Dallas-Fort 
Worth metropolitan area in Texas, and the statistical comparison yielded results 
that were closer to true population than that of Beckman et al. [6]. In addition, Guo 
and Bhat [8] concluded that a higher percentage deviation from target size (PDTS) 
yielded better balance at satisfying the household- and individual-level multiway 
distributions than lower values of PDTS.

Srinivasan et al. [9] went a step further and attempted to fine-tune existing 
efforts to accommodate the household- and individual-level controls as well as 
assess the significance of controlling individual-level attributes. That study was 
performed in support of Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) efforts 
to incorporate sociodemographic attributes within the Florida Standard Urban 
Transportation Model Structure (FSUTMS). The research was motivated by the 
need for reduced aggregation errors, ensuring sensitivity to demographic shifts 
like that of aging population, and the ability to accommodate population-specific 
transportation modes. That fine-tuning effort mainly aimed to address individual-
level attributes of age and gender through the means of a greedy-heuristic data-
fitting algorithm that was implemented in the matrix programming language 
GAUSS. Validation of Srinivasan et al. [9] algorithm yielded satisfactory distribu-
tions of household, size, age, gender, and employment status; however, the distri-
butions for all other variables did not match well.

Given the limited number of attributes that can be synthesized per agent, 
researchers had to further improve the IPF approach to overcome this limitation. 
Pritchard and Miller [10] introduced a method that implements IPF approach with 
sparse list-based data structure that allows more attributes per agent. Additionally, 
they used both the conventional Monte Carlo integerization procedure and the 
conditional Monte Carlo to synthesize a list of individual agents from fitted tables. 
Despite their thorough efforts, the study of Pritchard and Miller [10] had only a 
minor impact on goodness-of-fit, relative to the conventional approach.

Auld and Mohammadian [11] developed a methodology to improve the basic 
IPF population synthesis routine in a manner that accounts for multiple levels 
of analysis units—control variables, which was a limitation to the population 
synthesizers mentioned hereinabove. Their methodology, named multilevel 
control, allows population characteristics to be replicated for multilevel synthetic 
population with one level (such as households) serving as the base level of analy-
sis. After a runtime of 16 hours, the proposed method was able to synthesize a 7.9 
million agent population for Chicago, IL, with an improved fit of the synthesized 
individual-level characteristics when compared with synthesis procedures that do 
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   n  ij   (k+1)   ≔  n  ij   (k)   ·  
{

 
 r  i   ÷  n  i·   (k)  

  
 c  j   ÷  n  .j   (k)  

     (1)

where   n  i.   , is the row sum;   n.  j   , is the column total;   r  i   , is the control total for 
row  i;  c  j   , is the control total for column  j. 

Almost a decade later, Arentze et al. [7] addressed one of the limitations of the 
IPF methods, that is, generating synthetic households when the demographic data 
describes population in terms of individual counts. Their solution relied on devel-
oping a two-step IPF procedure where, first, known marginal distributions of indi-
viduals are converted to marginal distributions of households of similar attributes 
and, second, the resulting marginal household distributions are used as constraints 
of a multiway household counts. Additionally, their approach aimed to assess the 
relevance of spatial heterogeneity across populations. The Dutch Albatross model 
was used as a case study and proof of concept. The validation results yielded sample 
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not account for individual-level controls. The study concluded that the improved 
fit comes at no cost to the fit against household-level controls. However, the 
developed methodology was never experimented as to synthesizing commercial- 
or business-related agents.

Lee and Fu [12] realized that the IPF-based population synthesis approaches, 
specifically the original synthetic reconstruction method [6] and the complimen-
tary combinatorial optimization method [13], are not generally applicable to all 
population synthesis scenarios. Based on a comparison by Ryan et al. [14], Lee and 
Fu [12] concluded that combinatorial optimization method produces more accurate 
demographic information for populations over a small area and that the popula-
tion synthesis problem should be evaluated from an optimization point of view. In 
addition, they explored how the estimation of a multiway demographic table can be 
formulated and solved as a constrained optimization problem in full consideration 
of both household- and individual-level attributes. Accordingly, that study tackled 
the inconsistency problem through an approach that is based on the minimum 
cross-entropy theory. The validity of that model was confirmed through a case 
study in Singapore, through which results from a 10,641 household study area were 
superior to conventional IPF approaches. However, Lee and Fu [12] did not provide 
a full-scale application which constrains the applicability of their model to theoreti-
cal applications only.

Zhu and Ferreira [15] were intrigued by the inability of the standard IPF algo-
rithm to fit marginal constraints on multiple agent types simultaneously. Hence, 
they developed a two-stage population synthesizer that utilized IPF on the first 
stage and then estimated the spatial pattern of household-level attributes through 
a second stage IPF-based approach. Their two-stage algorithm consisted of four 
distinctive steps. The first step involved developing an estimate joint distribution 
of household- and individual-level attributes. In the second step, households and 
individuals were drawn from microdata samples. The third step consisted of a 
conventional IPF with household type and parcel capacity marginal constraints. 
The fourth and last step included an estimated marginal distribution of other 
attributes from the fitted model. To validate their approach, Zhu and Ferreira [15] 
generated synthetic population for Singapore. Their evaluation approach involved 
four comparisons, namely, fitting only for households-level constraints, fitting for 
both household- and individual-level constraints, allocating households to build-
ings while constraining building capacity, and repeating the previous comparison 
with income level constrained. Validation results yielded realistic spatial heteroge-
neity while preserving some of the joint distribution of household and locational 
characteristics.

Choupani and Mamdoohi [16] addressed the issue of integerization of IPF 
results in non-integer values instead of integers, for example, fractions of house-
hold- or individual-level attributes for zones. In doing so, they proposed a binary 
linear programming model for tabular rounding in which the integerized table 
totals and marginals perfectly fit to input data obtained from the Census Bureau. 
The main advantages of using tabular rounding were that it did not bias joint or 
marginal distributions of socioeconomic attributes of minority demographic groups 
and it minimized the distortion to the correlation structure of household- and 
individual-level non-integer tables. Furthermore, the tabular rounding approach 
outperformed all other eight rounding approaches. In addition, sensitivity analysis 
of tabular rounding demonstrated that small and large values are equally significant 
when it comes to integerization. Their findings were confirmed by a comprehensive 
literature review [17] that they performed 1 year later, which concluded that IPF 
is the most feasible approach for synthesizing populations for agent- and activity-
based transportation models, once integer conversion and zero-cell issues were 
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resolved. In addition, they confirmed that tabular rounding is the most efficient 
and feasible solution for the integerization issue.

Most recently, in an effort to further enhance the IPF approach, Otani et al. [18] 
identified an issue that they named the modifiable attribute cell problem (MACP) 
which arises from combining discrete categories of individual-level attributes 
or due to the contiguous nature of those attributes. The proposed solution to the 
MACP issue was identified as “the organized cell set” which is the best combina-
tion of categories. The procedure to identify the best organized cell set consists 
of five steps. The first step involves aggregation of the elemental cell set to find 
several cases of cell organization that generate large cells. The second step involves 
constructing base-year data using the conventional IPF approach. The third step 
focuses on forecasting using microscopic simulation. The fourth step involves 
identifying the statistically acceptable cell value using a Student’s t-test. The fifth 
and final step involves considering the case with minimum number of cells to be 
the best cell organization. This method is computationally complex and cannot be 
performed using conventional optimization algorithms. Yet, it is the sole identifi-
able solution to the modifiable attribute cell problem.

3. Iterative proportional updating approach

The iterative proportional updating approach is a heuristic approach that 
was developed by Ye et al. [19] to address the drawbacks of the IPF approach. 
Specifically, the IPU approach addresses the issue of control for individual-level 
attributes and joint distributions of personal characteristics. The IPU algorithm 
matches both household- and individual-level attributes in a computationally effi-
cient manner by iteratively adjusting and reallocating weights among households 
of a specific type until both household- and individual-level attributes are matched. 
Another advantage of the IPU approach is its practicality from the implementation 
and computational points of view. Eq. (2) represents the mathematical optimiza-
tion problem as addressed by the IPU approach. In addition, the IPU approach has 
been generally described in 23 computational steps that can be easily coded in most, 
if not all, programming languages:

  Minimize  ∑ 
j
       (   ∑ i      d  i,j    w  i   −  c  j   _________  c  j    )    

2

  or  ∑ 
j
       

  ( ∑ i      d  i,j    w  i   −  c  j  )    2 
  ___________  c  j     or  ∑ 

j
       

 | ∑ i      d  i,j    w  i   −  c  j  |  __________  c  j      (2)

Subject to   w  i   ≥ 0 
where  i , denotes a household ( i = 1, 2, … , n );  j , denotes the constraint or popula-

tion characteristic of interest ( j = 1, 2, … , m );   d  i,j   , represents the frequency of the 
population characteristic (household/person type  j  in household  i );   w  i   , is the weight 
attributed to the   i   th   household;   c  j   , is the value of the population characteristic  j .

Furthermore, Ye et al. [19] proposed an alternative method to address the 
zero-cell problem that undermined the IPF practicality. Their method is based on 
borrowing the prior information for the zero cells from PUMS data for the entire 
region, where zero cells are not likely to exist as long as the control variables of 
interest and their categories are defined appropriately. However, that method has 
the inherent risk of overrepresenting the demographic group of interest. Despite 
their attempt to overcome the zero-cell problem, the researchers could not over-
come the zero-marginal problem that may result due to nonexistence of a certain 
attribute in households of a certain geographic area, for example, having no low-
income households in a certain census block or tract. Furthermore, a review by 
Müller and Axhausen [3] pointed to the lack of a theoretical proof of convergence.
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Most recently, in an effort to further enhance the IPF approach, Otani et al. [18] 
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which arises from combining discrete categories of individual-level attributes 
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and final step involves considering the case with minimum number of cells to be 
the best cell organization. This method is computationally complex and cannot be 
performed using conventional optimization algorithms. Yet, it is the sole identifi-
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come the zero-marginal problem that may result due to nonexistence of a certain 
attribute in households of a certain geographic area, for example, having no low-
income households in a certain census block or tract. Furthermore, a review by 
Müller and Axhausen [3] pointed to the lack of a theoretical proof of convergence.
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4. Combinatorial optimization approach

The combinatorial optimization approach was materialized by Abraham et al. 
[20] and is a versatile approach capable of matching targets at multiple agent levels 
for both household- and individual-level attributes. A combinatorial optimiza-
tion approach is generally simpler and more direct than IPF. Mostly, it starts by 
the creation of a trial population from the disaggregate sample data, and then the 
overall level of fit is assessed across all marginal targets. Units from the trial popula-
tion are swapped with units chosen from the disaggregate samples, and when the 
measure of fit improves, the swap is made. This is implemented through a propri-
etary computer program that first identifies a list of units whose aggregate attribute 
values match a pre-specified set of corresponding target values and then iteratively 
performs one of three operations, namely, adding a unit from the sample to the list, 
subtracting a unit, or swapping a unit between the sample and the previously iden-
tified list. That process is performed on a zone-by-zone level with equal probability 
of the three actions (i.e., add, subtract, or swap) being considered. The developed 
algorithm was applied to California and Oregon to synthesize populations for their 
models. The California application served the California Statewide Travel Demand 
Model including short- and long-distance travel considering personal and com-
mercial vehicles. The Oregon application served the Oregon Statewide Integrated 
Model, which included employment synthesis for 34 industries. Both model 
applications resulted in a near-perfect fit for synthesized populations. Generally, 
the population synthesis procedure using combinatorial optimization has proven 
to be fast and flexible with the possibility for application to both households and 
employment scenarios. However, this algorithm can be further improved by using 
multicore and parallel computing techniques.

5. Markov process-based approaches

As demonstrated, hereinabove, IPF, IPU, and combinatorial optimization 
approaches rely on cloning attributes that were captured in microdata. In addition, 
they all share key drawbacks including (a) fitting of a contingency table while 
ignoring other solutions matching the available data; (b) loss of heterogeneity 
that has been captured in the microdata due to cloning rather than true popula-
tion synthesis; (c) dependency on the accuracy of captured data to determine the 
cloning weights which may replicate inherent inaccuracies; and (d) limited scal-
ability, in terms of the number of attributes of synthesized agents. Hence, Markov 
process-based approaches were developed to overcome such drawbacks and to offer 
an approach that truly synthesizes populations instead of cloning them.

The earliest notable effort in this direction was pioneered in 2013 by Farooq 
et al. [21] who developed a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation-based 
approach for synthesizing populations. The proposed approach is a computer-
based simulation technique that can be used to simulate a dependent sequence 
of random draws from complicated stochastic models. To synthesize populations 
that approach uses three sources of data, namely, (a) zoning systems such as 
census blocks, census tracts, counties, and states; (b) sample of individuals such 
as the North American PUMS and the European Sample of Anonymized Records 
(SARs); and (c) cross-classification tables for socioeconomics and demographics 
like income by age at a certain zoning level. Assuming that in a given spatial region 
at any point in time there exists a true population, the MCMC simulation-based 
approach synthesizes that population by drawing the individual attributes from 
their uniquely joint distribution using the available partial views while ensuring 
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that the empirical distribution in the synthetic population is as close as possible 
to the unique actual distribution of that population. The proposed approach was 
applied to the Swiss census data, and results were compared against those devel-
oped by a conventional IPF approach. Eq. (3) illustrates the standardized root 
mean square error (SRMSE)-based goodness-of-fit tests that were performed on 
each case, and results indicated that MCMC simulation-based synthesis outper-
formed IPF synthesis while featuring a higher level of heterogeneity:

  SRMSE =     (  ∑ i=1  m   … ∑ j=1  n      ( R  i…j   −  T  i…j  )    2 ⁄ N )     1 ⁄ 2    ____    ∑ i=1  m   … ∑ j=1  n     T  i…j   ⁄ N     (3)

where  N , is the total number of agents;   R  i…j   , is the number of agents with attribute 
values  i…j  in the population synthesized;   T  i…j   , is the number of agents with attribute 
values  i…j  in the actual population.

Two years later, in 2015, Casati et al. [22] proposed an extension of the MCMC 
simulation-based approach to simultaneously combine both individual- and house-
hold-level attributes in a process that was named hierarchical MCMC. Furthermore, 
generalized raking was introduced as a technique to fit the simulated synthetic 
population to actual observed control totals. The hierarchical MCMC is a combina-
tion of two methods: (a) an extension of the original MCMC method that allows 
producing hierarchies of persons grouped into households and (b) a post-process-
ing method to satisfy known control totals on both the individual- and household-
level. That extension aimed to synthesize populations with a hierarchical structure 
that is based upon ordering the agents living in the same household according to 
their household roles. The general formulation of the extension is based upon the 
definition of three groups of agent types (viz., owners, intermediate, and others) 
running Gibbs sampling on the three groups and merging subpopulations. The 
proposed approach was applied to the 2008 household interview travel survey of 
Singapore. The application resulted in realistic synthetic populations, and SRMSE-
based test confirmed the goodness-of-fit of synthesized populations and their 
generated hierarchical structures.

Saadi et al. [23] proposed an integrated MCMC approach and profiling-based 
methods to capture the behavioral complexity and heterogeneity of synthesized 
agents. This approach used two types of datasets, namely, (a) aggregated sociode-
mographic and transportation-related variables derived from household travel 
surveys and (b) individual activity-travel diaries collected from travel diary sur-
veys. The integrated approach consists of six steps that run on those two data types. 
The first step involves performing a MCMC simulation on the sociodemographic 
dataset. The second step concerns synthesizing population by a Gibbs sampling 
procedure. The third step selects sociodemographics to compare behaviors in 
the activity-travel patterns. The fourth step uses results from the previous two 
steps to cluster synthesized populations according to sociodemographics and 
related activity sequences. The fifth step utilizes multiple sequence alignments 
to estimate hidden Markov model (HMM). The final step characterizes clusters 
including mixed socioeconomic effects. The integrated approach was applied to the 
2010 Belgian household daily travel survey. Results indicated that the integrated 
approach effectively captured the behavioral heterogeneity of travelers. In addi-
tion, comparisons against IPF and IPU approaches demonstrated that the proposed 
integrated approach is adequately adapted to meeting the demand for large-scale 
microsimulation scenarios of urban transportation systems.

Realizing the advantages of Markov process-based approaches, Saadi et al. [24] 
developed an extended HMM-based approach which promised better alternatives 
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4. Combinatorial optimization approach

The combinatorial optimization approach was materialized by Abraham et al. 
[20] and is a versatile approach capable of matching targets at multiple agent levels 
for both household- and individual-level attributes. A combinatorial optimiza-
tion approach is generally simpler and more direct than IPF. Mostly, it starts by 
the creation of a trial population from the disaggregate sample data, and then the 
overall level of fit is assessed across all marginal targets. Units from the trial popula-
tion are swapped with units chosen from the disaggregate samples, and when the 
measure of fit improves, the swap is made. This is implemented through a propri-
etary computer program that first identifies a list of units whose aggregate attribute 
values match a pre-specified set of corresponding target values and then iteratively 
performs one of three operations, namely, adding a unit from the sample to the list, 
subtracting a unit, or swapping a unit between the sample and the previously iden-
tified list. That process is performed on a zone-by-zone level with equal probability 
of the three actions (i.e., add, subtract, or swap) being considered. The developed 
algorithm was applied to California and Oregon to synthesize populations for their 
models. The California application served the California Statewide Travel Demand 
Model including short- and long-distance travel considering personal and com-
mercial vehicles. The Oregon application served the Oregon Statewide Integrated 
Model, which included employment synthesis for 34 industries. Both model 
applications resulted in a near-perfect fit for synthesized populations. Generally, 
the population synthesis procedure using combinatorial optimization has proven 
to be fast and flexible with the possibility for application to both households and 
employment scenarios. However, this algorithm can be further improved by using 
multicore and parallel computing techniques.

5. Markov process-based approaches

As demonstrated, hereinabove, IPF, IPU, and combinatorial optimization 
approaches rely on cloning attributes that were captured in microdata. In addition, 
they all share key drawbacks including (a) fitting of a contingency table while 
ignoring other solutions matching the available data; (b) loss of heterogeneity 
that has been captured in the microdata due to cloning rather than true popula-
tion synthesis; (c) dependency on the accuracy of captured data to determine the 
cloning weights which may replicate inherent inaccuracies; and (d) limited scal-
ability, in terms of the number of attributes of synthesized agents. Hence, Markov 
process-based approaches were developed to overcome such drawbacks and to offer 
an approach that truly synthesizes populations instead of cloning them.

The earliest notable effort in this direction was pioneered in 2013 by Farooq 
et al. [21] who developed a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation-based 
approach for synthesizing populations. The proposed approach is a computer-
based simulation technique that can be used to simulate a dependent sequence 
of random draws from complicated stochastic models. To synthesize populations 
that approach uses three sources of data, namely, (a) zoning systems such as 
census blocks, census tracts, counties, and states; (b) sample of individuals such 
as the North American PUMS and the European Sample of Anonymized Records 
(SARs); and (c) cross-classification tables for socioeconomics and demographics 
like income by age at a certain zoning level. Assuming that in a given spatial region 
at any point in time there exists a true population, the MCMC simulation-based 
approach synthesizes that population by drawing the individual attributes from 
their uniquely joint distribution using the available partial views while ensuring 
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that the empirical distribution in the synthetic population is as close as possible 
to the unique actual distribution of that population. The proposed approach was 
applied to the Swiss census data, and results were compared against those devel-
oped by a conventional IPF approach. Eq. (3) illustrates the standardized root 
mean square error (SRMSE)-based goodness-of-fit tests that were performed on 
each case, and results indicated that MCMC simulation-based synthesis outper-
formed IPF synthesis while featuring a higher level of heterogeneity:

  SRMSE =     (  ∑ i=1  m   … ∑ j=1  n      ( R  i…j   −  T  i…j  )    2 ⁄ N )     1 ⁄ 2    ____    ∑ i=1  m   … ∑ j=1  n     T  i…j   ⁄ N     (3)

where  N , is the total number of agents;   R  i…j   , is the number of agents with attribute 
values  i…j  in the population synthesized;   T  i…j   , is the number of agents with attribute 
values  i…j  in the actual population.

Two years later, in 2015, Casati et al. [22] proposed an extension of the MCMC 
simulation-based approach to simultaneously combine both individual- and house-
hold-level attributes in a process that was named hierarchical MCMC. Furthermore, 
generalized raking was introduced as a technique to fit the simulated synthetic 
population to actual observed control totals. The hierarchical MCMC is a combina-
tion of two methods: (a) an extension of the original MCMC method that allows 
producing hierarchies of persons grouped into households and (b) a post-process-
ing method to satisfy known control totals on both the individual- and household-
level. That extension aimed to synthesize populations with a hierarchical structure 
that is based upon ordering the agents living in the same household according to 
their household roles. The general formulation of the extension is based upon the 
definition of three groups of agent types (viz., owners, intermediate, and others) 
running Gibbs sampling on the three groups and merging subpopulations. The 
proposed approach was applied to the 2008 household interview travel survey of 
Singapore. The application resulted in realistic synthetic populations, and SRMSE-
based test confirmed the goodness-of-fit of synthesized populations and their 
generated hierarchical structures.

Saadi et al. [23] proposed an integrated MCMC approach and profiling-based 
methods to capture the behavioral complexity and heterogeneity of synthesized 
agents. This approach used two types of datasets, namely, (a) aggregated sociode-
mographic and transportation-related variables derived from household travel 
surveys and (b) individual activity-travel diaries collected from travel diary sur-
veys. The integrated approach consists of six steps that run on those two data types. 
The first step involves performing a MCMC simulation on the sociodemographic 
dataset. The second step concerns synthesizing population by a Gibbs sampling 
procedure. The third step selects sociodemographics to compare behaviors in 
the activity-travel patterns. The fourth step uses results from the previous two 
steps to cluster synthesized populations according to sociodemographics and 
related activity sequences. The fifth step utilizes multiple sequence alignments 
to estimate hidden Markov model (HMM). The final step characterizes clusters 
including mixed socioeconomic effects. The integrated approach was applied to the 
2010 Belgian household daily travel survey. Results indicated that the integrated 
approach effectively captured the behavioral heterogeneity of travelers. In addi-
tion, comparisons against IPF and IPU approaches demonstrated that the proposed 
integrated approach is adequately adapted to meeting the demand for large-scale 
microsimulation scenarios of urban transportation systems.

Realizing the advantages of Markov process-based approaches, Saadi et al. [24] 
developed an extended HMM-based approach which promised better alternatives 
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than the existing ones. More specifically, the proposed HMM-based approach 
promised great flexibility and efficiency in terms of data preparation and model 
training while being able to reproduce the structural configuration of a given 
population from an unlimited number of micro samples and a marginal distribu-
tion. The HMM-based approach considers population synthesis as a variant of 
the standard decoding problem, at which the state sequences are supposed to be 
unknown. Accordingly, the maximum likelihood estimators related to the transition 
states were determined through the Viterbi algorithm. An important advantage 
of the HMM-based approach is its ability to handle both continuous and discrete 
variables, which addresses the inherent issue of loss of information due to aggrega-
tion of continuous variables like age. Also, the proposed HMM-based approach 
satisfies the need to discretize continuous variables to meet the fundamental limita-
tion of Markov process to discrete states. The statistical and machine Learning 
Toolbox of MATLAB was used to generate sequences from an estimated HMM that 
were applied to the 2013 Belgian National household travel survey. Three simula-
tions were run to illustrate the HMM-based approach. The first simulation tested 
the combined effects of scalability and dimensionality. The second simulation 
compared the HMM-based approach against IPF, and the third demonstrated the 
advantage of the HMM-based approach over IPF using various samples. Simulation 
results indicated that the proposed HMM-based approach provided accurate results 
due to its ability to reproduce the marginal distributions and their correspond-
ing multivariate joint distributions with an acceptable error. Furthermore, the 
HMM-based approach outperformed IPF for small sample sizes while using smaller 
amount of input data than IPF. In addition, simulation results demonstrated that 
the HMM-based approach can integrate information provided by several data 
sources to allow good estimates of synthesized population.

6. Fitness-based synthesis approach

To address the inability of the IPF approach to deal with multilevel controls, Ma 
and Srinivasan [25] developed the fitness-based synthesis approach that directly 
generates a list of households to match several multilevel controls without the need 
for determining a joint multiway distribution. The FBS approach generally involves 
selecting a set of households from the seed data, like PUMS, such that tract-level 
controls are satisfied. The FBS approach starts with an initial set of households that 
can either be a null set or a random sample from the seed data. Then, the popula-
tion of each census tract is synthesized in an iterative fashion, with one household 
being either added or removed from the current list in each iteration. Count tables, 
defined in terms of control attributes, are used to track the number of households 
of each type that have already been included. The FBS approach implements an 
adding or removing procedure, while swapping is not considered. The main criteria 
in the FBS approach is the reduced sum of squared error for addition   F  I  

in   and cor-
responding error for removal   F  II  

in   as illustrated by Eqs. (4) and (5):
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where   R  jk  n−1  =  T  jk   − C  T  jk  n−1  ;  j , is an index representing the control (and the cor-
responding count) tables;  J , is the total number of control (or count) tables;  jk , is an 
index representing the different cells in a table;   T  jk   , represents the value of cell  k   
in control table  j; C  T  jk  n−1  , represents the value of cell  k  in count table  j  after itera-
tion  n − 1;  R  jk  n−1  , is the number of households/persons required to satisfy the target 
for cell  k  in control table  j  after iteration  n − 1; H  T  jk  i   , is the contribution of the   i   th   
household in the seed data to the   k   th   cell in control table  j .

Three applications of the FBS approach were performed to demonstrate the 
feasibility of incorporating many controls at multiple levels in the synthesis 
and increased accuracy of synthesized population. The three applications were 
performed using the 2000 Census data for 12 census tracts in Florida. The first 
application involved population synthesis using the IPF approach with only house-
hold-level controls. The second application involved population synthesis using 
the proposed FBS approach with few household- and individual-level controls. The 
third application also involved population synthesis using the FBS approach but 
with significantly larger number of controls. Validation for the three applications 
was performed by comparing the mean absolute error against 22 artificial census 
tracts that were created by randomly selecting subsets of households from the 2000 
PUMS. Validation results demonstrated that FBS outperformed IPF and demon-
strated efficiency and scalability. In addition, FBS did not require many iterations as 
it required only one to three times the number of households to be synthesized. In 
addition, the proposed FBS approach addresses the notorious IPF issues of zero-cell 
problems, computational resources (memory), and non-integers cell value in the 
joint-distribution tables.

Hafezi and Habib [26] refined the FBS approach, and the refined FBS popula-
tion synthesizer was examined by three models. The first model used household-
level control tables. The second model used individual- and household-level 
control tables, and the third model used weighting individual-and household-level 
control tables. The models were applied to the province of Nova Scotia in Atlantic, 
Canada, using the 2006 Canadian Census and Public Use Microdata File (PUMF). 
The refined approach was implemented using the sparse matrix technique pack-
age in MATLAB that is based on high-level matrix programming for numerical 
computation. The three models were validated by error percentages and goodness-
of-fit evaluation. Validation results indicated that the refined FBS approach can 
efficiently obtain a satisfactory result using both individual- and household-level 
control tables. However, higher homogeneity was achieved within the third model.

7. Emerging approaches

Other emerging approaches have been developed in an attempt to replace the 
IPF approach or to overcome one or more of its drawbacks. Emerging approaches 
include Bayesian network, annealing algorithm, linear programming, heuristic-
based, copula-based, and entropy maximization approaches. The following para-
graphs introduce each of the emerging approaches.

The Bayesian network approach was developed by Sun and Erath [27] in 2015. 
The proposed Bayesian network approach is a probabilistic population synthesizer 
that is intended as an alternative to approximate the inherent joint distribution in 
a more efficient manner. Using a graphical model, the proposed Bayesian network 
approach encodes probabilistic relationships, like causality or dependence, among 
a set of variables. The advantages of Bayesian network models lie in their ability to 
learn the structure of population systems, particularly when the number of attri-
butes of interest is large using limited amounts of microdata. The Bayesian network 
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than the existing ones. More specifically, the proposed HMM-based approach 
promised great flexibility and efficiency in terms of data preparation and model 
training while being able to reproduce the structural configuration of a given 
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where   R  jk  n−1  =  T  jk   − C  T  jk  n−1  ;  j , is an index representing the control (and the cor-
responding count) tables;  J , is the total number of control (or count) tables;  jk , is an 
index representing the different cells in a table;   T  jk   , represents the value of cell  k   
in control table  j; C  T  jk  n−1  , represents the value of cell  k  in count table  j  after itera-
tion  n − 1;  R  jk  n−1  , is the number of households/persons required to satisfy the target 
for cell  k  in control table  j  after iteration  n − 1; H  T  jk  i   , is the contribution of the   i   th   
household in the seed data to the   k   th   cell in control table  j .

Three applications of the FBS approach were performed to demonstrate the 
feasibility of incorporating many controls at multiple levels in the synthesis 
and increased accuracy of synthesized population. The three applications were 
performed using the 2000 Census data for 12 census tracts in Florida. The first 
application involved population synthesis using the IPF approach with only house-
hold-level controls. The second application involved population synthesis using 
the proposed FBS approach with few household- and individual-level controls. The 
third application also involved population synthesis using the FBS approach but 
with significantly larger number of controls. Validation for the three applications 
was performed by comparing the mean absolute error against 22 artificial census 
tracts that were created by randomly selecting subsets of households from the 2000 
PUMS. Validation results demonstrated that FBS outperformed IPF and demon-
strated efficiency and scalability. In addition, FBS did not require many iterations as 
it required only one to three times the number of households to be synthesized. In 
addition, the proposed FBS approach addresses the notorious IPF issues of zero-cell 
problems, computational resources (memory), and non-integers cell value in the 
joint-distribution tables.

Hafezi and Habib [26] refined the FBS approach, and the refined FBS popula-
tion synthesizer was examined by three models. The first model used household-
level control tables. The second model used individual- and household-level 
control tables, and the third model used weighting individual-and household-level 
control tables. The models were applied to the province of Nova Scotia in Atlantic, 
Canada, using the 2006 Canadian Census and Public Use Microdata File (PUMF). 
The refined approach was implemented using the sparse matrix technique pack-
age in MATLAB that is based on high-level matrix programming for numerical 
computation. The three models were validated by error percentages and goodness-
of-fit evaluation. Validation results indicated that the refined FBS approach can 
efficiently obtain a satisfactory result using both individual- and household-level 
control tables. However, higher homogeneity was achieved within the third model.

7. Emerging approaches

Other emerging approaches have been developed in an attempt to replace the 
IPF approach or to overcome one or more of its drawbacks. Emerging approaches 
include Bayesian network, annealing algorithm, linear programming, heuristic-
based, copula-based, and entropy maximization approaches. The following para-
graphs introduce each of the emerging approaches.

The Bayesian network approach was developed by Sun and Erath [27] in 2015. 
The proposed Bayesian network approach is a probabilistic population synthesizer 
that is intended as an alternative to approximate the inherent joint distribution in 
a more efficient manner. Using a graphical model, the proposed Bayesian network 
approach encodes probabilistic relationships, like causality or dependence, among 
a set of variables. The advantages of Bayesian network models lie in their ability to 
learn the structure of population systems, particularly when the number of attri-
butes of interest is large using limited amounts of microdata. The Bayesian network 
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approach was founded on the inference of the joint distribution—that is, perceiving 
the population synthesis problem as an inference of a multivariate probability dis-
tribution of demographic and socioeconomic household- and individual-level attri-
butes. Like the Markov process-based approaches, the Bayesian network approach 
does not require marginals as input. In addition, it does not require any conditionals 
since structure learning and parameter estimation are inherently integrated in the 
learning model. The performance of the proposed Bayesian network approach was 
demonstrated through an application to the 2010 household interview travel survey 
of Singapore. The Bayesian network approach demonstrated good performance 
as illustrated by low SRMSE values. It also demonstrated good heterogeneity in 
synthetic population when the size of PUMS is less than 70% of the full population.

The simulated annealing (SA) algorithm was developed by Kim and Lee [28] 
to synthesize populations for activity-based models. The proposed SA algorithm 
is built upon the concepts of thermodynamics and metallurgy and was first intro-
duced as a generic heuristic method for discrete optimization. The Metropolis-
Hastings Algorithm was employed to solve the inherent problems of hill climbing 
and cooling schedule when applying SA to population synthesis. The proposed algo-
rithm consists of seven steps. The first step concerns setting the maximum number 
of iterations. The second step sets up the total amount of columns and rows in the 
population and enters observed values of sample distribution. The third step sets up 
the before-distribution, which is composed by random numbers, while satisfying 
the total amount of restrictive conditions. The fourth step sets up the after-distribu-
tion, which is also composed by random numbers that satisfy total amount restric-
tive conditions. The fifth step involves calculation of absolute error on the before−/
after-distributions as well as observed data. The sixth step involves calculation 
of selection probability. The seventh and final step iterates steps 4 through 6 and 
ends the calculations when the absolute error (calculated in the fifth step) has the 
smallest value or satisfies ending conditions. The SA algorithm was implemented 
using the household travel diary survey from the Korean National Statistics Office. 
Results from the implementation indicated the need for further verification of the 
accuracy of this algorithm.

The linear programming (LP) approach was developed by Vovsha et al. [29] 
to synthesize populations as part of an activity-based model developed for the 
Maricopa Association of Governments. The LP approach is an analytical method 
that balances a list or sample of household weights to meet the controls imposed at 
some spatial level, typically, for each traffic analysis zone (TAZ). Features of the 
LP approach include (a) the general formulation of convergence of the balancing 
procedure with imperfect controls, (b) optimized discretization of weights while 
preserving the best possible match to the controls, and (c) ability to set controls at 
multiple spatial levels. In addition, the proposed LP approach featured an innova-
tive discretizing method applied for the household weights and integrated with the 
balancing procedure. While validation of the proposed LP approach is questionable, 
it still demonstrates reasonable accommodation to various fine-resolution spatial 
levels that are much needed by newer-generation activity- and agent-based models.

The heuristic-based approach was developed by Zhuge et al. [30] to address two 
IPF limitations that received less attention from earlier studies. The first limitation 
stems from the existence of various solutions for one target marginal distribution. 
The second limitation stems from the optimization nature of population synthesis 
with the objective function being minimizing the mean absolute percentage error 
(MAPE) of control variables. The proposed heuristic-based approach consists of 
11 steps arranged in three parts. The first part, including steps 1 and 2, is used to 
generate the initial household weights. The second part, including steps 3 through 
11, adjusts the household weights until a stop criterion is met. The third part, 
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including steps 10 and 11, calculates the adjustment steps and adjustment range, 
which are two fundamental parameters of the approach. The 2007 household travel 
survey data from Baoding, China, were used as a case study. Results indicated that 
heuristic-based approach cannot perform as well as IPF-based on comparing MAPE 
values for both approaches.

Most recently, the copula-based approach was proposed by Kao et al. [31] to 
address previously identified limitations of IPF approach. Copulas are joint proba-
bility distributions with uniform marginal, which are a relatively new statistical tool. 
Hence, the copula-based approach was designed to preserve marginal distributions 
and dependence structure between variables. The proposed method was tested for 
the state of Iowa, and the results were compared with the IPF approach using mean, 
median, and correlation matrices. The synthesized households resulted in the same 
local statistics at each block group, but having similar intervariable correlations as 
described in the PUMS suggests the applicability of the copula-based approach.

Another recent effort to develop an alternative to IPF approaches resulted in 
the development of entropy maximization-based population synthesizer by Paul 
et al. [32] which handles multiple geographies and avoids algorithmic errors. The 
entropy maximization approach was developed as part of the Oregon Department 
of Transportation (ODOT) effort to utilize an open-source population synthesis 
platform. The approach consists mainly of two algorithms. The first algorithm, 
namely, list balancing, finds weights that match the given marginal control dis-
tributions. The second algorithm, namely, integerizing, implements a LP-based 
procedure to covert fractional weights to integers. The proposed entropy maximiza-
tion-based approach was implemented in Python and made heavy use of the Pandas 
and NumPy libraries, which allow for vectorization of operations to reduce overall 
runtime. Validation results against those of IPF approach were promising and 
demonstrated reasonable match to controls.

8. Conclusion

This study presented a critical, comprehensive literature review of population 
synthesizers starting from the early efforts through the most recent approaches. 
The review and synthesis indicated that, despite its identified limitations and draw-
backs, IPF approach is the most feasible and widely used population synthesizer. All 
other studies and efforts used it as a reference for comparison and produced similar 
or slightly improved results. Evidently, IPF has its drawbacks and limitations. Yet 
reviewed literature indicates that there is no single approach that can result in an 
efficient and accurate population synthesizer. However, an integration of robust 
methods appears as the most promising approach, like the effort of Fournier 
et al. [33] where the limitations of IPF are resolved by combining five methods 
into an integral framework for population synthesis. Table 1, in the Supplemental 
Information section, summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of the presented 
approaches.

Almost three-decade old, yet the IPF approach is still being used in state-of-the-
art simulation platforms like MATSim. Given that IPF is the most studied approach 
and the fact that none of the alternatives provided an out-of-the-box solution, IPF is 
preferred approach by modelers and practitioners. This conclusion is confirmed by 
the findings of Saadi et al. [34], who investigated the influence of scalability on the 
accuracy of different population synthesizers using both fitting- and generation-
based approaches. Their results revealed that simulation-based approaches are more 
stable than IPF approaches when the number of attributes increases; however, IPF 
approaches are less sensitive to changes in sample size.
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multiple spatial levels. In addition, the proposed LP approach featured an innova-
tive discretizing method applied for the household weights and integrated with the 
balancing procedure. While validation of the proposed LP approach is questionable, 
it still demonstrates reasonable accommodation to various fine-resolution spatial 
levels that are much needed by newer-generation activity- and agent-based models.

The heuristic-based approach was developed by Zhuge et al. [30] to address two 
IPF limitations that received less attention from earlier studies. The first limitation 
stems from the existence of various solutions for one target marginal distribution. 
The second limitation stems from the optimization nature of population synthesis 
with the objective function being minimizing the mean absolute percentage error 
(MAPE) of control variables. The proposed heuristic-based approach consists of 
11 steps arranged in three parts. The first part, including steps 1 and 2, is used to 
generate the initial household weights. The second part, including steps 3 through 
11, adjusts the household weights until a stop criterion is met. The third part, 
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including steps 10 and 11, calculates the adjustment steps and adjustment range, 
which are two fundamental parameters of the approach. The 2007 household travel 
survey data from Baoding, China, were used as a case study. Results indicated that 
heuristic-based approach cannot perform as well as IPF-based on comparing MAPE 
values for both approaches.

Most recently, the copula-based approach was proposed by Kao et al. [31] to 
address previously identified limitations of IPF approach. Copulas are joint proba-
bility distributions with uniform marginal, which are a relatively new statistical tool. 
Hence, the copula-based approach was designed to preserve marginal distributions 
and dependence structure between variables. The proposed method was tested for 
the state of Iowa, and the results were compared with the IPF approach using mean, 
median, and correlation matrices. The synthesized households resulted in the same 
local statistics at each block group, but having similar intervariable correlations as 
described in the PUMS suggests the applicability of the copula-based approach.

Another recent effort to develop an alternative to IPF approaches resulted in 
the development of entropy maximization-based population synthesizer by Paul 
et al. [32] which handles multiple geographies and avoids algorithmic errors. The 
entropy maximization approach was developed as part of the Oregon Department 
of Transportation (ODOT) effort to utilize an open-source population synthesis 
platform. The approach consists mainly of two algorithms. The first algorithm, 
namely, list balancing, finds weights that match the given marginal control dis-
tributions. The second algorithm, namely, integerizing, implements a LP-based 
procedure to covert fractional weights to integers. The proposed entropy maximiza-
tion-based approach was implemented in Python and made heavy use of the Pandas 
and NumPy libraries, which allow for vectorization of operations to reduce overall 
runtime. Validation results against those of IPF approach were promising and 
demonstrated reasonable match to controls.

8. Conclusion

This study presented a critical, comprehensive literature review of population 
synthesizers starting from the early efforts through the most recent approaches. 
The review and synthesis indicated that, despite its identified limitations and draw-
backs, IPF approach is the most feasible and widely used population synthesizer. All 
other studies and efforts used it as a reference for comparison and produced similar 
or slightly improved results. Evidently, IPF has its drawbacks and limitations. Yet 
reviewed literature indicates that there is no single approach that can result in an 
efficient and accurate population synthesizer. However, an integration of robust 
methods appears as the most promising approach, like the effort of Fournier 
et al. [33] where the limitations of IPF are resolved by combining five methods 
into an integral framework for population synthesis. Table 1, in the Supplemental 
Information section, summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of the presented 
approaches.

Almost three-decade old, yet the IPF approach is still being used in state-of-the-
art simulation platforms like MATSim. Given that IPF is the most studied approach 
and the fact that none of the alternatives provided an out-of-the-box solution, IPF is 
preferred approach by modelers and practitioners. This conclusion is confirmed by 
the findings of Saadi et al. [34], who investigated the influence of scalability on the 
accuracy of different population synthesizers using both fitting- and generation-
based approaches. Their results revealed that simulation-based approaches are more 
stable than IPF approaches when the number of attributes increases; however, IPF 
approaches are less sensitive to changes in sample size.
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Overall, this study provides a critical review and comprehensive synthesis of 
population synthesis approaches that can serve as a valuable reference to future efforts 
focusing on population synthesis for activity- and agent-based transportation models.
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Approach Advantage(s) Disadvantage(s)

Iterative 
proportional fitting 
(IPF)

Synthesized estimates maintain 
the same odds ratios as those in the 
sample table
Most studied and improved 
approach with more than 20 years 
of continuous refinements
Widely available with ready-to-
use implementations in several 
computer programming languages

Does not provide an answer to the zero-cell 
problem in the public use microdata 
sample (PUMS)
Unable to control for statistical 
distributions of both household- and 
individual-level attributes
Limited number of attributes that can be 
synthesized per agent

Iterative 
proportional 
updating (IPU)

Addresses the issue of control for 
individual-level attributes and 
joint distributions of personal 
characteristics
Computationally efficient
Described in 23 computational 
steps that can be easily coded in 
most programming languages

Cannot overcome the zero-marginal 
problem that may result due to 
nonexistence of a certain attribute in the 
households of a certain geographic area

Combinatorial 
optimization

Generally simpler and more direct 
than IPF
Fast and flexible with the 
possibility for application to both 
households and employment 
scenarios

Implementation is limited to a proprietary 
computer program
Resource-demanding and needs multicore, 
parallel computers

Markov process-
based approach

Truly synthesizes populations 
instead of cloning them
Meets the demand for large-scale 
microsimulation scenarios
Can handle both continuous and 
discrete variables

Requires extensive knowledge of computer 
programming
Difficult to trace errors
Refinement for specific scenarios 
or locations requires substantial 
redevelopment of the computer algorithm

Fitness-based 
synthesis (FBS)

No need for determining a joint 
multiway distribution
Addresses the notorious IPF issues 
of zero-cell problems

Requires extensive knowledge of the sparse 
matrix technique package in MATLAB that 
is based on high-level matrix programming 
for numerical computation

Emerging 
approaches

Scalable and adaptive
Addresses all disadvantages of IPF 
approach

Requires advanced expertise in Python 
and makes heavy use of the Pandas and 
NumPy libraries
Limited successful applications compared 
to IPF

Table 1. 
Key advantages and disadvantages of population synthesis approaches.
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Chapter 2

Approaches for Modelling User’s
Acceptance of Innovative
Transportation Technologies and
Systems
Stefano de Luca, Roberta Di Pace and Facundo Storani

Abstract

The gradual penetration of new transport modes and/or new technologies
(advanced information systems, automotive technologies, etc.) requires effective
theoretical paradigms able to interpret and model transportation system users’
propensity to purchase and use them. Along with the traditional approaches mainly
based on random utility theory, it is a common opinion that numerous
nonquantitative variables (such as psychological factors, attitudes, perceptions,
etc.) may affect users’ behaviors. Different traditional approaches and more
advanced ones (e.g. hybrid choice model (HCM) with latent variables, theory of
planned behaviour, regret theory, prospect theory, etc.) may be identified and
properly applied in the literature. In particular, the chapter will focus on the hybrid
choice modeling with latent variables, aiming to incorporate users’ perceptions,
attitudes and concerns in order to model the user’s propensity to use and the
willingness to buy a new technology. The methodology overview and the results of
the application at real data are discussed.

Keywords: transportation technologies, transportation systems, intelligent
transportation systems, user’s acceptance, choice modeling

1. Introduction

The diffusion and market penetration of new technologies are becoming a cru-
cial point for transport system analysts and decision-makers. The main issues are
regarding a correct understanding of the phenomena and the simulation of different
possible operational scenarios.

Among the several new technologies aiming to let the transportation system be
more efficient and sustainable, two main issues continue to be challenging tasks:
(a) interpreting and modeling users’ behaviour towards these new technologies and
(b) assessing the potential environmental impacts.

Both issues are highly correlated as, without an effective interpretation of users’
behaviour, no reliable estimation of the market penetration, and/or the
corresponding impacts could ever be obtained.

Within the cited context, the consumer choice theory based on the random
utility theory (RUT) may be considered the more effective and practical approach
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The diffusion and market penetration of new technologies are becoming a cru-
cial point for transport system analysts and decision-makers. The main issues are
regarding a correct understanding of the phenomena and the simulation of different
possible operational scenarios.

Among the several new technologies aiming to let the transportation system be
more efficient and sustainable, two main issues continue to be challenging tasks:
(a) interpreting and modeling users’ behaviour towards these new technologies and
(b) assessing the potential environmental impacts.

Both issues are highly correlated as, without an effective interpretation of users’
behaviour, no reliable estimation of the market penetration, and/or the
corresponding impacts could ever be obtained.

Within the cited context, the consumer choice theory based on the random
utility theory (RUT) may be considered the more effective and practical approach
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to model and forecast user’s behaviour, but it is a common opinion that consolidated
random utility model (RUM) formulations may lead to neglect the numerous
nonquantitative factors that may affect users’ perceptions and behaviors. As a
matter of fact, psychological factors, such as attitudes, concerns and perceptions,
may play a significant role which should be explicitly modeled. On the other hand,
collecting psychological factors could be a time- and cost-consuming activity. Fur-
thermore, real-world applications must rely on theoretical paradigms easily
implementable in order to allow the estimation of users’ choices in different tech-
nological scenarios.

As clearly stated in the current literature, the propensity to adopt a new tech-
nology, and, in particular, an alternative fuel vehicle (AFV), is mainly affected not
only by instrumental attributes of the technology of interest (alternative) and of the
competing technologies (other alternatives) and by personal attitudes (attitudes) of
the consumer (user) not depending on the alternatives but also on the consumer
personal feelings and on the socioeconomic context in which he/she lives. Several
recent analyses have pointed out the necessity to take into account attributes con-
sidering the perceptions and the attitudes of the users. For example, see [1]. The
main issues of the literature refer to:

1. How to better collect information about users’ attitudes, concerns and/or
perceptions; an “ad-hoc” survey aiming to “collect” attitudes/perception needs
to be designed.

2. The assessment of the methodology to be pursued in accordance with the RUT
[2–5], which is the richest and by far the most widely used theoretical
paradigm for modeling transport-related choices and, more generally, with
discrete choice modeling (i.e. models representing choices made among
discrete alternatives).

Indeed, even though RUMs models usually adopted in demand modeling are
suitable for the representation of the choice process, these are not applicable to
represent the perceptions and attitudes [6]. The issue was addressed in the litera-
ture through the hybrid choice models (HCM) [7–11] based on attitude investiga-
tions trying to infer the role of psychological factors with latent variables within a
discrete choice modeling framework.

In particular, several studies aiming to overstep the boundary of RUMs have
been conducted by Ortúzar and Hutt [12] and by McFadden [13], which around the
1980s investigated the possibility to include subjective variables in a discrete choice
modeling. Starting from the approach proposed by Jöreskog [14] focusing on the
investigation between latent variables and the measurement of the perception indi-
cators, several researchers contributed to the assessment of the methodological
framework of hybrid choice models (e.g. see [15–17]).

The book chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 focuses on modeling over-
view, while Section 3 focuses on survey design; the quantitative preliminary ana-
lyses and the model specification are, respectively, discussed in Sections 4 and 5.
The corresponding results of two case studies are displayed and discussed in Sec-
tions 2 to 5.

2. Conceptual overview

The HCM based on RUT is a discrete choice model which integrates and simul-
taneously estimates different types of sub-models into a unique structure. If the
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HCM includes a latent variable model, it is possible to take into account the effects
of users’ latent attitudes, perceptions and concerns (i.e. integrated choice and latent
variable (ICLV) model).

Adopting the standardized notation for path analysis, Figure 1 introduces the
general structure of an ICLV and allows to comprehend the different sub-models
that define an ICLV: the latent variable model and the discrete choice model. In
particular, the ellipses represent the unobservable (latent) variables, the rectangles
represent the observable variables, and the circles represent the error variance or
disturbance terms.

Since the latent variables (attitudes, perceptions and concerns) cannot be
directly observed and measured from a revealed choice or a stated preference
experiment [18], they have to be modeled and then indirectly identified starting
from a set of indicators. The latent variable model allows to identify and measure
these unobservable variables as a function of the indicators, in order to include
them in a choice model.

Mathematically, a latent variable is treated as a random variable; the latent
variable is specified through a structural equation formalizing it as a function of
several parameters and a random error term. With regard to the relationship
between indicators and latent variables, it can be formalized through a measurement
equation, in which each observed psychological indicator is a function of a latent
variable and a random error term. In general, each latent variable may be part of
more than one measurement equation.

Finally, in accordance with the RUT, the utility Ui
j that an individual i associates

with an alternative j is considered as a function of explanatory variables. The latent
variables are included in the utility function of the alternatives as explanatory
variables.

Figure 1.
Scheme of a hybrid choice model (HCM).
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3. Survey design issues

One of the main issues in the specification of an ICLV model consists of the
observation and the measurement of the attitudes/concerns/perceptions. The sur-
vey design is a crucial part since it should allow to characterize the respondents, to
come up with respondents’ attitudes/concerns/perceptions and to measure them.

Usually, a survey is structured in different subsections aiming to collect various
information from the respondents. First, (a) socioeconomic and (b) household
characteristics have to be inquired; then specific sections aimed to capture users’
attitudes, concerns and perceptions should be specifically designed, for instance,
(c) the users’ attitudes and concerns that may influence the willingness to adopt/
use/purchase a new technology and (d) the users’ perceptions with regard to the
advantages and disadvantages of the technology under investigation. Finally, it is
necessary to collect (e) the users’ propensity to adopt/use/purchase a new technol-
ogy. In this case, different scenarios (usually not real but realistic) should be care-
fully designed in order to cover the possible range of the involved decisional
variables.

Even though the literature is consolidated on survey design with respect to
Sections (a), (b) and (e), Sections (c) and (d) need to be specifically discussed.

As introduced before, one of the main issues related to the specification and
estimation of an HCM relies on how to collect users’ attitudes (to observe and
quantify them). Since attitudes are entities constructed to represent certain under-
lying response tendencies, they cannot be measured directly, but they could be
inferred by studying behaviour which, in turn, might be reasonably assumed to
indicate the attitudes themselves.

The behaviour may be one that occurs in a natural setting or in a simulated
situation. In general, different approaches to measure attitudes may be pursued:

• Direct observation: this approach is based on either observing the actual
behaviour of people or directly asking to state their feelings regarding the issue
being studied. If the aim of the study requires the collection of information
from a large number of individuals, this approach is not very practical.
Moreover, the observation of peoples’ behaviour may reveal the direction of
the underlying attitude (i.e. whether it is positive or negative), but it cannot as
easily indicate the magnitude or strength of the attitude itself, even when the
behaviour is the outcome of the attitude being studied.

• Direct questioning: this approach consists of asking to a set of individuals what
their feelings are, as a self-report technique. It serves only for a limited purpose
of classifying respondents as favorable, unfavorable or indifferent towards a
psychological object. An underlying issue with this technique is the fact that
the individuals may possess certain attitudes and behave accordingly to them
but may not be consciously aware of them, providing involuntary false
statements to the direct questionings.

This method has two approaches to question the individuals: direct question on
the investigated attitude (e.g. how important is the environment) and indirect
question (e.g. do you normally buy…).

In general, direct questioning is the most pursued approach since it allows to
control the investigated context and requires smaller times and costs. The method
application requires the scale of measurement definition. Although the literature
has proposed different scales as Thurstone, Likert and Bogardus, the Likert scale
[19] has the most flexible, robust and easy to implement scale of measurement.
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Latent variables may be classified as attitudes [20, 21], perceptions [22] and
concerns [23]:

• Attitudes refer to the users’ characteristics and to their approach in real-life
society and can be related to the alternatives (alternative-related attitudes) or
not (non-alternative-related attitudes). They can be collected through direct or
indirect questioning, but indirect questioning seems the most appropriate
approach [24, 25].

• Perceptions are usually interpreted as alternative-related and refer to the users’
interpretation and reaction to a stimulus [21]. They can be gathered through
direct questioning only.

• Concerns may be related to a specific problem/issue. They may depend on the
choice context (e.g. the concern towards the environment may depend on the
specific problem/activity carried out). They can be collected through direct
questioning only.

Within the aforementioned conceptual framework, it is suggested to design a
direct questioning survey considering two different types of questions to be sub-
mitted to the respondents: direct and indirect questions. An overview of two exam-
ples of survey design is provided in the following.

3.1 Example 1: the HySolarKit case study

A first example refers to the HySolarKit [26] case study. The questionnaire
described in this section was designed [24] to investigate the role of latent factors in
the choice of a new automotive technology which aims to electrify/hybridize
existing vehicles through an aftermarket kit which can be recharged by the grid but
also by solar power (the HySolarKit). The experiment was applied to the case study
of the Salerno municipality which is the capital city of Salerno province (region of
Campania, southern Italy).

The first section of the questionnaire aimed to collect users’ socioeconomic,
activity-related attributes and household-vehicle characteristic information; there-
fore, respondents were provided with direct and indirect questions.

In particular, direct questions were about fuel consumption, vehicle reliability,
vehicle design and the environmental impact; indirect questions were about three
main latent behaviors: the fuel consumption, the vehicle design and the environ-
mental impact. A detailed description is displayed in Tables 1 and 2.

The questionnaire was completed through a second section based on installation
cost scenarios. In particular, each respondent was faced with two scenarios based on
different installation costs (ranging from 500 to 4000 €).

Respondents were provided with a brief description of the technology and its
main characteristics: how it works, how it is installed, the different performances
(e.g. power, acceleration, speed), the environmental and fuel consumption benefits
that can be achieved and the operating time. A brief overview is displayed in more
detail in Table 3 [27].

3.2 Example 2: the electric vehicle case study

The second example was about electric vehicle (EV) market penetration [28].
The questionnaire was designed with the aim to investigate the different attributes/
determinants that may influence the decision to purchase an electric vehicle.
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The first section of the questionnaire aims to gather information about the users’
socioeconomic characteristics, the characteristics of the owned household vehicles
and the psychometric indicators of the latent variables. Particularly, two types of

Indicator Statement

Qcons The vehicle fuel consumption significantly influences my choice in purchasing a new car

Q rel The vehicle reliability significantly influences my choice in purchasing a new car

Q design The vehicle design significantly influences my choice in purchasing a new car

Q env The evaluation of the environmental impact significantly influences my choice in
purchasing a new car

Q price The price significantly influences my choice in purchasing a new car

Table 1.
Psychological statements—Direct questions.

Attitude towards fuel consumption

Indicator Statement

Icons1 The consumption and the energy class significantly influence my choice in purchasing an
appliance

Icons 2 I am usually attentive to the special offers of electric operators

Icons 3 My home bulbs are energy efficient

Icons 4 I usually evaluate the car efficiency with respect to the car cost mileage

Icons 5 I normally compare the fuel prices among different petrol stations

Icons 6 When driving I am not willing to behave to reduce the environmental impacts (my driving
behaviour is normally aggressive)

Attitude towards vehicle design

Indicator Statement

Idesign1 When parking I am usually careful to avoid having my car damaged

Idesign2 I often read journals of design

Idesign3 When furnishing I am willing to buy pieces with modern design features and original
details

Idesign4 I am willing to go to the body shop mechanic not only for major damages

Idesign5 I am willing to install not standard equipment (such as antitheft block shaft) on my own car

Attitude towards environmental impacts

Indicator Statement

Ienv1 I often control the exhaust/emission system of my car

Ienv2 In consciously make the separate waste collection

Ienv3 I really enjoy spending my free time in parks and green areas to breathe clean area

Ienv4 How much do you agree with following sentence: We must act and make decisions to
reduce emissions of greenhouse gases

Ienv5 How much do you agree with following sentence: The government should invest in low
energy impact

Ienv6 I am not willing to use the car during weekend to protect the environment and then reduce
air pollution

Table 2.
Psychological statements—Indirect questions.
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attitudes and two types of perceptions were inquired. The investigated attitudes were
towards the environment and about the vehicle’s technical features, while the inves-
tigated perceptions referred to the advantages and disadvantages of electric vehicles
that may affect users’ willingness to purchase them. To this end, several direct/
indirect questions were specifically designed adopting a five-point Likert scale (rang-
ing from strongly disagree to strongly agree). The psychological statements used as
indicators of those unobservable latent variables are detailed in Table 4.

The second section of the questionnaire contains the users’ choice behaviour in
buying a new car. To this end, a Renault Zoe as the electric alternative and a diesel-
fuelled Renault Clio are considered as conventional vehicles (CV).

Your owned car
(internal combustion engine, ICEV)

Your owned car with the HSK

Brief description of the HSK

The hybridizing equipment (see figure above) consists of:

• In-wheel electric engine
• Auxiliary lithium-ion battery pack
• Additional control system that interacts with existing vehicle components and optimizes energy

flows
• Flexible photovoltaic panels installed on vehicle roof and hood

A mild parallel hybrid structure is obtained by substituting/integrating the rear wheels with in-wheel
motors. In this way, the vehicle can operate in pure electric mode (when ICEV is switched off or
disconnected by the front wheels) or in hybrid mode (when the ICEV drives the front wheels and the
rear in-wheel motors operate in traction mode or in generation mode)
The battery can be recharged by:

• Rear wheels, when operating in generation mode
• Photovoltaic panels
• A regular electric power outlet, when the vehicle is connected to the grid power in plug-in mode

Technological features (averages)*

ICEV ICEV + HSK

Power P P + (30%) � P

Speedmax V V or 40 km/h in pure electric mode

Acceleration (acceleration time from 0 to
100 km/h)

A A�(25%) � A

Consumptions C C�(20%) � C

Emissions E E�(20%) � E

Operating time T T or 15 m in pure electric mode

Table 3.
Overview of the two alternatives in the choice context.
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These two alternatives were compared in terms of their technical features and
then hypothesized that the interviewee has a budget enough to buy a new car to be
used in urban areas. The monthly cost of buying and fuelling the conventional
vehicle is calculated, considering 8-year monthly payments to buy it and an esti-
mated fuel cost to drive it for 10,000 km per year. This results in a total cost of 192 €
per month (Table 5).

After the comparison, each respondent was faced with five monthly cost sce-
nario setup for the electric vehicle. They started from the same value calculated
for the diesel vehicle (i.e. 192 €/month), and then it was considered that the EV
would have cost 10, 20, 30 and 40% more (€211, €230, €250 and €270 per month,
respectively).

4. Preliminary analyses

In the case of HCM, descriptive and statistical analyses of the collected answers
regarding the perception indicators are necessary for two main reasons: firstly, they
allow supporting the soundness of the experimental design setup; secondly, they
allow deriving first correlations between observed behaviour, collected attributes

Attitudes towards the environment

Indicator Statement

F_cons The vehicle fuel consumption significantly influences my choice in purchasing a new
car

F_poll I care about the amount of pollution generated by a car when it’s being used

Attitudes about technical features

Indicator Statement

F_tech_fea The vehicle technical features significantly influence my choice in purchasing a new car

TF_power I prefer driving a car with a powerful engine

TF_top_speed When I am choosing a car, I find myself spending a lot of time checking out differences
in terms of top speed (km/h)

TF_accel The immediate acceleration increases my driving pleasure

TF_range The vehicle range is very significant with respect to my mobility needs in everyday life

Advantages

Indicator Statement

ADRed_CO2 I am interested in EV to contribute to the emissions reduction

ADEfficiency Compared to a normal car, EV are superior in terms of energy efficiency

ADRed_poll I believe using EV can significantly reduce the acoustic pollution in cities

ADLess_parts I prefer having a car with less moving parts

Disadvantages

Indicator Statement

DISinfr When driving an EV, I would always be worried about the lack of charging points

DISred_fea Compared to a normal car, EV are inferior in terms of performances

DISbatt_range The low range of the battery is a real disadvantage

Table 4.
Psychological statements of the survey.
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and investigated attitudes/perceptions/concerns. Therefore, results from prelimi-
nary analyses may give important insights on the survey robustness and a useful
guidance for the model specification. In general, the analyses may be divided in
basic preliminary analyses based on the analysis of Cronbach’s alpha which focuses
on the evaluation of the internal consistency of the answers and the evaluation of
mean and standard deviations and other advanced analysis, as the factor analysis
which aims to identify the latent variables. A further and more detailed explanation
of the methods is provided below.

4.1 Cronbach’s alpha

The Cronbach’s alpha, α (or coefficient alpha), is a measure of the internal
consistency (or reliability) of the responses to multiple questions that are meant to
measure a specific latent variable in a survey using a Likert scale. This indicator
aims to tell whether the survey was accurately designed, and the questions were not
answered randomly.

For each latent variable, it is necessary to have at least two indirect questions.
The higher the number of questions, the better the latent variable would be mea-
sured. These questions, if possible, should be a mix of “+keyed” and “-keyed”,
depending if each one is positively correlated to the latent variable or negatively
(Table 6).

When a survey intends to measure more than one latent variable, it is
recommended to alternate their questions. This strategy combined to the mix of
“+ keyed” and “� keyed” is employed in order to encourage respondents to be more
aware of each item and the response provided and, therefore, increases the proba-
bility of gathering valid responding. If not, respondents may realize which latent

Vehicle A—Electric
Renault ZOE Life R90

Vehicle B—Diesel
Renault Clio 1.5 dCi Life

Technical features (averages)*

Electric Gasoline

Power 92 CV 75 CV

Top speed 135 km/h 168 km/h

Acceleration
(0–100 km/h)

13.4 s 14.3 s

Consumption 10.9 km/kWh 30.3 km/l

CO2 emissions 0 g/km 85 g/km

Range 240 km 1364 km

Table 5.
Comparison of the two alternatives in the choice context.
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and investigated attitudes/perceptions/concerns. Therefore, results from prelimi-
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guidance for the model specification. In general, the analyses may be divided in
basic preliminary analyses based on the analysis of Cronbach’s alpha which focuses
on the evaluation of the internal consistency of the answers and the evaluation of
mean and standard deviations and other advanced analysis, as the factor analysis
which aims to identify the latent variables. A further and more detailed explanation
of the methods is provided below.
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The Cronbach’s alpha, α (or coefficient alpha), is a measure of the internal
consistency (or reliability) of the responses to multiple questions that are meant to
measure a specific latent variable in a survey using a Likert scale. This indicator
aims to tell whether the survey was accurately designed, and the questions were not
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For each latent variable, it is necessary to have at least two indirect questions.
The higher the number of questions, the better the latent variable would be mea-
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variable is being measured, and they might tend to answer with the same response
if the questions are all equally keyed. In this case, the total variance will be lower,
and the relation with other variables in the study will be underestimated.

The Cronbach’s alpha is calculated for each group of questions that measure a
specific latent variable. Given X ¼ Y1 þ Y2 þ…þ YK the sum of the scores of the K
questions for each respondent, Cronbach’s alpha is obtained as

α ¼ K
K � 1

1�∑K
i¼1σ

2
Yi

σ2X

 !
(1)

where:
K is the number of items (questions).
σ2X is the variance of the observed total scores.
σ2Yi

is the variance of the scores of each item i.
A rule commonly accepted to interpret the values of Cronbach’s alpha when used

with a Likert scale is (Table 7):

4.2 Mean and standard deviation

An easy quantitative/qualitative analysis to perform on the data collected con-
sists of calculating the mean value and the standard deviation of the responses to the
Likert scale for each question and then evaluating whether the responses are con-
sistent (they have a low deviation) or if the mean value corresponds to the one
expected.

4.3 Factor analysis

Given Yi is an observable random variable, with mean μi, with i ¼ 1,…, p where
p is the number of observed variables (the number of indirect questions), the factor
analysis is a statistical method to investigate if each observed variable can be
reduced to a linear combination of k unobservable factors (i.e. Fk, latent variables,

Scoring Very
inaccurate

Moderately
inaccurate

Neither inaccurate nor
accurate

Moderately
accurate

Very
accurate

+ keyed 1 2 3 4 5

� keyed 5 4 3 2 1

Table 6.
Scores for a five-point Likert scale.

Cronbach’s alpha Internal consistency

0.9 ≤ α Excellent

0.8 ≤ α < 0.9 Good

0.7 ≤ α < 0.8 Acceptable

0.6 ≤ α < 0.7 Questionable

0.5 ≤ α < 0.6 Poor

α < 0.5 Unacceptable

Table 7.
Scales of values for the Cronbach’s alpha.
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considered independent from each other) and error terms (i.e. εi). Mathematically,
that can be expressed as

Yi � μi ¼ li1F1 þ…þ likFk þ εi (2)

In matrix terms

Y � μ ¼ L F þ ε (3)

Y1

⋮
Yi

⋮
Yp

2
666664

3
777775
�

μ1
⋮
μi
⋮
μp

2
666664

3
777775
¼

l11 ⋯ l1j ⋯ l1k
⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
li1 ⋯ lij ⋯ lik
⋮ ⋯ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
lp1 ⋯ lpj ⋯ lpk

2
666664

3
777775

F1

⋮
Fj

⋮
Fk

2
666664

3
777775
þ

ε1
⋮
εi
⋮
εp

2
666664

3
777775

(4)

where

Y ¼ Y1;…;Yi;…;Yp
� �T is the vector of p observable random variables.

μ ¼ μ1;…; μi;…; μp

h iT
is the vector of the mean values of Y.

F ¼ F1;…;Fj;…;Fk
� �T is a vector of k unobserved random variables, called

“common factors” as they influence all the observed Yi.

L ¼

l11 ⋯ l1j ⋯ l1k
⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
li1 ⋯ lij ⋯ lik
⋮ ⋯ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
lp1 ⋯ lpj ⋯ lpk

2
6666664

3
7777775
is a matrix of unknown constants, called

“loadings” that have to be calculated.

ε ¼ ε1;…; εi;…; εp
� �T is a vector of unobserved stochastic error terms, with zero

mean and finite variance, that can assume different values for each i.
Assuming that:

• εi are independent from one another, and E εið Þ ¼ 0 and Var εið Þ ¼ σ2i .

• F are independent from one another, as there is no relationship between
factors, and are also independent from the error terms. They are also
standardized to E Fj

� � ¼ 0 and Var Fj
� � ¼ 1.

• Cov Fð Þ ¼ I so the factors are uncorrelated.

• k≤ p: the number of observed variables Yi is larger or equal to the number of
common factors Fj.

Any solution for the unknown values lij of Eq. (2) or (3) with the constraints for
F is defined as factors, and L is the loading matrix.

With these assumptions, the variance of Yi in (2) can be calculated as

Var Yið Þ ¼ li1
2Var F1ð Þ þ…þ lik

2Var Fkð Þ þ 12Var εið Þ
Var Yið Þ ¼ li1

2 þ…þ lik
2 þ σ2i

(5)

where li1
2 þ…þ lik

2 is the communality of the variance: the part that is explained
by the common factors F1,…, Fj,…, Fk and shared with other variables.
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σ2i is the specific variance: the part of the variance of Yi that is not considered in
the common factors. This value would be equal to 0 if the common factors were
perfect predictors of the observed variables.

Given two variables, Ym and Yn,

Ym ¼ μm þ lm1F1 þ…þ lmkFk þ εm

Yn ¼ μn þ ln1F1 þ…þ lnkFk þ εn
(6)

The covariances can be calculated as

Cov Ym;Ynð Þ ¼ lm1ln1Var F1ð Þ þ…þ lmklnkVar Fkð Þ þ 1ð Þ 0ð Þεm þ 0ð Þ 1ð Þεn
Cov Ym;Ynð Þ ¼ lm1ln1 þ…þ lmklnk

(7)

This shows that the covariance of two variables is equal to the scalar product of
their loadings.

With the expressions in Eqs. (5) and (7), it is possible to construct a theoretical
variance–covariance matrix, implied by the model’s assumptions. Then, with the data
collected in the survey, an observed variance and covariance matrix can be calculated
and constructed. If the model’s assumptions are correct, it is possible to estimate the
loadings lij in order to obtain a theoretical matrix closer to the observed one.

To extract the first set of loadings and factors from the observed variables, there
are different methods. However, principal component analysis (PCA) and common
factor analysis (CFA) are the most preferred and most used:

• Principal component method, or component factor analysis, determines the
loadings lij that allows a close estimation of the total communality to the sum of
the observed variances, while ignoring the covariances. The principal
components are chosen by extracting the maximum variance and putting it in the
first factor, gathering as much of the variation in the data as possible. Then, the
variance explained by the first factor is removed and then extracts the maximum
variance for the second factor; repeating the process until the last factor.

This model can be written as

C1 ¼ l11Y1 þ l21Y2 þ l31Y3 (8)

• Common factor analysis: the factors are linear combinations that maximize the
common portion of the variance and put them into factors, underlying latent
constructs. This method does not include the specific part of the variance to
determine the factor, and it is used for structural equation modeling.

This model can be set up as

Y1 ¼ l11F1 þ ε1

Y2 ¼ l21F1 þ ε2

Y3 ¼ l31F1 þ ε3

(9)

Once the factors are extracted, their eigenvalues (or characteristic roots) pro-
vides the amount of variance explained by every factor out of the total variance.
Then, the number of factors is reduced by retaining only those which have an
eigenvalue larger than 1, according to Kaiser’s criterion [29].

The factor loadings obtained represent the amount of variance explained by the
variable on every factor. In structural equation modeling, a value of 0.7 or higher
represents that the factor extracts sufficient variance from that particular variable.
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The loading values may be hard to interpret at a first glance. So, in a second step
of the analysis, the loadings obtained can be “rotated” in order to arrive at another
set of loadings, which renders the values more understandable, while fitting the
observed variances and covariances equally. The effect of rotating the factors pro-
duces that each variable loads more strongly only on one of the factors and weakly
on the other factors, producing the eigenvalues to vary.

There are several rotationmethods that provide different solutions, arising to differ-
ent interpretation. The interpretation of each factor and the number of factors needed
are very subjective, and the researcher has the task to identify what is themeaning of
each factor (i.e. which is the unknown latent variable hidden in the indicators).

From a general point of view, the rotation methods can be subdivided in orthog-
onal (when the factors cannot correlate) or oblique (the factors are allowed to corre-
late). The most common methods within each one of two groups are listed below:

• Orthogonal methods

◦ Varimax: it aims to minimize the complexity of each factor by relating
them to few variables while discouraging the detection of factors that
influence all the variables. It produces the increase of the strongest loading
values while decreasing the weaker ones in each factor.

◦ Quartimax: it aims to find a general factor (or a reduced amount of them),
on which most variables are loaded to, while minimizing the number of
factors needed to explain each variable. This is done by increasing the
strongest loading values while decreasing the weaker ones in each
variable. This factor structure is usually not helpful to the research
purpose.

◦ Equimax: it is a method that attempts to simplify both factors and
variables.

• Oblique methods

◦ Direct oblimin is the standard method when the factors are allowed to be
correlated, resulting in higher eigenvalues, but the interpretability of the
factors may be reduced.

◦ Promax is an alternative to the previous one, used for large dataset as it is
computationally more efficient.

4.4 Example 1: the electric vehicle case study

An overview of the preliminary statistical analysis for the electric vehicle case
study1 introduced in Section 3.2 is provided. The proposed example includes analy-
sis of Cronbach’s alpha, mean and standard deviations, factor analysis with principal
components as the extraction method and rotated component matrix using the
Varimax method.

First of all, it may be observed that Cronbach’s alpha is not consistent for all
answers; therefore, the survey reliability is confirmed only in the case of

1 For the sake of brevity only, the results which are related to one case study, the electric vehicle case

study, are displayed.
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σ2i is the specific variance: the part of the variance of Yi that is not considered in
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First of all, it may be observed that Cronbach’s alpha is not consistent for all
answers; therefore, the survey reliability is confirmed only in the case of

1 For the sake of brevity only, the results which are related to one case study, the electric vehicle case

study, are displayed.
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psychological statements referred to the environment, the technical features and
the EV’s advantages (i.e. Cronbach’s alpha is higher than 0.5). Among them, a
further analysis is provided in terms of mean and standard deviations: with respect
to the attitude about the environment, for both statements the mean is higher than
3, and the standard deviation is lower than 1; regarding the attitude about technical
features, higher values of mean (higher than 3) and lower values (lower than 1) of
standard deviations are observed for the following statements (refer to Section 3.2
for the meaning of the following variables): <F_tech_fea>, <TF_power > and
< TF_range>. Finally, the perceptions of EV’s advantages show mean values higher
than 3 and standard deviations lower than 1 only for the following statements:
<ADRed_CO2>, <ADEfficiency > and < ADRed_poll>. However, even though the
Cronbach’s alpha is not satisfying for the perceptions of disadvantages of EVs,
the mean values and the standard deviations for all statements (<DISinfr>,
<DISred_fea>, <DISbatt_range>) highlight their relevance on users’ behaviour. All
significant results are in bold in Table 8.

Attitudes about environment

Cronbach’s alpha = 0.551

mean SD

F_cons 4.32 0.71

F_poll 3.13 0.98

Attitudes about technical features

Cronbach’s alpha = 0.656

mean SD

F_tech_fea 3.68 0.85

TF_power 3.51 0.84

TF_top_speed 2.98 0.85

TF_accel 3.14 1.00

TF_range 4.53 0.73

Perceptions of advantages of EVs

Cronbach’s alpha = 0.549

Mean SD

ADRed_CO2 4.11 0.82

ADEfficiency 3.42 1.08

ADRed_poll 3.62 0.97

ADLess_parts 3.01 1.14

Perceptions of disadvantages of EVs

Cronbach’s alpha = 0.364

Mean SD

DISinfr 4.21 0.82

DISred_fea 3.25 0.94

DISbatt_range 4.05 0.87

Table 8.
Mean and standard deviations of the responses in the EV study.
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The factor analysis carried out through the principal component analysis extrac-
tion method, allowed to identify the latent factors correlated to the psychological
statements. The components extracted were also rotated using the Varimax
method.

The results (significant values are highlighted in bold in Table 9) underline the
correlations among the following statements referred to the advantage perceptions
<ADRed_CO>, <ADEfficiency > and < ADRed_poll > and all statements regarding the
environmental attitude, <F_consumption > and < F_pollution > .

5. Mathematical formulation

5.1 Choice function and structural and measurement equations

The utility choice function in the hybrid choice model is based on the
assumption that each individual is faced with a set of alternatives, i, and each
alternative expressed as a function of a vector of observed instrumental
attributes, Xi; the users’ attributes, Xi,SE; a vector of latent variables, LVi; and the
error term εi:

Ui ¼ βxX
i þ βSEX

i
SE þ βLVLV

i þ εi (10)

With reference to the LVi vector, two equations have to be specified: the struc-
tural and the measurement equations. The structural equations are introduced in
order to specify the latent variables, while the measurement equations are intro-
duced in order to specify the perception indicators.

In particular, if p is the generic latent variable, the structural equation for each
latent variable may be expressed as follows:

LVi
p ¼ γp þ∑jβSE, jX

i
SE, j þ ωi

p (11)

where γp is the intersect, X
i
SE, j is the vector of the users’ characteristics attri-

butes, βSE, j is the vector of the coefficients associated with the users’ characteristics
(to be estimated), ωi

p is the error term which is usually normally distributed with
zero mean and σω,p is the standard deviation.

Furthermore, let Iin be a vector of perceptions indicators associated to each latent
variable. Each perception indicator (i.e. vector component) may be specified by a
measurement equation as follows:

Factor analysis

Variables Components Rotated components

1 2 1 2

AD_red_CO2 0.721 �0.306 0.773 0.125

AD_red_poll 0.601 �0.018 0.751 �0.156

AD_efficiency 0.553 �0.532 0.519 0.305

F_consumption 0.548 0.518 �0.068 0.768

F_pollution 0.352 0.686 0.188 0.731

Table 9.
Factor analysis of the EV study.
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statements. The components extracted were also rotated using the Varimax
method.

The results (significant values are highlighted in bold in Table 9) underline the
correlations among the following statements referred to the advantage perceptions
<ADRed_CO>, <ADEfficiency > and < ADRed_poll > and all statements regarding the
environmental attitude, <F_consumption > and < F_pollution > .

5. Mathematical formulation

5.1 Choice function and structural and measurement equations

The utility choice function in the hybrid choice model is based on the
assumption that each individual is faced with a set of alternatives, i, and each
alternative expressed as a function of a vector of observed instrumental
attributes, Xi; the users’ attributes, Xi,SE; a vector of latent variables, LVi; and the
error term εi:
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Iip,k ¼ αp,k þ λp,kLVi
p þ νip,k (12)

where αp,k is the intersect, λp,k is the coefficient associated with the latent
variable (to be estimated), νip,k is the error terms usually assumed normally distrib-
uted with zero mean and σνpk is the standard deviation of the error term.

The psychometric indicators that reveal the latent variables may be coded using
a Likert scale [19]. These indicators can be considered to be a linear continuous
expression of the LV’s or an ordered discrete variable. The first approach has been
historically chosen because simpler and more practical with lower computational
cost. However, assuming these indicators as continuous variables are in contrast
with the real nature of the Likert scale (the Likert scale is a discrete measure) [30],
such an approach may introduce some biases in the parameters’ estimation. In
recent years, several studies have treated them as discrete variables, but with a
higher computational cost [31]. In particular, if the measurement is represented by
an ordered discrete variable J taking the values j1, j2,…, jM, we have

J ¼

j1 if I< τ1

j2 if τ1 ≤ I< τ2

⋮
ji if τi�1 ≤ I< τi

⋮
jM if τM�1 ≤ I

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

(13)

where I is defined by Eq. (12) and τ1,…, τM�1 are parameters to be estimated,
such that

τ1 ≤ τ2 ≤…≤ τi ≤…≤ τM�1

If the measurements use a Likert scale with M = 5 levels, four parameters τi are
needed. But, in order to account for the symmetry of the indicators, two positive
parameters δ1 and δ2 are specified instead, in order to define

τ1 ¼ �δ1 � δ2

τ2 ¼ �δ1

τ3 ¼ δ1

τ4 ¼ δ1 þ δ2

(14)

Then, the probability of a given response ji is given by the ordered probitmodel [5].
For completeness, in the following section, the estimation results related to the

HySolarKit and the electric vehicle case study are shown.
In this research report, the model parameters were estimated in accordance with

the maximum simulated likelihood statistical approach.

5.2 Example: the HySolarKit case study

The first results shown in this section refer to the HySolarKit case study. As
already anticipated in Section 3.1, the choice set was composed of two alternatives:
“install” and “not-install”. In the following the estimation results are presented,
distinguishing the choice utility function, the structural equations and the mea-
surement equations.
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5.2.1 Parameters of the choice utility function

The utility choice functions were analytically specified in accordance with the
following equation:

Ui ¼ βxX
i þ βSEX

i
SE þ βLVLV

i þ εi (15)

The results are shown inTable 10. In particular, the estimation results underline the
following latent variables as statistically significant: attitudes towards fuel consump-
tion (LV1), towards the vehicle design (LV2) and towards the environment (LV3).

The coefficients related to the parameters in the measurement equation for an
ordinal specification are estimated in the considered model. As the measurements
are using a Likert scale with seven levels, six parameters τi are needed

Attributes Attributes
coefficients (betas)

Install Not-install

Age
[def: age of the respondent]

+0.160
(+0.960)

Master’s degree
[def: 1 for users achieved this educational attainment]

+ 0.156
(+1.16)

ZonRes
[def: 0 for users living to the historical centre, 1 if in the outskirts]

+0.0761
(+0.960)

CarAge
[def: age of the owned car on which the respondent would install the kit]

+0.0272
(+1.55)

by Car-Shopping
[def: mode choice “Car” and trip purpose “Shopping”]

+0.669
(+1.490)

by Car-Personal Services
[def: mode choice “Car” and trip purpose “Personal Services”]

+0.192
(+0.53)

Δcost

[def: In order to compare the scenarios with and without the kit, the financial gain
was expressed in terms of weekly costs, rather than yearly costs or life costs based on
the year of the vehicle owned by the respondent]

+0.0638
(+8.16)

LV1

[def: latent variable representing consumption attitude]
+0.548
(+2.55)

LV2

[def: latent variable representing design attitude]
+0.0682
(+0.46)

LV3

[def: latent variable representing environment attitude]
+0.104
(+0.98)

Statistics

Number of respondents 1364

Number of observations 1364

Init-log-likelihood1 �944.760

Final log-likelihood �779.81

Rho-square 0.212

*in parenthesis the t-test values.
1Only the log-likelihood associated with the discrete choice component is considered.

Table 10.
Attribute coefficients of the choice model. HySolarKit case study.
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(see Section 5.1). However, in order to account for the symmetry of the indicators,
three positive parameters δ1, δ2 and δ3 are actually required (Table 11).

5.2.2 Parameters of the structural model

The coefficients in the structural model are analytically represented by the
following equation:

LVi
p ¼ γp þ∑jβSE, jX

i
SE, j þ ωi

p (16)

This equation shows that each latent variable is a function of an intercept value
γp of beta-coefficients βSE, j for each of the socioeconomic attributes Xi

SE, j of the

respondents that influence the latent variable and contains an error term ωi
p nor-

mally distributed with zero mean and σωp standard deviations.
The estimation results displayed in below refers to the significant latent vari-

ables of the model, representing the attitude towards the fuel consumption (LV1),
the vehicle design (LV2) and the environment (LV3) (Table 12).

5.2.3 Parameters of the measurement model

Finally, with regard to the measurement model depending on the perception
indicators, they are analytically represented by the following equation:

Iip,k ¼ αp,k þ λp,kLVi
p þ νip,k (17)

where each perception indicator is a function of an intercept value αp,k, a
coefficient λp,k associated with the latent variable and an error term νip,k assumed
normally distributed with zero mean and σνpk standard deviation.

Table 13 shows the coefficients for each perception indicator, which were spec-
ified in accordance with the preliminary analyses (not shown for the sake of brev-
ity). In particular, the first latent variable about fuel consumption (LV1) is
described by two indicators <Icons0 > and < Icons2>. The second latent variable,
about vehicle design (LV2), is described by four perception indicators, <Idesign0>,
<Idesign1>, <Idesign3 > and < Idesign4>. Finally, the last latent variable representing
the attitudes towards the environment (LV3) is described by four indicators
< Ienv0>, < Ienv3>, < Ienv4 > and < Ienv6 > .

In general, the estimation results underline the necessity to introduce two dif-
ferent kinds of questions: direct and indirect questions.

DELTA1 + 1.46
(+ 38.90)

DELTA2 + 1.34
(+ 43.85)

DELTA3 + 1.52
(+ 46.11)

*in parenthesis the t-test values.

Table 11.
Delta values of the calibrated measurement equations. HySolarKit case study.
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5.3 Example 2: the electric vehicle case study

As described in Section 3.2, the considered choice set is composed of two alterna-
tives: the alternative A representing the respondent’s willingness to buy an electric
vehicle and the alternative B corresponding to the willingness of buying a conventional
(diesel) vehicle. The provided results are referred to an ordered model specification.

In the following the estimation results are presented, distinguishing the choice of
utility function, the structural equations and the measurement equations.

5.3.1 Parameters of the choice utility function

The attribute coefficients in the utility choice function are analytically specified
by the following equation:

Ui ¼ βxX
i þ βSEX

i
SE þ βLVLV

i þ εi (18)

Structural model

Attributes Attribute coefficients (betas)

LV1: Attitude towards fuel consumption

γ1 �2.32
(�29.80)

ω1 +0.787
(+16.37)

by car-shopping
[def: mode choice “Car” and trip purpose “Shopping”]

�0.448
(�2.52)

by car-personal services
[def: mode choice “Car” and trip purpose “Personal Services”]

+0.550
(+3.88)

Master’s degree
[def: 1 for users achieved this educational attainment]

+0.128
(+2.22)

LV2: Attitude towards design issues

γ2 �3.39
(�42.17)

ω2 +0.299
(+6.96)

Age
[def: age of the respondent]

�0.0955
(�2.37)

SE_male
[def: respondent’s gender (0 = female; 1 = male)]

�0.278
(�6.65)

LV3: Attitude towards environment

γ3 —

ω3 +1.34
(+27.18)

Age
[def: age of the respondent]

�1.06
(�15.60)

SE_male
[def: respondent’s gender (0 = female; 1 = male)]

�1.12
(�16.74)

*in parenthesis the t-test values.

Table 12.
Coefficients of the calibrated structural model. HySolarKit case study.
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The results are shown in Table 14. In particular, the following attitudes were
statistically significant: the attitudes towards the environment (LV1) and the per-
ception of the advantages of EVs (LV2).

Measurement model

Fuel consumption Vehicle design Environment

Icons0
[def: The vehicle fuel
consumption significantly
influences my choice in
purchasing a new car]

Idesign0
[def: The vehicle design
significantly influences my choice
in purchasing a new car]

Ienv0
[def: The evaluation of the
environmental impact significantly
influences my choice in purchasing a
new car]

α 10 +0.567
(+3.46)

α 20 �1.79
(�2.77)

α 30 �1.89
(�24.48)

λ 10 +0.725
(+11.40)

λ 20 +0.148
(+0.85)

λ 30 +0.495
(+14.12)

ν10 +0.787
(+16.37)

ν20 +1.38
(+33.16)

ν30 +1.18
(+31.06)

Icons2
[def: I am usually attentive to
the special offers of electric
operators]

Idesign1
[def: When parking I am usually
careful to avoid having my car
damaged]

Ienv3
[def: I really enjoy spending my free
time in parks and green areas to
breathe clean area]

α 12 0 α 21 0 α 33 �1.36
(�19.03)

λ 12 1 λ 21 1 λ 33 +0.729
(+20.82)

ν12 1 ν21 1 ν33 +0.983
(+25.99)

Idesign3
[def: When furnishing I am
willing to buy pieces with modern
design features and original
details]

Ienv4
[def: How much do you agree with
following sentence: We must act and
make decisions to reduce emissions of
greenhouse gases]

α 23 +2.79
(+2.72)

α 34 0

λ 23 +1.60
(+5.72)

λ 34 1

ν23 +1.43
(+31.24)

ν34 1

Idesign4
[def: I am willing to go to the
body shop mechanic not only for
major damages]

Ienv6
[def: I am not willing to use the car
during weekend to protect the
environment and then reduce air
pollution]

α 24 +2.79
(+2.69)

α 36 �1.95
(�26.15)

λ 24 +1.84
(+6.52)

λ 36 +0.396
(+12.18)

ν24 +1.65
(+28.17)

ν36 +1.13
(+31.68)

*in parenthesis the t-test values.

Table 13.
Coefficients of the calibrated measurement model. HySolarKit case study.
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The coefficients related to the parameters in the measurement equation for an
ordinal specification are estimated in the considered model. As the measurements
are using a Likert scale with five levels, four parameters τi are needed. However, in
order to account for the symmetry of the indicators, two positive parameters δ1 and
δ2 are actually required (Table 15).

5.3.2 Parameters of the structural model

The coefficients in the structural model are analytically represented by the
following equation:

Attributes Attribute coefficients
(betas)

BUY - EV BUY - CV

VAR_monthly_cost_abs
[def: Variation in monthly cost [EUR] between an electric car and a conventional
one]

+0.118

(+17.65)

SE_AutoSI
[def: 1 if the respondent has at least 1 car in the household]

+0.865

(+2.02)

F_tech_fea [5]
[def: The vehicle technical features significantly influence my choice in purchasing
a new car (5 = strongly agree)]

+0.451

(+1.67)

DIS_red_fea [5]
[def: Compared to a normal car, EV are inferior in terms of performances
(5 = strongly agree)]

+0.778

(+2.25)

LV_1 +2.10

(+11.86)

LV_2 +0.435

(+1.57)

Statistics

Number of respondents 1462

Number of observations 1462

Init-log-likelihood1 �1013.38

Final log-likelihood �385.55

Rho-square 0.620

*in parenthesis the t-test values.
1Only the log-likelihood associated with the discrete choice component is considered

Table 14.
Attribute coefficients of the choice model. EV case study.

DELTA1 0.531

(+30.25)

DELTA2 1.27

(+38.94)

*in parenthesis the t-test values.

Table 15.
Delta values of the calibrated measurement equations. EV case study.
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The coefficients related to the parameters in the measurement equation for an
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are using a Likert scale with five levels, four parameters τi are needed. However, in
order to account for the symmetry of the indicators, two positive parameters δ1 and
δ2 are actually required (Table 15).
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LVi
p ¼ γp þ∑jβSE, jX

i
SE, j þ ωi

p (19)

The estimation results displayed in Table 16 refer only to the two significant
latent variables of the model, standing for the attitudes towards the environment
(LV1) and the perception of the advantages of EVs (LV2). In particular, for each
latent variable, the table displays the results of the intercept value γp, the beta-

coefficients βSE, j of the socioeconomic attributes Xi
SE, j of the respondents that

influence the latent variable and the error terms ωi
p normally distributed with zero

mean and σωp standard deviations of the error term.

5.3.3 Parameters of the measurement model

Finally, the measurement model depending on the perception indicators is ana-
lytically represented by the following equation:

Iip,k ¼ αp,k þ λp,kLVi
p þ νip,k (20)

These parameters were specified in accordance with the preliminary analyses. In
particular, the first latent variable about the environment (LV1) is described by two
indicators, <F_cons > and < F_poll>, while the second latent variable, perception
of EV’s advantages (LV2), is described by three perception indicators <ADRed_CO2>,
<ADEfficiency > and < ADRed_poll>. In Table 17, the intercept value αp,k, the

Structural model

Attributes Attribute coefficients
(betas)

LV1: Attitude towards the environment

γ1 +1.83

(+33.70)

ω1 +0.119

(+3.84)

SE_male
[def: Interviewee’s gender (0 = female; 1 = male)]

�0.242

(�5.41)

LV2: Perception of EV’s advantages

γ2 +0.857

(+11.57)

ω2 +0.584

(+9.86)

SE_male
[def: Interviewee’s gender (0 = female; 1 = male)]

�0.0445

(�1.01)

SE_delta_age
[def: Age class of individuals (0 = 19 years; 1 = 20 years; 2 = 21 years; 3 = 22 years;
4 = 23 years; 5 = 24 years; 6 = 25 years; 7 = 26 years)]

�0.0246

(�1.39)

*in parenthesis the t-test values.

Table 16.
Coefficients of the calibrated structural model. EV case study.
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coefficient λp,k associated with the latent variable and the error terms νip,k assumed
normally distributed with zero mean and σνpk standard deviation are displayed for
each perception indicator.

6. Conclusions

Depending on the context, several factors may affect users’ choices. In this
chapter, the main focus refers to modeling users’ propensity to choose/adopt a new/
innovative technology. This is a crucial task in order to increase the attractiveness of
strategies that may be employed to achieve sustainable transportation. In particular,
two related main issues are still open in the literature: (a) interpreting and modeling
users’ behaviour towards these new technologies and (b) assessing the potential
environmental impacts. It is widely recognized that traditional approaches used to
interpret and model users’ choice behaviour may lead to neglect the numerous
nonquantitative factors that may affect users’ behaviors. Indeed, users’ choices may
be influenced by social and psychological factors, symbolic and affective factors,
habits and the conflict between collective and individual interests (e.g. car use as a
commons dilemma). These imply that changes in transportation modes may be
achieved either by influencing individual motivations and perceptions (psychological

Measurement model

LV 1: Environment LV 2: Perception of EV’s advantages

F_cons
[def: The vehicle fuel consumption significantly influences
my choice in purchasing a new car]

ADRed_CO2

[def: I am interested in EV to contribute to the
emissions reduction]

α 10 �4.62
(�4.92)

α 20 +0.391
(+2.96)

λ 10 +2.85
(+5.23)

λ 20 +1.32
(+8.40)

ν10 +1.03
(+30.15)

ν20 +0.742
(+11.55)

F_poll
[def: I care about the amount of pollution generated by a
car when it’s being used]

ADEfficiency

[def: Compared to a normal car, EV are superior
in terms of energy efficiency]

α 11 0 α 21 �0.143
(�1.37)

λ 11 1 λ 21 +0.881
(+7.27)

ν11 1 ν21 +1.22
(+27.41)

ADRed_poll

[def: I believe using EV can significantly reduce
the acoustic pollution in cities]

α 22 0

λ 22 1

ν22 1

*in parenthesis the t-test values.

Table 17.
Coefficients of the calibrated measurement model. EV case study.
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LVi
p ¼ γp þ∑jβSE, jX

i
SE, j þ ωi

p (19)
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latent variables of the model, standing for the attitudes towards the environment
(LV1) and the perception of the advantages of EVs (LV2). In particular, for each
latent variable, the table displays the results of the intercept value γp, the beta-

coefficients βSE, j of the socioeconomic attributes Xi
SE, j of the respondents that

influence the latent variable and the error terms ωi
p normally distributed with zero

mean and σωp standard deviations of the error term.
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of EV’s advantages (LV2), is described by three perception indicators <ADRed_CO2>,
<ADEfficiency > and < ADRed_poll>. In Table 17, the intercept value αp,k, the
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coefficient λp,k associated with the latent variable and the error terms νip,k assumed
normally distributed with zero mean and σνpk standard deviation are displayed for
each perception indicator.

6. Conclusions

Depending on the context, several factors may affect users’ choices. In this
chapter, the main focus refers to modeling users’ propensity to choose/adopt a new/
innovative technology. This is a crucial task in order to increase the attractiveness of
strategies that may be employed to achieve sustainable transportation. In particular,
two related main issues are still open in the literature: (a) interpreting and modeling
users’ behaviour towards these new technologies and (b) assessing the potential
environmental impacts. It is widely recognized that traditional approaches used to
interpret and model users’ choice behaviour may lead to neglect the numerous
nonquantitative factors that may affect users’ behaviors. Indeed, users’ choices may
be influenced by social and psychological factors, symbolic and affective factors,
habits and the conflict between collective and individual interests (e.g. car use as a
commons dilemma). These imply that changes in transportation modes may be
achieved either by influencing individual motivations and perceptions (psychological

Measurement model
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strategies) or by changing the context in which decisions are made (structural
strategies).

The book chapter provides an overview of the methodology to be adopted in
order to support psychological-based strategies. In fact, psychological factors, such
as attitudes, concerns and perceptions, may play a significant role which should be
explicitly modeled.

Although several approaches may be identified in the literature able to address
the above-mentioned issue, the hybrid choice modeling approach based on RUT can
be considered a proper solution to explicitly consider the perceptions, attitudes and
concerns in the modeling of the choice behaviour. The specification of such models
requires a careful survey design, rigorous preliminary descriptive analyses and the
model parameter estimation. The present chapter deals with all the cited issues, first
introducing the main criticalities in modeling choice behaviour in new technological
contexts, then proposing a methodological framework and finally introducing dif-
ferent explanatory examples on real case studies. In particular, Section 3 focuses the
attention on the different approaches to collect users’ attitudes/perceptions and
concludes the need for a mixed approach based on both direct and indirect
questioning. Section 4 introduces the methodology to properly evaluate the consis-
tency of the dataset and the latent variables identification. It evidences the need for
basic analysis, such as the estimation of the mean and standard deviations, and the
importance of the Cronbach’s alpha test and the principal components and the
rotate component matrices for the identification of the latent variables. Section 5
deals with the model’s specification issues, pointing out the most robust approach
for the specification and calibration of a hybrid choice model with latent variable.
All the introduced sections are supported by real experimental results [24, 25] for
explanatory and guideline purposes.
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strategies) or by changing the context in which decisions are made (structural
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as attitudes, concerns and perceptions, may play a significant role which should be
explicitly modeled.

Although several approaches may be identified in the literature able to address
the above-mentioned issue, the hybrid choice modeling approach based on RUT can
be considered a proper solution to explicitly consider the perceptions, attitudes and
concerns in the modeling of the choice behaviour. The specification of such models
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deals with the model’s specification issues, pointing out the most robust approach
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Chapter 3

Third-Party Logistics
Yangyan Shi, Rafay Waseem and Hafiz Muhammad Shahid

Abstract

Third-party logistics was propelled first in US; later on, European nations put it 
on to successfully deal with an organization’s coordination exercises, re-appropriating 
the capacity and purchasing the administrations. 3PL suppliers without their very 
own advantages are called lead coordination suppliers that have preferred the 
standpoint that they have particular industry ability combined with low overhead 
expenses, yet they bring down arranging power. Lead coordination suppliers may 
likewise be less bureaucratic with shorter basic leadership cycles because of the littler 
size of the organization, and the most critical contrast between a second gathering 
coordination supplier and an outsider coordination supplier is the way that a 3PL 
supplier is constantly incorporated in the client’s framework. The 2PL is not coordi-
nated as compared to the 3PL as it is just a redistributed coordination supplier with 
no framework mix. A 2PL regularly just gives institutionalized administrations, 
while 3PLs frequently give benefits that are redone and particular to the necessities 
of their client. Coordination is evaluated as a significant use for organizations. Thus, 
in the present aggressive condition, there is a squeezing need to control coordination 
expenses, and execution estimation has turned out to be an effective apparatus in 
accomplishing business targets.

Keywords: third-party logistics, types of 3PL, layers, information technology, 
logistics

1. Introduction

Globalization has fundamentally changed the business environment. In response 
to this new economic reality, manufacturers and suppliers have embraced third-
party logistics (3PL) providers as key players in the supply chain [131]. As dedicated 
logistic specialists, these firms allow their customers to concentrate on their core 
competencies and this focus can become a source of competitive advantages. 
According to [15], coordination redistributing is characterized as common under-
standings among assembling and administration firms with 3PL suppliers. Lieb [75] 
defined outsider coordination as redistributing coordination works recently actual-
ized in-house, through outer organizations. Subsequently, outsider coordination 
can be divided as dealing with numerous coordination benefits by outer redistribut-
ing offices in lieu of a customer global organization. Outsider coordination benefits 
for the most part concentrate on transportation, warehousing, etc., and these 3PL 
specialist co-ops ought to have proficient involvement in each administration [23]. 
Due to the expanding significance of coordination re-appropriating, choosing the 
right 3PL is a basic issue among organizations. Amid the most recent decades, most 
investigations directed on 3PL in the writing predominantly identify with papers 
dependent on MCDM, measurable techniques, computerized reasoning, scientific 
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programming, and coordinated strategies [35]. Marasco [82] provided a writing 
audit on 3PL characterizing 152 articles distributed somewhere between 1989 and 
2006 dependent on substance and technique. Aguezzoul [4] analyzed around 67 
articles between 1994 and 2013 dependent on 3PL criteria and strategies in different 
MCDM systems, numerical programming, and measurable methodologies. Among 
them, half-breed techniques are used to class the most critical evaluation criteria 
and to choose the best 3PL supplier [108].

Further, no similar examination of the 3PL suppliers is performed utilizing 
ordinal, limited, and stochastic information [77]. The consistency in their exhibited 
structure is not verified and the mind-boggling choice emotionally supportive 
network (DSS) created is not extremely easy to use for the production network 
directors [63]. Recognizably, their proposed strategy just gives target data to 3PRLP 
determination without permitting space for the emotional etymological data. Chen 
and Wu [23] consolidated Delphi and expository system process (ANP) approach 
to survey coordination benefit providers in the gadgets division. Be that as it may, 
there is just slight variety in correlation result with their proposed model with 
existing AHP technique taking variety in estimations of 3PL criteria, subsequently 
neglecting to demonstrate the heartiness and preferred standpoint of their recom-
mended methodology. Zhang et al. [144] proposed a scientific model consolidating 
data granulation entropy approach, K-implies bunching, and TOPSIS strategy for 
choosing a 3PL supplier. Here their investigation neglects to think about the preci-
sion of the proposed IGET (data granulation entropy-based TOPSIS) approach in 
3PLs, with other existing strategies due to non-presence of benchmark esteems. 
Likewise, the IGET strategy neglects to plainly look at the significance of different 
criteria [37]. Incorporated strategy is suggested strategy that joins AHP, DEA, and 
direct programming (LP) to assess and select the best 3PL supplier in Italy.

2. Logistics

In the present business setting, China depends more on local utilization for 
financial development, which is probably going to additionally animate the interest 
for coordination and transportation benefits in the nation [49]. Since the presenta-
tion of outsider coordination (3PL) benefits in the mid-1990s and especially after 
China joined the World Exchange Association (WTO) in late 2001, the 3PL business 
has grown quickly [26, 27, 109]. The aggregate estimation of interest for coordina-
tion expanded from RMB 59.6 trillion (US$ 9.6 trillion) in 2006 to roughly RMB 
120 trillion in 2016 (US$ 20 trillion) (Exploration and Markets, 2017), speaking to 
a normal yearly development of 9.5% amid this period. Ongoing development of 
the Chinese internet business industry [57, 58] evaluated that the showcase size of 
online business in 2019 will be US$1.97 trillion (advertiser, 2016) and is relied on 
the development of the Chinese 3PL industry [57, 58].

A later report by [79] finds that hypothetically grounded 3PL research in China 
is constrained. Besides, in studies where hypothesis is connected, it depends on a 
sole hypothesis to clarify a specific marvel. Given the logical multifaceted nature 
in China, utilization of different hypothetical establishing is useful to pick up a 
more extensive comprehension of the exercises of MN3PLs [79]. We consider three 
hypotheses, for example, TCE, RBT, and neo-institutional hypothesis (NIT) as 
hypothetical underpinnings of our exploration. Through a broad writing audit, this 
examination recognizes 14 difficulties for MN3PLs and gathers them into four test 
classes, for example, money related, data innovation, HR, and business scene.

Exchange cost financial aspects (TCE): TCE gives a solid establishment to break 
down coordination redistributing choices [8, 119] which expresses that a firm 
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composes its authoritative exercises to limit its generation costs inside the firm and 
limits exchange costs inside the market [135]. Here the fundamental standard is 
that re-appropriating exercises to 3PL specialist organizations will happen when 
there is a chance to decrease exchange costs. Studies propose that re-appropriating 
coordination works ordinarily lessens exchange costs that incorporate request 
combination, unified request preparing, proficient utilization of advantages, and 
solidification of overhead by an outsider [97, 143]. It is patent that the connection 
between a redistributing firm (purchaser) and a 3PL specialist co-op (vender) will 
acquire exchange costs; nonetheless, co-activity, cooperation, and the opportune 
sharing of data among firms (purchaser dealer) in an inventory network relation-
ship can decrease exchange costs [20, 51].

Regularly, 3PL specialist organizations work in a business situation where they 
continually experience administrative weights. Through a broad writing audit of 
both Western and Chinese 3PL research, we recognize 14 difficulties for MN3PL 
specialist co-ops working in China. These difficulties are then assembled into four 
larger amount test classifications, for example, money related, mechanical, human 
asset, and business scene. Money-related difficulties considered in this investigation 
are value weight, high transport cost, and budgetary dependability. Being an asset, 
budgetary capacity can give an upper hand and is one of the vital factors in building 
between firm organizations and vital collusions [64]. Every one of these difficulties 
is talked about in the following sections.

Since 3PL clients are value delicate, they always put a solid accentuation on 
cost while assessing the coordination benefit re-appropriating choices [126]. To 
prevail in such a value delicate condition, 3PL suppliers need to enhance their 
capacities and offer administrations at lower costs [117, 143]. The test is that 3PL 
suppliers should be cost cognizant to accomplish higher edges and to keep them-
selves from being valued out of the market because of expanded nearby work 
costs, fuel costs, protection premiums, and rising client benefit desires [59]. In 
China, transportation costs covers normally 54.2% aggregate coordination cost 
(KPMG, 2016). The Chinese government has invested extensively in the coordina-
tion departments to enhance dissemination frameworks [42]. Be that as it may, 
insufficient coordination framework, high rate of harm in travel, clog at ports 
and modern streets, and conflicting strategies and directions include extra weight 
transportation [143, 144].

Money-related strength of 3PL is placed as one of the basic perspectives of their 
tasks and one of the noteworthy criteria for picking a 3PL firm [59, 143]. A mon-
etarily solid 3PL supplier has assets to contribute for clients and can improve its own 
operational capacities [121] and fulfill its customers, diminish hazard for coordina-
tion accomplices, and impact the long haul connections [97]. IT limit and ability are 
3PL firms’ inside assets that can give a continued upper hand [17]. Writing proposes 
that IT abilities recognize MN3PLs from the other three kinds of nearby 3PL firms 
in China [124]. Through IT frameworks (e.g., mechanized process), a 3PL supplier 
can create powerful correspondence with its clients. Besides, IT foundation bolsters 
synergistic interorganizational connections by diminishing exchange expenses and 
dangers related with robotized forms [29]. For MN3PL suppliers in China, IT chal-
lenges considered in this investigation are identified with capacity, security, similar-
ity, and unwavering quality of data innovation [139]. A short portrayal of every one 
of these difficulties is given below.

IT ability of 3PL suppliers is a standout among the most basic assets influenc-
ing the choice of firms to re-appropriate to 3PL suppliers [100]. To secure IT 
capacities, firms need to spend assets [78, 136]. The generally speaking test to 
3PLs in regard to IT ability is to guarantee that staff has the learning and apti-
tudes, and comprehension to convey the required dimension of IT usefulness 
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and expectations. In the meantime, it is important to guarantee that the PC and 
interchange equipment and programming are suitable to include huge esteem 
and enhance execution for the inventory network accomplices [122]. Security 
and secrecy of data are imperative issues and can specifically influence 3PL spe-
cialist co-ops’ trust improvement [10–12, 96]. The two shippers and clients trust 
3PL specialist co-ops to keep their secret information flawless and blocked off 
to outsiders under all conditions [98, 99]. The sharing of data among included 
gatherings definitely prompts security concerns; the data in connection to every 
one of them ought to be kept private.

The proposed MN3PL challenge system comprises of an organized chain 
of important test classes and difficulties. To recognize the basic difficulties of 
MN3PL, in the proposed structure, chiefs need to allocate abstract need weights for 
judgments.

3. Lead logistics providers

3PL suppliers without their very own benefits are called lead coordination 
suppliers. Lead coordination suppliers have the preferred standpoint that they have 
particular industry skills combined with low overhead expenses, yet they bring 
down arranging power and less assets than an outsider supplier who depends on 
a regularly huge organization measure, a great client base, and built-up system 
frameworks. 3PL suppliers may forfeit proficiency by inclining toward their very 
own benefits with the end goal to augment their own effectiveness. Lead coordina-
tion suppliers may likewise be less bureaucratic with shorter basic leadership cycles 
because of the littler size of the organization.

Yet, the evaluation of 3PL specialists signifies the subjective criteria for tire 
fabricating industry [55]. Additionally, affectability examination for checking the 
overall significance of 3PL administration criteria does not appear in this meth-
odology [141]. Here, the changes in the quantity of potential 3PL specialists or the 
assessment criteria hardens the procedure [103]. In spite of the fact that the idea of 
IVFNs is investigated here by the creators to enhance criteria assessment appraise-
ment file framework, computer-based strategy is the need in this examination.

4. Information technology (IT)

The IT frameworks of the supplier and the customer must be interoperable. 
Innovation is the best to perceive ability for the customer by method for consis-
tent notices by means of Dispatch Administration Programming and Electronic 
Information Exchange (EDI) which involves an expense, however it can help main-
tain a strategic distance from punishments for postponements and ensuing money 
related misfortunes, for example, from not emptying cargo in time [47].

Evaluated the interrelationships between dangers looked by 3PL suppliers in 
between classification connection to their partners utilizing DEMATEL. Be that 
as it may, their exploration needs generalizability by taking just two 3PLs in the 
specific situation. The creators likewise neglect to catch and orchestrate contribu-
tions to uncertain variable, making it risky for specialists in giving just fresh data 
sources. Keshavarz Ghorabaee [66] proposed another incorporated methodology 
dependent on the criteria significance between criteria connection (Commentator) 
and Weighted Accumulated Total Item Appraisal (WATIA) strategies to assess 3PL 
suppliers with Interim Kind 2 Fluffy sets (IK2FS). In perspective of reasonable 
uncertain 3PL criteria weights, both emotional data communicated by leaders and 
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target information of choice framework are to be considered in the assessment 
procedure. Jung [61] addressed 3PL supplier assessment issue considering social 
maintainability and applying fluffy AHP in assessment structure. Here, the exami-
nation neglects to consider analysts’ pre-assessment in checking the possibility of 
the 3PL criteria, and natural measurement was likewise not considered here. Ecer 
[35] combined fluffy AHP and assessment dependent on separation from normal 
arrangement (EDAS) for the determination of a legitimate 3PL supplier. It may 
seem the determination show, we see that expansion in number of criteria makes 
intricacy in the basic leadership by heightening the likelihood of holes in emotional 
judgments. Consequently, a writing study based on existing strategies with their 
examination holes is quickly talked about. Be that as it may, no adjustment of the 
BWM alongside WASPAS multi-criteria basic leadership procedures by applying 
interim harsh number (IRNs) has been broken down in the writing up until this 
point. As of late, IRN-DEMATEL [92], IRNMAIRCA [92], and IRN MABAC [93] 
are created.

Coordination is one of the dynamic exercises that empowers the association 
among generation and utilization [14]. As per the Gathering of Production network 
Administration Experts, coordination comprises of an arrangement of procedures 
enveloping arranging, executing, and controlling the stream of merchandise, bene-
fits, and related data [127, 128]. Coordination is a mind-boggling business and can be 
estimated from alternate points of view. One of the goals of coordination is to ensure 
the effectiveness and the adequacy of the considerable number of methods from the 
purpose of beginning to the point of goal while meeting the clients’ required quality, 
including data dependability and sensibility to clients’ needs. Coordination is not 
applicable for the creation division; however, it is additionally vital for endeavors 
from all portions, e.g., banks, retailers, government, and foundations. Coordination 
assumes a key job in the aggressiveness of associations while making an incentive 
by giving time and place utility. Waters [131] alludes that “Without coordination, 
no materials move, no activities should be possible, no items are conveyed, and 
no clients are served.” To position the correct items near the correct buyer, a few 
exercises must be performed, including transport, client benefit, data innovation 
and interchanges, back, warehousing, and re-appropriating [41]. With the end goal 
to play out these exercises, the investment of a few performing artists is required: 
cargo forwarders, transporters, outsider coordination suppliers (3PL), distribution 
centers, shipping organizations, producers, and retailers, to list a few.

5. Layers

First gathering coordination suppliers (1PL) are single specialist organizations 
in a particular geographic zone that have some expertise in specific merchandise or 
dispatching strategies. Models are conveying organizations, port administrators, 
and station organizations. The coordination bureau of a delivering firm can likewise 
be a first gathering coordination supplier on the off chance that it possesses trans-
port resources and warehouses [90].

Second gathering coordination suppliers (2PL) are specialist co-ops that give 
their specific coordination benefits in a bigger (national) land zone than the 1PL 
do. Regularly, there are outline contracts between the 2PL and the client, which 
control the conditions for the vehicle obligations that are for the most part put here 
and now. 2PL’s coordination assets like trucks, forklifts, and distribution centers 
are ready for transport, treatment of load or stockroom administration activi-
ties [90]. Second-party coordination emerged over the span of the globalization 
and the uprising pattern of lean administration, when the organizations started 
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to re-appropriate their coordination exercises to center around their own center 
organizations. Precedents are messengers, express and bundle administrations; sea 
bearers, cargo forwarders, and transshipment suppliers.

The most noteworthy distinction between a second gathering coordination sup-
plier and an outsider coordination supplier is the way that a 3PL supplier is constantly 
incorporated in the client’s framework. The 2PL is not incorporated, as opposed to the 
3PL he is just a re-appropriated coordination supplier with no framework combina-
tion. A 2PL is frequently accessible if the need arises (e.g., express package adminis-
trations) though a 3PL is pretty much educated every time about the outstanding task 
at hand in the near future. The difference between 2PL and 3PL is the particularities 
and modification of administrations. A 2PL regularly just gives institutionalized 
administrations, while 3PLs frequently give benefits that are tweaked and concen-
trated to the necessities of their client. Cost viability of an outsider coordination sup-
plier is just given over extensive stretches of time with stable contract and benefits. 
As opposed to that, second gathering calculated administrations cannot be modified, 
due to the fluctuating business sector with hard rivalry and a value fight on a low 
dimension. Furthermore, there we have another distinctive point somewhere in the 
range of 2PL and 3PL: Strength of agreements. 3PL contracts are long haul contracts, 
while 2PL contracts are of a low sturdiness, so the client is adaptable in reacting to 
market and value changes. With organizations working comprehensively, the need 
to build production network deceivability and decrease chance, enhance speed, and 
diminish costs—all in the meantime—requires a typical mechanical solution [2]. 
Non-resource–based suppliers perform capacities, for example, counsel on bundling 
and transportation, cargo citing, money-related repayment, reviewing, following, 
client administration, and issue resolution [1]. Be that as it may, they do not utilize 
any truck drivers or stockroom staff, and they do not claim any physical cargo convey-
ance resources of their own—no trucks, no capacity trailers, no beds, and no ware-
housing. A non-resource–based supplier comprises a group of area specialists with 
aggregated cargo industry aptitude and data innovation resources. They fill a job like 
cargo operators or representatives, yet keep up an altogether more prominent level of 
“hands on” inclusion in the transportation of items. These suppliers are 4PL and 5PL 
administrations.

A fourth gathering coordination supplier has no claimed transport resources 
or distribution center limit. They have an allocative and mix work inside an 
inventory network with the point of expanding its proficiency. The possibility of 
a fourth-party coordination supplier was conceived in the 1970s by the counsel-
ing organization Accenture. Firms are re-appropriating their determination of 
outsider coordination supplier and the enhancement procedure of the reconcili-
ation of these to a PL as a mediator. That decreases costs and the 4PL must have 
a diagram about the entire coordination market to pick the perfect 3PL for all 
agent-calculated exercises. For having the capacity to give such a perfect arrange-
ment, fourth gathering coordination suppliers require a decent learning of the 
coordination branch and a decent IT foundation. A fourth gathering coordina-
tion supplier chooses the 3PL suppliers from the market that are most appropri-
ate for the strategic issues of his client. The capacity of a 4PL in the production 
network is the main feature of a 3PL supplier as the agent logistics [60].

Fifth gathering coordination suppliers (5PL) give production network admin-
istration and offer framework situated counseling and inventory network admin-
istrations to their clients. Progressions in innovation and the related increments in 
inventory network deceivability and between organizations’ correspondences have 
offered ascend to a generally new model for outsider coordination activities—the 
“non-resource–based coordination provider” [40].
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6. Types of third-party logistics

Third-party logistics suppliers incorporate cargo forwarders and dispatch orga-
nizations and also provide different organizations’ coordinations, offering subcon-
tracted coordination and transportation administrations. Susanne and Monica [50] 
describe four classifications of 3PL suppliers.

6.1 Standard 3PL supplier

This is the most fundamental type of a 3PL supplier. They would perform 
exercises, for example, pick and pack, warehousing, and conveyance (business)—
the most fundamental elements of coordination. For a dominant part of these 
organizations, the 3PL capacity is not their primary action. Globalization has in a 
general sense changed the business condition. In light of this new money-related 
reality, creators and suppliers have gotten a handle on third social gathering 
collaborations (3PL) providers as key players in the generation organization. As 
submitted key stars, these associations empower their customers to center around 
their inside capacities [112, 143] and this middle can transform into a wellspring 
of high grounds [6–19, 54]. The dependence that re-appropriating makes can 
test customer-supplier relations [70, 89, 130]. Fundamental work observes that 
notwithstanding the way that resistance is a typical for any free market, both 
trust and duty are vital to keep up a productive exchange. In these incredible 
and dependent associations, accomplishment or dissatisfaction relies upon the 
proximity of cooperation and the nonattendance of shrewd practices. Enduring 
composing has found that trust can propel joint effort and information sharing 
between dependent associates, which convert into extended operational effi-
ciency [34–43, 91].

6.2 Administration designer

This sort of 3PL supplier will offer their clients propelled esteem included 
administrations, for example, following and following, cross-docking, particular 
bundling, or giving an extraordinary security framework. A strong IT establish-
ment and an attention on economies of scale and extension will empower this sort 
of 3PL supplier to play out these kinds of undertakings. The dynamic limit suggests 
firms that work in powerful markets need to gain, facilitate, reconfigure, and 
release advantages to make a whole deal high ground [46, 76]. These dynamic limits 
introduce plans that affiliate to make regard and respond to publicize powers. Firms 
create both convincing and helpful plans that are affected [36, 129]. In spite of the 
way that analysts have considered the activity of learning presentation on forceful 
execution [11–25, 38, 44, 105, 123, 140].

Its impact in the key setting says, all things considered, are unexplored [21]. 
Panayides [94] provided a structure on how various leveled learning adds to com-
pelling relations between collaborations, expert communities, and their customers, 
yet additional observational examination that extends this model is advocated. 
Learning can give a viable high ground to firms, especially in a sketchy and force-
ful condition. In any case, learning is not an inherent typical for a firm; it is the 
consequence of a culture that hopes to make it. Learning acquaintance is a fondness 
with development the anchoring of data and firms that regard it will as a rule ask 
delegates to address various leveled principles. These practices are basic when the 
contemporary condition is sketchy, rough, and genuinely engaged. Firms that can 
perceive monetary circumstances (e.g., intrusions and customer needs) and are 
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masterminded to develop helpful responses (i.e., spry) are most likely going to 
achieve more critical execution [18]. The current work looks to tentatively test the 
effect of learning presentation on firm execution (Figures 1 and 2).

6.3 The client connector

This kind of 3PL supplier comes in line with the client and basically assumes 
finish control of the organization’s coordination exercises. The 3PL supplier 
enhances the coordination drastically yet does not build up another administra-
tion. The client base for this kind of 3PL supplier is ordinarily very little. As shown 
by the social view [33], there are four sources that can make between progressive 
high grounds: (1) interests in association-specific assets, (2) proficient plans, (3) 
complementary resources/capacities, and (4) reasonable organization. In our 
examination, we joined trust and obligation as the “effective organization” to 
upgrade 3PL re-appropriating execution. According to [34], the well-developed 
organization can reduce trade expenses and advance regard creation. In addition, 

Figure 2. 
Cycle from manufacture to distributor to retailer to customer.

Figure 1. 
Few points described under the advantage and disadvantage of 3PL.
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easygoing self-maintaining organization (e.g., trust and obligation) is more suitable 
than outcast executing government (e.g., legal contracts) or formal self-approving 
organization (e.g., detainee) in creating social rents. Trust and obligation are seen 
as basic enabling specialists of productive business associations [89] and can be an 
advantage prepared for making functional high grounds (e.g., [13–24, 137]). Trust 
can be portrayed as the conviction that the relationship assistants would not act 
sagaciously. In the composition, trust between relationship associates has been seen 
as the most important organization framework [32–57, 59–98, 100–127, 129–133].

One of the huge impediments of creation system and collaborations in organiza-
tion enhancement in China is the serious inadequacy of qualified collaborations and 
stock system organization authority [124]. Studies demonstrate that an essential test 
for 3PL firms is to select and hold talented specialists [112, 124]. Both worldwide 
and neighborhood vital pro associations perceive the nonattendance of capacity as 
one of the key troubles of working in China [30, 62]. The absence of administrators 
with huge collaboration guidance and getting ready on both conventional and key 
measurements blocks viability of the 3PL zone in China [134]. In any case, to beat 
such an issue, worldwide associations rely upon planning, headway, and training 
to vital close-by capacities, instead of utilizing banishes with high costs [134]. All 
people in the store have unique association culture, which isolates them from each 
other [52–57, 59–65, 142]. In any case, seeing each other’s lifestyle and various lev-
eled characteristics is a fundamental factor to be engaged in business [120]. Agents 
of multinationals working in China should think about adjacent culture [97]. Social 
conflicts frequently result in changed solicitations, unexpected costs, and on occa-
sion a negative impact on associations [65].

6.4 The client designer

This is the most abnormal amount that a 3PL supplier can achieve as for its 
procedures and exercises. This happens when the 3PL supplier coordinates itself 
with the client and assumes control over their whole coordination work. These sup-
pliers will have couple of clients, however, and will perform broad and nitty-gritty 
assignments for them.

Redistributing may include a subset of a task’s coordination, abandoning a few 
items or working advances immaculate in light of the fact that the in-house coor-
dination can take the necessary steps preferable or less expensive over an outside 
provider. Another vital point is the client introduction of the 3PL supplier. The sup-
plier needs to fit to the structures and the necessities of the organization. This could 
easily compare the pure investment funds of 3PL suppliers for plain demonstration. 
The client introduction in type of versatility to changing client needs, unwavering 
quality and the adaptability of outsider coordination supplier were made refer-
ence to as substantially more essential than unadulterated cost reserve funds. The 
proposed MN3PL challenge framework contains a sorted out dynamic arrangement 
of test orders and troubles. To perceive the fundamental challenges of MN3PL, in 
the proposed structure, boss needs to consign passionate weights for judgments.

Additionally, since AHP is prepared for overseeing emotional parts of criteria 
with dynamic judgment [88], the use of AHP as an examination strategy is an 
appropriate philosophy for recognizing fundamental challenges looked by MN3PLs 
working in China. AHP does not require incalculable for examination. Clearly, AHP 
is the typical responses of senior heads and authorities to find out the issues under 
investigation [71, 73] and the eventual outcomes of the AHP-based examination are 
not affected by a little precedent gauge [104, 113].

Coordination benefit viability is characterized as the degree to which conveying 
coordination benefit is proficient [94]. Powerful administration may incorporate 
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Figure 2. 
Cycle from manufacture to distributor to retailer to customer.

Figure 1. 
Few points described under the advantage and disadvantage of 3PL.
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easygoing self-maintaining organization (e.g., trust and obligation) is more suitable 
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on-time conveyance, convenient reaction to demands, exact data stockpiling, and 
critical thinking [16–57, 59–86], which may eventually expand business execution 
[67]. In this manner, we suggest that a 3PL’s trust in and pledge to key clients and 
learning introduction all affect its coordination benefit adequacy.

With the collaboration between learning introduction, trust, and responsibility 
from the dynamic ability point of view, authoritative learning is a nonstop power-
ful procedure of misusing interior and outside assets to more readily adapt to the 
changing condition [125]. In this procedure, learning associations will in general 
develop great associations with their accomplices with the end goal to advance 
shared alteration, accordingly expanding their trust in and promise to accomplices 
[106]. From the social view, the mix of assets’ cross-associations needs the help 
of dynamic abilities, particularly organization capacities or cooperation elements 
through learning and coordination [7–22, 33, 39].

Trust, responsibility, and administrative advancement of a cozy connection 
between social partners enhance execution [53, 84]. Trusting and submitted 
connections are especially vital for 3PLs on the grounds that they may lessen 
wasteful aspects caused from advantage and resource specificity [138]. Firms might 
be persuaded to volunteer trust and responsibility as a result of the possibilities 
of accepting expanded, joint adjustments from collaboration [48]. Social trust 
and duty additionally flag a company’s accentuation on esteem creation through 
authoritative joint efforts as opposed to protections keeping the astute conduct. It 
increases the personal circumstance stake and accomplishment between reliance 
[48]. Authoritative trust and responsibility empower a regenerative cycle decreas-
ing advantage and upgrading collaboration. As the social view proposes, trust and 
duty are casual self-implementing shields that may enhance hierarchical execution.

The principle predecessor of full of feeling duty is trust, as exhibited by an accom-
plice association’s straightforward and generous conduct [45]. For instance, Morgan 
and Hunt [89] contended that no responsibility could be culminated except if the 
accomplices feel the foundation of whole trust. In the profoundly associated inventory 
network setting, Kwon and Suh [68, 69] recognized trust as main determinant of duty. 
On the off chance that a gathering feels that a relationship will bolster its interests 
and react to its needs, it will probably rely upon, and cling to, the relationship [74]. 
In this manner, we propose the following: a 3PL company’s trust in its key clients is 
emphatically identified with its responsibility to its key clients. Connection of learn-
ing and trust/responsibility as critical segments may likewise direct the impact of 
learning introduction on execution. We contend that larger amounts of trust and duty 
could fortify the connection between learning introduction and coordination benefit 
viability. On the other hand, bringing down dimensions of trust and duty may baffle 
the connection between learning introduction and compelling coordination execution.

Without trust, volitional data traded between social accomplices might be 
incorrect [31]. One extraordinary doubt may pollute data shared between associa-
tions [95]. At least an absence of trust may cause wasteful correspondence. Data 
trade may make chance for the accomplishment of giving data since learning 
overflow may happen [56]. Data asymmetry may debilitate one social accomplice’s 
situation by making a lopsidedness of intensity. Without the capacity to confide in 
their accomplice, sharing data puts the information proprietor at a focused detri-
ment [28]. Expanded trust and duty enhance correspondence exactness prompting 
enhanced execution. For instance, Inkpen and Currall [56] contended that trust 
is “a key variable and a type of cash that decides learning openness.” The dynamic 
capacity infers that learning instruments can create dynamic abilities in this way 
giving an upper hand, and the social view proposes that trust and responsibility as 
interorganizational linkage are a wellspring of upper hands.
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3PL suppliers center their business activities to re-appropriate their coordination 
exercises for coordination benefits. Re-appropriating gives a specific power that is 
not accessible inside an association’s inward divisions. This power can have numer-
ous measurements: economies of scale, process ability, access to capital, access 
to costly innovation, and so forth. By re-appropriating coordination exercises, 
firms can save money on capital venture and along these lines diminish budgetary 
dangers [3, 5]. Numerous 3PL organizations give an expert coordination benefit. 
In the worldwide store network frameworks, ventures attempt to re-appropriate 
the coordination. 3PL suppliers are one of the decisions. Picking the 3PL suppliers 
giving the best choice issues is a fascinating and imperative subject of organizations 
with face when endeavoring to choose a reasonable and long haul 3PL organization. 
Aguezzol [4] presented a clear picture of 3PL choices focusing on criteria and strat-
egies. In light of the examination of 67 articles distributed between 1994 and 2013, 
this investigation recognized 11 entry criteria as far as 3PL determination. Cost is 
the most generally embraced rule, trailed by relationship, administrations, quality, 
data and hardware framework, adaptability, conveyance, polished methodology, 
money-related position, area, and notoriety, and as far as strategies for 3PL assess-
ment are concerned, 5 bunches were distinguished to be specific: MCDM systems, 
measurable methodologies, man-made consciousness, numerical programming, 
and half and half techniques. Numerous chiefs or specialists select providers 
dependent on their experience and instinct. These methodologies are clearly 
emotional. Then again, various criteria basic leadership or different properties basic 
leadership (MCDM/MADM) is the methodology managing the positioning and 
determination of at least one provider from a pool of suppliers. The MCDM gives a 
powerful structure to provider correlation depending on the assessment of numer-
ous contention criteria [114]. One of the strategies for taking care of MCDM issues 
is explanatory pecking order process (AHP). AHP is an abstract instrument with 
which to examine, in light of a fresh 9-point scale, the subjective criteria expected to 
produce elective needs and inclinations. AHP empowers chiefs to develop complex 
issues in a straightforward various leveled shape and to assess a substantial number 
of quantitative and subjective factors in a precise way regardless of the nearness of 
numerous clashing criteria.

7. Advantages

7.1 Cost and time savings

Coordination is the center fitness of outsider coordination suppliers. Suppliers 
may have better related learning and more prominent skill than the delivering or 
offering organization and may likewise have more worldwide systems empowering 
more noteworthy time and cost efficiencies.

The gear and the IT frameworks of 3PL suppliers are always refreshed and 
adjusted to coordinate the prerequisites of their clients and their clients’ providers. 
Delivering or offering organizations frequently do not have room schedule-wise or 
for assets or skill to adjust their gear and frameworks as quickly [117].

7.2 Low capital responsibility

Assuming most or every single agent work is redistributed to a 3PL supplier, 
there is typically no requirement for the customer to possess its very own stock-
room or transport offices, bringing down the measure of capital required for the 
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customer’s matter of fact. This is especially helpful if an organization’s stockroom 
has high varieties in limit use, prompting over purchasing of distribution center 
limit and lessening productivity.

7.3 Core interest

Coordination redistributing enables organizations with restricted coordination 
skill to center around their center business. Expanding unpredictability in business 
proposes that organizations profit by not committing assets to regions in which they 
are not skilled [117].

7.4 Adaptability

Outsider coordination suppliers can give higher adaptability to geographic 
dissemination and may offer a bigger assortment of administrations than customers 
could accommodate themselves. This additionally enables organizations to typically 
deal with their assets including workforce size and to transform settled expenses 
into variable costs [118].

8. Disadvantages

Third party logistics sounds like a slam dunk, does not it? Well, before you 
sign on the dotted line with your friendly, local 3PL rep, let us look at both sides of 
the equation. One major disadvantage of using 3PL is that it leads to some loss of 
control over your shipping functions. This business strategy puts a third party in 
control of one of the business functions with the most impact on customers and the 
greatest effect on customer satisfaction. In addition, turning these functions over 
to a 3PL firm is a major commitment, since your in-house logistical team may lose 
much of the relevant market knowledge that you will need should the relationship 
with your 3PL provider ever become untenable. Bringing the shipping function 
back in-house could prove difficult when this institutional knowledge is lost. The 
cost factor is not crystal clear either. A 3PL firm may be cheaper up front, but over 
time, it will likely be more expensive than handling the shipping functions in-
house, provided those in-house functions are operating efficiently.

8.1 Loss of control

One drawback is the loss of control a customer hosts by utilizing third gather-
ing coordination. With outbound coordination, the 3PL supplier for the most part 
accepts correspondence and cooperates with a company’s client or provider. To alle-
viate this, some 3PLs endeavor to mark themselves as their customers, for example, 
applying customers’ logos on their advantages and dressing their representatives 
like their customers’ employees [115].

9. Conclusion

Third-party logistics was propelled to bear the weight of obligations from 
various organizations. At first, it had distinctive jobs to perform, yet its prosperity 
and viability supported worldwide organizations as well as it lifted the measures 
and productivity of various organizations in the aggressive market. Lead coordina-
tion suppliers however do not have quite a bit of their benefits yet their skill in the 
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field makes them champion. They have low overhead costs, great correspondence, 
and compelling investigation with their solid system framework. Their proficiency 
and affectivity in their fields are strikingly extraordinary because of their group’s 
potential. At the point when outsider coordination is contrasted and second gather-
ing coordination, it demonstrates the distinction unmistakably. Second gathering 
coordination does not have an incorporated framework and edge work for their 
dealings and administration giving assignments. The outstanding task at hand of 
outsider coordination is very high as they oblige future objectives and undertakings. 
In addition, there have been diverse ways to deal with and think about the viability 
of outsider coordination, yet none of the proposed model or procedure suits the 
best element for questioning outsider coordination.
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Chapter 4

Railway Infrastructure Capacity in
the Open Access Condition: Case
Studies on SŽDC and ŽSR
Networks
Jozef Gašparík and Václav Cempírek

Abstract

The railway sector in the European Union is changing. The goal of EU transport
policy is to liberalize the market for rail transport services, dismantle national
transport monopolies, and open competitive public tenders to other train operators.
For the optimal utilization of the railway infrastructure capacity, it is necessary to
calculate it properly in terms of open access to the infrastructure. At present, many
important corridors are at full capacity. Therefore, in order to increase the number
of freight trains, it is necessary to implement certain measures to increase the track
line capacity. Infrastructure capacity research is part of the complexity of the
capacity management processes. A progressive approach to define it means to
describe the estimating process of railway infrastructure capacity including
progressive capacity allocation approaches as a key part of capacity management.
The aim is to define the processes of the infrastructure capacity management
on which depends the quality level of operational traffic management as well the
efficiency of the traffic flow on the infrastructure. The partial objective is to inves-
tigate the impact of systematic train paths in periodic timetables on rail
infrastructure capacity. The proposals fully respect the EU transport policy.

Keywords: transport policy, rail transport market, infrastructure capacity, train
path, open access, capacity measurement

1. Introduction

The restructuring of the rail market has created new relationships between the
players in this market. The examination of the relationship between the entities, the
infrastructure manager, and the railway undertaking (herewith referred to as the
RU) focuses on the assessment of the allocation of railway infrastructure capacity,
with a view to knowing traffic technology and track-side technologies including the
economic aspects. This complex issue is closely related to the determination of the
capacity of the railway infrastructure, which represents the maximum possible
offer of train paths for the infrastructure manager to construct the timetable [1–3].

The timetable is the operating plan and also offers train paths to potential
customers. Loss of stability and timetable quality may result in the absence of spare
capacity, that is, its exhaustion after allocation and after the completion of the
timetable for the scheduled period [4].
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offer of train paths for the infrastructure manager to construct the timetable [1–3].

The timetable is the operating plan and also offers train paths to potential
customers. Loss of stability and timetable quality may result in the absence of spare
capacity, that is, its exhaustion after allocation and after the completion of the
timetable for the scheduled period [4].
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The main objective of this chapter is to define the processes of managing the
capacity of railway infrastructure with the aim of achieving high-quality operative
management of traffic due to the efficiency of transport flow on the infrastructure.
These objectives fully respect EU transport policy, which provides a framework for
creating transparent conditions and minimizing risks in accessing transport infra-
structure and ensuring the growing transport needs of the company at the required
time and quality. The scientific contribution is proven in the application of theore-
tical knowledge in the field of railway transport technology in terms of a case study
on the corridor’s lines.

2. Requirements of carriers for railway infrastructure capacity

The allocation of railway infrastructure capacity is a complex product of the
infrastructure manager, which consists of a number of sub-services. The infra-
structure manager is obliged to publish the conditions of access to the infrastructure
(the so-called Network Statement [5]) and to determine the free capacity of each
line section. Consequently, it is intended to allow nondiscriminatory access for
railway undertakings.

The Network Statement contains mainly the technical characteristics of the
railways, conditions for the allocation of rail capacity to applicants, including
procedures for the lack of rail capacity, conditions for access to the network,
information on the price for the allocation of rail capacity and pricing for the use
of the infrastructure, requirements for the application for the allocation of rail
capacity, etc.

The allocation of capacity is the sale of a particular train path(s) on specific line
sections in a specific time window. From a technological point of view, it is impor-
tant to correctly determine the technical capacity of the track section, that is, to
determine the extent of train traffic for a given track section, to show sufficient
stability of train traffic even during operational irregularities. The charging of
capacity is one of the tools for number of train path regulation [6–8]. The economic
aspect of capacity takes into account also the risk of paying sanctions to railway
undertakings for failure to comply with the RU due to poor organization of train
transport (see the introduction of the European Performance Regime (EPR) [9]).
The process demands the reconciliation of the requirements of all RU with regard to
the technological nature of rail transport, requiring railway undertakings to antici-
pate traffic flows and commodity flows in the medium term.

The line capacity, that is, the ability to insert the required train paths for a given
part of the infrastructure in a certain time period, is expressed by the number of
train paths that can be determined over a certain time window with given technical,
operational, and personnel equipment and with the necessary transport quality
achieved [1, 10, 11].

Capacity definition in UIC 406 Capacity [12] represents some consensus among
individual infrastructure managers on this specific issue and suggests that a clear
definition of capacity cannot be established. The International Railway Union (UIC)
defines railway infrastructure capacity as "the total number of possible paths in a
defined time window, considering the actual path mix or known developments,
respectively, and the IM’s own assumptions; in node individual lines or part of the
network, with market-oriented quality” [1].

In principle, capacity (throughput permeability) can be determined by the fol-
lowing approaches [12, 10]:

• graphically;
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• graphically-analytically;

• analytically; or

• simulation modeling.

An overview of the most preferred methodologies for capacity estimation is
elaborated in the work [13]. The most comprehensive approach is to use simulation
tools to evaluate the capacity of a railway infrastructure based on a real-world
traffic model. Capacity assessment using simulation modeling methods provides a
comprehensive assessment of the capacity characteristics of the transport infra-
structure being solved. The result provided is only suboptimal in terms of the
general approach depending on the course of the simulation. A problem here is the
range of input data required for a simulation model (a detailed description of the
infrastructure and dynamic properties of the vehicles), as well as the time data
required for the simulation assessment. On the other hand, the new possibilities
offered by simulation modeling are a prerequisite for its successful implementation
in cases where it is justified. The criterion used here is primarily the stability of the
timetable (the ability not to increase or decrease the input delay).

2.1 Relevant data for capacity allocation in the case study

The capacity assessment is based on the evaluation of the existing timetable.
Infrastructure dimensioning, operational performance, and quality of service are
interdependent. If two variables are known, the third can be derived. Security
requirements, general economic framework conditions, and environmental con-
straints are given by the external environment.

The following factors influence the capacity of a given infrastructure [11, 14]:

• number of train paths over a specified time interval;

• average speed;

• stability of train traffic (ability to dispose of the initial delay and its nontransfer
to other trains); and

• heterogeneity, that is, with the number of different driving times and their
large differences, capacity utilization increases.

The overview of the preferred methodologies among European Infrastructure
managers is elaborated in the work of Kontaxi and Riccci [13]. The resulting average
value of the stability coefficient (ratio of the output and input delays of the train on
the monitored infrastructure in the simulation run) is the basis for assessing
whether the infrastructure under investigation corresponds to the expected traffic
range.

The train path is defined for the purposes of EP and ER 2012/34/EU directive
establishing a single European railway area for the allocation of railway infrastruc-
ture capacity [15] as “the infrastructure capacity needed to run a train between two
places over a given period.” The train path is defined by important parameters, such
as train type, days of operation, routing, scheduled speed, arrival times, departures
times, and transfer times at stations and stops.

The timetable shows the paths of all regular trains, trains as needed (on days of
deployment), and canceled trains (they travel on specified days and their paths
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cancel other train paths where the regular train must be waiting in the event of the
jamming train being introduced). The insertion of train paths to the graphical
timetable must be in accordance with the technological procedures of the station
operation processes and traffic safety. The insertion of train paths to the timetable
under SŽDC and ŽSR Railway infrastructure manager is performed gradually
according to the following basic types [5, 11]:

• international and national expresses and fast trains;

• long-distance passenger trains;

• freight express trains;

• passenger trains to and from employment;

• feeder freight service trains on line sections before determining the final
position of the running freight trains; and

• interfering train paths (regular train paths with special path construction, these
trains are operated in dedicated days during the week or daily during a specific
time period).

The RU submits timetable capacity requirements along with mandatory data
summarized in Table 1. Only three of the twelve required data affect the calculation
of train running times and thus the line capacity. At the same time, the RU com-
municates other specific data whose operational nature allows the train to assign the
particular type and traffic calendar in particular. Although this is not data directly
affecting infrastructure utilization, it is data that allow the capacity allocator to
decide on the allocation or nonallocation of railway capacity from a legislative
perspective.

Required data under the Network Statement Influence on driving
time

1. Identification data of the RU N

2. Position route guidance N

3. Timing of train path N

4. Train type N

5. Train set data specifications Y

6. Technical data on traction vehicles including their number and function
in the train

Y

7. Train driving calendar N

8. Type of railway transport operated N

9. Required tariff and nontariff conditions N

10. Type and extent of services provided in the train N

11. RU requirements for technological operations in stations Y

12. Known extraordinary of the train N

Source: authors on the ground of [4].

Table 1.
Required data in rail capacity allocation request.
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Three requirements summarize the kit’s technical data, that is, the transport
weight and the length of the train, tractive vehicle order in the train, and the
requirements for technological procedures at the stations. The transport mass and
train length shall be determined in tonnes and meters. The set values must comply
with the instructions of SŽDC and ŽSR [11]. If a useful track length is less than the
train length norm at the station, this shall be taken into account in the timetable.
The transport weight of the train in relation to the regular driving times and
consequently the technical norms of weight differ according to the types of driving
resistance of individual types of trains. The established driving resistance types
(marked as M, R, S, T, and U, for example) are indicated with the train weight
normative value. If a freight train path is to be constructed in which the transport
weight of the train vehicles is higher than the technical weight standard, then the
number, type, and method of deployment of other active traction vehicles (loco-
motives) must be agreed.

It is important to precisely determine the binding travel time of the train
concerned for the construction of the train path.

The methodology for determining the theoretical driving time assumes graphical
and numerical solutions to the train equation. It is necessary to construct the
tachogram of the train, that is, the algorithm or simulation of the ride, which is
tasked with compiling the track and time waveforms by means of the train’s
differential equations, which result in a graphical dependency of the driving speed
on the trajectory v = f (l) as well as dependency of the driving time on the trajectory
f (l) [16].

At each stage of the train movement, the traction resistances that are overcome
by the tractive force exerted by the driving axles of the tractive vehicle must be
taken into account.

2.2 Driving time calculation presumptions

This section discusses overcoming the traction resistances that occur when
starting, running at inertial speed, running, and braking as described in these
physical equations [10]:

Ft ¼ Fa þ F0L þ F0V þ FS þ Fb N½ � (1)

where Ft is the locomotive pulling force, its graphical representation in relation
to speed is traction characteristic Ft = f (V); Fa is the resistance of mass inertia [N];
F0L is the driving resistance of the traction vehicle [N]; F0V is the driving resistance
of trailers (loads or wagon set) [N]; Fb is the braking resistance [N]; and FS is the
slope resistance [N].

For the driving resistance coefficient, which is specified for each tractive vehicle
and load separately, the empirical relationship applies, where a, b, and c are the
infrastructure manager’s table values:

p0 ¼ F0

G
¼ A

G
þ B
G
� V þ C

G
� V2 ¼ aþ b � V þ c � V2 �½ � (2)

These are the quadratic dependencies and formulas applicable to approved
vehicles, as measured by actual measurements on vehicles.

The calculations use the so-called inertial slope, which is defined as the slope that
is numerically equal to the slope of the line on which a particular train moves at a
constant speed. In determining the inertia slope, we proceed from the basic equa-
tion of train movement, assuming that the velocity is constant when the
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acceleration resistance is zero. The graphical dependence of inertia on speed is the
so-called s0/V diagram. It is unique to the type of traction vehicle, the type of
vehicle resistance, and the weight of the wagon set. Traction characteristics for each
traction vehicle (locomotive and motor car) are constructed to obtain a traction
force-speed dependence. The vertical y-axis shows the tractive force, and the x-axis
shows the speed. The tractive effort curve in the traction diagram indicates a lot
about the locomotive’s operating characteristics.

The construction of graphical methods to determine the technical normative
weight of a train set is based on the theory of nomograms. In practice, SŽDC and
ŽSR most often use the Koreff intersection nomogram, constructed under the
condition V = const. The tractive force values of the coupler for a given traction
vehicle are given by the traction characteristic, and the coefficient of vehicle resis-
tance can be determined from empirical relationships. The slope of the track is
given by the parameters of the track. It follows from the equation of motion (3) that
the left side corresponds to the linear dependence on the resistance of the tractive
vehicles, and the right side of the linear dependence on the slope. Relations after
adjustment for the weight determination of the transported vehicles are represented
by two equations of lines whose relationship can be solved graphically.

Fts �GD � f 0V ¼ GL þ GDð Þ � f S (3)

where Fts is the tractive effort of the locomotive on coupler [kN]; GD is the
weight of wagon set [kN]; GL is the tractive vehicle weight [kN]; f0V is the driving
resistance coefficient of transported vehicles [—]; and fS is the slope resistance
coefficient [—].

The practical expression of Koreff nomograms for transport practice is tables of
the technical normative mass. Tables are compiled for each type of traction vehicle;
at the intersection of a certain slope (track class) and the mass of the train set, there
is the value of inertial speed that the traction vehicle of the given series is able to
haul on a given inertia slope and with a given weight of trailer vehicles. Calculated
driving time values are called theoretical driving times, rounded off to at least
0.1 min. Regular driving times rounded to 0.5 min are used for the timetable
construction [1, 2, 10].

3. Identification of problems in railway infrastructure capacity
management

For capacity management, the default requirements are:

• organization of the rail market (transport policy and transport market
operators);

• technical aspects (infrastructure and interoperability); and

• technological aspects (traffic planning and management).

On the SŽDC and ŽSR networks, “open access” in freight and passenger trans-
port is also possible. This has a major impact on capacity utilization. In the area of
railway infrastructure capacity management, major problems in capacity utilization
and path allocation have been identified. Under the conditions of the SŽDC and ŽSR
railway network, new approaches in capacity analysis are defined and
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methodological postulates for new approaches in capacity management in the fol-
lowing areas are defined:

• lack of efficient train paths for freight trains on transit corridors;

• application of the integrated tactic timetable for passenger trains; and

• an increase in the demand for “ad hoc” freight paths.

3.1 Lack of efficient train paths for freight trains on rail corridors and nodes

The capacity of the lines as a line construction is closely related to the capacity of
the individual railway stations, where insufficient capacity of railway tracks at
stations can cause a train to be rejected and wait at intermediate stations, which will
further reduce line capacity (and in addition, unproductivity).

For a short case study on the 4th transit corridor, a section of the double-track
line between railway stations A and B was chosen, which is characterized by:

• track equipped with a fully automatic track and station security devices, with a
short station and track operational intervals as well headways;

• both regional passenger transport and long-distance express and interregional
transport are implemented on the line;

• international freight trains and relational freight trains are established on the
line; and

• most trains pass through both stations bounding the interstation section under
examination without stopping.

The typical timetable for that line is shown in the segment in Figure 1. Due to
the preference of passenger transport in the allocation of timetable routes, the
assumption can be made that any freight train can only be traced when it does not
restrict the movement of passenger trains. The problem is the time taken by a
freight train in a timetable, which is significantly longer compared to passenger
trains.

In the timetable, the driving times for this section are of the order of Ex
4.5–5.0 min, regional passenger trains 11.0 min, freight expresses 7.5 min, and
relational freight trains 9.5 min. To do this, there is need to add a start and stop

Figure 1.
Headway for train sequence in odd direction (line with odd numbers) stopping freight express-passing express
for the station (source: elaborated on ground of [11]).
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surcharge of 2.0 min in case of overtaking. From the analysis of time elements,
these values of the headway are determined for these train sequences:

• express—express 2.5 min;

• express—freight express 2.0 min; and

• freight express—express 9.0 min.

From these values, it can be seen that the minimum time gap between fast
driving trains must be 11.0 min in order to drive the freight express train to the
front station where it will be overtaken by the express train. If the freight express
train is pathed to the next station, a buffer time of 11.5 min is needed.

The analysis of the constructed timetable in the surveyed section shows that the
number of buffer times of at least 11.0 min in this section is on average 1–2 per hour
in peak hours. At the same time, the Express-Express trains are most often traced at
8–10 min, which could be reduced to a subsequent interval of 3–5 min (more
thorough train bundling).

Regular freight trains are traced a total of 66 trains/24 h, trains as needed five
trains/24 h. From the graph in Figure 2, which is the histogram of the frequency of
passenger and freight trains embedded in individual hours during the day, it is clear
that the largest volume of passenger traffic is realized on corridor lines between
6.00 and 21.00 h. Freight traffic is generated at regular intervals throughout the
day, and it can be seen that their journey during peak hours of passenger traffic
cannot be smooth.

We will assume that freight trains enter the section under investigation at fixed
intervals. It is therefore necessary to examine the time model, reflecting the
sequence of freight trains and their ability to travel through the section under
investigation, including by using the paths as needed. With 66 trains per 24 h, 2.75
trains are generated every hour and need to be transported. Due to the accuracy of
the overall result, the situation is modeled using the distribution of trains processed
in Tables 2 and 3.

Generalization of the case study conclusions for the capacity and mix of train
paths in the timetable of the SŽDC transit corridors:

Figure 2.
Histogram of timetable train paths in section A–B.
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• the accumulation of passenger traffic between 6:00 am and 9:00 pm practically
stops freight traffic;

• at this time, only freight express trains may overrun between express, fast
trains, and passenger trains but not slower relational freight trains hauling
individual wagon loads or empty wagons;

• time distance between passenger trains in the 9–15 min sequence does not
create a sufficient buffer time for the insertion of freight train paths;

• freight trains that cannot pass through the section are waiting at the
intersection stations, which mean that on average, four trains must wait 4 h
from 4:00 to 8:00 pm;

• rush hour may shift slightly depending on which direction of the passenger
traffic is stronger in the morning and afternoon and also depending on the
distance of the relevant line from large agglomerations;

Time 1:00 2:00 3:00 4:00 5:00 6:00 7:00 8:00 9:00 10:00 11:00 12:00

Entered freight
trains

2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75

Stopped freight
trains

0 0 0 0 0 0 1.75 3.5 4.25 5 7.75 6.5

Number of
freight trains in
timetable

3 6 6 5 5 1 1 2 2 0 4 3

Overhang of
train path
requirements
over demand

0.25 3.25 3.25 2.25 2.25 �1.75 �3.50 �4.25 �5.00 �7.75 �6.50 �6.25

Number of
stopped trains

0 0 0 0 0 1.75 3.50 4.25 5 7.75 6.5 6.25

Table 2.
Average number of delayed freight trains (0.00–12.00 h).

Time 13:00 14:00 15:00 16:00 17:00 18:00 19:00 20:00 21:00 22:00 23:00 24:00

Entered
freight trains

2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.75

Stopped
freight trains

6.25 6 4.75 6.5 8.25 9 9.75 3.5 4.25 5 1.75 1.5

Number of
freight trains
in timetable

3 4 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 6 3 5

Overhang of
train path
requirements
over demand

�6.00 �4.75 �6.50 �8.25 �9.00 �9.75 �10.50 �4.25 �5.00 �1.75 �1.50 0.75

Number of
stopped trains

6 4.75 6.5 8.25 9 9.75 10.50 4.25 5 1.75 1.5 0.75

Table 3.
Average number of delayed freight trains (12.00–24.00).
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• the dense sequence of passenger trains during the day does not create any room
for freight traffic extraordinary balancing. If freight trains are delayed on other
sections, for example due to infrastructure, then delayed trains can only be
transported after the peak rush hour, usually only at night time with an average
stoppage of 10 h;

• exhausting the line capacity with passenger traffic causes measurable economic
losses for freight RUs; and

• the free capacity of the track between 11.00 pm and 4.00 am is not used.

These findings lead to the need to define a powerful train path that can be
systematized. The performance of the allocated paths is determined by the RU’s
data in the capacity allocation request that affects capacity. The analyzed data in
Section 2 is mainly about the planned series of the traction vehicle for which regular
driving times are computed. It is important to examine the momentum of the train,
that is, its mass and acceleration, traction force, and vehicle resistance. These are
key parameters that have a major impact on capacity, and the RU can influence
these factors. In addition to train dynamics data, the use of infrastructure parame-
ters also affects the level of technical and safety equipment of the traction vehicle.
In particular, it concerns the equipment of the traction vehicle with train safety
devices and telecommunications equipment, which affect the maximum possible
train speed, the use of the transport infrastructure, and the length of its occupation
by the train.

To optimize the use of capacity, we have identified operational and technologi-
cal factors affecting the duration of infrastructure use by a train in the process of
capacity allocation:

• train speed;

• train performance; and

• equipped with communication and security equipment.

The speed of the train can be distinguished as maximum speed, determined
speed, technical speed, sectional speed, etc. As a criterion for assessing the train
paths demanded by the RU with the help of the train speed, it is possible to use the
relative speed [4]:

Vrel ¼ 60 � L
t ́us � Vtr

�½ � (4)

where Vrel is the relative speed; L is length of the examined track section [km];
tus is the travel time of the train on the examined track section including the dwell
time; and Vtr is the prevailing line speed in the corresponding speed profile in the
track section being tracked [km h�1].

Depending on the train’s equation of motion (3), the power of the traction
vehicle per unit of mass must be evaluated to compare the different train paths.
This evaluation can be performed according to the criterion of relative power [4]:

Prel ¼
Pi

x¼1P
x
con

Mtrain
kWt�1� �

(5)
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where Prel is the relative power [kW t�1]; Pcon is the continuous power of the
traction unit [kW] and i is the number of tractive vehicles; and Mtrain is the train
weight [t].

This criterion evaluates the actual performance of each examined train path, that
is, the momentum of the train (its acceleration) and thus the occupation time of the
infrastructure. The above criteria, in particular the criterion of relative speed, are
also directly related to the technical equipment of the leading locomotive (tractive
unit) by the communication and signaling equipment.

The use of infrastructure capacity, and hence its allocation, must be based on the
train’s equation of motion and thus on speed and power ratings, using criteria such
as relative speed Vrel and relative power Prel.

3.2 Application of the integrated timetable for passenger trains

Research on the impact of a systematic timetable on infrastructure capacity
shows that it reduces track capacity. In the case of the requirements for the fixed
distribution of paths in time, the relevant period is ensured in such a way that at
each clock node, it is necessary to reserve a certain part of the capacity before the
train runs. Such reserved capacity affects the overall capacity of station heads and
track sections. For example, works [17–20], which confirm this, are involved in
research in this area. Even the analytical methodologies used to determine the
capacity of SŽDC do not affect the construction of systematic interval paths in order
to relate the calculation to the average train and to determine the average required
buffer time. This capacity loss can only be compensated to a certain extent in the
case of upgrading of track-side signaling equipment using the ETCS system of
application level 3, where only the minimum “moving” track section is reserved for
the train departing from the clock node.

Displacement of freight train paths on transit corridors seems problematic. This
is due to the lack of a sufficient time window to insert the freight train path.

Certain theoretical solutions are offered by the works [21–23]. Freight trains,
according to Lindner and von Reder [21], should have periodic time windows
between passenger paths, adequate according to the required number of freight
routes over the cycle time, into which individual freight train paths can then be
constructed. These time windows should, as far as possible, be interconnected
between successive line sections (if there is a demand for a freight path from one
route to the next one, then the connection of the relevant time window with more
follow-up should be sought). In case of insufficient capacity of the time windows or
the necessity to overtake freight trains too often, they propose to review the struc-
ture of the passenger transportation offer (e.g., the individual time positions of
individual lines or the number of service segments on the given track section). Of
course, freight transport requirements must not lead to the breakage of important
elements of the network supply, for example (in terms of passenger traffic flows)
significant connection links.

Drábek [22] in his work presents systematic paths as a network capacity offer,
which to some extent is similar to integrated periodic timetable in passenger trans-
port, but takes into account rail freight needs.

These studies demonstrate the difficulty of addressing this issue. Methodologi-
cally, a distinction should be made between the procedures for timetable construc-
tion with the rail infrastructure adaptation procedures.

In the case of persistent trouble inserting train paths in the required sequence
and required dwell times in the timetabling process, there may be a need to change
the configuration of the railway infrastructure. The methodological
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recommendation for rail infrastructure adaptation procedures only for strategic
considerations and objectives can be summarized as follows:

• construction of timetable with a perspective mix of passenger and freight train
routes;

• the subsequent definition of the necessary infrastructure measures to ensure
the implementation of the required scope of transport at the required quality
level:

◦ to build other station tracks

◦ about rebuilding station heads

◦ about building rail crossovers

◦ about building the next line track

◦ about building new safety equipment

• adjusting and synchronizing driving times;

• assessment of the construction of infrastructure (lines and stations) with
segregated freight traffic; and

• assessment of the construction of high-speed infrastructure with segregated
passenger traffic according to the high speed TSI.

Lack of capacity is also due to the lack of useful lengths of station tracks on rail
freight corridors (RFCs) [24] as completely unsatisfactory (the study considered
sufficient rails with a length of at least 752 m).

The methodological recommendation for the timetabling is intended for inten-
tions in current conditions and the search for technological solutions in the current
state of infrastructure, which can be summarized as follows:

• achieving systematization and synchronization of freight train times; this is
achieved by correctly determining the driving time, calculated for the selected
level of the specified speed and the corresponding weight and type of the
traction vehicle; to obtain a constructed synchronized path, RUs must meet the
performance requirements of this path by providing a train assembly from
vehicles that achieve a design speed of at least the specified speed and the
tractive vehicles have the required performance to ensure the system driving
time; and

• achieving systematization and synchronization of passenger train travel times
by unifying speed levels for these paths; this means, similarly to freight trains,
to create systemized paths with synchronized driving times.

The aim of systemization and synchronization of driving times is to achieve less
heterogeneity in train path performance and bundling with minimized buffer time
between occupancy times (headways).

A typical example of the distribution of train paths in the timetable on SŽDC
resp. ŽSR transit corridors was analyzed in a case study on a corridor line with five
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A–E stations on a double track line equipped with an automatic block [10, 16,
25, 26]. The analyzed section can be compared, for example, with the real section
Kolín-Pardubice. Passenger trains (Ex category) are run at different times and with
different stops. Figure 3 shows the time spacing between Ex trains approximately
7.5–10.5 min at a headway of 2.5 min. This means a request for a buffer time for the
path insertion of 5.0–8.0 min. However, the express freight train path needs more
time to insert it, namely 12.0 min, which is indicated by the shading of the depicted
occupancy time of passenger trains. This gray area must not be affected by the
occupation time of another train. In this path configuration, eight freight train paths
(freight express and relation freight trains) are inserted in a two-hour time window.
The specified train speeds in km h�1 are listed below the graphical timetable. Ex
trains are pathed to 160 km h�1, passenger trains to 140 km h�1, and Nex and
relation freight trains up to 100 and 90 km h�1.

Figure 4 shows a study of the distribution of train paths after the systematiza-
tion and synchronization of passenger train and freight train times. Following the
adoption of the methodological recommendation, the Ex train paths are more
closely bundled within 5 min to allow for the introduction of freight train paths with
a standardized speed of 100 km h�1. In this option, 14 freight train paths were
successfully inserted in the 120 min time window. The start-up and stopping time
charges for freight trains are problematic and considerably prolong the driving time
and affect the possibility of inserting the train path into the buffer time. It would be
ideal to achieve the condition that freight trains pass through all stations.

3.3 Increase in “ad hoc” train path requirements

From the perspective of the railway infrastructure manager, the growth of
requests for “ad hoc” paths, that is, the operationally introduced paths not included
in the timetable at the expense of planning regular train paths incorporated in the
timetable, is a negative phenomenon.

In the context of individual ad hoc capacity allocation, we divide the capacity
requests for “over 3 days,” “ad hoc” requests for “under 3 days” capacity, and “ad
hoc” allocation for rail capacity for technical-safety tests of railway vehicles and

Figure 3.
Inability to insert fast freight train paths (Nex) into gaps between express passenger trains (Ex) indicating the
occupation time by those paths in a typical mix of train paths on the transit corridor section (numbers below the
paths indicate the specified speed for that path).
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other reasons. For “under 3 days” applications, it is up to the infrastructure manager
to decide whether to allocate “ad hoc” paths to resolve conflicts (for example,
allocate pre-constructed bidding paths) or allocate paths in residual track capacity
without conflict resolution. Conflicts in these paths are handled operatively by the
operating staff of the rail system operator.

Another administrative constraint is the fundamental difference between the
approach of national infrastructure managers to the issue of reservation, allocation,
and use of paths. By comparing the conditions on the SŽDC network, the Austrian
ÖBB Infrastruktur, and the Polish PKP PLK, it is possible to find out that there is no
uniform approach in the implementation of partial timetable changes. As a result,
there is a situation where the train is already regularly on a single rail network,
while on the neighboring rail network it is still in an “ad hoc” mode.

For mutual co-operation between applicants and capacity allocators in the pro-
cess of allocation of railway capacity, national information systems are used for the
setting of the annual timetable, as well as the information system for coordinating
the allocated train paths (Path Coordination System) from RailNet Europe.

In the train path request process, it is also necessary to implement the TAF/TAP
TSI (Technical Specification for Interoperability relating to Telematics Applications
for Freight/Passenger Services) [27] for all rail freight operators in EU Member
States. All participants in the transport process will have to be able to exchange
precisely defined information and reports among themselves electronically. The
TAF/TAP TSI will allow coordinating the development of information systems for
request acceptance processes, capacity allocation, path design reconciliation, and
path activation. However, in the interest of developing rail transport business,
infrastructure managers seek to develop these technologies with the least possible
financial impact on railway undertakings.

4. New approaches to capacity management

The basic task of capacity management is to construct a basic timetable for a
certain time period (all-year) based on infrastructure capacity planning and specific
train path orders. The condition for the allocation of train paths is sufficient

Figure 4.
Example of arrangement of systemized and synchronized train paths for passenger and freight trains (numbers
below the paths indicate the specified speed for that path).
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capacity, that is, adherence to defined conditions for ensuring the timetable quality,
in particular the transportation time, with which the required buffer time (backup
time) is closely related. The remaining capacity (free paths) is offered as bidding
catalog paths in “ad hoc” mode to RU [1, 6, 11].

The output of the capacity management process is the allocation of train paths
and the determination of quantitative and qualitative indicators of the constructed
timetable (as a result of the stability proof process), in particular occupancy time,
waiting time, buffer time, or optimal traffic flow [10, 28].

New approaches to comprehensive management of infrastructure capacity can
be broken down into the following headings:

• supporting the implementation of simulation procedures and UIC
methodology for capacity utilization;

• marketing measures, in particular capacity management and capacity
allocation activities; and

• organizational measures in technology, aimed at systematizing path allocation
and operational traffic management.

The disadvantage for infrastructure managers who use analytical methodologies
for capacity determination is that they no longer reflect the progressive require-
ments. This is mainly due to the development of computer technology and the
related possibilities for modification of analytical methods, development of struc-
ture, and the heterogeneity of transport (loss of freight transport, development of
suburban, and long-distance transport), or the shift from quantitative capacity to
qualitative. The use of simulation methods is used to model railway traffic including
the inclusion of operational irregularities, that is, delays, to the extent
corresponding to reality. An important task is to fulfill the relevant model data,
which corresponds as accurately as possible to the reality of infrastructure and
vehicle parameters. The modeling of train delays and the feasibility of solving
traffic situations have a significant impact on the accuracy of simulation outputs.
The outcome of the simulation procedure is to determine the stability of the time-
table. Different simulation programs (e.g., RailSys, OpenTrack, and SimuT) pro-
vide different results (using different ways of calculating driving times, solving
conflicts between trains, etc.) [14]. Investigating the reduction of the initial delay
means determining the average delay increase per train. An increase in delay of up
to 0.5 min/train may still be acceptable, but this increase should be able to absorb
adjacent infrastructure elements. It is recommended to increase the occupancy
degree limit in the following cases [16]:

• in a peak computing period;

• average occupancy time is greater than 10 min; and

• it is a track with a specific traffic (e.g., only one type of trains prevails on a
track that achieves low delays).

These indicators can be fully explored in simulation procedures supported by
UIC Regulation 406 “Capacity.” Principal differences in analytical and simulation
approaches in capacity exploration are shown in Table 4. There is no exact depen-
dency between the degree of occupation and the quality of traffic, so analytical
methods are less accurate [14, 16].
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Marketing measures are aimed at achieving optimum use of infrastructure (more
evenly burdened) by using pricing and other tools in the capacity allocation process,
in particular:

• allocation of train path depending on its time position;

• taking into account the acceptance of powerful train paths;

• deviations from the time position, that is, penalty for delay caused by the carrier,
as well as delay bonuses caused by the infrastructure manager (EPR system);

• sanctions for nonuse of allocated capacity;

• stricter conditions for “ad hoc” capacity allocation; and

• the scope of use of ancillary services.

The essence of organizational measures is the systematization and synchroniza-
tion of driving times, where the aim is to achieve less heterogeneity of train paths
and to bundle it with minimizing buffer times. There is a need for a change in the
configuration of the railway infrastructure in the event of persistent problems with
the insertion of train paths in the required sequence and the required timetable
stays. In the operative operation, the fixed specification and order of the train paths
will be followed. In the case of delay, the right to the train path will not be
guaranteed.

Capacity management processes include the train path ordering processes, stra-
tegic dialog and advisory phases, conflict coordination and resolution, and capacity
allocation. The aim is to create a comprehensive, effective, and motivating model,
which will be composed of both technological procedures and pricing policies
leading to the provision of efficient train paths.

A prerequisite for creating a capacity management concept is capacity planning
for its further development and use. The essence of capacity management is based
on a plan to create a basic timetable, which is usually 1 year and thus represents a
medium-term plan. The output of the capacity management process is the alloca-
tion of train paths and the determination of the quantitative and qualitative indica-
tors of the constructed timetable (as a result of the stability proof process), in
particular the occupancy time, waiting time, standby time, and optimum traffic
flow. Achieving optimum traffic flow over time requires infrastructure managers to

Methodology Analytical methods (SŽDC, ŽSR) Simulation methods (UIC)

Quality of
operation

Based on the degree of occupancy of individual
devices

Using quantities directly
describing the quality of
operation (delays)

Capacity
relationship

Capacity related to infrastructure capacity Related to specific timetable

Deterministic Based on even track occupancy; unequal track
occupancy can be used for tracks used only by
freight transport

Uneven track occupancy

Source: [10].

Table 4.
Basic differences in capacity research approaches.
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use capacity management and marketing tools to allocate train paths to reflect
traffic flow over time so as to get as close as possible to the defined optimal value.
The first priority is the technical conditions for access to infrastructure and the
second is the infrastructure access clearing system [2, 10, 16, 25, 28–31].

The aim is to create a comprehensive, effective, and motivating model consisting
of both technological procedures and pricing policies, leading to the provision of
efficient train paths:

• allocation of the train path depending on its time position, that is, providing
more favorable conditions for the allocation of the path in the transport saddle;

• taking into account the acceptance by the carrier of efficient train paths;

• deviations from the time path, that is, the penalty for delays caused by railway
undertakings, as well as delay bonuses caused by the Infrastructure Manager
(European Performance Regime);

• when using capacity utilization, to reconcile the use of standby time and
occupancy with the UIC methodology, in particular to define the upper
occupancy level on lines with specific traffic (homogeneous timetable), which
can be as high as 0.90;

• sanctions for nonuse of allocated capacity; and

• stricter conditions for ad-hoc capacity allocation.

Figure 5 shows the identified cycle of capacity allocation of the railway infra-
structure using the proposed progressive methodological approaches. It is a set of
methodological postulates in the following defined areas:

• setting a higher level of optimal capacity utilization in a specific timetable;

• determining the prioritization of train paths in the construction of the
timetable, as well as in the operative management of traffic with the help of
defining system times; and

• connecting the required heterogeneity and sequence of train paths, to provide
the required performance paths, and to propose infrastructure measures if the
conflicts cannot be resolved by technological measures.

These methodological proposals are only a simplified procedure for timetable
creators. If they are to be the basis for further processing, especially by means of IT
techniques, it is necessary to create a mathematical model that will be revised to a
computer model after appropriate verification. After validation, it is the basis for
the creation of an applied computer program. The proposed methodologies can then
be imported into software products supporting the construction of the order and
capacity indicators.

In the liberalized railway market, further development of infrastructure capacity
utilization in:

• searching for optimum traffic flow in order to achieve the desired quality of
transport;
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• establishing a timetable for each day (planning period of 6 or 12 h), where
operational planning and the interconnection of tools for timetabling and
capacity planning with operational planning systems will be supported;

• expressing capacity as the ability to meet the requirements of specific train
paths while guaranteeing the stability of the timetable operational model; and

• planning infrastructure configuration based on required capacity through
infrastructure measures.

5. Conclusion

Sizing the railway infrastructure, operational performance and quality of opera-
tion are interrelated. If two variables are known, the third can be derived. For
example, on the Prague-Ostrava route, the current trend of shortening the length of
long-distance passenger trains but increasing their frequency as a result of the
liberalization of the rail market (“open access”) significantly affects the capacity.
From this situation, there is a clear need to plan a transport infrastructure for the
future scope and concept of transport. Emergency events are a problematic point in
the framework of the liberalization of rail transport, which is related to maintaining
the number of traction units to the minimum possible. As a rule, RU does not have
suitable tractive vehicles for diversion routes. The former unitary state railways had
tractive vehicles for independent traction (multi-system locomotives), which could
be used for such haulages (not only for freight).

In order to create harmonized conditions for access to infrastructure, it is
important to correctly determine the optimum capacity of the railway

Figure 5.
Capacity allocation cycle using proposed progressive methodological approaches with regard to the railway
infrastructure capacity.
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infrastructure, that is, the number of train paths that will be advantageous both for
the infrastructure manager and operating and economical. The prerequisite for this
is a clear definition of the capacity of railway infrastructure and train paths, deter-
mination of the basic principles of capacity detection by means of simulation tools,
determination of optimum throughput, plus even ensuring the utilization of railway
infrastructure capacity. The proposal outlined the process of determining the
capacity of the railway infrastructure, including progressive capacity allocation
approaches as key components of capacity management. The scientific and research
contribution is proven in the focus, deepening the application of theoretical knowl-
edge in the field of railway transport technology. The proposed procedures for
determining the timetable stability and optimizing the process of inserting train
paths into the timetable, with an emphasis on optimizing and systematizing them,
can be applied as a manual for the needs of specific simulation procedures, as well as
for the support software product developers. These benefits can be used in the
practical tasks of allocating railway infrastructure capacity and identifying optimal
traffic flow. At the same time, the proposed procedures for determining graphical
stability can be applied as a manual for the needs of specific simulation procedures,
as well as for creators of supporting software products.

The issue being solved by its impact on traffic and transport operations and on
the railway market is so complex that a number of related aspects are subject to
further research. When establishing capacity, focus should be on the required
amount of buffer time and examining the waiting time in terms of overall capacity
management and in the context of streamlining and shortening the entire process of
allocating railway infrastructure capacity. These tasks have a significant impact on
the main objective of European rail transport policy in order to strengthen its
competitiveness in sustainable development.
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Chapter 5

Integrated Life Cycle Economic
and Environmental Impact
Assessment for Transportation
Infrastructure: A Review
Jiawen Liu, Hui Li, Yu Wang and Nailing Ge

Abstract

In order to realize the sustainable development of transportation infrastructure,
more and more attention has been paid to the multi-scheme selection method of
road engineering, while the existing life cycle cost analysis (LCCA) and life cycle
assessment (LCA) methods are often isolated from each other, which cannot better
realize the comprehensive evaluation of road life cycle. This chapter will review and
summarize the development of LCCA and LCA systematically. Pointing out the
existing problems in current research, the idea of integrated evaluation method
combining LCA and LCCA is proposed. It puts forward the future development
direction based on the deficiency of the current research results and provides useful
reference for the popularization and application of the life cycle methods in road
engineering.

Keywords: life cycle assessment, life cycle cost analysis, transportation
infrastructure

1. Introduction

According to the definition of ISO 14040, life cycle refers to the continuous and
interrelated stage of the product system, which generally starts from the acquisition
of raw materials or products from natural resources and ends with the final treat-
ment. It considers the planning, design, production, distribution, operation, use,
maintenance, and recycling of the product, from the initial or design phase of the
product, as shown in Figure 1.

Existing life cycle methods include life cycle cost analysis (LCCA) and life cycle
assessment (LCA). Similar to the engineering budget method, the LCCA extends
the time range of evaluation to the whole life of the product and focuses on its use,
maintenance, and recycling, making the evaluation of the product more compre-
hensive and reasonable. With the increasing awareness of environmental protec-
tion, LCA, a method of evaluating product life cycle impact from the perspective of
environmental impact rather than economic cost, has also been further developed.
Now the application of LCA has become mature in many fields. In the early twenty-
first century, the international road engineering research began to introduce LCA
and developed a series of professional LCA analysis software. ISO 14040 points out
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that LCA method is composed of four parts: definition of goals and scope, inventory
analysis, impact assessment, and result interpretation. It studies and analyzes the
stages of raw material acquisition, construction, use, maintenance, and end of life,
which is of great significance for promoting the ecological development of road
construction. However, existing analysis isolates economic costs and environmental
impacts from each other and fails to fully explore the overall impact of the product.

This chapter will summarize the international research development of LCCA
and LCA applied on transportation infrastructure and puts forward the idea of
evaluating the whole life cycle by combining the two life cycle methods; the calcu-
lation models involved in the integrated method will also be introduced, so as to
provide reference for the decision of multi-scheme comparison in road engineering
and the popularization and application of the life cycle methods.

2. Development of LCCA and LCA

2.1 Development of life cycle cost analysis

The concept of life cycle cost analysis (LCCA) has been introduced into the road
engineering since the 1960s, when it was proposed by the US military and applied to
the procurement of military equipment, aiming to solve the problem of deteriora-
tion of pavement performance and increase of maintenance costs at that time. The
AASHTO pavement design guide of 1986, 1993, and 2002 all required the use of
LCCA for the comparison and selection of the scheme, and the design specifications
prepared by the National Highway Network in 1995 clearly stipulated that a com-
plete LCCA report must be made for government investment projects exceeding $25
million [1].

Walls and Smith [31], issued a technical bulletin on LCCA, introducing a
detailed method for calculating user costs in the operating area and introducing

Figure 1.
Product life cycle.
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probabilistic methods to discuss the uncertainty of LCCA. The announcement first
discusses the basic principles widely followed by LCCA and then gives the applica-
tion case of traditional LCCA pavement design. Secondly, the uncertainty of input
parameters is discussed, and the acceptable range of time and discount rate is
provided. Thirdly, the sensitivity analysis of traditional LCCA method is discussed.
Finally, it proposes the specific contents of user cost including delay cost, vehicle
operation cost, and accident cost and presents the specific calculation method [2].

Delwar and Papagiannakis evaluated government and user costs of roads under a
variety of road and traffic conditions, based on data from the Department of
Transport in Washington. The evaluation results show that the user cost may be
significantly higher than the government cost, so the user cost cannot be ignored in
the life cycle cost analysis [3].

Chan et al. studied and analyzed the accuracy of LCCA decision-making and the
accuracy of life cycle costs based on data and case studies from the Michigan
Department of Transportation. The results show that LCCA can correctly predict
and select the lower cost pavement scheme, but the actual cost is usually lower than
the estimated value of LCCA. This result may be due to the inadequate consider-
ation of specific pavement characteristics in cost estimation, so improving the
process of pavement construction and maintenance cost estimation can help to
realize the potential of LCCA pavement scheme selection [4].

To sum up, after 10 years of development, the analysis method of LCCA is
relatively mature at present, but there is still a lack of data needed for evaluation.
Since its inception, LCCA has been widely used in the road industry and has become
a necessary component of road program evaluation in the United States. So far, the
classification and calculation methods of owner cost and user cost of LCCA have
been relatively mature, and the corresponding calculation tools have been widely
used in many states of the United States [5].

2.2 Development of life cycle assessment

In the 1970s, the oil crisis caused widespread global interest in energy, and then
the world began to see a boom in building energy consumption research. The
energy consumption survey of buildings first emerged in the United States and the
United Kingdom. They mainly inspect the energy consumption of existing build-
ings, tap their energy saving potential, and carry out energy saving transformation,
which is called energy auditing [6]. Initially, researchers abroad concentrated on
civil buildings and then gradually extend to all aspects of infrastructure construc-
tion. Research on road energy consumption has also appeared relatively early, and a
lot of research achievements have been made and applied in practice.

Häkkinen and Mäke lä studied the life cycle of pavement in Finland based on the
life cycle assessment theory. Through the analysis and comparison of common
concrete pavement and stone matrix asphalt (SMA) pavement, the author thinks
that in terms of energy consumption, if feedstock energy (refers to the combustion
energy contained in raw materials of road construction, which can no longer be
used as energy) is taken into consideration, asphalt pavement consumes twice as
much energy as cement concrete pavement. If feedstock energy is not included, the
energy consumption of these two pavements is equal. In terms of carbon dioxide
emissions, common concrete pavement discharges 40–60% more than asphalt
pavement, and the difference varies depending on the specific maintenance
scheme [7].

Horvath and Hendrickson evaluated hot-mixed asphalt concrete pavement and
continuously reinforced concrete pavement (CRCP) in the United States. After
analysis and comparison, the author came to the conclusion that during the
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production stage of materials, the energy consumption of asphalt concrete pave-
ment is about 40% more than that of CRCP, but most of the environmental indica-
tors of asphalt concrete pavement are better than that of CRCP [8].

Roudebush compared and analyzed the cement concrete pavement and asphalt
concrete pavement in the United States. The author concluded that the value of the
asphalt pavement is approximately one time more than that of the cement pave-
ment, about 90.8%. In the stage of material production and pavement maintenance,
the energy value of asphalt concrete is approximately two times that of cement
concrete [9]. Berthiaume and Bouchard applied exergy, an energy derivative, to
study the energy consumption and environmental impact of asphalt and cement
concrete pavement structure in Canada. Exergy describes the energy differences of
thermodynamic equilibrium between products, which is a tool for measuring prod-
uct energy and explaining energy quality differences [10].

Mroueh et al. got rid of the traditional comparison between asphalt and concrete
and focused on the evaluation and analysis of the application of industrial by-
products in pavement structure. The report analyzed the environmental impact of
seven pavement structures with fly ash, crushed concrete waste, and blast furnace
slag as the substitutes of original materials [11].

Stripple made a comparatively comprehensive study and comparison
between cement concrete pavement and cold mix and hot mix asphalt concrete
pavement, including accessory facilities of highway such as vegetation, fence,
sign, and so on. According to the report, the energy consumption of cement
concrete pavement is higher than that of asphalt concrete pavement. For the asphalt
mixtures, they both produce the same amount of energy in the stage of production,
but the cold mix one increases the energy consumption due to the addition of
emulsifier [12].

Nisbet et al. listed life cycle inventory (LCI) of urban roads and highways in the
United States and analyzed the energy consumption of cement concrete pavement
and asphalt concrete pavement, respectively. For asphalt concrete pavement, the
impact of transportation factors is not obvious. When the feedstock energy of
asphalt is included, cement concrete pavement requires less materials, has lower
energy resources, and has less exhaust emissions, no matter for urban roads or
highways [13].

Park et al. based on the method of composite life cycle assessment, combined
with the Korean economy and national energy balance sheet, applied the input–
output model to assess energy consumption and gas emissions from roads in mate-
rial selection and production stages [14].

Zapata and Gambatese [15] found that the results of Horvath and Hendrickson
[8] were contrary to those of Stripple [12]. Therefore, by using the same preset
conditions as Horvath and Hendrickson, the energy consumption of asphalt con-
crete pavement and continuous reinforced concrete pavement (CRCP) during the
material production and construction stage is analyzed to make a relatively fair
comparison. The results show that CRCP consumes more energy in the material
production and construction stage, of which the energy consumption of cement
production is the main factor, while the drying energy consumption of mixed
aggregates is the significant factor affecting the energy consumption of asphalt
pavement [15].

The framework of life cycle environmental assessment is relatively complete
after years of research, but there are still a lot of deficiencies in the detailed model,
and the data collection is also in the initial stage. The framework and theory of LCA
have been accurately described in ISO 14040/ISO 14044 series standards, but there
are still many different opinions and methods in its application on road.
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3. Application of life cycle assessment in China

In China, research on road energy consumption is mainly carried out from a
single aspect, such as production of raw materials or construction technics, but few
research focus on the energy consumption during the lifetime of pavement.

From the perspective of economy and energy consumption, Fusen Fang studied
and analyzed the cement pavement and asphalt pavement with a life span of
30 years in 1984. The author believes that when the discount rate is no more than
12%, the present value cost of cement concrete pavement is always less than asphalt
concrete pavement. However, when the energy contained in asphalt itself is
ignored, the energy consumption of cement concrete pavement is 8–17% more than
that of the asphalt one [16].

Gu found that the less smooth the pavement, the higher the fuel consumption of
the car. By studying the relationship between road surface smoothness and auto-
mobile fuel consumption, the author mainly discussed how to improve the pave-
ment smoothness as a way to save energy and gain economic benefits [17].

Ye studied the fatigue and energy consumption optimization design of cement-
stabilized base. The multilayer elastic system theory is used to directly calculate the
stress and strain of pavement structure to obtain its mechanical and fatigue charac-
teristics. Based on this, the paper performs thickness optimization and simple
energy consumption analysis and calculation and discusses the technical, economic,
and social benefits of cement-stabilized base [18].

Zhang started with the application effect of the old asphalt regenerator
researched and produced in Guizhou province and collected relevant work
efficiency quota data in the regenerated asphalt pavement project in Anshun,
Duyun, and Zunyi. After comprehensive analysis and comparison, it is found that
the energy consumption is different due to different seasons [19].

Han made an economic comparison between cement pavement and asphalt
pavement in terms of construction cost and fuel consumption, mainly comparing
the price of raw materials and the cost of maintenance, and thought that cement
pavement has great advantages over asphalt pavement in economy. Moreover,
from the perspective of pavement operation, the author analyzed that the fuel
consumption of asphalt pavement is about 10% more than cement pavement
due to the phenomenon of “deflection basin” of flexible structure of asphalt
pavement [20].

Yi et al. compiled the energy consumption calculation and environmental
assessment methods for the warm mix asphalt (WMA) and half-warm mix asphalt
mixture. The analysis shows that the heating of coarse aggregate and the evapora-
tion of water consume nearly 70% energy in the process of mixing. The production
temperature has a great influence on the energy loss in the process of asphalt
mixture mixing. The higher the production temperature, the more the energy loss.
The energy loss during the mixing process of half-warm mixed asphalt mixture is
nearly 50% less than that of hot mix asphalt mixture [21].

Shang et al. used the LCA theory and method to divide the life cycle of highways
into four stages: material production, construction, maintenance, and dismantling,
so as to study the energy consumption and atmospheric emissions within the life
cycle of highways. According to the research, the proportion of energy consump-
tion in the production stage of building materials is about 55.7% of the total energy
consumption, followed by the maintenance and repair stage 40.5%, the construc-
tion stage 5.6%, and the dismantling stage 4%. The results show that most of the
highway life cycle energy consumption is the direct and indirect energy consump-
tion in the material production process [22].
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3. Application of life cycle assessment in China

In China, research on road energy consumption is mainly carried out from a
single aspect, such as production of raw materials or construction technics, but few
research focus on the energy consumption during the lifetime of pavement.
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consumption, followed by the maintenance and repair stage 40.5%, the construc-
tion stage 5.6%, and the dismantling stage 4%. The results show that most of the
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Tang and Song summarize the low-energy warm mix asphalt concrete construc-
tion technology in the application of G109 national highway rebuilding project and,
through the experiment monitoring, found that after the application of the tech-
nology, mixing, transporting, and paving of the mixture temperature were signifi-
cantly reduced, saving energy consumption, reducing the CO2 and smoke
emissions, and effectively reducing the negative impact of the project which brings
to the plateau fragile ecological environment [23]. Pan studied the life cycle energy
consumption and carbon emission of highway. After modeling and quantitative
analysis of energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions in different stages of
highway life cycle, the author thinks that the average annual energy consumption of
cement concrete pavement is less than that of asphalt concrete pavement. There-
fore, from the perspective of energy saving, cement concrete pavement is superior
to asphalt concrete pavement [24]. Shi analyzed the energy consumption of asphalt
pavement regeneration materials in road maintenance. After investigating the
energy consumption of five different pavement materials in the four stages of raw
material production, mixing plant, transportation, and construction machinery, it
was found that the energy consumption of regenerative mixture is less. Therefore,
from the perspective of energy saving, the regenerative technology is worth
spreading [25].

Ma et al. evaluated the energy consumption of continuous reinforced concrete
pavement and hot mix asphalt pavement in the construction process and made it
clear that reducing the amount of early energy consumption in the production stage
of raw materials in the pavement life cycle is conducive to promoting the sustain-
able development of the highway engineering field [26].

Li used LCA method to compare the environmental impact of continuous
reinforced concrete pavement with asphalt pavement. The energy consumption and
emission are quantitatively analyzed by selecting a reasonable calculation method
for each stage. Among them, the calculation method of energy consumption
includes quota method and IRI—speed—fuel consumption model. The results show
that the green degree of continuous reinforced concrete pavement is higher than
that of asphalt concrete pavement [27].

Zhang et al. analyzed the influence of different asphalt structural layer design
parameters on the carbon emission characterization results. The results show that
the greenhouse effect is the most serious in the construction period of asphalt
pavement, accounting for more than 95%, and the carbon emissions in the produc-
tion stage have the greatest impact on the greenhouse effect [28].

Due to the complexity of pavement system, problems still exist in the applica-
tion of LCA in China:

• There are many differences in the assumptions of system boundary and
boundary conditions.

• In the process of inventory analysis, the life stages considered in many
studies are not comprehensive.

• Models and methods of life cycle assessment are not unified, lacking of
consistent criteria for data analysis during the interpretation phase.

• Due to the opacity of domestic industry data, when the LCA method is applied
in China, most of the list data are mostly directly from foreign literature or
database, so its reliability is difficult to be guaranteed.
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4. Existing problems in current research

There are relatively few studies on the integrated evaluation methods of life
cycle economic cost and environmental impact. For the research in this field, the
economic cost and environmental impact of multiple schemes are usually calcu-
lated separately, and then the advantages and disadvantages of the schemes are
compared by multi-objective optimization. Shu et al. firstly analyzed the differ-
ences between the two life cycle methods and introduced the basic principles and
disadvantages of PTLaser and TCAce, two software platforms that integrate the
two in foreign countries, so as to provide references for domestic researchers [29].
Batouli et al. evaluated the life cycle costs and environmental impacts of different
pavement design schemes, and the results showed that the initial cost of flexible
pavement was lower, but it would bring higher long-term costs and environmental
impacts [30]. Umer et al. proposed a road scheme evaluation system, integrating
LCCA and LCA, and carried out a multi-objective analysis based on economic cost
and environmental impact. It is proved that geosynthetics can be used to improve
the service life of low-traffic road surface and to minimize the cost and environ-
mental impact.

In general, the research on the comprehensive evaluation of economic cost and
environmental impact within the life cycle in China is still in the stage of indepen-
dent research, lacking the integration and comprehensive use of the two.

5. Life cycle economic and environmental impact assessment analysis

5.1 Life cycle cost analysis

RealCost, an LCCA software developed by the US federal highway administra-
tion, has been recognized and used in a number of states in the United States,
becoming a widely recognized LCCA evaluation software. RealCost’s LCCA method
divides the life cycle cost into two parts, owner cost and user cost [31].

5.1.1 Owner cost

The owner cost is the cost borne by the operator of the pavement. In the range of
life cycle, it includes the initial construction cost, maintenance cost, and pavement
management cost. The economic costs associated with these processes are attrib-
uted to the owner’s costs, which can be calculated by the budget method. It must be
noted that the calculation range is the life cycle of the road, so it is necessary not
only to calculate the economic cost of the whole process of construction acceptance
but also to estimate the economic cost of daily maintenance, rehabilitation, and
recycling after the road is put into use as well as the economic value in the end
of the road life cycle. Here is a simple example of how this economic value is
calculated:

Suppose that the life cycle economic cost of two different road schemes needs to
be evaluated and the time range of evaluation is 30 years. If one of the roads just
reaches its service life in the 30th year, then the second kind of residual value is 0. If
one of the highways is reconstructed in year 28 and will remain in use until year 35
to reach its useful life, the size of the second type of remnant is.

35–30ð Þ= 35–28ð Þ � the cost of the road rehabilitation (1)
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5.1.2 User cost

User cost can be divided into three parts: vehicle operation cost, delay cost, and
safety cost. Vehicle operation cost refers to the cost of vehicle operation near the
maintenance operation area, and its size is affected by such factors as vehicle type,
vehicle age, and the condition of maintenance operation area. Delay cost refers to
the time delay cost caused by the maintenance operation area, whose main part is
the person in the vehicle. Therefore, its size is not only affected by the nature of the
construction operation area but also closely related to the time cost of the person.
Safety cost refers to the cost of additional accidents caused by the presence of the
maintenance operation area. The detailed calculation models will be mentioned in
the following part of “Independent algorithm of LCCA.”

The existing evaluation method of the economic cost of life cycle is relatively
complete, which mainly takes into account the construction and repair costs of the
owner in the life cycle and the economic, time, and safety costs of the user in the
construction process and converts them into a unified economic indicator through
the discount rate.

5.2 Life cycle assessment analysis

The LCA method can be divided into three categories, namely, process-based
LCA (PLCA), input–output LCA (I-OLCA), and hybrid LCA (hLCA) [32].

Process-based LCA (PLCA) is derived from the study of Coca-Cola bottles by
the Midwest Institute of the United States in the late 1960s and is the earliest and
most traditional method of life cycle assessment. The latest standard ISO 14040/ISO
14044 issued by the ISO in 2006 established the basic framework of LCA and
proposed related requirements and guidelines [33]. It is an analytical method,
mainly through investigation and literature review, collecting the input and output
lists during the product life cycle.

Unlike PLCA, the input–output life cycle assessment (I-OLCA) is a method of
pursuing an overall life cycle analysis. It first uses the input and output of the entire
department to calculate the energy consumption and emission levels at the

Table 1.
Comparison of LCA methods.
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department level and then evaluates the environmental impact of specific products
through the corresponding relationship between the evaluation target and the eco-
nomic sector. The advantages and disadvantages of each method are shown in
Table 1.

Hybrid LCA (HLCA) is the combination of the above two methods for evalua-
tion, which makes it possible to eliminate the error caused by the system boundary
and enhance the pertinence of the evaluation object, so it is more widely used.
However, due to the complexity of the road system, its input and output are both
diversified and recessive. Therefore, the existing road life cycle assessment is
mainly based on PLCA. If not explained in detail, all life cycle assessment methods
in this chapter refer to the PLCA.

The life cycle assessment method can be divided into four steps according to the
ISO standard: determining the goal and scope, inventory analysis, impact assess-
ment, and result interpretation, as shown in Figure 2.

6. Integrated life cycle economic and environmental impact method

As mentioned above, the calculation process of life cycle cost analysis is to divide
the total cost into two categories according to the undertaker, owner cost and user
cost, and further subdivide and calculate these two types of costs. The road life
cycle inventory analysis process, in order of time and space, calculates the environ-
mental impact of the whole life cycle; however, further discussion of each part will
find a lot of similarities between the objects evaluated by the two as shown in
Figure 3.

For example, the “raw material acquisition” and “construction” stage in LCI
and the “construction” part in LCCA are evaluated on the pavement materials and
construction process. The “maintenance” stage in LCI includes both the “mainte-
nance” and “management” processes in LCCA. It refers to the maintenance work
performed by the owner to maintain its structure and function after the pavement is
put into use. It also contains the user’s cost of evaluation, which is the additional
cost and impact of the maintenance of the user. Therefore, there is a great deal of
consistency between LCI and LCCA in the process of evaluation, which is also
because both of them take pavement as the evaluation object. There are overlaps
between the two methods. Many calculations are done by budget method. Both of
them are the selection methods of multi-plan comparison, highlighting the
differences of multi-plan while downplaying or ignoring the evaluation of the
similarities of multi-plan. The biggest difference between the two lies in the
different evaluation objectives: LCCA aims at the economic cost, while LCI aims at
the environmental impact.

Figure 2.
Procedure of PLCA. These four steps are interrelated and interacting. For example, the problems discovered
during the interpretation phase can be returned to the impact assessment, inventory analysis, and even the goal
and scope determination steps to be corrected [34].
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Since LCCA and LCI have a lot of similarities between the process and the
framework, it is possible to take both LCCA and LCI into account. Compared with
LCCA’s classification method based on undertaking subject, LCI’s spatiotemporal
sequence is relatively easier to understand and operate, and LCA’s framework is also
more extensive and logical. Therefore, it is possible to integrate LCCA’s evaluation
goals into the process of LCI to realize synchronous analysis of economic cost and
environmental impact.

6.1 Goal and scope

The research goal that should be identified includes the cause of the research, the
intended use of the research results, the intended users, and publicity; the scope of
the study to be determined includes the research object and its functional units,
system boundaries, boundary conditions, impact assessment methods and catego-
ries, interpretation methods, assumptions, limitations, and other various research
elements. The research objectives vary according to the collective situation of the
evaluation, while the research scope such as functional units and system boundaries
have their commonalities.

6.2 Inventory analysis

The inventory analysis step is to make statistics and calculations of the environ-
mental impacts in each stage of the pavement life cycle, including data collection
and data calculation.

Due to the complexity and protracted nature of the pavement system, this
process is generally divided into several stages. The common practice divides the
whole life of the pavement into five stages: raw material acquisition stage, con-
struction stage, using stage, maintenance stage, and end of life, as shown in Figure 4.

6.2.1 Raw material acquisition stage

The inventory analysis of the raw material acquisition stage mainly calculates
the environmental impact of all pavement material production processes before

Figure 3.
Differences and similarities between LCA and LCCA.
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construction. This process includes not only the environmental impact of the
production process of materials such as asphalt, cement, and aggregates but
also the transportation and mixing processes of these materials [35]. The
environmental impact calculation method at this stage is similar to the budget
estimate. The overall environmental impact is calculated via the product of the
amount of material and equipment used and the environmental impact per unit
amount. The environmental impact per unit can be determined by the product
of energy consumption per unit and the environmental impact of energy
combustion per unit.

Taking carbon emissions as an example, if there are n species of energy andm(i)
types of material or equipment that consume the ith energy, the total carbon
emissions can be calculated using Eq. (2) along with Eq. (3). Other kinds of impacts
can be calculated in a similar way:

Total carbon emissions ¼ ∑
n

i¼1
Energy consumption ið Þ � Carbon emissionsper unit

(2)

Energy consumption ið Þ ¼ ∑
m ið Þ

j¼1
Materials or equipments consumption jð Þ

� Energy consumption per unit

(3)

The production process of some materials is relatively complicated, and the
environmental impact per unit is difficult to obtain quickly. For example, asphalt
as a petrochemical product is one of the many products in the petrochemical
industry. Environmental impacts need to be further counted and distributed to each
product, and its production process varies with region and time, making it difficult
to obtain an accurate value [36]. Therefore, the collection of these data is difficult
to achieve through individual behavior, and it requires the efforts of governments
and organizations.

Countries such as Europe and the United States have been working on this
aspect earlier and have obtained a lot of relatively reliable data. In developed
countries, work in this area is mostly carried out and supervised by industry asso-
ciations such as asphalt associations and concrete associations, and they, respec-
tively, investigate and collect environmental impacts of products in their industry
[37]. It is worth noting that the data collection and environmental impact assess-
ment methods coordinated by industry associations are not necessarily input–out-
put LCA methods. In fact, they use PLCA more.

Figure 4.
General pavement life cycle.
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intended use of the research results, the intended users, and publicity; the scope of
the study to be determined includes the research object and its functional units,
system boundaries, boundary conditions, impact assessment methods and catego-
ries, interpretation methods, assumptions, limitations, and other various research
elements. The research objectives vary according to the collective situation of the
evaluation, while the research scope such as functional units and system boundaries
have their commonalities.

6.2 Inventory analysis

The inventory analysis step is to make statistics and calculations of the environ-
mental impacts in each stage of the pavement life cycle, including data collection
and data calculation.

Due to the complexity and protracted nature of the pavement system, this
process is generally divided into several stages. The common practice divides the
whole life of the pavement into five stages: raw material acquisition stage, con-
struction stage, using stage, maintenance stage, and end of life, as shown in Figure 4.

6.2.1 Raw material acquisition stage

The inventory analysis of the raw material acquisition stage mainly calculates
the environmental impact of all pavement material production processes before

Figure 3.
Differences and similarities between LCA and LCCA.
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construction. This process includes not only the environmental impact of the
production process of materials such as asphalt, cement, and aggregates but
also the transportation and mixing processes of these materials [35]. The
environmental impact calculation method at this stage is similar to the budget
estimate. The overall environmental impact is calculated via the product of the
amount of material and equipment used and the environmental impact per unit
amount. The environmental impact per unit can be determined by the product
of energy consumption per unit and the environmental impact of energy
combustion per unit.

Taking carbon emissions as an example, if there are n species of energy andm(i)
types of material or equipment that consume the ith energy, the total carbon
emissions can be calculated using Eq. (2) along with Eq. (3). Other kinds of impacts
can be calculated in a similar way:

Total carbon emissions ¼ ∑
n

i¼1
Energy consumption ið Þ � Carbon emissionsper unit

(2)

Energy consumption ið Þ ¼ ∑
m ið Þ

j¼1
Materials or equipments consumption jð Þ

� Energy consumption per unit

(3)

The production process of some materials is relatively complicated, and the
environmental impact per unit is difficult to obtain quickly. For example, asphalt
as a petrochemical product is one of the many products in the petrochemical
industry. Environmental impacts need to be further counted and distributed to each
product, and its production process varies with region and time, making it difficult
to obtain an accurate value [36]. Therefore, the collection of these data is difficult
to achieve through individual behavior, and it requires the efforts of governments
and organizations.

Countries such as Europe and the United States have been working on this
aspect earlier and have obtained a lot of relatively reliable data. In developed
countries, work in this area is mostly carried out and supervised by industry asso-
ciations such as asphalt associations and concrete associations, and they, respec-
tively, investigate and collect environmental impacts of products in their industry
[37]. It is worth noting that the data collection and environmental impact assess-
ment methods coordinated by industry associations are not necessarily input–out-
put LCA methods. In fact, they use PLCA more.

Figure 4.
General pavement life cycle.
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6.2.2 Construction stage

This stage mainly calculates the environmental impacts of pavement leveling,
spreading, and rolling. In addition, the transportation of raw materials from the
place of origin to the mixing plant and transportation from the mixing plant to the
construction site are all related to this stage and can also be classified into this stage.
The environmental impact calculation method at this stage is similar to the raw
material acquisition stage. The overall environmental impact is calculated via the
product of the amount of material and equipment used and the environmental
impact per unit amount. The specific energy consumption can be calculated
according to the one-shift quota and one-shift consumption of the construction
code [38] and can also be analogized according to the actual situation of similar
projects.

6.2.3 Using stage

This stage mainly calculates the environmental impact caused by the interaction
of the pavement surface with vehicles and the environment. It is the most complex
phase of the pavement life cycle and the most imperfect stage so far. The pavement
system as part of the entire transportation system, its performance, and behavior
will have an impact on the environmental burden of vehicles and the environment
[39]. For these impacts, many researchers have studied the specific influence modes
and relationships from various aspects, among which the research on road rolling
resistance and reflectivity is especially numerous. The following mainly introduce
the environmental impact model of the pavement surface from two aspects of
rolling resistance and reflectivity.

6.2.3.1 Rolling resistance impact model

The rolling resistance of the pavement is the main factor affecting the vehicle
consuming during the interaction between people and vehicles. There are now
many models for assessing the impacts of rolling resistance on vehicle fuel con-
sumption, which can be divided into four categories depending on whether rolling
resistance changes and vehicle speed changes are considered. The more factors are
included, the higher the model’s simulation of the real situation and the more
complex the relative model. Commonly used models include the HDM-4 model
issued by the World Bank [40] that considers variable rolling resistance and con-
stant speed and MOVES model for variable rolling resistance and vehicle speed
released by the US Environmental Protection Agency [41].

Wang of the University of California Pavement Research Center (UCPRC) pro-
posed a comprehensive rolling resistance environmental impact assessment method
in 2012 [39–42]. Based on Wang’s research on rolling resistance [36],

Frolling ¼ CR2 � FCLIM� b11 �Nw þ CR1 � b12 �Mþ b13 � v2
� �� �

(4)

where Frolling is the rolling resistance (N); CR1 is tire type parameter; CR2 is
pavement characteristic parameter related to international roughness index (IRI),
mean texture depth (MPD), and deflection value; FCLIM is the climatic factor; Nw
is the total number of tires; b11, b12, and b13 are parameters about tire type and
technique; M is the vehicle quality; and v refers to vehicle speed (m/s).

Then use the MOVES model to calculate the relationship between rolling
resistance and fuel consumption [35]:
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VSP ¼ Rolling resistanceþ Air resistance þ Inertial and Gradient resistance

¼ Frolling � v
M

þ FAerodynamic � v
M

þ FInertial and Gradient � v
M

¼ CRg� vþ 1
2
ρaCDAfront

M
vþ vwð Þ2 � vþ a 1þ εið Þ þ g� gradeð Þ � v

¼ A
M

� vþ B
M

� v2 þ C
M

�þ a 1þ εið Þ þ g � gradeð Þ � v

(5)

where VSP is vehicle-specific power that refers to vehicle power per unit mass
(W/kg), FAerodynamic is air resistance (N); FInertial and Gradient is inertia or gradient
resistance (N); CR is rolling resistance coefficient; ρa is ambient air density
(1.207 kg/m3, 20°C); v is vehicle speed (m/s); vw is vehicle upwind speed (m/s);
Afront is vehicle windward area (m2); CD is air resistance coefficient; εi is the quality
factor, its value equal to the equivalent translation quality of rotating components
(wheel, gear shaft, etc.) in the transmission system; grade is the gradient which is
the vertical rise divided by slope length; g is acceleration of gravity (m2/s); M is
vehicle quality (kg); a is vehicle acceleration (m2/s); A is the rolling resistance
coefficient in the MOVES model; B is the high rolling resistance and rotational loss
coefficient in the MOVES model; and C is the air resistance coefficient in the
MOVES model.

The specific power of a vehicle can be used to measure the power required to
operate a vehicle under different conditions, and together with the speed of the
vehicle determines the state and fuel consumption of the vehicle engine. The
MOVES model simulates the operating state of each vehicle in a certain time range
by calculating the specific power and speed of the vehicle running every second,
and then sums the time and the number of vehicles according to the state and fuel
consumption of different vehicles, finally obtain the overall fuel consumption of the
vehicle in a certain time and space.

The MOVES model uses a simulation method to calculate the fuel consumption
of a large number of vehicles which is relatively accurate and meticulous, but there
are also many problems in its local application. First of all, due to the existence of a
large number of environmental impact assessment method, this section adopts a
simplified calculation method for the influence of rolling resistance on fuel con-
sumption, which is easy to operate:

First, according to Wang, the linear relationship between vehicle fuel consump-
tion and IRI is introduced in Eqs. (6) and (7):

Additional fuel consumption of gasoline vehicle ¼ IRI–Initial IRIð Þ � 0:0313� Length

� Standard fuel consumption of gasoline vehicle� Traffic volume� Length of the road

(6)

Additional fuel consumption of diesel vehicle v ¼ IRI–Initial IRIð Þ � 0:00739� Length

� Standard fuel consumption of diesel vehicle� Traffic volume� Length of the road

(7)

Then, according to the IRI decay formula and maintenance formula, the
continuous pavement parameters in a certain time can be obtained:

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
IRI

p
¼ �0:174þ 9:66� 10�5 �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
CumulativeESAL

p
þ 1:15�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
InitialIRI

p
(8)

IRI change ¼ �0:6839þ 0:6197 � Initial IRI (9)
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6.2.2 Construction stage

This stage mainly calculates the environmental impacts of pavement leveling,
spreading, and rolling. In addition, the transportation of raw materials from the
place of origin to the mixing plant and transportation from the mixing plant to the
construction site are all related to this stage and can also be classified into this stage.
The environmental impact calculation method at this stage is similar to the raw
material acquisition stage. The overall environmental impact is calculated via the
product of the amount of material and equipment used and the environmental
impact per unit amount. The specific energy consumption can be calculated
according to the one-shift quota and one-shift consumption of the construction
code [38] and can also be analogized according to the actual situation of similar
projects.

6.2.3 Using stage

This stage mainly calculates the environmental impact caused by the interaction
of the pavement surface with vehicles and the environment. It is the most complex
phase of the pavement life cycle and the most imperfect stage so far. The pavement
system as part of the entire transportation system, its performance, and behavior
will have an impact on the environmental burden of vehicles and the environment
[39]. For these impacts, many researchers have studied the specific influence modes
and relationships from various aspects, among which the research on road rolling
resistance and reflectivity is especially numerous. The following mainly introduce
the environmental impact model of the pavement surface from two aspects of
rolling resistance and reflectivity.

6.2.3.1 Rolling resistance impact model

The rolling resistance of the pavement is the main factor affecting the vehicle
consuming during the interaction between people and vehicles. There are now
many models for assessing the impacts of rolling resistance on vehicle fuel con-
sumption, which can be divided into four categories depending on whether rolling
resistance changes and vehicle speed changes are considered. The more factors are
included, the higher the model’s simulation of the real situation and the more
complex the relative model. Commonly used models include the HDM-4 model
issued by the World Bank [40] that considers variable rolling resistance and con-
stant speed and MOVES model for variable rolling resistance and vehicle speed
released by the US Environmental Protection Agency [41].

Wang of the University of California Pavement Research Center (UCPRC) pro-
posed a comprehensive rolling resistance environmental impact assessment method
in 2012 [39–42]. Based on Wang’s research on rolling resistance [36],

Frolling ¼ CR2 � FCLIM� b11 �Nw þ CR1 � b12 �Mþ b13 � v2
� �� �

(4)

where Frolling is the rolling resistance (N); CR1 is tire type parameter; CR2 is
pavement characteristic parameter related to international roughness index (IRI),
mean texture depth (MPD), and deflection value; FCLIM is the climatic factor; Nw
is the total number of tires; b11, b12, and b13 are parameters about tire type and
technique; M is the vehicle quality; and v refers to vehicle speed (m/s).

Then use the MOVES model to calculate the relationship between rolling
resistance and fuel consumption [35]:
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VSP ¼ Rolling resistanceþ Air resistance þ Inertial and Gradient resistance

¼ Frolling � v
M

þ FAerodynamic � v
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þ FInertial and Gradient � v
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¼ CRg� vþ 1
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where VSP is vehicle-specific power that refers to vehicle power per unit mass
(W/kg), FAerodynamic is air resistance (N); FInertial and Gradient is inertia or gradient
resistance (N); CR is rolling resistance coefficient; ρa is ambient air density
(1.207 kg/m3, 20°C); v is vehicle speed (m/s); vw is vehicle upwind speed (m/s);
Afront is vehicle windward area (m2); CD is air resistance coefficient; εi is the quality
factor, its value equal to the equivalent translation quality of rotating components
(wheel, gear shaft, etc.) in the transmission system; grade is the gradient which is
the vertical rise divided by slope length; g is acceleration of gravity (m2/s); M is
vehicle quality (kg); a is vehicle acceleration (m2/s); A is the rolling resistance
coefficient in the MOVES model; B is the high rolling resistance and rotational loss
coefficient in the MOVES model; and C is the air resistance coefficient in the
MOVES model.

The specific power of a vehicle can be used to measure the power required to
operate a vehicle under different conditions, and together with the speed of the
vehicle determines the state and fuel consumption of the vehicle engine. The
MOVES model simulates the operating state of each vehicle in a certain time range
by calculating the specific power and speed of the vehicle running every second,
and then sums the time and the number of vehicles according to the state and fuel
consumption of different vehicles, finally obtain the overall fuel consumption of the
vehicle in a certain time and space.

The MOVES model uses a simulation method to calculate the fuel consumption
of a large number of vehicles which is relatively accurate and meticulous, but there
are also many problems in its local application. First of all, due to the existence of a
large number of environmental impact assessment method, this section adopts a
simplified calculation method for the influence of rolling resistance on fuel con-
sumption, which is easy to operate:

First, according to Wang, the linear relationship between vehicle fuel consump-
tion and IRI is introduced in Eqs. (6) and (7):

Additional fuel consumption of gasoline vehicle ¼ IRI–Initial IRIð Þ � 0:0313� Length

� Standard fuel consumption of gasoline vehicle� Traffic volume� Length of the road

(6)

Additional fuel consumption of diesel vehicle v ¼ IRI–Initial IRIð Þ � 0:00739� Length

� Standard fuel consumption of diesel vehicle� Traffic volume� Length of the road

(7)

Then, according to the IRI decay formula and maintenance formula, the
continuous pavement parameters in a certain time can be obtained:
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where IRI refers to the international roughness index of the pavement at any
time (m/km), cumulative ESAL refers to the cumulative axle load frequency after
maintenance, and Initial IRI is initial international roughness index after road
maintenance.

6.2.3.2 Reflectivity impact model

The reflectivity of the pavement refers to the reflection ratio of the road surface
to solar radiation. The reflectivity of the pavement affects the surrounding envi-
ronment in various ways, thereby generating economic cost and environmental
impact.

Lawrence Laboratories in the United States released their reflectivity model in
2017. It takes urban building energy consumption as the evaluation object and
evaluates the environmental impact of reflectivity from a city perspective [43].
Increasing the reflectivity of the pavement reduces the amount of heat absorbed by
the pavement and increases the amount of heat that is reflected to the surrounding
buildings. The former reduces the average temperature of the city and alleviates the
urban heat island effect; the latter increases the temperature of nearby buildings,
increases cooling costs, and reduces heating costs. In general, the former has a
greater utility than the latter, so a highly reflective pavement can effectively allevi-
ate the urban heat island effect. There are also many studies that assess the envi-
ronmental impact of road reflectivity from a more macro perspective, considering
the effect of reflectivity on radiative forcing. Radiative forcing is a measure of the
extent to which a factor affects the earth-atmosphere system’s energy ingress and
egress energy balance. It is also an index that reflects the importance of this factor in
the underlying climate change mechanism. There are many ways to calculate radi-
ative forcing, and the simplest one can be calculated using Eq. (10) [44]:

ΔmCO2 ¼ 100� C� A� Δα (10)

where ΔmCO2 is the amount of change in CO2 emissions; C is a constant of CO2

emissions, using 255 kg/m2 as the reference value; A is pavement area; and Δα is the
variation of pavement reflectivity. This model considers only the effect of reflec-
tivity changes on CO2 emissions, so it is the simplification model without consider-
ing time and environment.

In addition, there is another method for calculating the radiative forcing consid-
ering time variation, as shown in Eq. (11) [45]:

þ0:01α ¼ 1:087 � RF � t
0:217 � t� 44:78e�t=172:9 � 6:26e�t=18:51 � 0:22e�t=1:186 þ 51:26

kgCO2½ � (11)

The left side of this formula indicates a change in the reflectance per unit area of
0.01, and the right side indicates the CO2 emissions caused by the change in
reflectance over time t. RF refers to the change in radiative forcing due to changes
in surface reflectance, with a reference value of 1.12–2.14 W/m2. Because this
method is relatively simple, it does not need to consider the localization of multiple
parameters. It has been used by many studies and indirectly proves that it has
certain reliability.

6.2.3.3 Impact from other factors

In addition to the above factors, cement and asphalt binders will also undergo
changes in properties under environmental influences, which will have an impact
on the environment. During the firing of cement, limestone releases a large
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amount of CO2. With the long-term use of cement pavement, the limestone in the
pavement will reabsorb the CO2 in the air. This process gradually reduces the
concentration of CO2 in the air and forms a negative carbon emission value.
However, since the speed of absorbing CO2 is difficult to determine, this process
may take several years or maybe decades or centuries [46]. In the long-term use of
asphalt pavement, there will be surface runoff on the densely paved road surface,
and there will be permeate water on the permeable pavement, which will bring the
asphalt precipitate in the asphalt mixture into the water source. However, many
studies have shown that it is unlikely that pollutants in the asphalt pavement will
reach dangerous concentrations [47].

6.2.4 Maintenance stage

This stage mainly calculates the environmental impact of various maintenance
strategies during the long-term use of the pavement. The main environmental
impacts at this stage are divided into direct and indirect effects. Direct impacts
include the environmental impacts of material production and maintenance con-
struction required for maintenance activities, which are similar to the material
production and construction phases. Indirect impact refers to traffic delays caused
by maintenance activities, which creates an additional environmental burden. The
maintenance of the pavement must partially or completely block traffic for a period
of time, causing the vehicle to slow down or bypass, which will result in an increase
in fuel consumption of the vehicle.

6.2.5 End of life

This stage mainly calculates the environmental impact caused by different
treatment methods at the end of the life of the pavement. The main disposal
methods are classified into two categories: burying and recycling [48].

The disposal method of burying is to crush the pavement material and bury it.
The environmental impact of this process is divided into three parts, namely, the
consumption of crushing, transportation, and burying. There is little literature on
the environmental burden of materials after burying, and further research is
needed.

Recycling is to break up the pavement material and use it as aggregate to be
added to the new pavement material in a certain proportion. In actual engineering,
there are various methods for recycling, which can be divided into thermal regen-
eration and cold regeneration depending on the regeneration temperature and can
also be divided into on-site regeneration and in-plant regeneration according to the
regeneration site. Since the recycled material comes from the old pavement system
and is used in the new pavement system, how the environmental benefits brought
by the circulation are distributed between the two systems is a problem still being
studied and discussed. The existing distribution methods include cutoff, loss of
quality, closed loop, equalization (50/50), and substitution [44]. But there is still
no way to get consistent recognition. Due to the lack of data, the equalization
method is the most commonly used method. Although it ignores the quantity and
importance of recycled materials, it has the best maneuverability in practice [49].

6.3 Independent algorithm of LCCA

6.3.1 Labor costs and direct monetary inputs

There will be a large amount of labor input in the process of road construction,
maintenance, and recycling. At the same time, some direct monetary input as
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where IRI refers to the international roughness index of the pavement at any
time (m/km), cumulative ESAL refers to the cumulative axle load frequency after
maintenance, and Initial IRI is initial international roughness index after road
maintenance.

6.2.3.2 Reflectivity impact model

The reflectivity of the pavement refers to the reflection ratio of the road surface
to solar radiation. The reflectivity of the pavement affects the surrounding envi-
ronment in various ways, thereby generating economic cost and environmental
impact.

Lawrence Laboratories in the United States released their reflectivity model in
2017. It takes urban building energy consumption as the evaluation object and
evaluates the environmental impact of reflectivity from a city perspective [43].
Increasing the reflectivity of the pavement reduces the amount of heat absorbed by
the pavement and increases the amount of heat that is reflected to the surrounding
buildings. The former reduces the average temperature of the city and alleviates the
urban heat island effect; the latter increases the temperature of nearby buildings,
increases cooling costs, and reduces heating costs. In general, the former has a
greater utility than the latter, so a highly reflective pavement can effectively allevi-
ate the urban heat island effect. There are also many studies that assess the envi-
ronmental impact of road reflectivity from a more macro perspective, considering
the effect of reflectivity on radiative forcing. Radiative forcing is a measure of the
extent to which a factor affects the earth-atmosphere system’s energy ingress and
egress energy balance. It is also an index that reflects the importance of this factor in
the underlying climate change mechanism. There are many ways to calculate radi-
ative forcing, and the simplest one can be calculated using Eq. (10) [44]:

ΔmCO2 ¼ 100� C� A� Δα (10)

where ΔmCO2 is the amount of change in CO2 emissions; C is a constant of CO2

emissions, using 255 kg/m2 as the reference value; A is pavement area; and Δα is the
variation of pavement reflectivity. This model considers only the effect of reflec-
tivity changes on CO2 emissions, so it is the simplification model without consider-
ing time and environment.

In addition, there is another method for calculating the radiative forcing consid-
ering time variation, as shown in Eq. (11) [45]:

þ0:01α ¼ 1:087 � RF � t
0:217 � t� 44:78e�t=172:9 � 6:26e�t=18:51 � 0:22e�t=1:186 þ 51:26
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The left side of this formula indicates a change in the reflectance per unit area of
0.01, and the right side indicates the CO2 emissions caused by the change in
reflectance over time t. RF refers to the change in radiative forcing due to changes
in surface reflectance, with a reference value of 1.12–2.14 W/m2. Because this
method is relatively simple, it does not need to consider the localization of multiple
parameters. It has been used by many studies and indirectly proves that it has
certain reliability.

6.2.3.3 Impact from other factors

In addition to the above factors, cement and asphalt binders will also undergo
changes in properties under environmental influences, which will have an impact
on the environment. During the firing of cement, limestone releases a large
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amount of CO2. With the long-term use of cement pavement, the limestone in the
pavement will reabsorb the CO2 in the air. This process gradually reduces the
concentration of CO2 in the air and forms a negative carbon emission value.
However, since the speed of absorbing CO2 is difficult to determine, this process
may take several years or maybe decades or centuries [46]. In the long-term use of
asphalt pavement, there will be surface runoff on the densely paved road surface,
and there will be permeate water on the permeable pavement, which will bring the
asphalt precipitate in the asphalt mixture into the water source. However, many
studies have shown that it is unlikely that pollutants in the asphalt pavement will
reach dangerous concentrations [47].

6.2.4 Maintenance stage

This stage mainly calculates the environmental impact of various maintenance
strategies during the long-term use of the pavement. The main environmental
impacts at this stage are divided into direct and indirect effects. Direct impacts
include the environmental impacts of material production and maintenance con-
struction required for maintenance activities, which are similar to the material
production and construction phases. Indirect impact refers to traffic delays caused
by maintenance activities, which creates an additional environmental burden. The
maintenance of the pavement must partially or completely block traffic for a period
of time, causing the vehicle to slow down or bypass, which will result in an increase
in fuel consumption of the vehicle.

6.2.5 End of life

This stage mainly calculates the environmental impact caused by different
treatment methods at the end of the life of the pavement. The main disposal
methods are classified into two categories: burying and recycling [48].

The disposal method of burying is to crush the pavement material and bury it.
The environmental impact of this process is divided into three parts, namely, the
consumption of crushing, transportation, and burying. There is little literature on
the environmental burden of materials after burying, and further research is
needed.

Recycling is to break up the pavement material and use it as aggregate to be
added to the new pavement material in a certain proportion. In actual engineering,
there are various methods for recycling, which can be divided into thermal regen-
eration and cold regeneration depending on the regeneration temperature and can
also be divided into on-site regeneration and in-plant regeneration according to the
regeneration site. Since the recycled material comes from the old pavement system
and is used in the new pavement system, how the environmental benefits brought
by the circulation are distributed between the two systems is a problem still being
studied and discussed. The existing distribution methods include cutoff, loss of
quality, closed loop, equalization (50/50), and substitution [44]. But there is still
no way to get consistent recognition. Due to the lack of data, the equalization
method is the most commonly used method. Although it ignores the quantity and
importance of recycled materials, it has the best maneuverability in practice [49].

6.3 Independent algorithm of LCCA

6.3.1 Labor costs and direct monetary inputs

There will be a large amount of labor input in the process of road construction,
maintenance, and recycling. At the same time, some direct monetary input as
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indirect fee is inevitable. The economic costs of these inputs are relatively easy to
calculate, but their environmental costs are difficult to measure directly, so they are
calculated as independent economic costs, regardless of their synchronous environ-
mental costs. In the actual calculation, these costs will be directly incorporated into
the total economic costs of the corresponding stage.

6.3.2 User cost in the maintenance stage

As mentioned in the analysis of LCCA, user cost can be divided into three parts:
vehicle operation cost, delay cost, and safety cost [2]. Vehicle operation cost refers
to the cost of vehicle operation near the maintenance operation area, and its value is
affected by vehicle type, vehicle age, condition of maintenance operation area, and
other factors. The calculation formula of vehicle delay cost in the maintenance area
is as Eq. (12), where the vehicle operation cost (/km�vehicle) is a value that changes
with areas and time:

Vehicle delay cost ¼ Length of operation area� AADT�Duration of operation

�  Vehicle operation cost

(12)

Delay cost refers to the time delay cost caused by the maintenance operation
area; it is not only affected by the construction operation area but also closely
related to the time cost of people. The calculation of delay cost is shown from
Eqs. (13) to (16). The time value is determined by the average income level and
working hours:

Deceleration delay time ¼  Length of operation area=Speed of operation areað Þ
� Length of operation area=Upstream driving speedð Þ

(13)

Queue time ¼ Queue length=Queue speed (14)

Total delay time ¼ Deceleration delay timeþQueuing time (15)

Delay cost ¼ Total delay time� AADT�Working time� Time value (16)

Safety cost refers to the cost caused by additional accidents due to the existence
of maintenance operation area. The specific calculation method is shown in
Eqs. (17) to (20). The parameters refer to the values in Table 2:

Table 2.
The value of safety cost parameter.
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Vehicle mileage ¼ Number of daily trips�Days�Mileage (17)

Number of accidents ¼ Number of accidents per km� Vehicle mileage (18)

Number of accidents caused by operation area ¼ Number of accidents

�Percentage difference of accident rate in operation area
(19)

Safety cost ¼ Number of accidents caused by operation area� unit accident cost

(20)

6.3.3 Economic cost discount rate

When discussing the costs generated in the future, the expected costs and
benefits in the future need to be converted into present value, which is called net
present value (NPV). Due to the uncertainty in the future, the conversion of future
benefits and costs into present value will show the trend of depreciation, and the
degree of depreciation depends on the economic and social environment,
represented by the discount rate. Since the life cycle cost analysis of the road only
considers the cost expenditure, the calculation formula of its NPV is as follows
[2, 3]:

NPV cost ¼ Initial construction cost∑
N

k¼1
k th Future expected cost

1

1þ Discount Rateð Þyears expected
" # (21)

6.4 Impact assessment

So as to use the results of the inventory analysis for decision-making, the results
of the inventory analysis must be collated and compared to illustrate the equivalent
value and importance of each specific environmental impact category. This evalua-
tion process can be divided into four steps: classification, distribution, characteri-
zation, and quantification.

6.4.1 Classification

Classification is to put the result of the inventory analysis into different envi-
ronmental impact categories. This phase requires the selection of appropriate clas-
sification methods and models to distinguish different impact categories. The
current classification is to divide environmental impact into three categories:
resource consumption, natural environment, and human health, with subgroups of
abiotic resource use, acidification, climate change, eco-toxicity, eutrophication,
human toxicity, land use, particulate matter formation, photochemical ozone for-
mation, stratospheric ozone depletion, water use, etc. [50].

6.4.2 Assignment

The assignment assigns the results of the inventory analysis to each category to
determine the impact category for each of the output substances. Many pollutants
can be classified into the same category. For example, nitrogen oxides (NOx) and
sulfur oxides (SOx) can be classified into acidification, and carbon dioxide (CO2)
and methane (CH4) can be classified as climate change, as shown in Figure 5.
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indirect fee is inevitable. The economic costs of these inputs are relatively easy to
calculate, but their environmental costs are difficult to measure directly, so they are
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Vehicle delay cost ¼ Length of operation area� AADT�Duration of operation

�  Vehicle operation cost

(12)

Delay cost refers to the time delay cost caused by the maintenance operation
area; it is not only affected by the construction operation area but also closely
related to the time cost of people. The calculation of delay cost is shown from
Eqs. (13) to (16). The time value is determined by the average income level and
working hours:

Deceleration delay time ¼  Length of operation area=Speed of operation areað Þ
� Length of operation area=Upstream driving speedð Þ

(13)

Queue time ¼ Queue length=Queue speed (14)

Total delay time ¼ Deceleration delay timeþQueuing time (15)

Delay cost ¼ Total delay time� AADT�Working time� Time value (16)

Safety cost refers to the cost caused by additional accidents due to the existence
of maintenance operation area. The specific calculation method is shown in
Eqs. (17) to (20). The parameters refer to the values in Table 2:

Table 2.
The value of safety cost parameter.
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6.4.3 Characterization

The process of characterization is to attribute different pollutants in the same
category to the same indicator. For example, climate change includes not only
carbon dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4) but also hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs),
perfluorocarbons (PFCs), sulfur hexafluoride (SF6), etc. Through the results of
natural science research, the global warming capacity of various greenhouse gases
over a certain period of time (generally 100 years) is compared with carbon diox-
ide, thereby converting them into a certain amount of equivalent carbon dioxide,
and summing up, the equivalent carbon dioxide emission (CO2e) is used to evaluate
the global warming potential [51]. This convert is to multiply greenhouse gas emis-
sions by a parameter that characterizes global warming to get equivalent CO2

emissions, and this parameter is called impact factors (IF). For other environmental
impact categories, of course, there are corresponding evaluation indicators and
impact factors.

Some commonly used characteristic units are given in Figure 5, such as evalu-
ating acidification potential by equivalent sulfur dioxide emissions and ozone hole
potential by equivalent Freon emissions. It is noteworthy that the characteristic unit
is not exclusive, some models evaluate the acidification threat by equivalent nitro-
gen dioxide emissions, and there are corresponding pollutant impact factors which
are different from those used in equivalent sulfur dioxide emissions. This is also
unmistakable and feasible, and this is the biggest difference between LCA impact
assessment models.

6.4.4 Quantification

The process of quantification is the process of data processing of the equivalent
indicators of each category. There are two common methods for this process: nor-
malization methods and standardized methods. These two methods are essentially a
linear transformation that transforms the data into more easily understood values

Figure 5.
Classification, assignment, and characterization.
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and improves the expressiveness of the evaluation results. The difference between
the two is that normalization will classify the evaluation results into the interval
[0, 1] and the standardized results are related to the overall distribution of the data.
This stage is an optional stage in the impact assessment, and the results of the
evaluation vary depending on the evaluator and the evaluation method.

6.5 Result interpretation

6.5.1 Data uncertainty analysis

When various uncontrollable external factors change, the evaluation plan and
conclusion may be affected; this evaluation method is called uncertainty analysis,
which is a commonly used method in decision analysis. Through this analysis, the
impact of uncertainty factors on the evaluation results can be clarified and mini-
mized, and the resistance of the evaluation conclusions to certain unforeseen risks
can be predicted, thereby verifying the reliability and stability of the scheme.

Knowledge, experience, information, and judgment of future decision-making
are required in uncertainty analysis. The commonly used methods are: (1) The
profit and loss value of the scheme, that is, to calculate the different benefits caused
by various factors, and the scheme with the largest return is the optimal scheme.
(2) The regret value of the calculation scheme. Calculate the difference between the
return value and the maximum return value of the scheme adopted due to the
misjudgment of uncertain factors, and the scheme with the smallest regret value is
the best scheme. (3) The expected value. By using probability to calculate the
standard value of the scheme comparison, the scheme with the best expected value
is the best scheme. (4) Consider the criteria of decision-making without deviating
from the rules [52]. To sum it up, uncertainty analysis can be divided into break-
even analysis, sensitivity analysis, probability analysis, and criteria analysis.

7. Conclusions

This chapter proposes a comprehensive evaluation idea of pavement life cycle
economic cost and environmental impact based on the life cycle assessment frame-
work, which is essentially equivalent to the environmental impact assessment
method considering economic cost. The advantage of this method is that it con-
siders both the economic cost and the environmental impact of the road and puts
them in a unified framework for discussion and comparison. The results of com-
parison can be given more quickly and clearly in multiple schemes than in the
selection, which is helpful for decision-makers to make choices.

Although LCCA and LCA have a large number of overlapped parts, some parts
are independent of each other. For example, for the labor input of a certain project,
economic inputs such as compensation and insurance must be considered, and it is
difficult to quantify the environmental impact of labor input. It would therefore be
inappropriate to consider only its economic costs and ignore its environmental
impact. Therefore, it is suggested that a more comprehensive LCA system should
include and is not limited to:

• Environmental aspects: factors such as global warming, human toxicity,
resource depletion, ozone depletion, and eco-toxicity

• Economic aspects: factors such as owner costs and user costs

• Social aspects: factors such as worker income, accident rate, worker social
welfare, and social disparity (industry, income, etc.)
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Chapter 6

Energy Efficiency Management: 
State of the Art and Improvement 
Potential Analysis with Regard to 
Cargo Transport by Air and Rail
Corinna Cermak, Erich Markl and Maximilian Lackner

Abstract

This review article summarizes the state of the art in energy efficiency (EE) 
management in air and rail cargo transportation. After an introduction, explana-
tions and definitions follow around the topic of energy efficiency. The political 
framework conditions of the European Union (EU) as well as the associated 
European Union Emissions Trading System are described. In particular, the drive 
technologies, CO2 emissions, and fuel-saving options are reviewed.

Keywords: energy efficiency, cargo, air, rail

1. Introduction

The effects of climate change are global. For many years now, polar ice caps and 
glaciers have been melting, sea levels are rising, and storms and floods are destroy-
ing people’s habitats. Therefore, it is particularly important to reduce anthropogenic 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions through energy efficiency (EE) [1].

Energy efficiency [2] is gaining more and more attention in the society. The term 
energy efficiency means using less energy to guarantee the same benefits of output [3].

The reasons for the increasing interest in energy efficiency are the persistent 
climate change, depletion of fossil fuels, and rising energy prices. The production as 
well as the use of energy based on fossil fuels is one of the biggest drivers of climate 
change. The sustainable use of energy or “green energy” is playing an increasingly 
important role in various decision-making processes for companies and other 
organizations [4].

The application and implementation of energy efficiency is often the cheapest 
way to reduce fuel costs and carbon dioxide (CO2). Of course, the needs of the 
present are to be satisfied, but future generations should not be disadvantaged. The 
most important sectors in terms of energy efficiency include industry, buildings, 
and transport. Year after year, countless institutes and corporations are researching 
new technologies to ensure that energy efficiency can be continuously optimized, 
alongside decarbonization [4, 5].

The European Union (EU) has adjusted its policy framework based on annual 
CO2 emissions. In 2005, the EU introduced an emissions trading system for all 
member states to reduce CO2 emissions (for details, see Figure 2, purchase and sale 
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Figure 1. 
Top six CO2-emitting end uses in IEA countries in 2013. Reproduced with permission from [13].

of emission certificates) [6–9]. This chapter deals with the current state of the art of 
freight trains and cargo aircraft.

Energy efficiency means using less energy to provide the same level of utility. It is 
therefore one method to reduce anthropogenic (human) greenhouse gas emissions [3].

EE is a universally applicable concept relevant for consumers and industry alike 
that can be achieved by a more efficient technology, an improved process, or a 
change of individual behavior. Energy efficiency can, according to the International 
Energy Agency’s (IEA) World Energy Outlook (IEA WEO), “close the competitive-
ness gap caused by differences in regional energy prices” [10].

In November 1974, the International Energy Agency, an autonomous agency, 
was founded. Its main mission is to promote energy security among its 29 member 
countries.

Energy efficiency is the key to ensure a safe, reliable, affordable, and sustainable 
energy system for the future. It is the one energy resource that every country pos-
sesses in abundance and is the quickest and least costly way of addressing energy 
security and environmental and economic challenges. While energy efficiency 
policies are becoming a key part of the global energy market, there remains vast 
untapped-into potential [11].

Energy efficiency means using the same amount of energy to achieve the same 
utility level. The term energy efficiency itself is therefore very clear and self-
explanatory [12].

“Energy intensity” looks at how much energy was needed to get a certain result. 
The units of energy intensity used are usually given by the primary energy consump-
tion per inhabitant or by the primary consumption per unit of gross domestic product 
(GDP). Measuring energy efficiency as an energy intensity is basically possible at the 
macroeconomic level [4]. As an indicator of energy efficiency, the energy intensity of 
a country is often used for the assessment. This is because at a high level it is a proxy 
measure of energy needed to provide the used energy service (the energy intensity 
measures the energy needed to provide units of economic value). Moreover, it is very 
readily available as an indicator, and it is easier to rate or compare countries. If a coun-
try has a low energy intensity, it does not necessarily mean that the energy efficiency 
of that country is also high. Conversely, it should be noted that lower-intensity trends 
are not necessarily due to efficiency improvements. Energy efficiency contributes to 
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the definition of intensities and trends. However, other factors play a major role,  
e.g., the structure of the economy, the presence of large energy-consuming industries, the  
passenger car density, and the specific housing sector. Globally, passenger cars, 
together with road haulage vehicles, account for about one-third of energy-related 
CO2 emissions and consume approximately as much energy as the entire housing 
sector [13]. Canada, the USA, Australia, and New Zealand are among the regions 
in which transport is currently the highest consumption sector. The manufacturing 
sector has the largest share of energy in Japan and Korea. In particular, the subsectors’ 
ferrous metals and chemicals have a high energy demand. The residential sector is the 
highest in most European countries. This stems very much from the consumption for 
space heating and heaters. For the IEA countries, emissions for residential heating 
were higher for household appliances as well as for each subsector of the manufactur-
ing sector. Especially in countries such as the UK and Germany, the heating of the 
rooms was the largest emitting end use (see Figure 1 for 2013 data) [13].

2. Political framework operations in the EU

The European Union has adopted a wide range of legal instruments to improve 
energy efficiency. For EU directives, it is up to the member states how they trans-
pose the directives into national law. In the official journal of the European Union, 
directive 2009/28/EG promoting the use of energy from renewable sources and 
amending and subsequently repealing directives 2001/77/EG and 2003/30/EG are 
binding and non-binding guidelines for an efficient energy use in the EU. All mem-
ber states have to give their best to implement those improvement measures [6].

The main targets of the directive 2009/28/EG are the so-called 20-20-20 targets. 
This means that, as target, renewable energies account for 20% of the final energy 
consumption across the EU, the greenhouse gas emissions have to be reduced by 
20%, and the energy efficiency should be increased by 20% in the EU referring to 
1990 as base year. Furthermore, the directive 2009/28/EG stipulates that biofuels 
must account for 10% of total fuel consumption by 2020 [7].

There are also some long-term objectives of the EU. The proportion of renewable 
energies in energy consumption and the energy efficiency should increase to at least 
27% by 2030. In 2020, the goals should be reviewed to see whether an increase of 
30% is possible. In 2030 the greenhouse gas emissions must be reduced by almost 
40% (base year 1990) [8].

2.1 European emissions trading system (EU ETS)

The European Union Emissions Trading System was introduced in 2005 for the 
regulation of greenhouse gas emissions in energy-intensive industries. The relevant 
system operators concerned must have a certificate for each tonne of CO2 emitted 
and submit it to the regulatory authority. The system enables trading in carbon 
certificates under a defined overall framework for all participants—a so-called 
“cap-and-trade” system. These allowances are freely tradable, which means that 
participants who emit more greenhouse gases can purchase emission certificates 
from other participants with lower greenhouse gas emission needs. In order to 
reduce overall emissions, the proportion of allowances is reduced by 1.74% per year 
by 2020 [9]. Figure 2 illustrates the EU ETS scheme.

The principle of the “cap-and-trade” system is easy to recognize in Figure 2. In this 
example, issuer A generates more emissions than issuer B, thus exceeding the autho-
rized amount of CO2. In order to solve the problem, issuer A can purchase the unused 
certificates from issuer B (which has very low CO2 emissions in this example).
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Figure 1. 
Top six CO2-emitting end uses in IEA countries in 2013. Reproduced with permission from [13].
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3. Energy analysis

In the transport sector, mainly fuels based on crude oil are used, so there is a high 
dependence on fossil fuels. While diesel fuel showed a steady growth in Europe for 
several decades, gasoline fuel is now becoming more important again, according to the 
European Automobile Manufacturers Association (ACEA) [14]. Recently, dual-fuel 
gasoline/diesel engines were presented [15]. Electric vehicles are strongly on the rise 
and are expected to replace cars with internal combustion engine in future [16, 17].

The movements of goods and people are very different transport processes and 
are also recorded differently. It is customary to specify the transport performance 
in the freight sector in tonne kilometers (tkm) or in person kilometers (pkm). The 
transport service refers to the distance covered in the respective territory.

The steady growth of online commerce has and will continue to have a major 
impact on the transport sector in future [18].

Large online mail order companies promote the digitization of trade and thus 
the amount of goods that have to be transported to the end users. In Germany 
alone, freight traffic has risen by about 120% since 1990 [19]. Thus, the traffic 
volume takes up about 26% of the traffic-related energy consumption [20]. The 
strongest increase is recorded in road and rail transport. For the transport sector, 
energy intensity indicators are collected on the basis of energy consumption and the 
transport performance provided.

These energy intensity indicators are used as a statistical measure of energy effi-
ciency. In order to support the sustainable development of economic and livelihood 
models, indicators in the transport sector should include resource efficiency. Due to 
the large increase in freight traffic in recent years, the objective within freight trans-
port should be to decouple growth in terms of increased transport performance and 
CO2 emissions. Energy consumption in freight transport related to rail and aviation 
is around 15% in aviation and 2% in rail transport, respectively [4].

Overall, it can be summarized that the energy consumption has increased less 
than the transport performance. Thus, it can be concluded that energy efficiency 
in freight transport has increased, but growth is neutralizing the efficiency gains 
achieved [4].

As it can be seen in Figure 3, aviation has the highest specific energy consump-
tion. Low oil prices encourage the (continued) use of older, less energy-efficient 
cargo aircraft, making them economically viable again or extending their useful 

Figure 2. 
Purchase and sale of emission certificates. Reproduced with permission from [9].
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lifetime. This could have an impact on indicator development. In the second place is 
the use of trucks, which are logistically almost inevitable due to the infrastructure 
in most countries, particularly for “last mile” delivery.

4. CO2 emissions

Atmospheric CO2, which stands at ~400 ppm, is both harmful and vital. Without 
the significant greenhouse gas CO2 and other natural greenhouse gases, the Earth’s 
average surface temperature would be sub-zero, and life would not be possible. This 
natural balance is disturbed by excessive and increasing anthropogenic CO2 emis-
sions. These disturbances lead to global warming, which has developed since the 
Industrial Revolution (~1750) and increased significantly in recent years [3, 22].

The steadily growing globalization is making a significant contribution to the 
greenhouse gas effect. Carbon dioxide is also produced in combustion processes of 
engines and other equipment, with most of the artificial and harmful CO2 emis-
sions caused by the industrialized countries. In addition to carbon dioxide, e.g., 
methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O) contribute to the environmental impact. 
These gases have a higher global warming potential (GWP) than CO2 [23]. All 
greenhouse gases can be converted into CO2eq (CO2 equivalents) [3].

4.1 Natural and anthropogenic greenhouse effect

Natural greenhouse gases act as a kind of filter that lets the (short wavelength) 
sun’s rays through and captures the heat radiation (long wavelength) from the Earth’s 
surface, thereby enabling regulated global warming. The functioning of a green-
house is also used, for example, in plant breeding. Colloquially, the term greenhouse 

Figure 3. 
Development of specific energy consumption in freight traffic by mode of transport from 1995 to 2013  
(modified from [21], p. 246).
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Figure 4. 
The 10 countries with the largest share of CO2 emissions worldwide in 2016. Modified from [27].

gas effect is used for global warming [22]. The presence of gases with GWP results 
in an increase in temperature and thus the greenhouse gas effect. Many scientific 
predictions suggest that the Earth will continue to warm without a reduction in CO2 
emissions [23], e.g., by 2°C when the atmospheric CO2 concentration can be kept 
at or below 650 ppm, and significantly higher if it cannot [10]. In August 2018, the 
IPCC has released a special report, pledging to limit global warming to 1.5°C [24]. 
“Limiting global warming to 1.5°C compared with 2°C would reduce challenging 
impacts on ecosystems, human health, and well-being,” said Priyadarshi Shukla, 
Chair of the Global Centre for Environment and Energy, Ahmedabad University, 
India, and the co-author of the report.

Under the 2015 Paris Agreement [25], countries have agreed to keep global 
temperatures increase below 2°C, which might not be enough to avoid exceeding 
dangerous tipping points.

4.2 The Kyoto Protocol

The Kyoto Protocol [26] is an agreement made in 1997. It regulates the United 
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and focuses on 
climate protection. In doing so, an international and joint agreement was achieved, 
which should gradually reduce CO2 emissions worldwide. The Kyoto Protocol is 
designed to slow down the progressive effects of greenhouse gases and, if possible, 
to halt artificial global warming [23].

The statistics in Figure 4 shows the 10 largest CO2-producing countries by share 
of global CO2 emissions in 2016. With a very high proportion of over 28% of global 
carbon dioxide emissions, China was the world’s largest CO2 emitter in 2016. Second 
only in the list of climate sinners come the USA with almost 16%. In addition to 
carbon dioxide, the Kyoto Protocol includes another five greenhouse gases: methane 
(CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), “F-gases” hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluoro-
carbons (PFC), and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6). Nitrogen trifluoride (NF3) must be 
additionally included since 2015. In 2015, Germany was able to reduce almost all 
greenhouse gases compared to the year 2000 (with the exception of hydrofluoro-
carbons) and thus already meets the requirements of the Kyoto Protocol [27].
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Nearly two-thirds of global carbon dioxide emissions are caused by 10 coun-
tries, around a quarter or one-sixth by China and the USA alone, respectively. 
Germany ranks sixth in that list. For the total emissions of a country, both the 
number of inhabitants and the per capita emissions are relevant. In short, an 
American causes almost twice as much carbon dioxide as a German and about 
10 times as much as an Indian citizen. Worldwide, the carbon dioxide emissions 
and the carbon dioxide concentration in the atmosphere are steadily increasing. 
Energy-related carbon dioxide emissions have more than doubled worldwide 
since 1970 and increased more than 15 times since the beginning of the last 
century. Since 2013, however, emissions have grown significantly more slowly. 
This gives a little hope that a stabilization and then a trend reversal can be made 
possible [28].

The Transport Emission Model (TREMOD) [29] is a commonly used method of 
determining CO2 emissions. The TREMOD takes into account direct emissions from 
vehicles, evaporative emissions, and total emissions with the energetic upstream 
chain [4] (compare Figure 5).

In the transport sector, not only the specific energy consumption but also the 
development of CO2 emissions is an important indicator of energy efficiency. 
Concerning CO2 emissions, very different information is given in the transport sec-
tor, mainly because of the increased use of specific energy sources and significant 
differences in the CO2 balance among the individual modes of transport [4].

5. Rail freight

According to a study by SCI traffic “Rail Transport Markets-Global Market 
Trends 2016–2025,” global rail freight traffic fell by 4.4% in 2015 [31]. Thus, the 
rail freight traffic has recorded negative growth for the first time since many years. 
The reason for this is the slowdown in the transport of coal and steel due to weaker 
production activity and also the decline in international trade growth. In the face 

Figure 5. 
Carbon dioxide emissions of transport (in kt) in Germany in 1960–2014 and in the trend scenario until 2035 [30].
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Figure 4. 
The 10 countries with the largest share of CO2 emissions worldwide in 2016. Modified from [27].
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Carbon dioxide emissions of transport (in kt) in Germany in 1960–2014 and in the trend scenario until 2035 [30].
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of growing protectionism, transport demand is expected to be negatively impacted 
worldwide. Coal transport in North America has declined significantly as a result of 
the change in the energy mix [31].

In Asia, above all, the Chinese transport market, which is shrinking in rail 
freight transport [31], dominates. The rising tariffs in rail freight traffic are the 
cause of the reduction. The strong expansion of road infrastructure with highways, 
which has made road transport more attractive, also led to a decline in rail traffic. 
However, there is a desire in the Chinese area for a sustainable improvement in air 
quality, which can also be achieved by shifting the modal split in favor of greener 
rail. However, it is still unclear whether and to what extent the corresponding politi-
cal decisions will take place and whether they will be able to compensate for the 
declining coal transport by rail [31] (compare Figure 6).

The basis for rail freight transport is freight wagons in regular or special design. 
These are coupled to wagon groups (half trains or block trains). Newer trains have 
a total length of up to 700 meters. Each wagon has a payload of 25–62 tonnes. The 
first railways were driven with the power of steam engines. However, this tech-
nique is no longer used today due to the low efficiency. At present, mainly internal 
combustion engines and electric motors are used for the drive. Here the drive is 
in locomotives or in the railcar. While a railcar carries the goods to be transported, a 
locomotive pulls wagons with the goods to be transported [32].

Freight trains are divided into different types of trains:
Block trains: Carriage of goods or a shipment from one customer to another one; 

between the departure station and the destination station, the whole train remains 
unchanged. The wagons of the same design are put together. This favors standard-
ized loading processes for consignors and consignees as well as equipment that is 
specially tailored to the type of wagon [33].

Mixed freight wagonload/single wagonload freight trains: Individual wagons are 
used to build trains for different customers, which must be dismantled and reas-
sembled in shunting yards [33].

Mixed block trains: Mixed block trains stand for trains that consist of several 
blocklike segments that carry different goods and/or have different routes. This is 
intended to combine the flexibility of wagonload traffic with the efficiency of block 
train traffic [33].

In internal combustion engines (as in everyday traffic), typically commercial 
diesel fuel is used. By the invention of the electric motor (1837) and generators 

Figure 6. 
Worldwide rail services; index 100 (average) = 2005, pkm (person kilometers), tkm (tonne kilometers). 
Reproduced with permission from [31].
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and transformers (1866), it was possible to develop the first electrically oper-
ated railways. The energy required was initially supplied directly via batteries or 
via the tracks. AC motors or DC motors are used [32] (AC = alternating current, 
DC = direct current).

In order to increase energy efficiency, unnecessary transport routes must be 
avoided. Traffic avoidance can be achieved by means of dynamic route planning by 
telematics systems. It uses information technologies and communication technolo-
gies as well as up-to-date traffic information for tour planning and tour control. 
Data streams from location, navigation, data and voice communication, and vehicle 
data are transmitted, collected, processed, and sent back in real time to the vehicles 
for their control. This relieves traffic infrastructure and the environment [32].

Apart from that, measures to optimize capacity utilization are important, since 
the means of transport are mostly only moderately utilized and empty trips (trips 
without goods to be transported) are not uncommon. This includes, for example, 
bundling. In “time bundling,” future requirements of a target area are combined to 
transport blocks, while in “spatial bundling,” orders from neighboring customers, 
e.g., by transshipment point or cross-docking, are pulled together [32].

5.1 Existing and emerging fuel-efficient locomotives

At the 2012 American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Joint Rail 
Conference, technology options for use in new rail systems, retrofits, or system-
wide energy efficiency gains were assessed as being proven and highly promising. 
Among other things, it was recognized that the most important factor in improv-
ing energy efficiency is the modernization of the traction and propulsion system. 
The modernization of the heat, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system 
control for railcars allows further system-wide energy efficiency gains [34].

The focus here is on integration:

• Variable fans or dampers.

• Frequency converters for refrigerant compressors, which save energy for heat-
ing and ventilation (saving potential can reach up to 70%).

• Permanent magnet motors, which increase the efficiency. They also reduce the 
size and weight of compressors/pumps.

Improved rail and facility efficiency lighting system options (including sta-
tions, depots, and rails, as well as multimodal terminals) include daytime lighting, 
automatic ambient light sensors, and motion detectors. Furthermore, incandescent 
lamps and fluorescent lamps are being replaced by long-lasting, low-power, light-
emitting diodes (LEDs) [34].

Regenerative braking can be used to store and reuse generated electricity. The 
electricity is gained by dynamic braking; the electric motor is driven backward 
and should slow down the train. The electric motor can act as a generator with the 
aid of dynamic braking. Currently, most of the trains used to convert this dynamic 
braking energy and deploy resistance bridges. The resistance bridges heat up during 
this process. Usually, a cooling grid is arranged at the top of the locomotive for the 
braking resistors. The use of electronically controlled pneumatic (ECP) brakes is 
increasing, but energy savings can only be realized here, as long as all railcar brakes 
are connected. For regenerative braking to be used, an onboard rechargeable energy 
storage system (RESS) is required. Only with the RESS, the recovered kinetic 
energy can be stored and returned if needed. Normally, this kinetic energy converts 
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used to build trains for different customers, which must be dismantled and reas-
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Mixed block trains: Mixed block trains stand for trains that consist of several 
blocklike segments that carry different goods and/or have different routes. This is 
intended to combine the flexibility of wagonload traffic with the efficiency of block 
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and transformers (1866), it was possible to develop the first electrically oper-
ated railways. The energy required was initially supplied directly via batteries or 
via the tracks. AC motors or DC motors are used [32] (AC = alternating current, 
DC = direct current).

In order to increase energy efficiency, unnecessary transport routes must be 
avoided. Traffic avoidance can be achieved by means of dynamic route planning by 
telematics systems. It uses information technologies and communication technolo-
gies as well as up-to-date traffic information for tour planning and tour control. 
Data streams from location, navigation, data and voice communication, and vehicle 
data are transmitted, collected, processed, and sent back in real time to the vehicles 
for their control. This relieves traffic infrastructure and the environment [32].

Apart from that, measures to optimize capacity utilization are important, since 
the means of transport are mostly only moderately utilized and empty trips (trips 
without goods to be transported) are not uncommon. This includes, for example, 
bundling. In “time bundling,” future requirements of a target area are combined to 
transport blocks, while in “spatial bundling,” orders from neighboring customers, 
e.g., by transshipment point or cross-docking, are pulled together [32].

5.1 Existing and emerging fuel-efficient locomotives

At the 2012 American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Joint Rail 
Conference, technology options for use in new rail systems, retrofits, or system-
wide energy efficiency gains were assessed as being proven and highly promising. 
Among other things, it was recognized that the most important factor in improv-
ing energy efficiency is the modernization of the traction and propulsion system. 
The modernization of the heat, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system 
control for railcars allows further system-wide energy efficiency gains [34].

The focus here is on integration:

• Variable fans or dampers.

• Frequency converters for refrigerant compressors, which save energy for heat-
ing and ventilation (saving potential can reach up to 70%).

• Permanent magnet motors, which increase the efficiency. They also reduce the 
size and weight of compressors/pumps.

Improved rail and facility efficiency lighting system options (including sta-
tions, depots, and rails, as well as multimodal terminals) include daytime lighting, 
automatic ambient light sensors, and motion detectors. Furthermore, incandescent 
lamps and fluorescent lamps are being replaced by long-lasting, low-power, light-
emitting diodes (LEDs) [34].

Regenerative braking can be used to store and reuse generated electricity. The 
electricity is gained by dynamic braking; the electric motor is driven backward 
and should slow down the train. The electric motor can act as a generator with the 
aid of dynamic braking. Currently, most of the trains used to convert this dynamic 
braking energy and deploy resistance bridges. The resistance bridges heat up during 
this process. Usually, a cooling grid is arranged at the top of the locomotive for the 
braking resistors. The use of electronically controlled pneumatic (ECP) brakes is 
increasing, but energy savings can only be realized here, as long as all railcar brakes 
are connected. For regenerative braking to be used, an onboard rechargeable energy 
storage system (RESS) is required. Only with the RESS, the recovered kinetic 
energy can be stored and returned if needed. Normally, this kinetic energy converts 
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to frictional heat and is thus lost. The recovered braking energy can be redirected 
back into the system or used for peak load requirements such as accelerating or 
uphill driving. Modern or newer electric train systems are able to save and reuse 
10–20% of energy consumption with the aid of the regenerative braking function. 
For rail freight traffic with numerous stops, this is particularly interesting in terms 
of energy efficiency [34].

5.2 Energy efficiency for high-speed rail

Freight railways deserve a lot of attention as they require about 90% of the 
energy of domestic rail transport. In 2011, the American Public Transportation 
Association (APTA) cited some UIC data in a report stating that the high-speed 
trains achieved about 106 mi (170 km) per kWh of energy. In comparison, planes 
only get 13 mi (21 km) and cars 34 mi (55 km) per kWh [35]. High-speed rails (HSR) 
and maglev (magnetic levitation) systems have many advantages over conventional 
rail, highway, and air, especially in terms of air quality and sustainability. CO2 
emissions from HSR operations are significantly lower (0.1–0.3 lb of CO2/passenger-
mile or 0.03–0.08 kg/passenger-km) than other modes of transport such as aircraft 
(0.6 lb./p-mi or 0.17 kg/pkm) or cars (0.5 lb/p-mi or 0.14 kg/pkm). An up-to-date 
life cycle analysis of HSR versus traditional rail, air, and highway modes found that 
system-wide comparisons of rail infrastructure construction and operation, high 
load and occupancy factors, maintenance and fuel, and clean electricity must be 
supplied with renewable energies (instead of, e.g., coal-fired power stations) [34].

5.3 Diesel multiple units (DMUs) and electric multiple units (EMUs)

Self-propelled diesel railcars can be diesel-electric, diesel-hydraulic, or diesel-
mechanical units. These traction vehicles (including powered wheels) can accelerate 
much faster and have a shorter braking distance than locomotive trains and are thus 
also more energy-efficient than these. As long as the powered vehicles are connected 
by cable or radio link, they can be used in the decentralized power configuration. 
Another form of self-propelled railcars are electric multiple units (EMUs). EMUs are 
individually powered by direct current (DC) from a third rail, but there is also the 
option of being powered by a vehicle pantograph in contact with the AC overhead 
line system (OCS). EMUs are more costly than DMUs but are more environmentally 
friendly and more energy-efficient and can achieve higher speeds [34].

5.4 Dual power hybrid locomotives

A hybrid train is a locomotive, railcar, or train which uses an onboard recharge-
able energy storage system (RESS), placed between the power source (often a diesel 
engine) and the traction transmission system connected to the wheels. An example 
is the hybrid locomotive ALP-45DP with dual drive developed by Bombardier. It 
is designed as a diesel and electric locomotive. The hybrid locomotive can reach a 
speed of 160 km/h under diesel drive and up to 200 km/h under electric drive. For 
a higher efficiency, it can be switched from the diesel drive to the purely electrical 
operation with just a button push [34].

5.5 Efficient and ultraclean diesel-electric locomotives and repower kits

General Electric (GE) Evolution Series is a diesel-electric locomotive with 12-cyl-
inder engine. It is currently considered the most fuel-efficient and technologically 
advanced. This product is viewed to be particularly environmentally friendly and 
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currently has about 3700 locomotives in 10 different countries in use [34]. It has the 
advantage over other clean locomotives that no urea additive for selective catalytic 
reduction (SCR) is needed to reduce NOx emissions. There are no expensive infra-
structure upgrades to store and deliver urea for denitrification. New locomotives are 
very expensive to buy, so a cost-effective option to achieve energy efficiency would 
be to retrofit existing locomotives with repower kits that reduce fuel consumption 
and emissions. Progress Rail Service (PRS) acquired in 2010 is a Caterpillar division, 
Electro-Motive Diesel (EMD), which has long been producing locomotives. The goal 
of the acquisition was to switch low-power, regional, and high-performance long-
range mid-power locomotives to cleaner operation through repowering and achiev-
ing more efficient traction. The 710ECO Repower locomotives significantly reduce 
fuel consumption. Up to 25% of fuel and even 50% of lubricating oil can be saved. 
This is highlighted by the manufacturer as one of the most important advantages for 
railways, which are constantly confronted with rising fuel costs [34].

5.6 Distributed power management and control technologies for freight rail

Unlike the traditional push-pull configuration, decentralized power supplies place 
locomotives in the middle and at the ends of the trains. Distributing the locomotive 
power along the train can achieve about 5% more energy efficiency (compared to the 
push-pull configuration). This is increasingly being used by freight trains. Due to the 
power distribution, there is an increase in safety, as the trains are less susceptible to 
derailment [36]. The wear of wheels and tracks as well as the braking distance can be 
significantly shortened by the distributed power. To achieve a desired speed curve, 
distributed energy control and power management software is used. Various compa-
nies such as Canac and Wabtec offer solutions for the decentralized electricity market. 
Norfolk Southern saved nearly 30% on fuel with a combination of electronically 
controlled pneumatic (ECP) brakes that communicate with GE’s Locotrol over the 
network with the LEADER train management and control system [34].

5.7 Alternative fuels for environmental sustainability

5.7.1 Hydrogen fuel for fuel cell hybrid locomotives

Hydrogen has been considered for use in rail transportation [37, 38]. Alternative 
fuels for locomotives are particularly important for environmental improvement in 
the rail sector. With the use of hydrogen fuel cells, a reduction of particulate matter 
pollution and greenhouse gases emitted into the atmosphere can be achieved. 
The dependence of the iron webs on fossil fuels is reduced to a minimum with the 
hydrogen fuel cell [34].

In the hydrogen hybrid locomotive, the following components are used:

• Batteries for driving electric traction motors, which are charged by a Ballard fuel 
cell stack with 240 kW

• Hydrogen tanks storing 70 kg of hydrogen at 350 bar on the roof

• Corresponding power electronics

• Battery ventilation systems

The batteries that drive the electric motor are charged by the fuel cell. To ensure 
sufficient traction between rails and wheels, the locomotive carries 900 kg of 
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much faster and have a shorter braking distance than locomotive trains and are thus 
also more energy-efficient than these. As long as the powered vehicles are connected 
by cable or radio link, they can be used in the decentralized power configuration. 
Another form of self-propelled railcars are electric multiple units (EMUs). EMUs are 
individually powered by direct current (DC) from a third rail, but there is also the 
option of being powered by a vehicle pantograph in contact with the AC overhead 
line system (OCS). EMUs are more costly than DMUs but are more environmentally 
friendly and more energy-efficient and can achieve higher speeds [34].

5.4 Dual power hybrid locomotives

A hybrid train is a locomotive, railcar, or train which uses an onboard recharge-
able energy storage system (RESS), placed between the power source (often a diesel 
engine) and the traction transmission system connected to the wheels. An example 
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is designed as a diesel and electric locomotive. The hybrid locomotive can reach a 
speed of 160 km/h under diesel drive and up to 200 km/h under electric drive. For 
a higher efficiency, it can be switched from the diesel drive to the purely electrical 
operation with just a button push [34].

5.5 Efficient and ultraclean diesel-electric locomotives and repower kits
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reduction (SCR) is needed to reduce NOx emissions. There are no expensive infra-
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very expensive to buy, so a cost-effective option to achieve energy efficiency would 
be to retrofit existing locomotives with repower kits that reduce fuel consumption 
and emissions. Progress Rail Service (PRS) acquired in 2010 is a Caterpillar division, 
Electro-Motive Diesel (EMD), which has long been producing locomotives. The goal 
of the acquisition was to switch low-power, regional, and high-performance long-
range mid-power locomotives to cleaner operation through repowering and achiev-
ing more efficient traction. The 710ECO Repower locomotives significantly reduce 
fuel consumption. Up to 25% of fuel and even 50% of lubricating oil can be saved. 
This is highlighted by the manufacturer as one of the most important advantages for 
railways, which are constantly confronted with rising fuel costs [34].

5.6 Distributed power management and control technologies for freight rail

Unlike the traditional push-pull configuration, decentralized power supplies place 
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significantly shortened by the distributed power. To achieve a desired speed curve, 
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nies such as Canac and Wabtec offer solutions for the decentralized electricity market. 
Norfolk Southern saved nearly 30% on fuel with a combination of electronically 
controlled pneumatic (ECP) brakes that communicate with GE’s Locotrol over the 
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ballast. In the case that the temperatures of the batteries are too high, a pressure 
relief device can be activated. This process ventilates the batteries as well as the 
hydrogen fuel cells. With this model, the air pollution and the noise pollution at the 
stations are reduced. The problem with this variant is the limited range between  
the fueling and the hydrogen storage capacity [34].

5.7.2 Natural gas locomotives using liquefied natural gas (LNG)

Liquefied natural gas (LNG) is an interesting alternative fuel for locomotives 
[39, 40]. Westport Innovations is working with Caterpillar to develop a natural gas 
fuel system for locomotives [34]. This project uses high-pressure direct injection 
technologies for combustion. The main objective was defined as the production of 
emission compliant long-haul locomotives with interchangeable tender vehicles. 
With this technology, 95% of the diesel fuel is replaced by natural gas and thus 
only 5% diesel fuel used for combustion to bring the locomotive to full capacity. 
Energy Conversions Inc. is working with Burlington Northern Santa Fe (BNSF) to 
develop a convertible engine with a dual-fuel system. This system uses low-pressure 
direct injection (LPDI) with no pump being required. The NOx emissions caused 
by premixed combustion are reduced. This system can save up to 1.1 million liters 
of diesel per year per locomotive, equivalent to a possible replacement of 92% [34]. 
According to BNSF, the economy and technology have been improved so much that 
natural gas in long-haul locomotives becomes operationally feasible [34].

5.7.3 Biofuels and blends with petrodiesel

Biofuels are derived from renewable and (in principle) non-exhaustive sources 
of energy. To produce biofuels, biological (plant or animal) materials are converted 
into liquid fuel composed of fatty acid methyl esters (FAME). Instead of fossil fuels, 
organic waste (e.g., waste cooking oil) can also be used for production [41, 42]. 
Biodiesel fuel is obtained from transesterification of fatty acids. In this chemical 
process, glycerol is separated from fat or vegetable oil, and methanol is consumed. 
Biodiesel is made from a variety of products, such as animal fat, vegetable oil (rape 
seed, soy bean, palm oil, etc.), or recycled restaurant fat. Petroleum diesel can be 
blended with biodiesel to any percentage. In these biodiesel blends, the percentage 
of biodiesel is always clearly marked. For example, B10 contains 10% of biodiesel, 
with the remaining 90% being made from fossil sources. Pure biodiesel is known as 
B100. Blends containing more than 20% biodiesel require special handling or even 
modifications of the equipment. Biodiesel is biodegradable and nontoxic, reduces 
air pollutants, and provides better lubricity due to its viscosity. The high cetane 
number facilitates combustion in compression ignition engines [34].

For two recent reviews on biodiesel, see [43–45] for biodiesel in railway use. 
Bioethanol is more a fuel of choice for smaller (gasoline) engines.

Other biofuels are, e.g., biobutanol and biomethanol [3, 46].

6. Airfreight

The steadily growing world trade is the reason for the rapid increase in air cargo 
volume in recent decades. This transport method offers many advantages such 
as speed, safety, and reliability. The short transport times over long distances are 
particularly attractive for goods with a high urgency and high value. Airfreight 
records the highest growth worldwide compared to other modes of transport [47]. 
Another advantage is the precisely planned organization in air traffic. Flight plans 
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are minutely adhered to under very high safety standards, thus ensuring a smooth 
supply chain. Compared to other transport methods, the transport costs, due to the 
high fuel consumption, are relatively high. Aircraft consume about 12 times more 
fuel than, for example, seagoing vessels [48] per tonne kilometer.

Based on the assessment basis for specific CO2 emissions, air traffic is a signifi-
cant contributor to climate change. In most cases, energy consumption is related 
to transport performance, such as passenger kilometers or tonne kilometers. This 
includes the consumption from the departure terminal to the arrival terminal and 
therefore also the movements that take place on the ground. Between 1990 and 
2011, freight transport services quadrupled in Germany, and on a global scale, a 
future annual growth rate of ~7% is expected on average [4, 47].

In December 2017, the International Air Transport Association (IATA) published 
updated data for the global airfreight market. It showed that demand (measured in 
freight tonne kilometers, FTK) increased by 5.9% compared to the previous year. 
Freight capacity, measured in available freight tonne kilometers (AFTKs), also 
increased by 3.7% compared to 2016 [49].

Alexandre de Juniac (IATA Director General and CEO) said: “Demand for air 
freight increased by 5.9% in October. And tightening supply conditions in the fourth 
quarter should be the air cargo industry delivering its strongest operational and 
financial performance since the post-global financial crisis rebound in 2010” [49].

In the Asia-Pacific region, airlines increased their cargo volumes by 4.4% and 
capacity by 3.9%. Freight demand exceeds the record high reached in 2010 by 
around 3%.

Airlines in North America recorded an increase in cargo volume of 6.6% in 2017 
compared to 2016. The increase in capacity was 3.8%. In recent years, the market for 
inbound freight transport has increased due to the strength of the US economy and 
the US dollar.

In Europe, the 5-year average of 4.9% was exceeded, and freight demand rose 
by a total of 6.4%. Capacity grew by 2.5%. Compared to other continents, European 
export orders have been rising fastest for more than 7 years [49].

Middle Eastern carriers’ freight volumes increased 4.6%, and capacity increased 
3.4% in 2017 [49].

In the last half of 2017, seasonally adjusted international freight volumes contin-
ued to rise at a rate of 8–10%. Airlines in Latin America, like all other major regions, 
posted positive growth in freight demand (7.2%) and capacity (4.4%). By far the 
largest increase over the previous year was seen by African carriers. Freight demand 
rose by 30.3% and capacity by as much as 9.2% [49].

Decarbonization attempts in aviation concern passenger and freight transport 
alike. Engine improvements have a very strong leverage on energy efficiency. There 
is a trade-off between NOx emissions and turbine energy efficiency [50].

6.1 Solar energy systems: solar kerosene

For many years countless research activities have been dealing with the topic 
of solar energy and where it can be used. The EU Commission announced in 2014 
that an experiment had succeeded in producing kerosene with the help of sunlight 
[51]. In the process, synthesis gas is generated under the action of sunlight, which 
consists of hydrogen (H2) and carbon monoxide (CO). Andreas Sizmann from 
the Bauhaus Luftfahrt (participant in the research project) explained two major 
advantages of this method. First, the harmful climate gas CO2 would be used and 
not fossil hydrocarbons such as oil. Although the kerosene produced in this way 
will also release CO2 through combustion, CO2 can be obtained directly from the air 
over the long term. Therefore, the process is on the whole potentially CO2 neutral, 
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of biodiesel is always clearly marked. For example, B10 contains 10% of biodiesel, 
with the remaining 90% being made from fossil sources. Pure biodiesel is known as 
B100. Blends containing more than 20% biodiesel require special handling or even 
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air pollutants, and provides better lubricity due to its viscosity. The high cetane 
number facilitates combustion in compression ignition engines [34].
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Bioethanol is more a fuel of choice for smaller (gasoline) engines.
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volume in recent decades. This transport method offers many advantages such 
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high fuel consumption, are relatively high. Aircraft consume about 12 times more 
fuel than, for example, seagoing vessels [48] per tonne kilometer.

Based on the assessment basis for specific CO2 emissions, air traffic is a signifi-
cant contributor to climate change. In most cases, energy consumption is related 
to transport performance, such as passenger kilometers or tonne kilometers. This 
includes the consumption from the departure terminal to the arrival terminal and 
therefore also the movements that take place on the ground. Between 1990 and 
2011, freight transport services quadrupled in Germany, and on a global scale, a 
future annual growth rate of ~7% is expected on average [4, 47].

In December 2017, the International Air Transport Association (IATA) published 
updated data for the global airfreight market. It showed that demand (measured in 
freight tonne kilometers, FTK) increased by 5.9% compared to the previous year. 
Freight capacity, measured in available freight tonne kilometers (AFTKs), also 
increased by 3.7% compared to 2016 [49].

Alexandre de Juniac (IATA Director General and CEO) said: “Demand for air 
freight increased by 5.9% in October. And tightening supply conditions in the fourth 
quarter should be the air cargo industry delivering its strongest operational and 
financial performance since the post-global financial crisis rebound in 2010” [49].
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around 3%.

Airlines in North America recorded an increase in cargo volume of 6.6% in 2017 
compared to 2016. The increase in capacity was 3.8%. In recent years, the market for 
inbound freight transport has increased due to the strength of the US economy and 
the US dollar.

In Europe, the 5-year average of 4.9% was exceeded, and freight demand rose 
by a total of 6.4%. Capacity grew by 2.5%. Compared to other continents, European 
export orders have been rising fastest for more than 7 years [49].

Middle Eastern carriers’ freight volumes increased 4.6%, and capacity increased 
3.4% in 2017 [49].

In the last half of 2017, seasonally adjusted international freight volumes contin-
ued to rise at a rate of 8–10%. Airlines in Latin America, like all other major regions, 
posted positive growth in freight demand (7.2%) and capacity (4.4%). By far the 
largest increase over the previous year was seen by African carriers. Freight demand 
rose by 30.3% and capacity by as much as 9.2% [49].

Decarbonization attempts in aviation concern passenger and freight transport 
alike. Engine improvements have a very strong leverage on energy efficiency. There 
is a trade-off between NOx emissions and turbine energy efficiency [50].

6.1 Solar energy systems: solar kerosene

For many years countless research activities have been dealing with the topic 
of solar energy and where it can be used. The EU Commission announced in 2014 
that an experiment had succeeded in producing kerosene with the help of sunlight 
[51]. In the process, synthesis gas is generated under the action of sunlight, which 
consists of hydrogen (H2) and carbon monoxide (CO). Andreas Sizmann from 
the Bauhaus Luftfahrt (participant in the research project) explained two major 
advantages of this method. First, the harmful climate gas CO2 would be used and 
not fossil hydrocarbons such as oil. Although the kerosene produced in this way 
will also release CO2 through combustion, CO2 can be obtained directly from the air 
over the long term. Therefore, the process is on the whole potentially CO2 neutral, 
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according to Sizmann. Second, the energy for the entire process is generated from 
solar energy. The process is very efficient and does not compete with food produc-
tion as opposed to the production of other (mainly first-generation) biofuels [52].

6.2 Electric motors: environmentally friendly flying

The use of electric motors is already well advanced in parts of the transport sec-
tor. Soon, electric flying should become possible. In this regard, Siemens and Airbus 
announced a development cooperation in 2016 in which hybrid technology is used. 
In the presented test aircraft, the jet engine was replaced by a 2 megawatt electric 
motor (produced by Siemens), which drives the large air impellers. The 2 megawatt 
electric motor is only 30 centimeters long and weighs 175 kilos. To get power from 
the electric engine, several steps are necessary. With a gas turbine burning kerosene, 
an electric generator is powered, which feeds the power into a 2 tonne lithium-ion 
battery. Finally, the lithium-ion battery supplies the built-in electric motor. Since 
starting up an aircraft requires a great deal of energy, the lifting can be supported by 
generator and battery. During the descent, the engine blades, which work like small 
windmills, can be used to generate electricity. This principle is similar to that of 
electric cars or locomotives, which carry power back into the battery while braking. 
The representatives of this project are of the opinion that with their concept they 
can reduce the consumption of kerosene by double-digit percentages compared to 
conventional jet engines. Flying would therefore also become more environmentally 
friendly and more quiet [53, 54]. Electric power for a two-seat aircraft is discussed 
in [55]. The more electric aircraft (MEA) concept is discussed in [56]. Light pure-
electric and hybrid-electric aircraft are presented in [57]. The MEA concept essen-
tially aims at replacing conventional non-electric power (pneumatic, hydraulic, 
and mechanical) by electric power to drive aircraft subsystems more efficiently. An 
all-electric 180-passenger commercial aircraft is discussed in [58].

6.3 Aerodynamics: winglets and riblets

In aviation, aerodynamics focuses on two main forces: lift and drag. The power 
of lifting makes an airplane fly. This is caused by the uneven pressure on a wing’s 
top and bottom. The drag represents the resistance that arises during movement 
through the airflow. Due to the high pressure under the wings, air flows over the 
wing tips upward and rolls off in the form of a vortex. This vortex is also called 
induced drag and can be so strong that it disturbs other planes. Wake turbulence 
can become a safety concern particularly for small aircraft. Induced air drag 
degrades performance and reduces the range and speed of the aircraft [59].

Winglets are more than just a striking and aesthetic design feature; they are 
among the most visible fuel-saving and performance-enhancing technologies in 
aviation introduced in recent years. According to Whitecomb, winglets can reduce 
induced drag by about 20% and improve carrying capacity by 6–9%. The design of 
the winglets can be very different. Aviation Partners Boeing (APB) has developed 
a special form: the Blended Winglet. The Blended Winglet’s design fuses the wing 
into a smooth upward curve. Other winglets are shaped more like a fold or kink. 
Through this smooth transition, optimal efficiency can be achieved [59].

Riblets are micro- and nanostructured surface structures that cause drag 
reduction. This technology comes from the field of bionics, which works by 
transferring phenomena from nature to technology. Riblets resemble the skin of 
a shark and are characterized by fine grooves on the surface. The so-called shark-
skin effect causes a reduction of the friction resistance of up to 8% compared to 
aircraft without this coating [60].
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In the research project FAMOS (management system for the automated 
application of multifunctional surface structures) of Lufthansa Technik, Airbus 
Operations GmbH, BWM GmbH, and the Fraunhofer Institute for Production 
Technology, it has been possible to develop an automatic guidance system for the 
application of riblets to the outer shell of the test aircraft [61]. Tests from this 
research project have shown that riblets, despite minor wear of the microstructures, 
significantly reduce the frictional drag in the air. For riblets, lacquer is first applied 
to a UV-transparent mold or matrix. This matrix contains the negative impression 
of the riblet shape. The resulting negative mold is then pressed into fresh paint and 
thus cured with UV light. After removing the negative mold, the positive of the 
sharkskin structure stops at the surface. The application of the riblets is possible 
on any aircraft models; they are attached in the form of strip tracks on the surfaces 
parallel to the flow direction. In the laboratory of the project FAMOS, the longevity 
as well as the efficiency of the sharkskin structure was confirmed. Depending on 
the area applied, airlines can use this technology to save about 1.5% of fuel [61].

6.4 Composite materials to optimize fuel consumption and CO2 emissions

The processing of composite materials is becoming increasingly important for 
aircraft construction. Even though planes are themselves tonnage heavy, every 
single kilogram counts. The manufacturing and processing costs of carbon fiber-
reinforced plastics (CFRP) in aircraft far exceed the costs of traditional metal con-
struction. In the long term, however, the cost advantage outweighs due to the low 
weight and the resulting reduced fuel consumption. Nowadays, fuel consumption 
is a top priority for airlines because less fuel means less CO2 emissions and lower 
operating costs. Thus, something good is done for the environment while saving 
money, too. For many years CFRP has been installed on models such as the Airbus 
A380 (28%) or the Airbus A350 XWB (53%). Predecessors, such as the A330, weigh 
almost 10 tonnes more and consume more fuel than the Airbus A350 XWB with 
comparable payload capacity and range [62, 63].

CFRP consist of hair-thin layers of carbon fibers, which are embedded in a resin 
matrix (thermoset). The material scores with a very high specific strength and low 
weight. Mechanically, this composite material is extremely difficult to deal with, 
so millimeter-thin CFRP tapes have to be stacked on top of each other for the outer 
hull of the skin in a day-long process and then baked together under pressure and 
heat. Due to the extreme hardness of the material, particularly high-quality and 
expensive cutout drills and cutters (e.g., for external connections, doors, windows, 
and holes for rivets) must be used. Because of the high abrasion when drilling, even 
modern tools with diamond-like coating last on average only half as long as tools in 
metalworking [62].

6.5 Aircraft engines: current technology and energy-efficient developments

Aircraft engines must be reliable and efficient. The technology behind them is 
explained quickly and easily. Engines work in a similar way as rockets: The intake 
air is compressed and fuel is injected. The combustion of the fuel creates an exhaust 
gas jet, which emerges at the back. The exhaust jet drives the actual turbine (a 
wheel with blades). The turbine finally generates the drive for the compressor at the 
engine entrance. The compressor increases the pressure of the air and consists of 
several stages. Each of these stages includes a rotor and a stator wheel. The turbine 
part is also constructed like that. Depending on the engine, between 8 and 14 stages 
are used today. Particularly modern engines achieve compressions of 45 times the 
input pressure. The developments in aircraft engines initially focused on sending 
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Figure 7. 
Visual representation of CDA [65]. NM = nautical mile; FAP = final approach point; FT = foot.

part of the air through the compressor and the combustion chamber, rather than 
around the engine. The first stage of the compressor, also known as a fan, works like 
a giant blower. The fan accelerates this circulating mantle air. The so-called turbo-
fan engines are the current state of the art [64].

The shroud flow ideally requires a relatively low speed for the large fan and high 
speed in the high-pressure range. This created the two-shaft engines. The axles of these 
engines can rotate counter-wise. One of them is the slow-speed low-pressure shaft, 
which is driven by the rear turbine stages just before the exhaust outlet. At the same 
time, the first compressor stages are rotated. The other one is the very fast-rotating 
high-pressure shaft. The high-pressure shaft is operated by the turbine stages behind 
the combustion chamber and thus moves the high-pressure part of the compressor.

Optimization of the engine concept has been in progress for many years. First 
and foremost, the approach is followed to change the amount of air that has passed 
through. The difference in speed should not be too big between thrust and airspeed. 
Ideally, a very large amount of air is pushed back very slowly from the engine. 
Another approach for increasing efficiency is the turbine including the combustion 
chamber. The hotter the combustion is, the more efficient the process becomes. 
Here, the materials are pushed to their limits. The first stage of the turbine is under 
most stress because it gets the full heat of the combustion chamber. Other develop-
ments are heading back in the direction of the classic propeller. Ideas in this area run 
under the slogan “open rotor concept.” However, the mounting size, which makes 
mounting on the wing difficult, as well as the noise, proves to be problematic. 
Aircraft could look completely different in the future, for example, with a huge 
propeller engine on the roof of the fuselage.

6.6 Continuous descent operations: CDO

Continuous descent arrival (CDA) is an aircraft operating technique designed to 
reduce aircraft noise, fuel consumption, and emissions. In this method, an incom-
ing aircraft sinks with minimal engine performance and largely avoids horizontal 
flight phases. Ideally, this happens at idle. Without the use of CDA, an airplane goes 
down step-by-step. When performing CDA, the aircraft lingers high up in the air for 
extended periods of time, operating at a low engine thrust. This causes a reduction 
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in fuel consumption, emissions, and noise during the descent profile. The most 
optimum CDA starts at the top of the descent and ends as soon as the plane starts 
the last approach and follows the glide path to the runway [54] (compare Figure 7).

7. Conclusion

To sum up, energy efficiency management should always be used and aspired to 
because of the overwhelming economic and ecologic benefits in the transport sec-
tor. One of the most important advantages is, above all, the potential for saving fuel, 
since low fuel consumption leads to cost savings and consequently to reduced CO2 
emissions. The application of energy-efficient technologies and methods therefore 
not only has economic aspects but is also good for the environment. This chapter 
shows that there are already several propulsion technologies and developments in 
the areas of rail freight and airfreight, but they are not yet completely revolution-
ized and provide room for further improvements.

Rail freight currently has mainly internal combustion engines and electric motors 
in use. In particular, the invention of electrically powered railroads has been a sig-
nificant advance in improving energy efficiency. By using modern drive technologies 
and methods in rail freight transport, many potential savings can be achieved. In the 
field of electric locomotives, regenerative braking can be used, for example, with 
rechargeable energy storage systems (RESS). This allows the current generated during 
dynamic braking to be stored and reused, and it offers a potential of 10–20% of energy 
consumption to save. Other powertrain technologies such as the dual power hybrid 
locomotive as well as diesel multiple units (DMUs) and electric multiple units (EMUs) 
are particularly effective and efficient. The dual power hybrid locomotive convinces 
with the advantage that the diesel engine can be converted to a purely electric drive 
with just a single push of a button. Although EMUs prove to be a high financial burden, 
they are considered to be very environmentally friendly and energy-efficient. The 
most fuel-efficient and advanced engine in this regard is the highly clean diesel-electric 
locomotive with repower kits. Compared to other locomotives, this model has the 
advantage of not requiring urea additives to reduce NOx emissions. Since the purchase 
of a completely new diesel-electric locomotive is extremely expensive, repower kits are 
a cost-effective option that can also reduce fuel consumption and emissions. This can 
save up to 25% on fuel and about 50% on lubricating oil. To optimize energy efficiency, 
the use of energy management and control technologies should be promoted. It 
has been proven that the distributed power controller is 5% more efficient than the 
traditional push-pull configuration. In conjunction with electronically controlled 
pneumatic brakes, it is possible to achieve fuel savings of almost 30%. Rail freight 
transport should focus on natural gas locomotives in terms of renewable energy. With 
this technology hardly more diesel fuel is needed. Only 5% of the diesel fuel is needed 
to reach full power, with the remaining 95% being replaced by natural gas. Natural gas 
locomotives can save over 1 million liters of diesel per locomotive per year.

Airfreight is extremely attractive as a transport method. The aircraft as a means 
of transport brings many benefits. The reliability, safety, and speed ensure steady 
growth in this sector. It should be noted, however, that fuel consumption, as mea-
sured by effective numbers, is highest. Due to the specific CO2 emissions, airfreight 
drives global warming. All the more important are the technologies and opportuni-
ties that contribute to improving energy efficiency. The potential here is in different 
areas. Propulsion technologies, aerodynamics, composites, as well as flight behavior 
itself can have a huge impact on the energy efficiency of freighters. The solar energy 
systems announced by the EU for the production of “solar kerosene” act primarily 
as an optimal way to supply clean fuel to aircraft, but in this process, CO2 is also 
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Figure 7. 
Visual representation of CDA [65]. NM = nautical mile; FAP = final approach point; FT = foot.

part of the air through the compressor and the combustion chamber, rather than 
around the engine. The first stage of the compressor, also known as a fan, works like 
a giant blower. The fan accelerates this circulating mantle air. The so-called turbo-
fan engines are the current state of the art [64].

The shroud flow ideally requires a relatively low speed for the large fan and high 
speed in the high-pressure range. This created the two-shaft engines. The axles of these 
engines can rotate counter-wise. One of them is the slow-speed low-pressure shaft, 
which is driven by the rear turbine stages just before the exhaust outlet. At the same 
time, the first compressor stages are rotated. The other one is the very fast-rotating 
high-pressure shaft. The high-pressure shaft is operated by the turbine stages behind 
the combustion chamber and thus moves the high-pressure part of the compressor.

Optimization of the engine concept has been in progress for many years. First 
and foremost, the approach is followed to change the amount of air that has passed 
through. The difference in speed should not be too big between thrust and airspeed. 
Ideally, a very large amount of air is pushed back very slowly from the engine. 
Another approach for increasing efficiency is the turbine including the combustion 
chamber. The hotter the combustion is, the more efficient the process becomes. 
Here, the materials are pushed to their limits. The first stage of the turbine is under 
most stress because it gets the full heat of the combustion chamber. Other develop-
ments are heading back in the direction of the classic propeller. Ideas in this area run 
under the slogan “open rotor concept.” However, the mounting size, which makes 
mounting on the wing difficult, as well as the noise, proves to be problematic. 
Aircraft could look completely different in the future, for example, with a huge 
propeller engine on the roof of the fuselage.

6.6 Continuous descent operations: CDO

Continuous descent arrival (CDA) is an aircraft operating technique designed to 
reduce aircraft noise, fuel consumption, and emissions. In this method, an incom-
ing aircraft sinks with minimal engine performance and largely avoids horizontal 
flight phases. Ideally, this happens at idle. Without the use of CDA, an airplane goes 
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extended periods of time, operating at a low engine thrust. This causes a reduction 
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in fuel consumption, emissions, and noise during the descent profile. The most 
optimum CDA starts at the top of the descent and ends as soon as the plane starts 
the last approach and follows the glide path to the runway [54] (compare Figure 7).

7. Conclusion

To sum up, energy efficiency management should always be used and aspired to 
because of the overwhelming economic and ecologic benefits in the transport sec-
tor. One of the most important advantages is, above all, the potential for saving fuel, 
since low fuel consumption leads to cost savings and consequently to reduced CO2 
emissions. The application of energy-efficient technologies and methods therefore 
not only has economic aspects but is also good for the environment. This chapter 
shows that there are already several propulsion technologies and developments in 
the areas of rail freight and airfreight, but they are not yet completely revolution-
ized and provide room for further improvements.

Rail freight currently has mainly internal combustion engines and electric motors 
in use. In particular, the invention of electrically powered railroads has been a sig-
nificant advance in improving energy efficiency. By using modern drive technologies 
and methods in rail freight transport, many potential savings can be achieved. In the 
field of electric locomotives, regenerative braking can be used, for example, with 
rechargeable energy storage systems (RESS). This allows the current generated during 
dynamic braking to be stored and reused, and it offers a potential of 10–20% of energy 
consumption to save. Other powertrain technologies such as the dual power hybrid 
locomotive as well as diesel multiple units (DMUs) and electric multiple units (EMUs) 
are particularly effective and efficient. The dual power hybrid locomotive convinces 
with the advantage that the diesel engine can be converted to a purely electric drive 
with just a single push of a button. Although EMUs prove to be a high financial burden, 
they are considered to be very environmentally friendly and energy-efficient. The 
most fuel-efficient and advanced engine in this regard is the highly clean diesel-electric 
locomotive with repower kits. Compared to other locomotives, this model has the 
advantage of not requiring urea additives to reduce NOx emissions. Since the purchase 
of a completely new diesel-electric locomotive is extremely expensive, repower kits are 
a cost-effective option that can also reduce fuel consumption and emissions. This can 
save up to 25% on fuel and about 50% on lubricating oil. To optimize energy efficiency, 
the use of energy management and control technologies should be promoted. It 
has been proven that the distributed power controller is 5% more efficient than the 
traditional push-pull configuration. In conjunction with electronically controlled 
pneumatic brakes, it is possible to achieve fuel savings of almost 30%. Rail freight 
transport should focus on natural gas locomotives in terms of renewable energy. With 
this technology hardly more diesel fuel is needed. Only 5% of the diesel fuel is needed 
to reach full power, with the remaining 95% being replaced by natural gas. Natural gas 
locomotives can save over 1 million liters of diesel per locomotive per year.

Airfreight is extremely attractive as a transport method. The aircraft as a means 
of transport brings many benefits. The reliability, safety, and speed ensure steady 
growth in this sector. It should be noted, however, that fuel consumption, as mea-
sured by effective numbers, is highest. Due to the specific CO2 emissions, airfreight 
drives global warming. All the more important are the technologies and opportuni-
ties that contribute to improving energy efficiency. The potential here is in different 
areas. Propulsion technologies, aerodynamics, composites, as well as flight behavior 
itself can have a huge impact on the energy efficiency of freighters. The solar energy 
systems announced by the EU for the production of “solar kerosene” act primarily 
as an optimal way to supply clean fuel to aircraft, but in this process, CO2 is also 
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produced by combustion. Electric motors in aviation are currently still in the devel-
opment phase but could become very relevant in terms of energy efficiency in the 
future. The developments in the field of aerodynamics have proven to be effective 
and operational for many years. With the help of winglets and riblets, air resistance 
can be reduced by 20% and load capacity increased by almost 9%. This technology 
can be applied to any aircraft and offers around 1.5% fuel savings.

In aircraft construction, the processing of composite materials can result in opti-
mized fuel consumption and a reduction in CO2 emissions. A disadvantage of carbon 
fiber-reinforced plastics is the high manufacturing and processing costs. In the long 
term, however, these investment costs are offset by the respective savings. Composites 
are particularly interesting because of their high specific strength. Changing the flight 
behavior can result in a reduction in fuel consumption, emissions, and aircraft noise. 
This aircraft operating technique is called continuous descent arrival. The state of the 
art is currently the turbofan engine. The developments have shown that ideas in the 
direction of the classic propeller cannot be ruled out.
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Chapter 7

The Possible Role of Large-Scale
Sewage Plants in Local Transport
Attila Bai and Zoltán Gabnai

Abstract

Large-scale sewage plants in large cities are suitable for the production of large
quantities of biogas, using economically viable biogas upgrading technologies and
generally available public transport fleets of a sufficient number of local buses, as
well as municipal vehicles. The conditions for the sale of locally produced CNGs do
not depend on gas suppliers, they can be very well integrated with local waste
management, and the local emission reductions occur in the inner city, where air
pollution is the most serious problem. At the same time, the cogeneration solution
currently of decisive importance for wastewater plants is more economically and
environmentally advantageous in the production of biomethane. The consumption
of heat and electricity by these plants is significant and must be supplied through
the purchase of biomethane. However, for the local authority, when converting
diesel buses, compressed biomethane (CBM) offers much greater savings, so at the
municipal level, the process is economically profitable. The short-term spread of
CBM (due to the small number of filling stations) is bound to local systems. If more
and more cities operated a similar system (allowing refuelling within a few dozen
kilometres), it would be expected that passenger cars would also be more
widespread.

Keywords: sludge management, biomethane, local transport, sustainability,
economics

1. Introduction

The EU-28 2016 energy use was 1147 million tonnes of oil equivalent (MTOE),
17% of which was from renewable energy sources; the proportion of renewable
fuels was 7.1% [1]. The proportion of renewables was 9.5% in 2006, so renewable
energies have cca. 8% growth per year in average during the last decade in the
process of energy production [2].

However, the average levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) of fuel generation and
biogas electrical power generation is still much higher than the reference [3], and
therefore without financial support, it is not competitive with oil and other highly
renewable electricity generation technologies (solar panels, geothermal energy,
hydropower, solid-fired biomass power plants).

Biogas production is also a remarkable process in terms of the environment and
energy production, but its efficiency, with new raw materials, technologies and
markets, can be significantly increased. Due to the capital requirements and the
uncertainty of innovative solutions, the establishment of biogas plants and their
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operation and the research conducted in this area are significantly supported by all
EU member states. The dominant product of current biogas plants is green electric-
ity, which is supported by competent power suppliers at a subsidised price and is
acquired as a compulsory purchase by the relevant electricity suppliers, details of
which are given for the EU-27, the EFTA countries and countries waiting to join in
[4]. The feeding of biomethane purified with biogas to the natural gas pipeline is
regulated by stringent standards in the EU member states, according to Szunyog
[5]. However, gas with a lower methane content than natural gas may also be
utilised as a propellant, although its compression and transport costs are larger, and
the range is smaller than with compressed natural gas (CNG) [6].

Conversion of biogas will always increase investment and operational costs, and
the energy efficiency of the process will be reduced, but it will produce more
valuable, versatile and marketable main products (electricity, biomethane).
According to Hakawatia et al. [7], on the basis of 49 different biogas transformation
technology studies, the overall efficiency of the process ranges from 16 to 83% in
the case of direct burning of biogas and 8 to 54% for cogeneration (for electricity
and waste heat coupled production), while when producing biomethane for fuel, it
varied from 4 to 18%. If the electricity generated by cogeneration is used in electric
vehicles, the efficiency of propellant use can be increased to 33%.

Most of the wastewater plants produce electricity and waste heat from biogas.
The reason for this is clear from direct heat utilisation: it is almost impossible to use
biogas exclusively for heating purposes in larger-sized plants and during summer
time. On a large scale, however, the summer utilisation of waste heat generated
during the cogeneration process is also problematic. In order to avoid the problems
of heat utilisation, in the case of large plants, biomethane can be considered as an
alternative to biogas purification and the utilisation of by-product carbon dioxide in
the algae sewage system. In our chapter, we would like to point out that the
inclusion of biogas from wastewater treatment plants in large cities in vehicles
involved in local transport (buses, taxis, public utility vehicles) can also be an
environmentally and economically promising alternative, of which we can already
find many well-functioning examples.

2. The transport sector, CNG and the significance of compressed
biomethane (CBM)

Traffic is one of the most significant sectors in the EU-28, with around €651
billion in gross value added a year at basic prices (5% of total), with 11.2 million
employees (5.2% of total), 6602 billion passenger km (on average around 12,962 km
per person, of this 8.2% with buses and coaches) and about 1183 million tonnes of
CO2 equivalent (30.7% of total). Private households in the EU-28 spent EUR 230
billion on transport services (e.g. bus, train, plane tickets). It should be highlighted
that changing consumer attitudes from fuel to more environment-friendly way
of transport may help to promote the spreading of sludge-based transport fuels,
too [8].

Globally, in 2014 transport was responsible for 23% of total CO2 emissions from
fuel combustion, and road transport was responsible for 20% [9].

At the same time, bus transport is one of the safest modes of transport: only 126
out of the 26,134 traffic deaths in 2015 occurred on buses.

Theoretically the existence of good public transport can deter car ownership.
The paper by Cullinane and Cullinane [10] asserts, however, that once a car has
been acquired, there is a tendency for it to be used irrespective of how good the
public transport is.
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Natural gas engine technology is already well established, and millions of vehi-
cles using natural gas are in operation worldwide and suitable for using CBM.

While at the turn of the millennium, a million registered vehicles around the
world were powered by CNG; by 2015 this figure had already increased to 22.3
million, an average annual increase of 22%, well above the growth in the total fleet
of cars. Typically, most of the gas-fuelled vehicles (Iran, 4 million; Pakistan, 3.7
million; Argentina, 2.5 million; India, 1.8 million) [11] are found in low-income
countries with a high population density. In the EU, 3345 refuelling stations provide
for the operation of about 1.3 million gas-powered vehicles with an annual gas
consumption of around 5 billion cubic metres. For the operation and further
spread of this existing transport infrastructure, CBM could make a significant
contribution [12].

The spread of biogas plants in the EU has been very rapid over the past decade:
rising from 6227 to 17,662 between 2009 and 2013. Growth in farms was primarily
significant (12,496 plants), the number of sewage plants was 2838 and the remain-
der were landfill waste plants. The number of plants has stagnated since 2015, but
the installed electric capacity has increased further; currently it is 9985 MW [13].
Anaerobic digestion is a key technology for the treatment of large volumes of
biowaste [14].

The energy significance of biogas is underlined by the fact that in the EU, the
amount of biogas produced in 2015 reached 18.4 billion normal cubic metre (Nm3),
replacing 4% of natural gas consumption [15]. The amount of biomethane fed to the
natural gas pipeline reached 1.5 Mrd m3 (mainly the Netherlands), while the
amount of biomethane used as propellant is considerably less, at 160 M m3

(Sweden, 113 million m3; Germany, 35 million m3; Norway, 10 million m3; Iceland,
2 million m3; Finland, 0.2 million m3) [16].

However, the use of purified biogas for transport in some countries is rapidly
expanding: over 30 cities in Sweden power their municipal buses with biogas, which
is also used by taxis and sanitation companies [17].

There are 247 biomethane plants around the world and around 80 in the EU.
Their technology and the biomethane produced are characterised by the data in
Table 1.

Regarding environmental performance, methane loss is of great importance, as
methane is a greenhouse gas 21 times stronger than CO2 [19]. As clarified by Beil
and Beyrich [20], pressurised water scrubbing (PWS) is one of the best solutions in
terms of efficiency and environmental performance.

Cleaning technology Number of plants Biomethane CH4

content (%)
Specific operating costs
(USD/Nm3 biomethane)

Water wash 107 96.1 0.18

Pressure change adsorption 55 95.8 0.34

Chemical (amino) absorption 53 94.6 0.23/0.38*

Membrane 22 90.3 0.16/0.30*

Genosorb© 12 96 n.a.

Cryogen 1 88 0.59

*Hydrolysis purification.
Source: Own construction based on Yang et al. [18].

Table 1.
Biogas cleaning technology and the cost of cleaning.
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Natural gas engine technology is already well established, and millions of vehi-
cles using natural gas are in operation worldwide and suitable for using CBM.

While at the turn of the millennium, a million registered vehicles around the
world were powered by CNG; by 2015 this figure had already increased to 22.3
million, an average annual increase of 22%, well above the growth in the total fleet
of cars. Typically, most of the gas-fuelled vehicles (Iran, 4 million; Pakistan, 3.7
million; Argentina, 2.5 million; India, 1.8 million) [11] are found in low-income
countries with a high population density. In the EU, 3345 refuelling stations provide
for the operation of about 1.3 million gas-powered vehicles with an annual gas
consumption of around 5 billion cubic metres. For the operation and further
spread of this existing transport infrastructure, CBM could make a significant
contribution [12].

The spread of biogas plants in the EU has been very rapid over the past decade:
rising from 6227 to 17,662 between 2009 and 2013. Growth in farms was primarily
significant (12,496 plants), the number of sewage plants was 2838 and the remain-
der were landfill waste plants. The number of plants has stagnated since 2015, but
the installed electric capacity has increased further; currently it is 9985 MW [13].
Anaerobic digestion is a key technology for the treatment of large volumes of
biowaste [14].

The energy significance of biogas is underlined by the fact that in the EU, the
amount of biogas produced in 2015 reached 18.4 billion normal cubic metre (Nm3),
replacing 4% of natural gas consumption [15]. The amount of biomethane fed to the
natural gas pipeline reached 1.5 Mrd m3 (mainly the Netherlands), while the
amount of biomethane used as propellant is considerably less, at 160 M m3

(Sweden, 113 million m3; Germany, 35 million m3; Norway, 10 million m3; Iceland,
2 million m3; Finland, 0.2 million m3) [16].

However, the use of purified biogas for transport in some countries is rapidly
expanding: over 30 cities in Sweden power their municipal buses with biogas, which
is also used by taxis and sanitation companies [17].

There are 247 biomethane plants around the world and around 80 in the EU.
Their technology and the biomethane produced are characterised by the data in
Table 1.

Regarding environmental performance, methane loss is of great importance, as
methane is a greenhouse gas 21 times stronger than CO2 [19]. As clarified by Beil
and Beyrich [20], pressurised water scrubbing (PWS) is one of the best solutions in
terms of efficiency and environmental performance.

Cleaning technology Number of plants Biomethane CH4

content (%)
Specific operating costs
(USD/Nm3 biomethane)

Water wash 107 96.1 0.18

Pressure change adsorption 55 95.8 0.34

Chemical (amino) absorption 53 94.6 0.23/0.38*

Membrane 22 90.3 0.16/0.30*

Genosorb© 12 96 n.a.

Cryogen 1 88 0.59

*Hydrolysis purification.
Source: Own construction based on Yang et al. [18].

Table 1.
Biogas cleaning technology and the cost of cleaning.
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We need to grow food on even less land, with less water, using less energy,
fertilizer and pesticide than we use today for feeding more and more people [21], so
the energy use of wastes (e.g. sewage) instead of plants can be taken as one of the
most important reserves of land management; with the use of them, the net use of
land declines [22].

3. The environmental and technical characteristics of compressed
natural gas (CNG)/compressed biogas (CBG) applications

Among the hydrocarbons known as energy carriers, methane is the simplest
formulation molecule, with the highest hydrogen-to-carbon ratio. This feature
allows it to achieve uniquely clean combustion among internal combustion engines
(Table 2).

If the source material of the CNG is biogas, it can save a further 13 kg CO2e/t
when supplied with organic fertilisers, by replacing artificial fertilisers [23].

The CO2 emissions of biogas plants throughout their life cycle also depend to
a large extent on the composition of organic matter. Fuchsz and Kohlhéb [27]
calculate that cogeneration-based animal fertiliser-based colonies in electricity
production and in all environmental categories (GHG, eutrophication potential,
acidification potential) are less effective than biogas plants which (also) use energy
crops. This is equally true for both the period of setting up the plant and the
operational period. The CO2 emissions of all three examined types were below the
average emissions of electricity currently produced in a natural gas-fuelled power
plant. At the same time, Bordelanne et al. [26] explicitly analysed the life cycle of
sewage waste, finding that with the fermentation of municipal wastes, energy
plants also produce 7–10% less greenhouse gas emissions; thus, the biomethane
production of fuel in our test is the most environmentally friendly compared to
other biogas raw materials.

Examining the various pollutants, CNG CO and NOx emissions were 50–80% of
those for EURO 4 petrol vehicles [26], while CH values were close to the same
values.

The technology of diesel buses also significantly influences the environmental
impact of CNG/CBM. According to Ryan and Caulfield’s [28] estimates, the use of
CNG in the case of all diesel particulates used in EURO 2–4 buses was reduced to a
minimum of 70% for all pollutants and 100% for SO2 and heavy metal emissions.
The GHG emissions of the CNG tested were also 7% better than the CBM.
Compared to EURO 5 buses, the emissions of CNG buses were at least 50% more

GHG savings over the entire life cycle (%)*

Biomethane raw material Maize silage Fertiliser Municipal solid waste

Compared to diesel 66 96 95

Compared to petrol 70 97 96

GHG emissions produced during engine use (kg/GJ)

CNG/CBG Petrol Diesel Biodiesel Bioethanol

56**/65***/74**** 74**/93**** 73**/93**** 76*** 71***

Sources: Own construction based on * [23] ** [24], *** [25], **** [26] (figures refer to life cycles).

Table 2.
GHG savings with CNG.
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favourable for most air pollutants, but the CO and non-methane volatile organic
compound (NMVOC) values for diesel were slightly more favourable.

Regarding the emission factors of petrol- and diesel-fuelled cars and buses, it can
be stated with great certainty that bus transport is the best option, in almost any of
harmful gases with respect to g/pkm (passenger km), assuming that the car is not
full of passengers. The emission factors strongly depend on size and utility of the
given vehicles. CO and CH4 emission is higher in petrol-fuelled cars, while NOx
emission is stronger in diesel-fuelled vehicles including buses (Figure 1). It should be
noted that CH4 and CO emission can reach outstanding values regarding motorcycles.

Methane content also affects the emission of pollutants. Lim et al. [31] examined
gases composed of 82–98% methane and found that total hydrocarbons (THC), CO,
NOx and CO2 emissions increased, while volatile organic compound (VOC) emis-
sions decreased with an increased CH4 content in the fuel.

Because the activation energies of high carbon-numbered hydrocarbons (HCs)
(e.g. ethane or propane) are lower than those of low carbon-numbered HCs (meth-
ane), the combustion efficiencies of ethane and propane are greater than that of
methane. Thus, a fuel with higher methane content has more incomplete combus-
tion and/or poor oxidation of unburned hydrocarbons, resulting in higher emissions
of HC [31]. The level of this, according to measurements taken by Subramanian
et al. [32], was 12.5%.

Considering biogas and natural gas, NOx emissions were lower for biogas than
for the natural gases.

Biomethane used as a biofuel produces emission savings which are 73–82% of the
base values (GVA) used for the EU’s sustainability legislation. Compared to biofuels

Figure 1.
Main emission factors for passenger transport (g/pkm). Source: Own construction based on [29, 30].
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produced from other raw materials, this is very favourable because beet ethanol
produces 52%, wheat ethanol 16–69%, maize ethanol 49% and rapeseed biodiesel
38% (Directive 2009/30 EC) [33].

According to data from Goulding and Power [34], the biomethane energy yield
from grass silage is 2.5–3.3, which corresponds to 67–78 GJ of annual energy surplus
per hectare. The figures for wastewater with the same biogas yield are between
3.5–4 and 85–90 GJ/year. These are also well above those of most biofuels.

The specific pollutant emissions per capita of public transport are much lower
than those of car transport, and this is especially true if the fuel itself is environ-
mentally friendly. Since many trips are local, the analysis by the Department for
Transport (UK) shows that 44% of all CO2 emissions from cars come from journeys
of between 5 and 25 miles [35]. Although the pollutant emissions of buses per
passenger kilometre are higher than those for trains and trams (Figure 2), their
energy consumption is nearly identical and much better than for individual
transport [29].

The use of raw biogas in CNG vehicles has been investigated. These tests have
shown that raw biogas (not upgraded) can be used as a fuel, if blended with natural
gas. In fact, the use of raw biogas can be envisaged in dedicated CNG engines,
if new engine technologies (lean CNG combustion) are developed. In such a case,
natural gas can be blended with up to 70% volume of non-upgraded biogas.

Tests by Bordelanne et al. have shown that raw (not upgraded) biogas can be
used as a fuel, only if blended with natural gas, mainly in CNG engine types
(lean CNG combustion). The biogas proportion of natural gas can be a maximum of
70% [26].

When comparing two identical brands and types of waste collection vehicles,
Domanovszki [36] concluded that the average noise level measured by microphones
located at a distance of 7 m from vehicles is 71 dB in the diesel engine and 66 dB in
the gas engine version, which is about three times the noise load. Gas fuels do not
contain anti-knock additives due to their high-octane number.

There are two technologies for compressing methane gas: CNG and LNG.
In Hungarian and EU practice, among gas-fired propellants, propane-butane gas

Figure 2.
Heating value and CO2 emission of some transport modes per pkm. Source: Own construction based on [30].
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(LPG) is the most widespread, while in the United States, it is compressed natural
gas (CNG), and the infrastructure for the latter is perfectly suited to biomethane
utilisation. CNG is, in theory, subjected to 200 bar pressure when put into steel or
composite tanks. With LNG technology, a higher energy density (55 MJ/kg,
24–26 MJ/Nm3) can be obtained by liquefaction at �161.6°C at atmospheric
pressure. It can then be filled into well-insulated containers and stored under low
pressure. Because of the higher calorific value, LNG is more suitable for long-
distance traffic than CNG [36]. If biogas is the raw material, the CBM operation will
have a combined efficiency of 15–18%, and LMS (liquified biomethane) an effi-
ciency of 14–17%, but both significantly outperform the overall efficiency of the
liquid fuel systems (4–13%) [7].

4. Economic characteristics of production and use

Large-scale sewage plants in large cities are suitable for the production of large
quantities of biogas, using economically viable biogas upgrading technologies and
generally available public transport fleets of a sufficient number of local buses, as
well as municipal vehicles. The conditions for the sale of locally produced CNGs do
not depend on gas suppliers, they can be very well integrated with local waste
management and the local emission reductions occur in the inner city where air
pollution is the most serious problem.

At the same time, it is not clear from the point of view of sewage plants whether
it is the production of biomethane or the cogeneration solution—which is currently
more important—which is more viable economically and in terms of harmful emis-
sions. Here, it must be taken into account that the consumption of heat and elec-
tricity by these plants is significant, and this must be purchased when producing
biomethane.

The economic and environmental approach should take into account not only
the substituted energy source but also the cost and emissions of fossil fuels bought
because there is no cogeneration (including the electricity and heat needed for
self-consumption at sewage plants).

In this section we present the investment and operating costs of CBM produc-
tion and the specific aspects of economic evaluation.

4.1 Investment and operating costs

The expected level of the biomethane plant’s investment costs is greatly
influenced by technology and size. Goulding and Power [34] provide the following
equation for the average of the investment costs of biomethane plants operating
with agricultural raw materials, with a 95.6% probability:

C ¼ 1066:2x0:8455

where C is the investment cost (€/t yearly raw material) and x is the processed
raw material quantity (t/year).

The equation—with a 91% degree of confidence (C = 21080x0.5367)—also shows
that, in the case of larger dimensions, from an economies of scale perspective, it is
advisable to use biomethane instead of cogeneration technologies. At the same time,
at bigger dimensions cogeneration technology also has economies of scale.
According to Patrizio et al. [37], the proportion of available heat and electricity
between an operating capacity of 300 and 200 kWe increases from 58 to 70%,
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considering a value of 25 and 11% for plant self-consumption of electricity and for
heat to maintain the mesophilic process.

Yang et al. [18] also explored the cost of investment in various cleaning tech-
nologies at various farm sizes, which support the economies of scale of large plants:

• 1000 Nm3/h in crude (input) biogas capacity: 1.6–2 million USD

• 250 Nm3/h in crude (input) biogas capacity: 0.7–1.1 million USD

The distribution of investment costs by the same source can be characterised by
the following average numbers:

• Cleaning: 40–45%

• Compression: approx. 5%

• Distribution: 50–55%

Most of the investment costs are related to distribution, the proportion of which
is largely dependent on the method used to transport methane [25]:

• CNG lorry transport: 12 €/GJ biomethane

• LNG lorry transport: 7 €/GJ biomethane

• CNG pipeline delivery: 5 €/GJ biomethane

The cost price of methane produced is also largely dependent on the size of the
wastewater treatment plant, primarily because of the significant proportion of fixed
costs (Table 3).

Regarding the economic indicators of the wastewater plants, it can be said that
the existing rotting equipment and the larger size of the plant typically offer more
favourable costs, thus allowing faster returns.

It should be noted that a reduction in the cost of biomethane can also be
achieved by using carbon dioxide resulting from purification (in some cases in pure
form), which has a significant increase in yields in greenhouses or algae plants.
Algae can also be easily integrated into sewage treatment or can be used in
bioenergy production and are capable of doubling their yield (up to 400 t/ha/year)
with inorganic nutrients in wastewater and carbon dioxide [39, 40]. With the use of
digested effluent Paulownia tomentosa [41] or Sida hermaphrodita [42], plantations
may support the aim to meet the growing needs for site remediation and biomass
production.

Source Farm-sized plant
(250 Nm3/h)

Medium-sized plant
(500 Nm3/h)

Large operation
(1000 Nm3/h)

[25] 1.1 0.8 0.7

[38] 0.8–1* 0.7–0.9* 0.6–0.7*

*Assuming 0–100% of purchased raw material.

Table 3.
Cost of biomethane based on farm size and raw material (EUR/kg).
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Patrizio et al. [37] examining the influence of the low market value of CO2 found
that starting from a carbon price of 15 EUR/tCO2, the cogeneration option is pref-
erable if plants are located in the proximity of existing district heating infrastruc-
ture. CNG plants are only competitive starting at a carbon price of 70 EUR/tCO2 in
areas with high feedstock availability, when the first upgrading plant for CNG
production is introduced into the optimum mix.

Finally, it should be noted that the consumption of diesel oils tested by Farkas
et al. [43] in Hungary showed a 5% difference in the same vehicles. This is impor-
tant because the substitution value of the biomethane and its environmental savings
depend greatly on the quality of the substituted oil product.

4.2 The European market

Market prices are examined for the most important biomethane-producing
countries and for Hungary. Including this latter country is justified by the fact that
the case study we presented is also Hungarian. CNG is cheaper than its competitors
—petrol and diesel—in all countries, not only in terms of unit price but also petrol
and gas oil equivalents, with a typical price difference of between 33–57% and
25–48%. Interestingly, there is a large difference between the two most widely
regarded model countries in the EU—Italy and Sweden; in the former it is con-
sumed for reasons of economy, and in the latter because of the environmental
consciousness there. CNG prices in the countries surveyed show that differences
can be more than double, but petrol and gas oil prices are much more balanced
(Table 4).

Rebuilding of passenger cars to use alternative fuels involves additional costs
and changes in consumption, the values of which are:

• CNG conversion, approx. 1.600 EUR; extra consumption 0–10% [11]

• LPG conversion, approx. 1.000 EUR; extra consumption 5–20% [11]

Country Fuel consumer price CNG price as
percentage
(%) of other
propellants

CNG
EUR/kg

EUR/l petrol
equivalent

Petrol
EUR/l

EUR/l diesel
equivalents

Diesel
EUR/l

Petrol Diesel

Bulgaria 0.71 0.52 1.2 0.59 1.23 43 48

Finland 1.34 0.98 1.54 1.11 1.47 64 75

Germany 1.07 0.79 1.53 0.88 1.4 51 63

Hungary 1.12 0.82 1.22 0.92 1.34 67 69

Italy 0.99 0.73 1.66 0.82 1.56 44 52

Sweden 1.87 1.37 1.48 1.54 1.58 93 98

Average 1.18 0.87 1.44 0.98 1.43 60 68

Relating to
buses

1.08 1.07

Units used: CNG, 43.6 MJ/kg; petrol, 32 MJ/l; diesel, 36 MJ/l [46].
Source: [44–46].

Table 4.
CNG, gasoline and diesel prices for key EU countries and two Central and Eastern European countries
(October 2018).
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Table 3.
Cost of biomethane based on farm size and raw material (EUR/kg).
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• E85 conversion, EUR 300; extra consumption 20–25% [11]

• Vegetable oil conversion, from 1500 to 5000 EUR; excess consumption 10% [47]

• Biodiesel conversion, from 1000 to 4000 EUR; surplus consumption 10% [48]

For buses, conversion to CNG operation costs € 30,000–€ 50,000. CNG-
powered cars are about € 3000 to 5000 more expensive than their petrol and gas oil
counterparts of the same brand and with the same parameters.

It is clear that all alternatives to CNG involve increased consumption, ideally
offset by the more favourable price of the alternative fuel.

4.3 Comparison of energy self-supply and biomethane production of sewage
plants

In our case study, in order to quantify energy possibilities, we conducted our
calculations for a nutrient-containing wastewater treatment plant using a anaerobic
fermentation technology for a population equivalent of 100,000 inhabitants (equiv-
alent to an adult inhabitant’s wastewater), which was considered as average in Hun-
gary. Based on our conception and data collection - which were partly promoted by
the Higher Education Institutional Excellence Programme of the Ministry of Human
Capacities in Hungary (No. 20428-3/2018/FEKUTSTRAT) - for the use of biogas
produced during fermentation, we present two possibilities in this section:

• Cogeneration energy production and then own consumption (and, if possible,
the sale of surplus heat energy)

• Biomethane production and sales: supply to the natural gas network or use as fuel

Basic data of the 100,000 household equivalent wastewater plants:

• Amount of treated wastewater: 13,000 m3/day

• Biological oxygen demand (BOD) content: 6000 kg BOD/day (BOD, biological
oxygen demand; oxygen demand for aerobic removal of organic matter from
the aqueous phase through microorganisms)

• Specific biogas yield (per m3 treated wastewater): 0.93 kWh/m3

• CH4 content of biogas: 65% (heating value: 6.5 kWh/m3)

• Gas engine loss: 15%

• Heat energy/electricity ratio for power generation: 60%/40%

• Non-residential electricity average price in EU-28: 0.112 EUR/kWh

• Non-residential natural gas price in EU-28: 0.0078 EUR/MJ

Source: [49–51].
The amount of biogas generated by anaerobic technology, using the above

(average) technological characteristics:

• 13,000 m3 * 0.37 kWh/m3 = 1860 Nm3/day.
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Allowing for a 15% loss of biogas above, a biogas calorific value of 6.5 kWh/m3

and the energy consumed in energy production, and calculating using 60% heat and
40% electricity ratios, the quantity of the final product with the two technologies
examined is shown below.

4.3.1 Expected revenue from cogeneration

Electricity generation

• Quantity of electrical energy that can be produced: 0.37 kWh/m3 *
13,000 m3 = 4837 kWh/day

• Consumption of electricity at the plant (Kárpáti [52] and authors’ own
calculations, allowing for 0.59 kWh/m3 sewage sludge): 13,000 m3 sewage *
0.59 kWh/m3 = 7709 kWh/day

• Electricity balance: �2872 kWh/day (electricity self-sufficiency: 63%)

• Savings: 4837 kWh/day * 0.112 EUR/kWh = 542 EUR/day = 197,745 EUR/year

Thermal power generation

• Quantity and value of heat energy to be produced: 0,558 kWh/m3 *
13,000 m3 = 7254 kWh/day = 26,114 MJ/day

• The heat energy consumption of the plant (assuming a heat demand of 0.40
kWh/m3): 5140 kWh/day = 18,500 MJ/day

• Heat energy surplus: 7614 MJ/day

• The amount of heat energy self-supply: in principle 91%

However, in practice, heat utilisation beyond the plant’s own heat demand is
problematic, especially in the summer, and in addition, the heat energy consump-
tion is also lower. For district heating purposes, depending on the length and
insulation of the piping system, 10–15% heat loss can be expected. If the remainder
of the winter heat surplus is fully utilised by the district heating system and the
summer hot water demand is considered, then about 55–70% of the heat generated
can be utilised. In the following we calculate on an assumption of 60%:

Average value of savings: 34.411 MJ/day * 0.0078 EUR/MJ natural gas * 0.6 = 122
EUR/day = 45,000 EUR/year.

It should be noted that if total heat energy could be sold, the revenue and savings
would reach EUR 203/day and EUR 74,000/year. This would be possible if sales
were not for the heat-variable demands of the district heating system, but for the
sufficiently high constant heat demand of an industrial consumer in a nearby
industrial park (e.g. a bioethanol plant or a slaughterhouse) when the heat would be
bought at the natural gas price. However, the latter is in practice much more
insecure.

In the case of district heat sales, together with the electricity, revenue is
198,000 + 45,000 = 243,000 EUR/year.

The investment cost of CHP technology (with 266–280 kWe capacity) (with
existing rotting equipment) following our own calculations is 231,000 EUR.
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4.3.2 Biomethane production

For the calculation of biomethane production, the following basic data were used:

• The amount of biogas produced: 1860 Nm3/day (from the previous
calculation)

• The methane content of biogas: 65%

• Cleaning technology: 2% methane loss and 96% methane gas recovery

• The calorific value of the biomethane obtained: 34 MJ/Nm3

• Natural gas purchase price: 0.0078 EUR/MJ (EU wholesale average price)

• CNG/CBM density: 0.78 kg/Nm3

• CNG average price: 1.18 EUR/kg

The amount of biomethane produced is 1860 Nm3/day * 65% biogas methane
content * 98% efficiency/96% biomethane methane content = 1234 Nm3/day
biomethane.

In the case of supply to the natural gas network, the expected revenue is
1234 Nm3/day biomethane * 34 MJ/Nm3 * 0.0078 EUR/MJ = 327 EUR/day =
119,000 EUR.

When using the output as a fuel (CNG/CBM), since the prices are expressed in
kg, it is therefore appropriate to convert the resulting quantity into this unit of
measure: 1234 Nm3/day biomethane = 963 kg/day biomethane.

Value of this: 963 kg/day biomethane * 1.18 EUR/kg = 1136 EUR/day = 415 EUR/
year. This may further contribute to the potential recovery of CO2 obtained during
the cleaning process.

The value of the required cleaning equipment (120–130 Nm3/h capacity), based
on our own calculations: 860,000 EUR (this does not include investment costs
related to sales).

However, it is important to take into account that if we convert biogas to
biomethane, we need to purchase the sewage plant’s self-consumption needs. Their
values in the present case are:

• Electricity: 7709 kWh/day * 0.112 EUR/kWh = 863 EUR/day

• Heat: 18,500 MJ/day * 0.0078 EUR/MJ = 144 EUR/day

• Total: 1007 EUR/day = 368,000 EUR/year

The remaining sales revenue from biomethane sales:

• Natural gas sales: 119–368 = (�) 249,000 EUR/year

• Sales of propellants: 415–368 = 47,000 EUR/year

4.3.3 Effects on CO2 emission

When calculating the effects of CBM on the CO2 emission, we should start the
calculation with the emission values of the given technological process (CHP,
upgrading). Then we need to make a comparison between the CO2 emissions of the
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used and of the substituted fuels (electricity, natural gas, diesel fuel). We used the
following emission factors in our calculations (Table 5).

The use of the systemic approach in city operation and regional development
requires that the interest and demand of the environment, the local communities
and the economy would be satisfied on a mutually beneficial level [54]. We also
used this approach.

If the sewage plant itself was evaluated environmentally, the decision would be
very simple: because of lack of CBM-fuelled vehicle, the CHP technology would be
considered as the most favourable option. At the level of municipality (considering
the waste management, local transport and central heating system), we need to
make a three-sided comparative analysis.

In the case of the conventional CHP technology, direct emission from the oper-
ation should be considered as basis, and it should be reduced with the self-
consumed heat and electricity. In this case the saved emission of local transport and
of central heating remains the same. Regarding the other two technologies, the
emission savings will be derived from the saved natural gas or diesel fuel of buses,
respectively (Table 6).

Table 6 shows that CBM production for feed-in has the highest energy demand
and the lowest emission saving potential. The other two options could be regarded
near equal, since though CBM for fuelling has slightly better emission saving
potential, it needs more energy for the operation.

Value Measure Source

Substitution of fuel

• Diesel 69.95 kg CO2eq/GJ [52]

• CNG 49.75 kg CO2eq/GJ [52]

• Electricity 391 kg CO2eq/kWh [53]

Operation of sewage plants

• CHP 11 kg CO2eq/GJ [37]

• Upgrading and feed-in station 41 kg CO2eq/GJ [37]

• Upgrading and fuelling 22 kg CO2eq/GJ [37]

Table 5.
Substitution and operation factors.

Technology CHP Upgrading + gas
pipeline

Upgrading +
transport

Heat Electricity Natural gas Diesel

GJ/yr MWh/yr GJ/yr GJ/yr

Savings in fuel (in given unit above) 4357 1815 15,316 15,316

Savings in CO2eq (t/yr) 217 710 762 1072

Biogas input (GJ/yr) 15,004

Emission from technology (t/yr) 165 615 330

CO2eq emission (t/yr) �762 �147 �742

Source: Own calculations.

Table 6.
CO2 emission balance of the evaluated technologies.
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4.3.4 Comparison of the technologies examined

The three uses of the biogas produced from the wastewater analysed above can
thus be characterised by the following end parameters for a 100,000 PE (popula-
tion equivalent) sewage capacity (Table 7).

The above values show that introducing biomethane into the natural gas net-
work is the least competitive compared to the other two modes of recovery both in
economical and in environmental aspects. In the case of existing digesters, the gas
engine is very fast—and the most efficient return on investment, if it is connected
to a sufficiently large district heating network, ideally an industrial park. Although
sales of biomethane for propellants can theoretically achieve the highest turnover
on their own, due to the self-consumption needs of the sewage plant, and the
investment cost—which is more than three times higher—it is not the most
favourable alternative from the sewage plant’s perspective. Since the environmental
effects are near the same, it can be stated that CHP could be evaluated as the best
way for biogas utilisation for the sewage plant.

4.4 Economics of the use of CNG at the city level

In general, it can be stated that the long-term spread of a product market (in our
case CNG/CBM) is only expected if the product is worthwhile to produce, market
and use. In the event of any losses suffered by any actor in the market, in the
absence of subsidies, the vertical relationship is interrupted, and so the interest of
all actors must be ensured. A subsidy is justified by the macroeconomic benefits of
the public finances (environmental protection, import substitution, employment).
In addition, it must, of course, be cheaper and more accessible than competing fuels
and must also ensure that the investment needed to operate is recovered within a
reasonable period of time. Does biomethane meet all of these criteria under current
economic conditions?

It can be clearly seen from the economic data listed in Table 3 that biomethane
can be produced essentially at the consumer price (0.8–1.1 EUR/kg) at relatively
small (250 Nm3/h) biogas plants, while the price-equivalent own costs for its sub-
stitutes, i.e. petrol and diesel (0.87–0.98 EUR/l on average), are significantly
below their average consumer price (1.43–1.44 EUR/l). In the case of non-final sales
(i.e. not to private individuals) but for business use (buses, machines), equivalent
values for petrol and gas oil prices reduced by VAT and other price discounts must
be taken into account (cca 1.08 EUR/l in both cases, with an average 25% reduc-
tion), with which the smallest agricultural biomethane plants (with a capacity of
250 Nm3/h) are just competitive (0.8–1.1 EUR/kg), while larger farm sizes are able

Sphere of use Investment demand
(thousand EUR)

Expected revenue
(thousand EUR/year)

Emission saving
(t CO2eq/yr)

Cogeneration
(electricity and heat)

231 average: 243,
max. 272

762

Cleaning (supplying
network)

860 �249 147

Cleaning (for fuel) 860 47 742

Source: Own calculations.
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Parameters of the given plant.
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to produce cheaper biomethane. For farm-sized plants, it is economical to produce
and use local CBM only when using their own by-products and primarily for the
fuel supply of their own vehicles.

Therefore, in the vertical market structure (with the appropriate size and type of
user), profits are generated in the current economic conditions, as well. At the same
time, in the case of internal use (e.g. operation of a common sewage plant gas and
local public transport system), the state loses significant tax revenue, which is,
however, easily offset by the externalities present in the public finances.

Consequently, the cost of compressed biomethane (CBM) as a propellant is
typically just below or at the CNG price level (average 1.18 EUR/kg) but much
cheaper than the diesel typically used in local transport vehicles.

Finally, the conversion of vehicles to CNG operation and the return on the CNG
premium can be estimated as follows.

In the case of a city bus, taking into account a life expectancy of 1000,000 km,
single buses use cca. 370,000 l, and articulated buses cca. 470,000 l of diesel fuel in
their lifetime. The fuel cost savings during the CNG operation can be estimated at
37,000 EUR and 47,000 EUR per bus, taking into account the average reclaimed
VAT and the wholesale discount. Thus, a local public transport service of county
town size (e.g. Debrecen, Hungary, with 210,000 local inhabitants; a fleet 100 of
single and 40 articulated buses) can save up to € 5–6 million over the entire lifetime
but also hundreds of thousands of EUR on a yearly basis. The expected return on the
conversion of a single bus is as follows.

Basic calculation data:

• 60,000 km/year performance (16–17 years calculated lifetime)

• 37 l/100 km gas oil consumption

• An average saving of 0.1 EUR/l of gas oil equivalent with CNG (gas oil
wholesale price)

• 40,000 EUR conversion cost/acquisition surplus cost

• Considering 3%/year increase in gas oil price and the same as opportunity cost
(assuming use of own money in financing)

Based on CNG purchased on the basis of this data, the investment will be repaid
after approximately 18 years without subsidy, so slightly beyond the useful life of
the vehicle; however, with a subsidy the payback period is much shorter, and the
benefits of environmental protection have not yet been taken into consideration.
Increasing performance (better use of buses) and rising gas oil prices can signifi-
cantly reduce the payback period. Since gas fuelling has a positive effect on engine
wear, it does not endanger the potential performance; it is rather determined by the
transport features. One-hundred thousand kilometre use of bus per year results in
11-year-long repayment period.

In the case of CBM produced in its own wastewater plant, savings are much
greater than with diesel; therefore, with the same technical parameters, the payback
period will be reduced, even without subsidy.

Environmental advantages of a CNG-/CBG-fuelled bus fleet are also significant.
Considering the average value of 18 kg/GJ GHG saving of CNG/CBG compared to
gas oil and the bus fleet of Debrecen with the above-mentioned characteristics, the
GHG saving can reach 14.4 tonnes/bus in a year, or 15,000–20,000 tonnes/bus
fleet, moreover in the city centre, mostly suffering air pollution.
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4.3.4 Comparison of the technologies examined
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tion equivalent) sewage capacity (Table 7).
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and must also ensure that the investment needed to operate is recovered within a
reasonable period of time. Does biomethane meet all of these criteria under current
economic conditions?
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can be produced essentially at the consumer price (0.8–1.1 EUR/kg) at relatively
small (250 Nm3/h) biogas plants, while the price-equivalent own costs for its sub-
stitutes, i.e. petrol and diesel (0.87–0.98 EUR/l on average), are significantly
below their average consumer price (1.43–1.44 EUR/l). In the case of non-final sales
(i.e. not to private individuals) but for business use (buses, machines), equivalent
values for petrol and gas oil prices reduced by VAT and other price discounts must
be taken into account (cca 1.08 EUR/l in both cases, with an average 25% reduc-
tion), with which the smallest agricultural biomethane plants (with a capacity of
250 Nm3/h) are just competitive (0.8–1.1 EUR/kg), while larger farm sizes are able
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to produce cheaper biomethane. For farm-sized plants, it is economical to produce
and use local CBM only when using their own by-products and primarily for the
fuel supply of their own vehicles.

Therefore, in the vertical market structure (with the appropriate size and type of
user), profits are generated in the current economic conditions, as well. At the same
time, in the case of internal use (e.g. operation of a common sewage plant gas and
local public transport system), the state loses significant tax revenue, which is,
however, easily offset by the externalities present in the public finances.

Consequently, the cost of compressed biomethane (CBM) as a propellant is
typically just below or at the CNG price level (average 1.18 EUR/kg) but much
cheaper than the diesel typically used in local transport vehicles.

Finally, the conversion of vehicles to CNG operation and the return on the CNG
premium can be estimated as follows.

In the case of a city bus, taking into account a life expectancy of 1000,000 km,
single buses use cca. 370,000 l, and articulated buses cca. 470,000 l of diesel fuel in
their lifetime. The fuel cost savings during the CNG operation can be estimated at
37,000 EUR and 47,000 EUR per bus, taking into account the average reclaimed
VAT and the wholesale discount. Thus, a local public transport service of county
town size (e.g. Debrecen, Hungary, with 210,000 local inhabitants; a fleet 100 of
single and 40 articulated buses) can save up to € 5–6 million over the entire lifetime
but also hundreds of thousands of EUR on a yearly basis. The expected return on the
conversion of a single bus is as follows.

Basic calculation data:

• 60,000 km/year performance (16–17 years calculated lifetime)

• 37 l/100 km gas oil consumption

• An average saving of 0.1 EUR/l of gas oil equivalent with CNG (gas oil
wholesale price)

• 40,000 EUR conversion cost/acquisition surplus cost

• Considering 3%/year increase in gas oil price and the same as opportunity cost
(assuming use of own money in financing)

Based on CNG purchased on the basis of this data, the investment will be repaid
after approximately 18 years without subsidy, so slightly beyond the useful life of
the vehicle; however, with a subsidy the payback period is much shorter, and the
benefits of environmental protection have not yet been taken into consideration.
Increasing performance (better use of buses) and rising gas oil prices can signifi-
cantly reduce the payback period. Since gas fuelling has a positive effect on engine
wear, it does not endanger the potential performance; it is rather determined by the
transport features. One-hundred thousand kilometre use of bus per year results in
11-year-long repayment period.

In the case of CBM produced in its own wastewater plant, savings are much
greater than with diesel; therefore, with the same technical parameters, the payback
period will be reduced, even without subsidy.

Environmental advantages of a CNG-/CBG-fuelled bus fleet are also significant.
Considering the average value of 18 kg/GJ GHG saving of CNG/CBG compared to
gas oil and the bus fleet of Debrecen with the above-mentioned characteristics, the
GHG saving can reach 14.4 tonnes/bus in a year, or 15,000–20,000 tonnes/bus
fleet, moreover in the city centre, mostly suffering air pollution.
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Average data used for calculation of passenger cars:

• 15,000 km/year performance (15-year lifetime)

• 8 l/100 km of petrol consumption

• An average saving of 0.57 EUR/l of petrol equivalent with CNG (at consumer
prices)

• Conversion cost of EUR 1600 and extra purchase cost of EUR 4000

• Considering 3%/year increase in petrol price and the same as opportunity cost
(assuming use of own money in financing)

In the case of the above parameters, the conversion is expected to take place
within 2–3 years, while the purchase price of the new car would be repayable in
5–6 years, mainly depending on the mileage and current petrol prices, if there was
no problem with refuelling. In the case of a local public CNG filling station, gas-
fuelled cars can be recommended primarily to those private individuals who are
involved in local transport and travel long distances in a year (e.g. local taxi drivers)
or those that are more environmentally sensitive and thus appreciate the benefits of
using gas-fuelled cars.

4.5 Reference plants

Biomethane production based on various types of waste and its use as a propel-
lant can be found in several places. At this point, we will introduce some interna-
tional examples, focusing in more detail on wastewater-based biomethane
production.

As the study by Barisa et al. [55] shows, there are many potential waste-based
raw materials available to a settlement that are suitable for biogas and biomethane
production:

• The organic proportion of unsorted municipal solid waste (MSW)

• Separately collected biowaste from restaurants and grocery stores

• Separately collected green waste from garden and park management

• Wastewater sludge (including the amount generated by the dairy plant)

• Organic waste from the industry (e.g. brewer’s grain)

With regard to their available volume, it can be said in general that in a given
settlement the municipal solid waste, separated green waste and sewage sludge
produced in the sewage plant make up the largest amount. However, considering
the costs of collecting and separating these three types of raw materials, there may
be significant differences. The utilisation of sewage sludge in the sewage plant—
continuously and, in a relatively homogeneous amount, free of charge—can be
considered cost-effective in this respect. In addition, other waste materials can be
used safely for biogas production and its subsequent purification in sewage plants.

In practice, wastewater treatment plants in many cases include organic
food waste/by-products that contribute to improving the carbon-nitrogen
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ratio of sewage and sewage sludge, thereby achieving higher biogas and
biomethane yields.

In what follows we present a few examples of biogas or biomethane production
plants based on organic waste or sewage.

4.5.1 Sweden

In Linköping, Sweden, biomethane is used in urban transport, not only for buses
and heavy and light motor vehicles but also for trains [56]. The total cost of EUR
14,000,000 invested in 1996 can be mentioned as one of the successful examples of
the integration of fuel supply for agriculture, the community and individual trans-
portation. In the Linköping waste-to-energy plant, biogas production was initially
based on the by-products and wastes of the crop and livestock (slaughterhouse)
sector, while in the framework of a development programme, from 2001, they have
also produced renewable propellants from organic waste from public institutions
and restaurants [57]. Since 2002, there are only biogas buses in the urban transport
fleet, and the CO2 emissions have been reduced by more than 9000 tonnes per
year [58].

Another Swedish example is the Nordvästra Skånes Renhållning AB (NSR)
biomethane plant in Helsingborg, which generates 80 GWh of biomethane per year
from 160,000 tonnes of separated food waste. The methane produced is supplied to
the grid and is used for the operation of trucks, taxis and private cars. From
160,000 tonnes of digested food waste in the biogas plant, approximately 490
tonnes of N, 90 tonnes of P and 170 tonnes of K are available for recirculation as
fertilizer each year [59].

Another interesting example is the Swedish city of Uppsala. As early as 1996,
animal manure and slaughterhouse waste were used for biogas production, and then
for biomethane production after purification, which was used for the operation of
buses. Thereafter, developments in two stages up to 2010 resulted in the production
of biomethane from significant quantities of organic waste from their own city and
other settlements; annual production has reached 3000,000 Nm3 [60]. Overall 71 of
the city buses were fuelled by biomethane, which amounts for 35% of fuel used in
public transport in Uppsala in 2014 [61].

Considering the Swedish examples, it is not surprising that in Swedish house-
holds 60% of organic waste is collected separately and utilised.

Sewage water-based biomethane production was implemented in Hammarby
Sjöstad (Stockholm), Sweden. Within the framework of the project, an integrated
closed wastewater-energy system has been implemented based on local authority/
municipal sewage. After the sewage is purified in the system, propellant biogas and
biomethane are also produced, as well as heat and electricity. Hammarby Sjöstad is
located in one of the most progressive cities in the world with regard to sustainabil-
ity. The city has reduced carbon emissions by 25% per resident since 1990 and has
established a target of reducing emissions to 3 tonnes of CO2 per capita in 2015. This
value is extremely low for developed countries, considering the entire country of
Sweden has an average emission rate of 4.5 tonnes of CO2 per capita, while the
average for Europe is approx. 6.5 tonnes per capita, and the average for the United
States is 16.5 tonnes per capita [62, 63].

4.5.2 Hungary

Sewage-based, biomethane propellant production was also implemented in
Zalaegerszeg (Hungary) (Figure 3). The investment began in 2011 and cost 140
million HUF (about 444,000 EUR), of which HUF 120 million was for the biogas
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Average data used for calculation of passenger cars:

• 15,000 km/year performance (15-year lifetime)

• 8 l/100 km of petrol consumption

• An average saving of 0.57 EUR/l of petrol equivalent with CNG (at consumer
prices)

• Conversion cost of EUR 1600 and extra purchase cost of EUR 4000

• Considering 3%/year increase in petrol price and the same as opportunity cost
(assuming use of own money in financing)

In the case of the above parameters, the conversion is expected to take place
within 2–3 years, while the purchase price of the new car would be repayable in
5–6 years, mainly depending on the mileage and current petrol prices, if there was
no problem with refuelling. In the case of a local public CNG filling station, gas-
fuelled cars can be recommended primarily to those private individuals who are
involved in local transport and travel long distances in a year (e.g. local taxi drivers)
or those that are more environmentally sensitive and thus appreciate the benefits of
using gas-fuelled cars.

4.5 Reference plants

Biomethane production based on various types of waste and its use as a propel-
lant can be found in several places. At this point, we will introduce some interna-
tional examples, focusing in more detail on wastewater-based biomethane
production.

As the study by Barisa et al. [55] shows, there are many potential waste-based
raw materials available to a settlement that are suitable for biogas and biomethane
production:

• The organic proportion of unsorted municipal solid waste (MSW)

• Separately collected biowaste from restaurants and grocery stores

• Separately collected green waste from garden and park management

• Wastewater sludge (including the amount generated by the dairy plant)

• Organic waste from the industry (e.g. brewer’s grain)

With regard to their available volume, it can be said in general that in a given
settlement the municipal solid waste, separated green waste and sewage sludge
produced in the sewage plant make up the largest amount. However, considering
the costs of collecting and separating these three types of raw materials, there may
be significant differences. The utilisation of sewage sludge in the sewage plant—
continuously and, in a relatively homogeneous amount, free of charge—can be
considered cost-effective in this respect. In addition, other waste materials can be
used safely for biogas production and its subsequent purification in sewage plants.

In practice, wastewater treatment plants in many cases include organic
food waste/by-products that contribute to improving the carbon-nitrogen
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ratio of sewage and sewage sludge, thereby achieving higher biogas and
biomethane yields.

In what follows we present a few examples of biogas or biomethane production
plants based on organic waste or sewage.

4.5.1 Sweden

In Linköping, Sweden, biomethane is used in urban transport, not only for buses
and heavy and light motor vehicles but also for trains [56]. The total cost of EUR
14,000,000 invested in 1996 can be mentioned as one of the successful examples of
the integration of fuel supply for agriculture, the community and individual trans-
portation. In the Linköping waste-to-energy plant, biogas production was initially
based on the by-products and wastes of the crop and livestock (slaughterhouse)
sector, while in the framework of a development programme, from 2001, they have
also produced renewable propellants from organic waste from public institutions
and restaurants [57]. Since 2002, there are only biogas buses in the urban transport
fleet, and the CO2 emissions have been reduced by more than 9000 tonnes per
year [58].

Another Swedish example is the Nordvästra Skånes Renhållning AB (NSR)
biomethane plant in Helsingborg, which generates 80 GWh of biomethane per year
from 160,000 tonnes of separated food waste. The methane produced is supplied to
the grid and is used for the operation of trucks, taxis and private cars. From
160,000 tonnes of digested food waste in the biogas plant, approximately 490
tonnes of N, 90 tonnes of P and 170 tonnes of K are available for recirculation as
fertilizer each year [59].

Another interesting example is the Swedish city of Uppsala. As early as 1996,
animal manure and slaughterhouse waste were used for biogas production, and then
for biomethane production after purification, which was used for the operation of
buses. Thereafter, developments in two stages up to 2010 resulted in the production
of biomethane from significant quantities of organic waste from their own city and
other settlements; annual production has reached 3000,000 Nm3 [60]. Overall 71 of
the city buses were fuelled by biomethane, which amounts for 35% of fuel used in
public transport in Uppsala in 2014 [61].

Considering the Swedish examples, it is not surprising that in Swedish house-
holds 60% of organic waste is collected separately and utilised.

Sewage water-based biomethane production was implemented in Hammarby
Sjöstad (Stockholm), Sweden. Within the framework of the project, an integrated
closed wastewater-energy system has been implemented based on local authority/
municipal sewage. After the sewage is purified in the system, propellant biogas and
biomethane are also produced, as well as heat and electricity. Hammarby Sjöstad is
located in one of the most progressive cities in the world with regard to sustainabil-
ity. The city has reduced carbon emissions by 25% per resident since 1990 and has
established a target of reducing emissions to 3 tonnes of CO2 per capita in 2015. This
value is extremely low for developed countries, considering the entire country of
Sweden has an average emission rate of 4.5 tonnes of CO2 per capita, while the
average for Europe is approx. 6.5 tonnes per capita, and the average for the United
States is 16.5 tonnes per capita [62, 63].

4.5.2 Hungary

Sewage-based, biomethane propellant production was also implemented in
Zalaegerszeg (Hungary) (Figure 3). The investment began in 2011 and cost 140
million HUF (about 444,000 EUR), of which HUF 120 million was for the biogas
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cleaning system, while the cost of the filling station was HUF 20 million. Daily
biomethane production is 3600 m3, while the biomethane’s unit cost is 0.52 EUR/m3

[64]. Although this value is slightly higher than the consumer price of natural gas, it
is just about half as much as the price of diesel oil. Since the substituted buses
typically run on diesel oil, the use of CBG should result positive economic effect.
The composition of the biogas is 65% methane, 30% carbon dioxide and 5% other
gases, including hydrogen sulphide. Raw biogas significantly reduces the lifetime of
machines because of its hydrogen sulphide content. For a safe and efficient use, a
multistage cleaning process is initiated: gas is pressurised through an activated
carbon filter, which reduces sulphur content, other gas content and humidity.
Subsequently, 75% methane and 25% carbon dioxide gas is subjected to an aqueous
wash, whereby the carbon dioxide is converted to carbonic acid and transferred
from the biogas to the aqueous solution. During the production of biomethane, the
purified biogas is pressed at a pressure of about 6 bars into the washer, in which the
chemical transmission process occurs. After aqueous washing, a 99.7% methane gas
is produced, which is excellent for use in CNG vehicles. The biofuel produced fuels
for municipal vehicles (12 vans and 3 buses). The CO2 saving can be estimated 22
tonnes/year [65, 66].

4.5.3 United Kingdom

At the beginning of the 2000s, the largest wastewater-based power plant in the
United Kingdom was operating at Minworth. During the operation of the plant,
several technological developments were introduced, resulting in an increasing
amount of biogas production.

The total investment cost of the plant was €8,150,000, which allowed the pro-
duction of 3400 Nm3/h of biogas (nearly half of which is upgraded to biomethane)
with 16 digesters, totalling 80,000 m3/day. The type of raw material is sewage
sludge (4000 m3/h). The development of biomethanic purification is due to two
important factors: (1) simultaneously with the increase in the quantity of biogas
produced—due to the variable amount of energy—the amount of electricity that
can be supplied to the electricity grid was limited; (2) a significant amount (40%)
of heat loss was also a serious problem. All of this led to the construction of
biomethane purification capacity, which keeps the energy produced from sewage
well stored and also avoids heat loss. The unit uses absorption, which provides a
high-pressure water scrubbing process to clean biogas and to increase the methane
concentration [67]. With an annual biomethane production of 63,000,000 kWh,
Minworth is the first connection of unconventional gas into the local transmission
system, with a significant impact on reducing CO2 emissions [68].

4.5.4 Other examples of good practice

In the following we present other international examples, and cases of good
practice of use as a fuel and for supply to the natural gas grid, using as a source the
Bin2GRID (2016) project [69]:

Figure 3.
Zalaegerszeg wastewater treatment plant with biomethane filling station. Source: Own photo.
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Good practice for usage of biomethane and CNG vehicles:

• Margarethen am Moos (Austria)

• Rechnitz (Austria)

• Norrköping (Sweden)

• St. Gallen (Switzerland)

• Lille (France)

• Madrid (Spain)

• Sevilla (Spain)

Good practice of biomethane injection into the natural gas grid:

• Margarethen am Moos (Austria)

• Vienna (Austria)

• Utzenstorf (Switzerland)

• Norrköping (Sweden)

• Madrid (Spain)

5. Conclusions

Public transport, sewage treatment and district heating are mostly operated by
local authorities and can therefore be influenced by local decisions, so biomethane
can be well integrated into local transport systems, and the terms of sale are not
dependent on gas suppliers, either. The latter may be significant in the event of
potential future gas price rises, which does not affect the cost of locally produced
biomethane. At the same time, it should be noted that the economic interests of
biomethane-producing wastewater plants are rather geared towards traditional
cogeneration technologies rather than biomethane production because of the sig-
nificant electricity and heat demand of sewage treatment technologies.

From an environmental point of view, it is also noteworthy that the reduction of
the emissions of cadmium due to the use of local public transport with CNG occurs
right in the city centre, where air pollution is the most serious problem. From the
operation point of view, it is essential that in the case of local transport, there is no
danger of emptying fuel tanks, since the filling station is available locally, unlike
with long-distance transport. The public education objective of technology is not
negligible as many people (those travelling by public transport) are affected by the
use of environmentally friendly fuel.

Midterm proliferation is expected to take place, given that in October 2014 the
European Parliament and the Commission adopted the “Clean Fuel for Transport”
package, which obliges member states to take the first steps by 2020 in cities and
suburbs and by 2025 on motorways, to make CNG fuelling stations for cars and then
allow transport by LNG trucks on Europe’s main transport lanes.
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cleaning system, while the cost of the filling station was HUF 20 million. Daily
biomethane production is 3600 m3, while the biomethane’s unit cost is 0.52 EUR/m3

[64]. Although this value is slightly higher than the consumer price of natural gas, it
is just about half as much as the price of diesel oil. Since the substituted buses
typically run on diesel oil, the use of CBG should result positive economic effect.
The composition of the biogas is 65% methane, 30% carbon dioxide and 5% other
gases, including hydrogen sulphide. Raw biogas significantly reduces the lifetime of
machines because of its hydrogen sulphide content. For a safe and efficient use, a
multistage cleaning process is initiated: gas is pressurised through an activated
carbon filter, which reduces sulphur content, other gas content and humidity.
Subsequently, 75% methane and 25% carbon dioxide gas is subjected to an aqueous
wash, whereby the carbon dioxide is converted to carbonic acid and transferred
from the biogas to the aqueous solution. During the production of biomethane, the
purified biogas is pressed at a pressure of about 6 bars into the washer, in which the
chemical transmission process occurs. After aqueous washing, a 99.7% methane gas
is produced, which is excellent for use in CNG vehicles. The biofuel produced fuels
for municipal vehicles (12 vans and 3 buses). The CO2 saving can be estimated 22
tonnes/year [65, 66].

4.5.3 United Kingdom

At the beginning of the 2000s, the largest wastewater-based power plant in the
United Kingdom was operating at Minworth. During the operation of the plant,
several technological developments were introduced, resulting in an increasing
amount of biogas production.

The total investment cost of the plant was €8,150,000, which allowed the pro-
duction of 3400 Nm3/h of biogas (nearly half of which is upgraded to biomethane)
with 16 digesters, totalling 80,000 m3/day. The type of raw material is sewage
sludge (4000 m3/h). The development of biomethanic purification is due to two
important factors: (1) simultaneously with the increase in the quantity of biogas
produced—due to the variable amount of energy—the amount of electricity that
can be supplied to the electricity grid was limited; (2) a significant amount (40%)
of heat loss was also a serious problem. All of this led to the construction of
biomethane purification capacity, which keeps the energy produced from sewage
well stored and also avoids heat loss. The unit uses absorption, which provides a
high-pressure water scrubbing process to clean biogas and to increase the methane
concentration [67]. With an annual biomethane production of 63,000,000 kWh,
Minworth is the first connection of unconventional gas into the local transmission
system, with a significant impact on reducing CO2 emissions [68].

4.5.4 Other examples of good practice

In the following we present other international examples, and cases of good
practice of use as a fuel and for supply to the natural gas grid, using as a source the
Bin2GRID (2016) project [69]:

Figure 3.
Zalaegerszeg wastewater treatment plant with biomethane filling station. Source: Own photo.
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Good practice for usage of biomethane and CNG vehicles:

• Margarethen am Moos (Austria)

• Rechnitz (Austria)

• Norrköping (Sweden)

• St. Gallen (Switzerland)

• Lille (France)

• Madrid (Spain)

• Sevilla (Spain)

Good practice of biomethane injection into the natural gas grid:

• Margarethen am Moos (Austria)

• Vienna (Austria)

• Utzenstorf (Switzerland)

• Norrköping (Sweden)

• Madrid (Spain)

5. Conclusions

Public transport, sewage treatment and district heating are mostly operated by
local authorities and can therefore be influenced by local decisions, so biomethane
can be well integrated into local transport systems, and the terms of sale are not
dependent on gas suppliers, either. The latter may be significant in the event of
potential future gas price rises, which does not affect the cost of locally produced
biomethane. At the same time, it should be noted that the economic interests of
biomethane-producing wastewater plants are rather geared towards traditional
cogeneration technologies rather than biomethane production because of the sig-
nificant electricity and heat demand of sewage treatment technologies.

From an environmental point of view, it is also noteworthy that the reduction of
the emissions of cadmium due to the use of local public transport with CNG occurs
right in the city centre, where air pollution is the most serious problem. From the
operation point of view, it is essential that in the case of local transport, there is no
danger of emptying fuel tanks, since the filling station is available locally, unlike
with long-distance transport. The public education objective of technology is not
negligible as many people (those travelling by public transport) are affected by the
use of environmentally friendly fuel.

Midterm proliferation is expected to take place, given that in October 2014 the
European Parliament and the Commission adopted the “Clean Fuel for Transport”
package, which obliges member states to take the first steps by 2020 in cities and
suburbs and by 2025 on motorways, to make CNG fuelling stations for cars and then
allow transport by LNG trucks on Europe’s main transport lanes.
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Due to the above, the production of biomethane at metropolitan wastewater
plants for transport purposes can serve the interests of residents in an efficient way,
both economically and environmentally, also enabling them to enjoy a kind of
energy self-sufficiency.
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Chapter 8

Analytical Assessment of
Effective Maintenance Operations
on At-Grade Unsignalized
Intersections
Francesca Russo, Salvatore Antonio Biancardo
and Rosa Veropalumbo

Abstract

This chapter describes a methodological structure to support and improve the
decision-making process for redesigning the geometric configurations of substandard
sites and thus reduce crash risk factors on at-grade three-leg and four-leg intersec-
tions with stop-control on minor roads and single-lane roundabouts belonging to a
two-lane rural road network located in Southern Italy. Starting from an initial evalu-
ation of the risk level at each investigated site and adopting a procedure developed by
the Italian National Research Council based on an estimated crash rate level, a more
precise hierarchy of intersections with “black” rankings was developed. In addition,
new geometric configurations for the most hazardous sites were suggested based on a
statistical comparison in terms of safety and Level of Service (LoS). The effectiveness
of the strategies was validated by computing the expected LoS and safety by adopting
an empirical Bayesian analysis and performance functions centered on a revised
Highway Safety Manual procedure reflecting the context of the study.

Keywords: risk assessment, reducing crash risk levels, level of service

1. Literature review

The key role played by transportation networks in social well-being and
safeguarding the world economy means priorities must be established to maintain
an adequate level of service and functionality and adequately managing existing
weak areas as well as possible hazardous events: a thorough examination of activi-
ties within the system, potential risks for users, and the careful management of the
planning phase of controls and maintenance operations can help reduce, if not even
prevent, failures in the system that may compromise good operation and endanger
health, safety, and the environment.

Dickey and Santos [1] identified the response time of emergency services during
hazardous events in the transportation system—one of the fundamental actions in
restoring disrupted infrastructures—and in guaranteeing essential levels of service
and safety to users.

Freiria et al. [2] considered the road transport system as one of the most critical
infrastructures in hazard situations performing an LRSRM model (Local Regional
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Scale Risk Model) to identify the most significant roads from the multiscale per-
spective, which should guarantee better operability of the sites and help allocate
local resources better during hazardous events.

European Directive 2008/96/EC [3] on road safety stressed the central role
of risk analysis and management as activities that help ensure the good
functioning of a road network, defining road infrastructures as the third pillar of
safety policy.

Many scholars [4–6] focusing on the road hotspots identified in the light of Euro-
pean Directive objectives suggested calculating crash frequencies and crash rates to
rank “black” sites, while others suggested adopting the empirical Bayes (EB) approach
and the full Bayes (FB) approach in combination with the previous measures.

The main reason for using a Bayesian approach is to force the analyst to look at
historical data sets or to canvass expert knowledge to determine what is known
about the parameters and processes [7–9]. The key difference between Bayesian
statistical inference and frequentist statistical methods concerns the nature of the
unknown parameters. In the frequentist framework, a parameter of interest is
assumed to be unknown, but fixed. In the Bayesian view of subjective probability,
all unknown parameters are treated as uncertain and therefore should be described
by a probability distribution. Replication is an important and indispensable tool
[10], and Bayesian methods fit within this framework because background
knowledge is integrated into the statistical model.

Xie et al. [11] worked out a procedure to identify hotspots in a road network,
also investigating different contributing factors to road pedestrian safety such as
vehicle volumes, road networks, land use, demographic and economic features, and
the social media. The researchers identified potential “black” sites by estimating
crash costs, considered an accurate safety measure well able to reflect injury
severity levels.

2. Goals definition

Analysis procedure presented here focuses on intersections: crossing and turning
maneuvers create opportunities for vehicle-vehicle, vehicle-pedestrian, and
vehicle-bicycle conflicts that may also result in traffic crashes. Certainly, human
error is a contributing factor to road crashes; however, in addition to driver behav-
ior, road engineering and design measures can also make intersections safer.

The work phases are shown in Figure 1.
In particular, the research steps are summarized as follows:

a.Evaluating a first measure of exposure to crash risk by using a procedure
developed by the Italian National Research Council [12], shown in detail in
Section 3.1 and in Figure 3, it is useful in ranking black intersections.

b.Computing LoS, determined by ascertaining control delay at each maneuver
and estimating crash costs. Delays were assessed by revising specific analytical
HCM 2016 [13] models on the basis of field measurements (see Section 3.2 for
details). The crash cost estimates were obtained from the mean values of the
costs for injuries to people and damage to vehicles made available by the Italian
Ministry of Infrastructures and Transport.

c. Identifying hotspots: working in accordance with European Directive
2008/96/EC on road safety, the most dangerous intersections where high crash
rate, high crash cost, and low-medium LoS were observed (hotspots) were
analyzed in greater depth.
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d.Identifying driver risk factors at hotspots by focusing on the mismatch
between geometric design for each intersection and the requirements of the
Italian Design Standard (Norme funzionali e geometriche per la costruzione
delle intersezioni stradali, GU n. 70 del 24-7-2006) [14]; poor matching of the
real configuration with the design requirements is reflected in greater
consequent exposure to crash events and a lower level of service.

e.Managing risk levels at hotspots by hypothesizing structural adjustments
keeping traffic features and environmental conditions constant. Two
adjustments were proposed:

• Adjusting the current geometric design to the Italian Design Standard
without changing the configuration [15, 16].

Figure 1.
Methodological approach to plan safer strategies at intersections.
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• Modifying the configuration into a roundabout to achieve benefits in
terms of a reduction of conflict points, vehicle speed reduction around the
central island, and pedestrian safety [5, 17, 18].

f. Assessing the effectiveness of risk management: comparing before and after
configurations of the hotspots by calculating the expected LoS and the
expected safety effects in terms of crash frequency.

In greater detail, the expected LoS effects were calculated following HCM2016
procedure, but revising, in the light of measurements obtained at study sites; on the
other hand, the expected computation of safety effects was performed by adopting
the Safety Performance Function (SPF) introduced in [16] according to Highway
Safety Manual (HSM) 2010 [17] procedure but revised in the light of study carried
out in Southern Italy to which the intersections investigated here belong. Calcula-
tion of the expected safety effects obtained from converting the intersections to
roundabouts was performed by (a) adopting the analytical models proposed in
Rodegerdts et al. [18, 19], whose calibration conditions fit the study context
presented here and (b) by using EB analysis to quantify the positive advance of
intervention, a common statistical practice in the scientific literature.

This book chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 focuses on data collection,
while Section 3 focuses on data analysis for evaluating measures that reflect the
exposure of sites to crash risk; the results of the case study are displayed and
discussed in Section 4.

3. Data collection

The crash data used involved 104 intersections belonging to two-lane rural roads
in Southern Italy located in a flat area with a vertical grade of less than 5%, that is,
97 non-circular intersections before the Italian Road Design Standard [20] became
law and seven single-lane roundabouts were built.

The road surface of the intersection area is paved, and neither space for pedes-
trian and bicycle use nor space to park vehicles exists by the roadside. In particular,
10% of the typical intersections have exclusive left-turn lanes, a sufficient sight
distance for drivers at a stop-controlled or yield-controlled approaches, an accept-
able entry and exit edge radius, and a median-refuge island along the legs. Almost
all intersections have right-turn lanes on major-road approaches. The mean value of
the approaching lane width and departing lane width is 2.70 m, and the average
value of the entry and exit radius is 8 m; the average speed on the road segments
belonging to the major roads approaching the intersections is around 70 km/h on a
road Section 150 m from the intersection area, while on the minor road, it is
approximately 45 km/h at the control section and 150 m from the intersection area.

All the single-lane roundabouts analyzed here are of the modern type. There are
three conventional roundabouts with an inscribed circle diameter of between 40
and 50 m, three compact roundabouts with an inscribed circle diameter of between
25 and 40 m, and one mini-roundabout with an inscribed circle diameter of
between 14 and 25 m. All the roundabouts have one entry lane for each approach
as well as for the exit lanes of all the departures with an average entry and exit
width of 3.00 m; the circulatory roadway has no lane markings, and the average
width is 6.00 m. The circular central island is not practicable, and the average width
is 4.00 m. The length of the splitter islands is almost 3.50 m, and the average
width is 1.50 m. The average entry radius is 15 m with an exit radius of 25 m. The
distance between an entry lane and the first exit lane for the next leg is at least 10 m.
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The main features of each crash as identified by analyzing the crash reports were
as follows: the location where the crashes happened, the number of crashes, injuries,
and fatalities, type of crash, type, and number of vehicles involved, road surface
conditions, lighting conditions, marking conditions, the number of legs and lanes,
lane width, AADTmaj, that is, the AADT on major roads in terms of vehicles per day,
and AADTmin, that is, the AADT on minor roads in terms of vehicles per day, the
presence of left-turn lanes, median-refuge islands, right-turn lanes, and the diame-
ter of the roundabouts.

A total of 827 crashes were recorded in 5 years. The geometric features of each
investigated intersection (see Table 1) were established from documents made
available by the Regional Administrative Offices. A total of 770 crashes were
observed at non-circular intersections, 623 of which were injury crashes, and 147
involved property damage only (PDO) crashes; a total of 1025 injuries were
recorded at non-circular intersections, and 12 fatalities occurred. A total of 57
crashes were observed at single-lane roundabouts, of which 36 were injury crashes
and 21 PDO crashes; a total of 57 injuries were recorded at single-lane roundabouts,
and no fatalities occurred.

The crash value for each intersection shows the number of crashes over a 5-year
study period, while the frequency of injury crashes refers to the number of injury
crashes per year at each intersection during the study period. Figure 2a shows that

Features at intersection Non-circular intersections Roundabouts

Min Mean Max C.V. Min Mean Max C.V.

Total number of crashes 3 4.51 10 0.84 1 1.32 5 0.75

Total number of injury crashes 0 0.99 6 0.79 0 0.86 2 0.44

Number of injuries 0 1.61 7 0.97 0 1.32 4 0.89

Frequency of crashes per year 0.33 0.48 4.33 0.81 0.12 0.18 0.82 0.77

Frequency of injury crashes per year 0 0.22 1.38 0.79 0 0.10 0.13 0.66

Frequency of injuries 0 0.28 2.00 0.93 0 0.21 0.5 0.87

Note: Min—minimum value; Mean—average value; Max—maximum value; C.V.—coefficient of variation, equal to
the standard deviation divided by the mean value.

Table 1.
Overview of the main statistical features of the crashes and the intersection type.

Figure 2.
Hazard maps of injury crash frequency. (a) Crashes vs geometric properties of lanes. (b) Crashes vs traffic and
geometric properties.
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injury crash frequencies per year increase when the total crash frequency per year
increases and the mean width of the approaching and departing lanes of the regular
intersections decreases. Figure 2b shows how crash frequencies per year increase
when the AADT crossing the intersection increases and when the mean width of the
approaching lane to an intersection or departing lane from the intersection
decreases.

4. Data analysis: evaluating measures reflecting crash risk exposure

4.1 Calculating crash rate at intersections as a first measure of safety level

In the light of the research goals set out in Section 1 and shown in Figure 1, a
procedure developed in 1995 by the Italian National Research Council [12] was used
to assess the safety level of traffic conditions at each ith intersection investigated, as
shown in the flowchart in Figure 3.

Before computing the crash safety level, LoS and total crash cost, a technique for
filtering anomalous crash rates was adopted using the 3σ method. The method is
based on the calculation of the standard deviation (σ) and mean values (μ) for crash
rate distribution to check the homogeneity of scattering around the average and the

Figure 3.
Assessment of the crash safety level of each ith study intersection.
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maximum deviation at 3σ. Figure 4 shows an example of the control chart of the
crash rates for non-circular intersections throughout the study period. It can be
observed how 92% of the measurements fall within the range [0; μ + σ] = [0; 1.24],
97% fall within the range [0; μ + 2σ] = [0; 1.94], and all the values fall within the
range [0; μ + 3σ] = [0; 2.64]. CRlower limit is equal to 0.36 crashes per year per 106

vehicles crossing the ith intersection, and CRupper limit is equal to 0.52 crashes per
year per 106 vehicles crossing the ith intersection.

The overall results show that 63% of the total number of intersections indicate
a low crash level (a total of 51 non-circular intersections and 7 single-lane round-
abouts); 33% show a high crash level (a total of 34 non-circular intersections),
and the remaining 4% represents a medium crash level (four non-circular
intersections).

4.2 Calculating level of service as a second measure of safety level

The next step in the study focused on assessing LoS and crash costs for the four
intersections where a high crash level and medium-high crash cost were observed.
Neither the non-circular intersections respecting the Italian Road Design Standard
nor the roundabouts are included among the “black” rankings. Figure 5 shows an
excerpt of the current geometric design of four “black” ranking intersections.

Table 2 shows the main features of the investigated intersections mentioned
above: the number of legs, AADTmaj, AADTmin, and CRi, as well as the total number of
crashes, the total number of injuries, and the total number of vehicles damaged during
the collision. Table 3 shows the distribution of the hourly traffic flow (qj) for the
equivalent passenger cars in the different travel directions as illustrated in Figure 5.

The geometrical configuration of the four study intersections in Figure 5 is very
simple, and no additional geometric modules exist to promote safe maneuvering,
according to the specifications in Section 2. This is the opposite of what happens at
intersections where a “low crash level”was observed, where additional modules exist,
and where geometric features respect the Italian Road Design Standard requirements
in full. LoS was assessed for the entire intersection by evaluating control delay dj for
each maneuver jth. The HCM2016 [13] defines control delay as the measure of effec-
tiveness used to set LoS at TWSC intersections as perceived by users.

Figure 4.
Control charts of the crash rate values for typical intersections.
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The analytical model (Eq. (7)) adopted to estimate average control delay dj per
maneuver jth refers to Eqs. (17)–(38) of HCM2016 [13] and assumes that there is no
residual queue at the start of the analysis period. In most cases, the recommended
analysis period is 15 min.
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Ce, j
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Figure 5.
The geometric design of the currently non-circular intersections studied.

Site Number
of legs

AADTmaj, AADTmin, CRi Number of Total number of

Crashes Injuries Vehicles damaged
during collision

vpd vpd 5-year study period

Intersection A 3 3163 2120 2.22 4 3 4

Intersection B 4 3518 3153 1.32 11 4 9

Intersection C 3 6193 3097 1.72 12 8 7

Intersection D 4 4112 3102 2.09 14 4 6

Table 2.
Overview of the crash and traffic features of four typical intersections investigated.
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where qj is the flow in the subject lane for maneuver j, in vph; Ce,j is the effective
capacity of the subject lane for maneuver j, in vph; T is the time period, in hours
(T = 1 for a 1-h analysis, T = 0.25 for a 15 min analysis); and 5 is the waste time
during the deceleration and acceleration phases compared with free flow speed,
expressed in seconds (5 s).

Eq. (7) was adjusted for the real context working on one of the main variables:
effective capacity Ce,j.

Ce,j was calculated by adopting real measurements of tc,j (critical gap per
maneuver j-th) and tf,j (follow-up time per maneuver j-th) values at the four study
intersections shown in Figure 5 instead of adopting the HCM2016 equation based
on studies across the United States.

The evaluation of tc,j critical gaps is not immediate and can appear difficult to
estimate from a field measurements sample; results of empirical studies have shown
that different combinations of configuration and situational influences may lead to
diverse profiles of compliance and proactive safety behavior among drivers [21].

In the literature, several techniques exist to calculate gap acceptance data
assuming the consistency of road drivers, for example, the Raff and Hart method
[22], the Drew-Dawson method [23–25], and the stepped line model.

As a result, the tc,j value for each driver entering an intersection from a minor
road in Figure 5 was calculated using the Drew-Dawson method, based on the
median time value. Figure 6 shows an example of critical gaps (tc,j) for drivers
crossing intersection A (see Figure 5) turning from leg Y to leg Z (left turn from
minor to major road) and from leg Z to leg Y (right turn from minor to major road)
during time period T. Table 4 shows an overall view of the observed values of the
tc,j and tf,j variables for the maneuvers at intersection A.

The control delay for an entire intersection dentire_intersection (see Eq. (8)) is calcu-
lated by computing a weighted average of the control delay for each maneuver dj,
weighted by the volume of each flow for the maneuver investigated.

dentire intersection ¼
∑djqj
∑qj

(2)

According to the thresholds defined in HCM2016 [13], the LoS was defined for
each maneuver by also associating qualitative measures from A (control delay
between 0 and 10 s/veh) to F (control delay more than 50 s/veh) as provided in

Site Traffic volume, vph Site Traffic volume, vph

Intersection A Direction X Y Z Intersection B Direction X Y Z W

X — 226 13 X — 150 60 60

Y 170 — 68 Y 100 — 70 100

Z 70 11 — Z 70 90 — 80

W 100 30 110 —

Intersection C Direction X Y Z Intersection D Direction X Y Z W

X — 374 42 X — 150 60 80

Y 274 — 190 Y 180 — 70 80

Z 142 90 — Z 70 40 — 60

W 30 50 80 —

Table 3.
Distribution of the hourly traffic volume in the subject lane per maneuver.
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Exhibit 17-2 of the HCM2016 [13]. Table 5 shows the dj values for the intersections
investigated as listed in Tables 2 and 3 and the corresponding crash costs from the
cost of an injured person approximately equals to 73,631 Euro, fatality equals to
1,394,434 Euro, and damaged vehicles almost of 7686 Euro.

Table 5 shows that the total crash cost (TCC) increases when the control delay
of the entire intersection dentire intersection investigated increases: when the mean dj
of the vehicles leaving the intersection area increases, this indicates that drivers do
not feel safe to make the maneuver. This circumstance is mainly due to the poor
geometric configuration of the intersection and, as confirmed by the preliminary
results of this study, can amplify the frequency and severity of crashes.

Figure 7 shows a positive linear relationship using the ordinary least square
method to predict the total crash cost in euros by varying the average control delay
at the entire intersection, which is a measure of LoS (Eq. (9)). The parameters

Figure 6.
Example of tc,j assessment using the Drew-Dawson method for two maneuvers at intersection A.

tc,j X Y Z tf,j X Y Z

X — <1 s <1 s X — <1 s <1 s

Y <1 s — 3.28 s Y <1 s — 1.76 s

Z 6.62 s 4.46 s — Z 3.87 s 2.53 s —

Table 4.
Observed tc,j and tf,j values for all maneuvers at intersection A.

Study intersection Control delay
(dentire intersection)

Level of Service (LoS) Total crash cost (TTC)

s/veh EUR

A 14 B—vehicle control delay 10–15 s 251,637

B 26 D—vehicle control delay 25–35 s 363,698

C 33 D—vehicle control delay 25–35 s 642,850

D 17 C—vehicle control delay 15–25 s 340,640

Table 5.
Overview of control delay and crash costs at non-circular intersections with the old configuration.
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included in the TCC prediction model are significant with a 95% level of confidence
(Table 6). The adjusted coefficient of determination (R2) of the model is 83%.

TCC ¼ 17:771dentire intersection (3)

4.3 Treatment to manage and reduce the crash level by carrying out strategies
able to improve the expected LoS and safety levels

The next step in the research was to design different geometric solutions
(Figure 8) for intersection D (Figure 5), which has a high crash rate, medium-high
crash cost, low-medium LoS (Table 5) and to estimate, on the one hand, the
expected LoS and, conversely, the expected reduction of the annual crash frequency
of the configurations hypothesized. The solution shown in Figure 8a is an adapta-
tion of intersection D to the requirements of the Italian Road Design Standard on
the geometric design of road intersections [14]. The solution shown in Figure 8b
refers to transforming the shape into a compact roundabout.

4.3.1 Control delay: comparing before and after solutions

Before redesigning the geometric configuration of the area of intersection to
include a roundabout, for which the investigated database showed that the mean
crash rate over 5 years was lower than at non-circular intersections, it was decided
to adjust the current non-circular intersection in line with the requirements of the
Italian Standard in force in two phases:

a.Phase I: adjusting the radius of the edges of the entry and exit legs of the
intersection, the width of the traffic lanes, the removal of obstacles in the areas
within the so-called sight triangles, and the addition of median-refuge islands
on the major and minor roads, as recommended by the Italian Road Design
Standard [14];

Figure 7.
Total crash cost versus average control delay of the entire intersection.

Std. error t-value p-value Lower confidence limit Upper confidence limit

1457.90 12.19 0.001189 13130.97 22410.36

Table 6.
Statistical parameters of the regression model.
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b.Phase II: adding left-turn lanes on major-road approaches based on the ratio
between the volume of vehicles turning left per hour and the total traffic
volume on the highway per hour.

Right-turn lanes on minor road stops are not permitted by the Italian Design
Standard [14], and they are not included in the design.

The intersections investigated are almost totally equipped with right-turn lanes
on major roads and they have lighting within and approaching the intersection area;
consequently new lighting and new right-turn lanes on major roads are not
required. Control delay at the entire intersection for the first advanced geometric
solution of intersection D (Figure 8a) was estimated as in Section 3.2; the expected
LoS of this geometric adjustment is shown in Table 7. In particular, to compute the

Figure 8.
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average control delay for the roundabout approach as a whole in order to make
comparisons with other intersection types, control delay dj for the i

th approach was
calculated by computing a weighted average of the delay for each lane on the
approach (Eq. (7)), weighted by the volume in each lane. The calculation is shown
in Eq. (10) using SETRA diagrams for the expected control delay at each maneuver,
as the calibration conditions reflect the actual study context.

dapproach, i ¼
dleft lane � qleft lane þ dright lane � qright lane

qleft lane þ qright lane
(4)

The control delay dentire roundabout for the entire roundabout is similarly calculated
by computing a weighted average for the delay at each approach, weighted by the
volume on each approach and represented by Eq. (11):

dentire  roundabout ¼
∑dapproach, i qi

∑qi
(5)

where dentire roundabout is the control delay for the entire roundabout, s/veh;
dapproach,k is the control delay for approach kth, s/veh; qi is the flow rate for approach
ith, vph.

4.3.2 Control delay at the entire intersection: comparing before and after solutions

It is imperative for a designer to understand the relationships between design
features and crash frequency.

The effectiveness of all the changes that have been designed without changing
the shape of a regular intersection but adjusting it to the Italian Standard (see
Figure 8a and Section 4.3.1) was confirmed by the expected crash frequency values
computed by adopting the SPF available in Biancardo et al. [16]. Biancardo et al.
[16] worked in line with HSM2010 [17] procedure and revised the equation
available in the Manual to predict crash frequency at three and four-leg rural
unsignalized at-grade intersections.

The Nspf formulation [16] was here used (see Eq. (12)) to predict the crash
frequency at the two-lane two-way four-leg intersections studied in greater depth
(intersection D) as it was calibrated using a data set that adequately reflects and
partly overlaps with what is explored here. MLW is the mean lean width of the
approaching and departing lanes.

Nspf ¼ AADT � exp �1:042 �MLW � 8:5½ � (6)

Eq. (12) applies to an AADTmaj range from 0 to 14,700 vpd and AADTmin range
from 0 to 3500 vpd.

In HSM2010 [17], Crash Modification Factors (CMFs) are introduced to account
for the specific site conditions that differ from the hypothesized base conditions.
Under base conditions, the CMF is 1.00 (i.e., Figure 5d), while the CMF is less than
1.00 when a geometric configuration in compliance with the Standard and with
many additional modules exists and, consequently, a reduction of average yearly
crash frequencies can be expected. Npredicted (predicted average crash frequency for
a specific year for site type x) is shown in Eq. (13), where the effect of the skew
angle does not appear, as study intersection D has an 80° angle, very close to
orthogonal road axes and, consequently, no additional benefits can derive from
further correction or the right-turn lanes that already exist on major roads.
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Npredicted ¼ Nspf � CMFLTL� (7)

where Nspf was determined by the following Eq. (12).
CMFLTL was computed using the HSM procedure, and it benefits from the

effects of the presence of left-turn lanes (LTL) on the major road, specifically in
terms of expected average annual crash frequency reduction compared with what
can be observed at intersections with a poor geometric configuration. CMFLTL is
equal to 1 for four-leg unsignalized rural intersections that meet base conditions. It
equals 0.13 for the left-turn lanes present [16].

Table 8 shows, in the light of the foregoing, the expected annual number of
crashes if the intersection is adjusted to Italian Road Design Standard [14] require-
ments by introducing additional geometric modules as listed in the first part of
Section 3.3.1.

Moving on now to the evaluation of the effectiveness of the second treatment
(the conversion of typical intersections into compact roundabouts) suggested for
intersection D in order to check whether the level of exposure to crash risk can be
reduced and is generally well managed, the EB procedure was adopted, as
mentioned in the Literature review section.

First of all, it is necessary to calculate the expected annual number of crashes
(m) if conversion to a roundabout does not take place. Eq. (14) was adopted to
obtain a site-specific estimate of the m variable at a typical intersection before
conversion to a roundabout:

m ¼ w1xþw2P (8)

where m is the expected site-specific annual number of crashes or injury crashes
before conversion; x is the count of crashes in the n years before conversion (see
Table 2, a total of 14 crashes occurred in 5 years with 4 injuries); n = 5 is the study
period in this research; w1 and w2 are weights, Eqs. (15) and (16) [18]:

w1 ¼ P
1
k þ nP

(9)

w2 ¼
1
K

1
k þ nP

(10)

where P is the prediction of the annual number of crashes, or the annual number
of injury crashes depending on what it is necessary to investigate using an SPF to
identify intersections with similar characteristics before conversion; k is the disper-
sion parameter for a given model, estimated from the SPF calibration process using
a maximum likelihood procedure.

Case study Crashes per year

Intersection D Total Injury

Expected annual number of crashes 1.99 0.57

Expected annual changes to the number of crashes �0.81 �0.23

Reduction in crashes �28% �29%

Table 8.
Calculation of the expected change to the number of crashes after shape adjustment in line with the
requirements of the Italian Road Design Standard.
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Rodegerdts et al. [18] suggested k equals 0.77 for an SPF that predicts the total
number of crashes per year, and k equals 1.25 for an SPF that predicts the total
number of injury crashes per year. In chapter C, [18] are defined the results of the
efforts to develop intersection and approach-level models. These models relate
crash prediction to the number of lanes, number of legs, and the average annual
daily traffic. SPFs used to predict the expected total number of crashes per year at
intersection (Eq. (17)) or the expected total crash injuries per year at intersection
(Eq. (18)) are as follows:

P ¼ exp �8:63ð Þ � AADTtotal entering
� �0:952 (11)

P ¼ exp �8:733ð Þ � AADTtotal entering
� �0:795 (12)

Eqs. (17) and (18) have been used in this study to predict m variable, since they
were validated using the data set that is adopted here as shown in [16].

Eq. (19) was adopted to predict the expected total crash frequency per year
after converting the intersection into a single-lane roundabout [19], where
AADTtotal entering is the total annual average daily traffic entering the roundabout,
equal to 7642 vpd for the intersection in question.

m ¼ 0:023 � AADTtotal entering
� �0:749 (13)

The expected safety effects are shown in Table 9.

5. Results and discussions

A comparison of the expected crash frequency between conversion and non-
conversion into a single-lane roundabout of the four-leg two-way-stop intersection
is performed by plotting Figure 9. This makes it possible to identify a maximum
threshold for the AADTtotal entering at the single-lane roundabout when this config-
uration replaces an existing typical intersection without damaging the required
safety levels.

Case study—Intersection D Crashes per year

Total Injury

BEFORE (neither adjustment nor conversion) (Eq. (14))

P 0.89 0.20

K 0.77 1.25

w1 0.15 0.11

w2 0.23 0.45

m 2.37 0.64

AFTER (after conversion to roundabout—solution 2)

Expected annual number of crashes 1.86 0.26

Expected changes in no. of crashes �0.51 �0.38

Reduction in no. of crashes �21% �59%

Table 9.
Calculation of the expected change in the number of crashes when intersection D is converted into a
roundabout.
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The results summarized in Table 10 and listed below highlight a strong correla-
tion between the LoS and the safety level for managing hotspots along road net-
works and the corresponding crash risk levels, improving system quality for users.
The results achieved show that, by increasing control delay throughout the entire
intersection, the expected safety level for the expected annual number of crashes
decreases. Conversely, when the estimated level of service increases (reducing the
control delay of the entire intersection), the safety level improves (translating into a
low value for the expected value of annual crashes per year). Results confirm that if
a study intersection, under specific traffic conditions, and in a specific environ-
mental and surrounding context, has a suitable and correct geometric configuration
for reducing the number of conflict points during possible maneuvers, the control
delay on the entire structure is reduced, and the LoS improves. This reflects indi-
rectly, but positively, on the safety level because the expected value of the annual
crashes decreases.

This research aimed to identify road strategies to improve road safety conditions
at rural two-lane two-way intersections with stop-control in order to identify crash
risk factors that may affect the Level of Service (LoS) and the safety level of the

Figure 9.
Roundabout performance in terms of expected crash frequency for AADTtotal_entering.

Study case
Intersection D

Before After

No
treatment

site

Solution No. 1 Solution No. 2

Conversion to
compact

roundabout

Adjustment to the Italian Standard by
designing additional geometric modules

Expected control delay
of the entire intersection

17 s/veh 4 s/veh 9 s/veh

Expected annual
number of site-specific
crashes

2.37 1.86 1.99

Level of Service (LoS) C A A

Reduction in total crashes per year 21% 16%

Reduction in injury crashes per year 59% 31%

Annual economic benefit in crash
savings

29,000 EUR 16,000 EUR

Table 10.
LoS and expected crash frequency at advanced geometric solutions.
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road system on the one hand, and to analyze the effectiveness of treatment for the
effective management of hotspots and ensure the good operation of the system, on
the other hand. The procedure investigated can help in the allocation of resources
according to the needs and severity of a possible crash event that, although rare, can
have dramatic consequences, especially when risk factors are not identified, ana-
lyzed, and reduced.

6. Conclusions

In this chapter, a methodological process that can also be implemented in other
domains was shown to calculate, manage, and reduce, through appropriate treat-
ments, the expected crash risk level measured in terms of yearly crash frequency
and Level of Service.

First of all, the procedure aimed to identify, and then manage, the hotspots on a
rural road intersection network where high exposure to crash risk can be observed.
It also sought to rank the hazardous sites, for which two measures of exposure to
risk were suggested and assessed in line with the research presented, namely the
crash rate and Level of Service in terms of control delay at the intersection area.

Of course, a safe system approach requires a fundamental cultural and ethical
shift in thinking, but it is also true that the current road transport system is not as
safe as it could be. However (a) if the system could be well supervised, (b) if the
trend of a number of system status indicators (i.e., crash rate level, level of service,
crash cost, etc.) could be carefully plotted to check their decay over time, (c) if
design errors were promptly identified, and (d) if the correlations between design
errors/access management and factors that cause increased exposure to crash risk
were then investigated, in the event of human error or driver distraction, the
resulting severity might not be as high. Obviously, system designers and system
users must all share responsibility for managing crash forces to a level that does not
result in death or serious injury.

It has been verified whether improvements can be achieved in terms of safety
level (reduction of the number of crashes and injuries) and the quality of traffic
(reduced control delay over the entire intersection) when the geometric design of
existing intersections belonging to two-lane rural roads and located on a flat area
does not meet the Italian Standard.

The experimental method covered two parallel trajectories that ultimately converge:

• adapting an existing at-grade intersection without changing its shape;

• changing its geometry according to the Italian standards, keeping traffic
features and environmental conditions constant.

The results show that for the intersections in question, designing a single-lane
roundabout according to the Italian Road Design Standard, or an intersection intro-
ducing left-turn lanes, deceleration lanes, and median-refuge islands could help to
achieve this goal. Compact roundabouts are, in any case, the best solution in terms
of Level of Service and safety level because they contribute to strongly reducing
delay as well as crashes.
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A Multitiered Holistic Approach 
to Traffic Safety: Educating 
Children, Novice Teen Drivers and 
Parents, and Crash Investigators 
to Reduce Roadway Crashes - An 
Eight-Year Introspective Project
Claudia M. Knezek, Susan Polirstok, Roxie James, 
Anthony Pittman and Gary Poedubicky

Abstract

The Strategic Prevention Framework (SPF), developed by the Substance Abuse 
and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), was adopted as an effective 
injury reduction model for reducing driver injury crashes on community roadways. 
Kean University and the New Jersey Division of Highway Traffic Safety (NJDHTS) 
adopted crash prevention strategies involving education and enforcement outreach. 
First, an effective K-12 traffic safety program was established for supporting driver 
education training and then crash investigation training, and a statewide traffic 
safety specialist certification was promoted within the law enforcement commu-
nity. This successful outreach initiative also involves community representation, 
including law enforcement personnel and parents of novice drivers. Best practices 
have been established in New Jersey by four traffic safety specialist (TSS)-Level 
2 leaders, with over 100 more TSS officers waiting to qualify for this second tier. 
Future plans involve an outreach program for officers to develop traffic safety 
programs in their communities while qualifying for the TSS-Level 2 designation.

Keywords: traffic safety, novice driver, crash investigation

1. Introduction

The Haddon matrix is a public safety model that was developed in 1980 to 
further standardize safety analysis. The matrix is a two-dimensional model that 
adapts principles of public health to crash injuries and fatalities. The first domain 
of the model involves rows that are divided into pre-crash, crash, and post-crash 
phases. The second domain is known as influencing factors of injury: human, 
vehicle/equipment, physical environment, and socioeconomic. The Matrix has been 
successfully adopted to evaluate crash sites and/or related conditions. Results often 
provide information on safety issues and potential solutions. This planning tool is 
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effective for establishing countermeasures based on crash-related data collection 
and collaborations with involved agencies. The countermeasures offer a variety of 
solutions addressed through education, enforcement, engineering, and emergency 
response solutions (the 4 Es of Safety) [1].

In 2005, John Hopkins School of Public Health had successfully adopted the 
Haddon matrix in preparation for a public health threat (e.g., SARS outbreak and 
dirty bomb response). Influencing factors were effectively adapted to facilitate 
the conditions surrounding emergency readiness [1]. Specifically, the “human” 
category was renamed “host,” and “vehicle/equipment” category had been changed 
to “agent/vehicle.” Otherwise both models were comparable in analysis. This phase 
factor approach offered a multiple factor concept for delivering public health 
interventions with strategies to prevent, respond to, or mitigate injuries. Pre-event 
activities include risk assessment, communications, and prevention efforts, while 
the event phase deals directly with the crisis. Pre-event activities include risk assess-
ment, communication, community-based medical interventions, counseling, and 
quarantine measures. Post-event activities involve disaster mitigation, longer-term 
treatment, risk communication, and recovery efforts.

While the Haddon matrix is an effective tool for addressing pending public 
health incidents, pre-event strategies are focused on the crisis and not fully involved 
with prevention. Fortunately, the nationally based Substance Abuse and Mental 
Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) has successfully adapted the Haddon 
matrix to include five steps that form a Strategic Prevention Framework (SPF) [2]. 
This new framework offers individual- as well as community-based collaboration 
for the prevention of crash injuries. Therefore, Haddon environmental strategies of 
enforcement and education were broadened to include communities in supporting 
the reduction of roadway crashes. While traditional education remains effective for 
addressing individual learning needs, communications, public education, social 
marketing, media advocacy, and media literacy have been used to support crash 
reductions (e.g., no texting and driving campaigns). After policies and laws are 
officially enacted, supportive enforcement strategies currently involve surveillance, 
penalties, and consequences for unsafe actions as well as participation in commu-
nity policing and incentive programs for improving public safety. Lastly, collabora-
tion partnerships support further reduction of motor vehicle injuries and fatalities.

There are two guiding principles of the SPF Framework: understanding the 
community needs and sustainability in achieving and maintaining long-term 
results. Once safety issues have been identified through analysis of crash data, 
needed resources are identified that include manpower, equipment, and training; 
a formal plan is then established, as part of the SPF model. The plan is imple-
mented to address population-level challenges. Finally, evaluation involves the 
ongoing facilitation of prevention efforts with reliance upon a community-based 
team approach.

In 2010, Kean University and the New Jersey Division of Highway Traffic Safety 
(NJDHTS) identified crash prevention strategies for education and enforcement. 
First, an effective K-12 traffic safety program was established for supporting driver 
education training and then crash investigation training, and a statewide traffic 
safety specialist certification was promoted within the law enforcement commu-
nity. During the past 8 years, the traffic safety community has worked together with 
Kean University to support law enforcement and public education-based programs, 
participate in applied research, develop targeted initiatives, and market K-12 traffic 
safety educational curricula on behalf of the division. This successful outreach 
initiative also involves community representation, including parents of novice driv-
ers. The following section describes the Strategic Planning Framework as well as the 
corresponding education and enforcement components.
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2.  Traffic safety injury prevention strategic planning framework (SPF) 
model

2.1 Description

In order to support this initiative, two independent advisory committees were 
formed with some overlap in representation. The ongoing Education Advisory 
Committee includes membership from the teacher’s professional association, known 
as the New Jersey Association of Health Physical Education Recreation and Dance 
(NJAHPERD), Driver Education Association representatives, and New Jersey State 
Department representatives from the Division of Highway Traffic Safety, Motor 
Vehicle Commission (MVC), and Department of Education (DOE). The Enforcement 
Advisory Committee collaboration differs with equal levels of state, county, regional, 
and local representation. Also, the New Jersey State Police are represented, along with 
leadership from the Police Traffic Officers’ Association of New Jersey (PTOANJ), the 
New Jersey Division of Highway Traffic Safety, and participating universities.

As expected, both committees serve two distinct roles. The Education Advisory 
Committee is responsible for conducting K-12 traffic safety education including 
driver education, while the Enforcement Advisory Committee oversees crash inves-
tigation training and local traffic safety programs. Fortunately, the traffic safety spe-
cialist certification program addresses the ongoing need to educate officers on new 
technologies and promote community-based safety projects for college-level credits. 
Figure 1 identifies two programs that each advisory committee administers through 
the injury prevention model. Further information will follow in the next section.

2.2 Background

Advisory members are expected to participate in a five-step process to ensure 
ongoing oversight of the education and enforcement components. Each committee 
is responsible for (1) assessing the level of crash-related needs and priorities within 
the state. Then a program component is (2) built to address the targeted need.  
(3) Strategic plans are developed that involve evidence-based strategies, while (4) 

Figure 1. 
Traffic safety injury prevention strategic planning framework (SPF).
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evidence-based prevention programs are implemented in specified areas. Finally, 
(5) programs are evaluated and monitored for ongoing improvement and success.

The SPF procedure resulted in two very important outcomes for the advisory 
committees to support. The Education Committee has targeted their prevention 
efforts on the development of a K-12 traffic safety component for educating chil-
dren (e.g., future drivers) on the importance of following traffic safety procedures. 
Therefore, rules of the road, seat belt usage, and personal safety are practiced before 
children mature and become novice drivers, when enrolling in driver education 
course. Since this is a community-based model, students are involved in activities 
that promote traffic safety in the community. Therefore, parents and children are 
engaged in establishing a critical “safety” relationship, long before the child becomes 
a novice driver.

Since the Enforcement Advisory Committee relies on officers who are dedicated 
public servants, prevention is focused on implementing community-based safety 
initiatives to address local needs. This approach begins with the participation in 
extensive crash investigation training, thus enabling officers to identify potential 
safety risks that may be overlooked by others in the community. Specifically, the 
traffic safety specialist certification includes officer recognition as well as the 
opportunity to participate in projects that involve crash analysis and adoption of 
crash reduction countermeasures.

2.3 Education component (EDS)

A linear approach to traffic safety has been developed for engaging students in 
the traffic safety community as a passenger, pedestrian, or bicyclist. Elementary 
students are trained by health and physical education teachers to adopt safety prac-
tices and injury prevention behaviors. Middle school students are then instructed 
on the assessment and remediation of unsafe traffic conditions, while high school 
students focus on the role of becoming a driver and safe passenger.

2.4 K-12 traffic safety program

Implementation of the K-12 roadway safety curriculum has been in targeted 
areas of New Jersey, instead of on a statewide basis. The K-12 traffic safety 
programs include several proven resources which were selected based on their 
effectiveness (Table 1) [9]. A total of 76 lesson plans were developed and 
selected for bicycle [11], pedestrian [11], traffic safety [10], and supplemental 
units [8]. A series of developmental skills have been incorporated into the 
program, beginning with awareness of traffic safety behaviors and finishing 
with students serving as peer advocates. Learning goals involve identification 
of prevention processes, development of strategies for reducing unsafe safety 
conditions, and assessment of the traffic systems to identify unsafe conditions 
encountered by at-risk populations. High school students are also required to 
analyze crash data to further understand and prevent traffic crashes, develop 
rationales for peer compliance of traffic safety laws, and lead safety advocacy 
campaigns [12].

The Grade 9–12 section is dominated by driver education training founded upon 
the MVC Driver Education Manual. As a result, the traffic safety community encoun-
tered the need to further promote advocacy and oversight of driver education. When 
the New Jersey Driver Education Committee (NJ DEC) Charter Plan was adopted in 
April 2017, this committee began to work on conducting an assessment of classroom 
instruction and determined that requiring a standardized curriculum would be 
ineffective, since most current programs are (80%) in compliance with national 
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guidelines. Furthermore, the New Jersey model has been ahead of the country with 
involving parents in novice driver education and will be discussed the next section.

2.5 Parent-teen orientation training

A national review of Parent/Teen Graduated Driver Licensing (GDL) programs 
was conducted in 2011 and yielded limited information on behavioral approaches 
for parents to teach their teenagers to drive. Fortunately, the Children’s Hospital 
of Philadelphia (CHOP) [3] completed a national study that identified teenagers’ 
perspectives on the role of their parents in the GDL process. Under direction of 
the division, Kean University staff had developed the Parent/Teen Orientation 
Workshop that empowers parents to support their teens in the development of safe 
driving skills for life. Learning outcomes were incorporated into this 1–1/2-hour 
orientation program and continue to be measured in pre−/post-study.

The Parent/Teen Orientation Program has been organized into three modules: 
introduction, practice driving, and enforcement of the graduated driver’s license. 
This interactive format requires facilitators to briefly review slides for impact, 
address talking points on the topic, and engage audiences of parents and teens in 
discussions. Also, several scenarios are presented as learning experiences (Table 2).

Grade level Cumulative progress indicator (CPI)

Prekindergarten 1. Use safe practices indoors and outdoors (e.g., wear bike helmets, cars are used, 
and seat belts are worn)

2. Develop an awareness of warning symbols and their meanings (e.g., red light, 
stop signs, etc.)

Kindergarten-Grade 2 1. Identify ways to prevent injury at home, in school, and in the community (e.g., 
fire safety, poison safety, and accident prevention)

2. Identify procedures associated with pedestrian, bicycle, and traffic safety

Grades 3–4 1. Determine the characteristics of safe and unsafe situations, and develop strat-
egies to reduce the risk of injuries at home, in school, and in the community

2. Examine the impact of unsafe behaviors when traveling in vehicles, as 
pedestrians and when using other modes of transportation

Grades 5–6 1. Summarize the common causes of intentional and unintentional injuries in 
adolescents and related prevention strategies

2. Summarize the components of the traffic safety system, and explain how 
people contribute to make the system effective

Grades 7–8 1. Assess the degree of risk in a variety of situations, and identify strategies to 
reduce intentional and unintentional injuries

2. Analyze the cause of non-compliance with the traffic safety system and their 
consequences

Grades 9–12 1. Determine the causes and outcomes of intentional and unintentional injuries 
in adolescents and young adults, and propose prevention strategies

2. Analyze the relationship between alcohol and drug use and the incidence of 
motor vehicle crashes

3. Develop a rationale to persuade peers to comply with traffic safety laws and 
avoid detractors

4. Summarize New Jersey motor vehicle laws and regulations, and determine 
their impact on the incidence of crashes and injuries

5. Plan and implement an advocacy strategy to stimulate action on a state, 
national, or global health issue, including but not limited to organ/tissue 
donation

Table 1. 
Traffic safety program.
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evidence-based prevention programs are implemented in specified areas. Finally, 
(5) programs are evaluated and monitored for ongoing improvement and success.

The SPF procedure resulted in two very important outcomes for the advisory 
committees to support. The Education Committee has targeted their prevention 
efforts on the development of a K-12 traffic safety component for educating chil-
dren (e.g., future drivers) on the importance of following traffic safety procedures. 
Therefore, rules of the road, seat belt usage, and personal safety are practiced before 
children mature and become novice drivers, when enrolling in driver education 
course. Since this is a community-based model, students are involved in activities 
that promote traffic safety in the community. Therefore, parents and children are 
engaged in establishing a critical “safety” relationship, long before the child becomes 
a novice driver.

Since the Enforcement Advisory Committee relies on officers who are dedicated 
public servants, prevention is focused on implementing community-based safety 
initiatives to address local needs. This approach begins with the participation in 
extensive crash investigation training, thus enabling officers to identify potential 
safety risks that may be overlooked by others in the community. Specifically, the 
traffic safety specialist certification includes officer recognition as well as the 
opportunity to participate in projects that involve crash analysis and adoption of 
crash reduction countermeasures.

2.3 Education component (EDS)

A linear approach to traffic safety has been developed for engaging students in 
the traffic safety community as a passenger, pedestrian, or bicyclist. Elementary 
students are trained by health and physical education teachers to adopt safety prac-
tices and injury prevention behaviors. Middle school students are then instructed 
on the assessment and remediation of unsafe traffic conditions, while high school 
students focus on the role of becoming a driver and safe passenger.

2.4 K-12 traffic safety program

Implementation of the K-12 roadway safety curriculum has been in targeted 
areas of New Jersey, instead of on a statewide basis. The K-12 traffic safety 
programs include several proven resources which were selected based on their 
effectiveness (Table 1) [9]. A total of 76 lesson plans were developed and 
selected for bicycle [11], pedestrian [11], traffic safety [10], and supplemental 
units [8]. A series of developmental skills have been incorporated into the 
program, beginning with awareness of traffic safety behaviors and finishing 
with students serving as peer advocates. Learning goals involve identification 
of prevention processes, development of strategies for reducing unsafe safety 
conditions, and assessment of the traffic systems to identify unsafe conditions 
encountered by at-risk populations. High school students are also required to 
analyze crash data to further understand and prevent traffic crashes, develop 
rationales for peer compliance of traffic safety laws, and lead safety advocacy 
campaigns [12].

The Grade 9–12 section is dominated by driver education training founded upon 
the MVC Driver Education Manual. As a result, the traffic safety community encoun-
tered the need to further promote advocacy and oversight of driver education. When 
the New Jersey Driver Education Committee (NJ DEC) Charter Plan was adopted in 
April 2017, this committee began to work on conducting an assessment of classroom 
instruction and determined that requiring a standardized curriculum would be 
ineffective, since most current programs are (80%) in compliance with national 
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guidelines. Furthermore, the New Jersey model has been ahead of the country with 
involving parents in novice driver education and will be discussed the next section.

2.5 Parent-teen orientation training

A national review of Parent/Teen Graduated Driver Licensing (GDL) programs 
was conducted in 2011 and yielded limited information on behavioral approaches 
for parents to teach their teenagers to drive. Fortunately, the Children’s Hospital 
of Philadelphia (CHOP) [3] completed a national study that identified teenagers’ 
perspectives on the role of their parents in the GDL process. Under direction of 
the division, Kean University staff had developed the Parent/Teen Orientation 
Workshop that empowers parents to support their teens in the development of safe 
driving skills for life. Learning outcomes were incorporated into this 1–1/2-hour 
orientation program and continue to be measured in pre−/post-study.

The Parent/Teen Orientation Program has been organized into three modules: 
introduction, practice driving, and enforcement of the graduated driver’s license. 
This interactive format requires facilitators to briefly review slides for impact, 
address talking points on the topic, and engage audiences of parents and teens in 
discussions. Also, several scenarios are presented as learning experiences (Table 2).

Grade level Cumulative progress indicator (CPI)

Prekindergarten 1. Use safe practices indoors and outdoors (e.g., wear bike helmets, cars are used, 
and seat belts are worn)

2. Develop an awareness of warning symbols and their meanings (e.g., red light, 
stop signs, etc.)

Kindergarten-Grade 2 1. Identify ways to prevent injury at home, in school, and in the community (e.g., 
fire safety, poison safety, and accident prevention)

2. Identify procedures associated with pedestrian, bicycle, and traffic safety

Grades 3–4 1. Determine the characteristics of safe and unsafe situations, and develop strat-
egies to reduce the risk of injuries at home, in school, and in the community

2. Examine the impact of unsafe behaviors when traveling in vehicles, as 
pedestrians and when using other modes of transportation

Grades 5–6 1. Summarize the common causes of intentional and unintentional injuries in 
adolescents and related prevention strategies

2. Summarize the components of the traffic safety system, and explain how 
people contribute to make the system effective

Grades 7–8 1. Assess the degree of risk in a variety of situations, and identify strategies to 
reduce intentional and unintentional injuries

2. Analyze the cause of non-compliance with the traffic safety system and their 
consequences

Grades 9–12 1. Determine the causes and outcomes of intentional and unintentional injuries 
in adolescents and young adults, and propose prevention strategies

2. Analyze the relationship between alcohol and drug use and the incidence of 
motor vehicle crashes

3. Develop a rationale to persuade peers to comply with traffic safety laws and 
avoid detractors

4. Summarize New Jersey motor vehicle laws and regulations, and determine 
their impact on the incidence of crashes and injuries

5. Plan and implement an advocacy strategy to stimulate action on a state, 
national, or global health issue, including but not limited to organ/tissue 
donation

Table 1. 
Traffic safety program.
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2.6 Enforcement component (ENS)

The crash investigation component establishes baseline knowledge for the 
enforcement initiatives. Basic investigation involves the development of investiga-
tion skills to prevent crash risks and optimize traffic flow when a crash does occur. 
Recognition and preservation of evidence is accomplished by utilizing photograph-
ing techniques, sketching, and measuring vehicle damage. Speed calculations 
are performed, in order to determine time-distance factors of a crash. Advanced 
investigation is an analytic approach to measurement, photography, and sequence 
analysis. Work and energy formulas are used to determine speed, while vectors have 
been adopted as effective tools for presenting crash analysis findings. This back-
ground offers tools for investigators to identify potential crash sites and develop 
solutions to address potential crash hazards. Further information will be presented 
that identifies crash investigation training content, the traffic safety specialist 
requirements, and resultant safety benefits for the community.

2.7 Crash investigation program

During the past 20 years, New Jersey Division of Highway Traffic Safety 
(NJDHTS) cosponsors crash investigation training for municipal, county, and 
state police personnel. In 2010, Kean University was contracted to work with the 
New Jersey crash instructors and develop a crash investigation training program. 
After conducting a national review on crash investigation and locating best field 
practices, courses were created through the Enforcement Advisory Committee. The 

Module Content

Introduction National/teen driver statistics (i.e. no. 1 killer of teens claiming nearly 6000 lives each 
year, CHOP)
Background on how GDL has worked to improve teen driver safety and save young 
lives. Parental roles and their impact on teen driver safety

Practice driving National teen driving statistics (NHTSA) and changes in behavior that can decrease 
crash risks with experience
Strongly encourage parents to expose their young driver to various road and weather 
conditions noting that it is safer and smarter to expose them to these conditions while 
you are in the vehicle
Discussion of a typical families schedule taking into account the various types of 
families (one parent, etc.) showing how an hour a week can be found to practice
Alternative approaches for teen driving coaches (e.g., family or friends with safe 
driving habits)

Enforcement of 
GDL

Presentation of CHOP data showing the safety experience of teens with authoritative 
parents
Teens who describe authoritative parents, as compared to uninvolved parents are:

• Half as likely to crash

• 71% less likely to drive while intoxicated

• 30% less likely to use a cell phone while driving

Emphasize that teens need clear instruction and parents act as role models, since they 
have been teaching their teen to drive by the example since childhood
Practice scenarios: Exchange between teen and parent when teen’s attempt to justify 
or plead the case for breaking a restriction (curfew-going to a late movie, passenger-
carpooling for school activity/sports use of cell phone—they receive a call from parent)
Demonstration of the distraction that cell phones create for drivers and the brains 
inability to focus on both driving and talking on the cell phone at the same time

Table 2. 
Parent-teen orientation program.
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curriculum has been based on state needs and national practices. This hybrid course 
design of a traditional and interactive delivery system adequately accommodates the 
many challenges faced by law enforcement officers working on the most congested 
roadways in the nation [4]. A general format of instructional goals and objectives, 
assessment strategies, content, worksheets, and instructional evaluations has also 
been employed for the basic and advanced crash investigation courses. These tools 
have enabled the program to be properly vetted and measured for effectiveness of 
learning strategies, instructor delivery of content, and ongoing analysis of data 
collection techniques.

2.8 Basic crash investigation

Basic crash investigation is designed to offer police officers an awareness of 
skills required to conduct traffic crash investigations. Students are provided with a 
working knowledge of evidence and information needed upon arrival at the scene. 
The course addresses how to safely obtain the needed information without further 
endangering themselves, the victim, and the community. Students will be trained 
on properly transferring evidence and information collected at the traffic crash 
scene to reports and diagrams for courtroom testimony (Table 3) [4].

2.9 Advanced crash investigation

The prerequisite for this 2-week course is the completion of basic crash investi-
gation. The course involves interpreting tire marks, road scars, advanced measuring 
methods, vehicle damage analysis, and vehicle behavior during a crash. If applicants 
have problems with math from basic crash investigation, they should practice 
algebra skills prior to signing up for the course, since there is a noticeable emphasis 
on math formulas that relate to collisions (Table 4) [4].

2.10 Traffic safety specialist (TSS) certification component

The traffic safety specialist certification was first established in Maryland to 
support the Maryland Strategic Highway Safety Plan [6]. This designation has been 
designed to recognize police officers who have attained notable experience, educa-
tion, training, and proficiency in highway safety and traffic enforcement methods 
and procedures. The program began in 2011 and was opened to police agencies 
that perform law enforcement duties. In New Jersey, the designation was adopted 
by a criteria selection committee, in coordination with the Police Traffic Officers’ 
Association and the state police.

The TSS program requires documentation of experience levels, training, job 
performance, and skill proficiency as a traffic officer. The first phase enables officers 
to be recognized for specialized training beyond the academy. Level I requirements 
include 3 years of independent patrol/traffic experience, speed detection device 
certification, standard field sobriety certification, and 30 points of earned elec-
tives. One elective point is also awarded for each year (up to three points) of docu-
mented military experience, while up to three points (1 = Associates, 2 = Bachelors, 
3 = Masters) are awarded for documented college experience. Officers may also 
obtain up to seven points for traffic safety awards received during their employment.

After the TSS program-Level I has been successfully approved, TSS-Level II 
requires applicants to have participated in local traffic studies or traffic safety 
implementation projects. They must also have 5 years of independent patrol/traf-
fic experience; meet the TSS-Level I requirements; and be recognized as a crash 
reconstruction investigator, drug recognition expert, or commercial vehicle safety 
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2.6 Enforcement component (ENS)

The crash investigation component establishes baseline knowledge for the 
enforcement initiatives. Basic investigation involves the development of investiga-
tion skills to prevent crash risks and optimize traffic flow when a crash does occur. 
Recognition and preservation of evidence is accomplished by utilizing photograph-
ing techniques, sketching, and measuring vehicle damage. Speed calculations 
are performed, in order to determine time-distance factors of a crash. Advanced 
investigation is an analytic approach to measurement, photography, and sequence 
analysis. Work and energy formulas are used to determine speed, while vectors have 
been adopted as effective tools for presenting crash analysis findings. This back-
ground offers tools for investigators to identify potential crash sites and develop 
solutions to address potential crash hazards. Further information will be presented 
that identifies crash investigation training content, the traffic safety specialist 
requirements, and resultant safety benefits for the community.

2.7 Crash investigation program

During the past 20 years, New Jersey Division of Highway Traffic Safety 
(NJDHTS) cosponsors crash investigation training for municipal, county, and 
state police personnel. In 2010, Kean University was contracted to work with the 
New Jersey crash instructors and develop a crash investigation training program. 
After conducting a national review on crash investigation and locating best field 
practices, courses were created through the Enforcement Advisory Committee. The 

Module Content

Introduction National/teen driver statistics (i.e. no. 1 killer of teens claiming nearly 6000 lives each 
year, CHOP)
Background on how GDL has worked to improve teen driver safety and save young 
lives. Parental roles and their impact on teen driver safety

Practice driving National teen driving statistics (NHTSA) and changes in behavior that can decrease 
crash risks with experience
Strongly encourage parents to expose their young driver to various road and weather 
conditions noting that it is safer and smarter to expose them to these conditions while 
you are in the vehicle
Discussion of a typical families schedule taking into account the various types of 
families (one parent, etc.) showing how an hour a week can be found to practice
Alternative approaches for teen driving coaches (e.g., family or friends with safe 
driving habits)

Enforcement of 
GDL

Presentation of CHOP data showing the safety experience of teens with authoritative 
parents
Teens who describe authoritative parents, as compared to uninvolved parents are:

• Half as likely to crash

• 71% less likely to drive while intoxicated

• 30% less likely to use a cell phone while driving

Emphasize that teens need clear instruction and parents act as role models, since they 
have been teaching their teen to drive by the example since childhood
Practice scenarios: Exchange between teen and parent when teen’s attempt to justify 
or plead the case for breaking a restriction (curfew-going to a late movie, passenger-
carpooling for school activity/sports use of cell phone—they receive a call from parent)
Demonstration of the distraction that cell phones create for drivers and the brains 
inability to focus on both driving and talking on the cell phone at the same time

Table 2. 
Parent-teen orientation program.
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curriculum has been based on state needs and national practices. This hybrid course 
design of a traditional and interactive delivery system adequately accommodates the 
many challenges faced by law enforcement officers working on the most congested 
roadways in the nation [4]. A general format of instructional goals and objectives, 
assessment strategies, content, worksheets, and instructional evaluations has also 
been employed for the basic and advanced crash investigation courses. These tools 
have enabled the program to be properly vetted and measured for effectiveness of 
learning strategies, instructor delivery of content, and ongoing analysis of data 
collection techniques.

2.8 Basic crash investigation

Basic crash investigation is designed to offer police officers an awareness of 
skills required to conduct traffic crash investigations. Students are provided with a 
working knowledge of evidence and information needed upon arrival at the scene. 
The course addresses how to safely obtain the needed information without further 
endangering themselves, the victim, and the community. Students will be trained 
on properly transferring evidence and information collected at the traffic crash 
scene to reports and diagrams for courtroom testimony (Table 3) [4].

2.9 Advanced crash investigation

The prerequisite for this 2-week course is the completion of basic crash investi-
gation. The course involves interpreting tire marks, road scars, advanced measuring 
methods, vehicle damage analysis, and vehicle behavior during a crash. If applicants 
have problems with math from basic crash investigation, they should practice 
algebra skills prior to signing up for the course, since there is a noticeable emphasis 
on math formulas that relate to collisions (Table 4) [4].

2.10 Traffic safety specialist (TSS) certification component

The traffic safety specialist certification was first established in Maryland to 
support the Maryland Strategic Highway Safety Plan [6]. This designation has been 
designed to recognize police officers who have attained notable experience, educa-
tion, training, and proficiency in highway safety and traffic enforcement methods 
and procedures. The program began in 2011 and was opened to police agencies 
that perform law enforcement duties. In New Jersey, the designation was adopted 
by a criteria selection committee, in coordination with the Police Traffic Officers’ 
Association and the state police.

The TSS program requires documentation of experience levels, training, job 
performance, and skill proficiency as a traffic officer. The first phase enables officers 
to be recognized for specialized training beyond the academy. Level I requirements 
include 3 years of independent patrol/traffic experience, speed detection device 
certification, standard field sobriety certification, and 30 points of earned elec-
tives. One elective point is also awarded for each year (up to three points) of docu-
mented military experience, while up to three points (1 = Associates, 2 = Bachelors, 
3 = Masters) are awarded for documented college experience. Officers may also 
obtain up to seven points for traffic safety awards received during their employment.

After the TSS program-Level I has been successfully approved, TSS-Level II 
requires applicants to have participated in local traffic studies or traffic safety 
implementation projects. They must also have 5 years of independent patrol/traf-
fic experience; meet the TSS-Level I requirements; and be recognized as a crash 
reconstruction investigator, drug recognition expert, or commercial vehicle safety 
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Module Content

1.1. Introduction to 
crash investigation

Overview of crash investigation techniques used to support increased 
prosecutable crash cases

2.1. Crash 
investigation 
background

Review of crash investigation techniques that include at scene traffic 
enforcement, prevention programs, and resuming traffic flow patterns

3.1. Crash 
information from 
people

Identification of conditions affecting the ability of drivers to operate a motor 
vehicle and pedestrian misconception of driver abilities and motor vehicle 
capabilities that lead to crashes. Examination of physiological and psychological 
factors affecting drivers and pedestrians and occupant kinematics concepts

4.1. Recognizing 
roadway evidence

Recognition, investigation, and recording of physical marks from plotting 
vehicle positions before, during, and after the impact at the crash scene

5.1. Crash scene 
measurements

Skills development includes gathering accurate measurements and recording 
important data from the crash scene. Roadway configurations and intersections 
are examined to enhance student abilities on developing scale diagrams, while 
customized traffic templates are utilized to identify grades and superelevations. 
Recognizing and recording physical roadway marks also assist investigators in 
plotting the vehicle position before, during, and after the impact

5.2. Crash scene 
measurements 
(traffic template)

Examples are presented on the limitation of measurements, along with 
techniques for using templates for diagramming crash scenes for and courtroom 
presentations

5.3. Crash scene 
measurements (field 
sketches)

Further development and refinement of skills to gather and record accurate 
measurements and data from the crash scene. Several roadway configurations 
and intersections are used to enhance student abilities on developing scale 
diagrams. Illustrations and drawings are also produced from photographs and 
other reference materials

6.1. Documenting 
crash scene evidence

Background information is presented on effectively documenting evidence 
with photography. Emphasis is placed on taking sufficient photographs, 
based on camera location at the crash scene for reconstruction and courtroom 
presentations

7.1. Documenting 
crash scene evidence 
from vehicles

Vehicle damage assists in determining the cause of a crash. Matching vehicle 
damage to roadway marks and identifying the difference between contact and 
induced damage. Also, data collection priorities at the crash scene are featured

7.2. Tire inspection 
and documentation

Background information on tires and at-scene methodologies are examined 
relative to documenting evidence. Tire abnormalities, hydroplaning action, and 
other conditions are further examined

7.3. Evidence from 
lamps

Descriptions of lamp types and parts and research related to legal statutes. There is 
also a discussion on incandescent lamps and general terminology used for gaining 
a better understanding of hot and cold shock. Also, lamp inspection is addressed, 
as it relates to the crash scene

8.1. Basic 
mathematics review

Brief review of concepts and function of calculation tools enables students to 
successfully complete basic mathematical functions

8.2. Coefficient of 
friction and drag 
factor

Drag sled and test skid procedures are demonstrated for determining grade and 
acceleration/deceleration. Emphasis is placed on the importance of locating, 
recognizing, measuring, and recording physical marks on the roadway at the 
crash scene

8.3. Estimating 
vehicle speed

Importance of locating, recognizing, measuring, and recording physical roadway 
marks and evidence is addressed, along with the procedure used for determining 
the coefficient of friction and speed estimates for skid marks

8.4. Time and 
distance

Speed estimates are conducted to calculate time and distance factors of a crash

Table 3. 
Basic crash investigation course content.
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inspector. A traffic study must be submitted by applicants, along with a proof of 30 
earned elective points, in order to be eligible for equivalent college credits and the 
TSS credential that is recognized for court testimony (Table 5) [6].

Over 80 courses are approved in 9 designated areas at county-based police 
academies. Many national programs (i.e., FBI, IPTM, and NIMS) apply because 
they are held in New Jersey and often sponsored through NJDHTS and NJSP. One 
half point is awarded to courses that are 4 hours in duration, while maximum credit 
of 10 points will be received for 80-hour training programs. Quarterly meetings are 
held to review the awards with Kean University taking the leadership as committee 
chairperson for the 10-member committee. The program was piloted in February 
2016 and continues to attract participants who are dedicated to promoting crash 
reduction and injury prevention initiatives.

A linear approach to traffic safety education has been used for student engage-
ment as passengers, pedestrians, or bicyclists. Elementary students are trained with 

Module Content

1.1. Introduction 
to advanced crash 
Investigation

Advanced crash investigation requires students to have knowledge of 
interpreting tire marks and road scars. Advanced measuring methods, 
vehicle damage analysis, and vehicle behavior during a crash are addressed in 
this course

2.1. Vehicle damage Skills are presented for obtaining residual crash photographs and measurement 
of vehicle damage. The Cartesian coordinate system will be described along with 
the linear perimeter measurement system. Vehicle behavior in a crash, PDOF, 
measurement of residual damage, and determination of width or length of 
damage are also reviewed in this module

2.2. Vehicle damage 
review

Field exercise is conducted for obtaining residual damage photographs and 
vehicle damage measurements

3.1. Vehicle behavior 
in crashes

Newton’s laws of motion [5] are related to vehicle behavior during a crash. 
Relationships between motion, acceleration, and action/reaction are applied to 
crash investigation and principle direction of force (PDOF)

4.1. Advanced math 
review

Information is presented for calculating speed estimates from simple skid and 
yaw marks, as well as other evidence found at the crash scene

4.2. Time-distance 
calculations

Relationship between time and distance in the crash sequence is reviewed and 
applied to calculate the vehicle location during a crash

4.3. Work and energy Work is done when a vehicle slides, while (kinetic) energy dissipates into 
heat energy, a tool for determining vehicle speed and a major part of crash 
investigation. Examples are presented on the amount of change produced or 
work done as there is change in velocity of an object

4.4. Geometry and 
trigonometry review

Examples are presented on the use of angles, triangles, and trigonometry in 
crash investigation

4.5. Momentum Collinear momentum analysis for pre-crash determination is developed

4.6. Two-dimensional 
momentum

Two-dimensional momentum project is conducted using “X” and “Y” axis 
information

4.7. Radius and critical 
speed yaw

Radius and critical speed yaw are presented and measured, in order to calculate 
an actual average vehicle speed from the marks

4.8. Airborne crashes Speed of a vehicle will be calculated when it has left the road surface

4.9. Introduction to 
vectors

Effective formulas and methods are examined for completing vector diagrams, 
linear-momentum calculations, and scalar exercises

Table 4. 
Advanced crash investigation course content.
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Module Content

1.1. Introduction to 
crash investigation

Overview of crash investigation techniques used to support increased 
prosecutable crash cases

2.1. Crash 
investigation 
background

Review of crash investigation techniques that include at scene traffic 
enforcement, prevention programs, and resuming traffic flow patterns

3.1. Crash 
information from 
people

Identification of conditions affecting the ability of drivers to operate a motor 
vehicle and pedestrian misconception of driver abilities and motor vehicle 
capabilities that lead to crashes. Examination of physiological and psychological 
factors affecting drivers and pedestrians and occupant kinematics concepts

4.1. Recognizing 
roadway evidence

Recognition, investigation, and recording of physical marks from plotting 
vehicle positions before, during, and after the impact at the crash scene

5.1. Crash scene 
measurements

Skills development includes gathering accurate measurements and recording 
important data from the crash scene. Roadway configurations and intersections 
are examined to enhance student abilities on developing scale diagrams, while 
customized traffic templates are utilized to identify grades and superelevations. 
Recognizing and recording physical roadway marks also assist investigators in 
plotting the vehicle position before, during, and after the impact

5.2. Crash scene 
measurements 
(traffic template)

Examples are presented on the limitation of measurements, along with 
techniques for using templates for diagramming crash scenes for and courtroom 
presentations

5.3. Crash scene 
measurements (field 
sketches)

Further development and refinement of skills to gather and record accurate 
measurements and data from the crash scene. Several roadway configurations 
and intersections are used to enhance student abilities on developing scale 
diagrams. Illustrations and drawings are also produced from photographs and 
other reference materials

6.1. Documenting 
crash scene evidence

Background information is presented on effectively documenting evidence 
with photography. Emphasis is placed on taking sufficient photographs, 
based on camera location at the crash scene for reconstruction and courtroom 
presentations

7.1. Documenting 
crash scene evidence 
from vehicles

Vehicle damage assists in determining the cause of a crash. Matching vehicle 
damage to roadway marks and identifying the difference between contact and 
induced damage. Also, data collection priorities at the crash scene are featured

7.2. Tire inspection 
and documentation

Background information on tires and at-scene methodologies are examined 
relative to documenting evidence. Tire abnormalities, hydroplaning action, and 
other conditions are further examined

7.3. Evidence from 
lamps

Descriptions of lamp types and parts and research related to legal statutes. There is 
also a discussion on incandescent lamps and general terminology used for gaining 
a better understanding of hot and cold shock. Also, lamp inspection is addressed, 
as it relates to the crash scene

8.1. Basic 
mathematics review

Brief review of concepts and function of calculation tools enables students to 
successfully complete basic mathematical functions

8.2. Coefficient of 
friction and drag 
factor

Drag sled and test skid procedures are demonstrated for determining grade and 
acceleration/deceleration. Emphasis is placed on the importance of locating, 
recognizing, measuring, and recording physical marks on the roadway at the 
crash scene

8.3. Estimating 
vehicle speed

Importance of locating, recognizing, measuring, and recording physical roadway 
marks and evidence is addressed, along with the procedure used for determining 
the coefficient of friction and speed estimates for skid marks

8.4. Time and 
distance

Speed estimates are conducted to calculate time and distance factors of a crash
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inspector. A traffic study must be submitted by applicants, along with a proof of 30 
earned elective points, in order to be eligible for equivalent college credits and the 
TSS credential that is recognized for court testimony (Table 5) [6].

Over 80 courses are approved in 9 designated areas at county-based police 
academies. Many national programs (i.e., FBI, IPTM, and NIMS) apply because 
they are held in New Jersey and often sponsored through NJDHTS and NJSP. One 
half point is awarded to courses that are 4 hours in duration, while maximum credit 
of 10 points will be received for 80-hour training programs. Quarterly meetings are 
held to review the awards with Kean University taking the leadership as committee 
chairperson for the 10-member committee. The program was piloted in February 
2016 and continues to attract participants who are dedicated to promoting crash 
reduction and injury prevention initiatives.

A linear approach to traffic safety education has been used for student engage-
ment as passengers, pedestrians, or bicyclists. Elementary students are trained with 

Module Content

1.1. Introduction 
to advanced crash 
Investigation

Advanced crash investigation requires students to have knowledge of 
interpreting tire marks and road scars. Advanced measuring methods, 
vehicle damage analysis, and vehicle behavior during a crash are addressed in 
this course

2.1. Vehicle damage Skills are presented for obtaining residual crash photographs and measurement 
of vehicle damage. The Cartesian coordinate system will be described along with 
the linear perimeter measurement system. Vehicle behavior in a crash, PDOF, 
measurement of residual damage, and determination of width or length of 
damage are also reviewed in this module

2.2. Vehicle damage 
review

Field exercise is conducted for obtaining residual damage photographs and 
vehicle damage measurements

3.1. Vehicle behavior 
in crashes

Newton’s laws of motion [5] are related to vehicle behavior during a crash. 
Relationships between motion, acceleration, and action/reaction are applied to 
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Table 4. 
Advanced crash investigation course content.
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awareness techniques and practice of injury prevention behaviors, while middle 
school students address traffic safety issues through assessment and remediation 
of unsafe conditions. High school students are fully engaged in preparing for their 
roles as drivers and/or safe passengers, but not without the help of parents and the 
community. Conversely, the enforcement component provides law enforcement 
professionals with analytical tools for identifying potential crash conditions and 
potential crash hazards, which may/or may not be apparent to the general public. 
Furthermore, officer participation in the traffic safety specialist program enables 
them to share personal traffic safety accomplishments with their peers.

3. Effectiveness of the prevention model

3.1 Education component

Two studies were conducted to address the effectiveness of the education 
component. First, a 1-year pilot study was conducted in 2011 that involved teachers 
from the second largest school district in the state. Evaluations involved ease of 
usefulness and classroom benefit. A comparison of group differences was based on 
participation in monthly and weekly presentations. A t-test and ANOVA applica-
tion was used for evaluation purposes. Next, a 3-year study was conducted with 
parents attending the Share the Keys, a parent orientation. It was speculated that the 
school-wide K-12 pilot program would bring community attention to traffic safety 
and further reduce crash rates over time and parents will actively remain involved 
in monitoring their novice teen’s driving patterns.

3.2 K-12 traffic safety program

In fall 2011, the second largest school district in New Jersey participated in a 
pilot study of the traffic safety component. A coordinator training session and four 
auditorium programs were conducted by task force representatives. One hundred 
forty-two teachers used the 76 lesson plans and resources to instruct over 3600 
students. This sample group represented elementary teachers (86%), high school 
teachers (8%), and kindergarten/middle school teachers (6%). The most frequently 
used lessons were on bicycle safety (27%) followed by pedestrian safety (22%). All 

Categories Level I Level II

1. Patrol experience 3 years 5 years

2. TSS level designation N/A Level I

3. Certifications • Speed detection device

• Field sobriety test cert.

• Reconstructionist, DRE, ACTAR cert., or 
traffic engineering cert.,

• Instructor cert.

4. Elective options*

• Military (3 points)

• Post-secondary (3 points)

• Traffic awards (7 points)

30 points 30 points

5. Written reports N/A Traffic study written report—Participant 
level

Table 5. 
Traffic safety specialist designation criteria.
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high school teachers (10%) used the driver education unit because it corresponded 
with the New Jersey driver education manual (Table 6).

When the year ended, a brief survey on the usefulness of the lesson plans 
and resources was distributed to participating teachers. Self-reported responses 
(n = 137) addressed time appropriation for classroom use, age appropriateness of 
content, best features of lesson plans/resources, areas of improvement, and other 
comments. Seventy percent of the teachers reported that lessons were completed 
within a 45-minute class period. All respondents felt that the content was age 
appropriate for their grade level. When asked about the best features of the 
component, most mentioned content/activities (N = 53), followed by available 
lesson plans/cods (N = 39), and lessons were easily implemented (N = 25). Also, 
teachers confirmed that these “interactive” resources were successfully used by 
substitute teachers.

Overall mean scores for usefulness of components and resources were estab-
lished and then used to test the null hypothesis of no difference in user satisfaction 
of resources between monthly and weekly instructor groups. Participating teachers 
were asked to rate the usefulness of units/lesson plans and corresponding resources 
for their grade levels, based on the following scores: 1 = very useful, 2 = somewhat 
useful, and 3 = not useful. Overall responses ranged between 1.35 (introduction) 
and 1.54 (PowerPoints) with lesson plans and handouts receiving the highest rating 
of a 1.37 score. The overall, monthly, and weekly user group means for the lesson 
plan components and resources appear in Table 7.

Next, the t-test, assuming unequal variances are p = <0.05, df = 92, was con-
ducted to determine differences between combined means of monthly and weekly 
user groups. The t-statistic (3.505) supported the failure to reject the null hypoth-
esis; therefore, an ANOVA, two-factor without replication, was conducted using 

Lessons plans (N = 142)

Bicycle 27

Bus safety 8

Driver education 10

Pedestrian 22

Traffic safety 17

Unspecified 16

Table 6. 
Percentage of lesson plans reviewed.

Overall mean (N = 142) Monthly mean (N = 93) Weekly mean (N = 39)

Introduction 1.35 1.39 1.31

Benchmark 1.49 1.64 1.35

Plans 1.37 1.52 1.23

Handouts 1.37 1.51 1.23

Parent info 1.42 1.47 1.37

Power points 1.54 1.8 1.29

Teacher resources 1.45 1.56 1.34

Table 7. 
Usefulness ratings of lesson plan components and resources.
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high school teachers (10%) used the driver education unit because it corresponded 
with the New Jersey driver education manual (Table 6).

When the year ended, a brief survey on the usefulness of the lesson plans 
and resources was distributed to participating teachers. Self-reported responses 
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content, best features of lesson plans/resources, areas of improvement, and other 
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within a 45-minute class period. All respondents felt that the content was age 
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plan components and resources appear in Table 7.
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the mean for each category, in order to determine if there were differences between 
and within groups on usefulness averages for monthly and weekly instruction.

There appeared to be some variation between the usefulness scores for lesson 
plan components and resources. However, the values differed between monthly and 
weekly users, who had rated the lesson plan/resources as being more useful than the 
other group (p = 0.003487). This finding indicates that a Type 1 error had occurred 
and a difference existed on usefulness of the traffic safety component (Table 8).

While further research is needed on difference in benefits for elementary, mid-
dle, and high school teachers, this study was successful in obtaining self-reported 
benefits and program enhancements. Forty percent of the respondents indicated 
that program changes were not needed and another group (N = 24) expressed the 
desire to continue the program in their district. Others felt strong about providing 
additional time for the lessons (N = 14), incorporating more movement/physical 
education/walking trips/demonstrations (N = 20) into the program, and additional 
videos (N = 6) would improve learning. Finally, 10 teachers reported that the lesson 
plans should be used in turnkey (before/after school) programs.

3.3 STK parent orientation program 3-year analysis

Fifty-three school districts participated in the 3-year study that netted 
2817 parent/teen teams from 14 counties with a population of over 6,300,000 
residents. Nearly half of the participants were from the South (45%), followed 
by North (42%) and Central (13%) regions of the state. The 2010 US Census 
county data was also used to identify demographics of this cohort. As the pro-
gram expanded, the ethnic composition maintained a greater representation of 
Caucasians (55%) and fewer Asians (5%). Gender was evenly matched between 
males and females, and only 34% compared to 44% of the population at large had 
completed college and earned an income of $73,653.

The NHTSA Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) was accessed to identify 
the fatality rates of individuals between the ages of 16 and 20 on New Jersey road-
ways. The updated GDL restrictions had played a role in helping to reduce roadway 
fatalities for this population with a 63% decline in fatal crashes of 16–20-year-old 
drivers. The fatality rate of teen drivers had steadily declined from 52 to 33 road-
way deaths in New Jersey, during this period. Share the Keys remained a voluntary 
program and was adopted by 10% of the school districts to support parents in 
enforcing and restricting the driving activities of their teens.

Chi-square and independent-sample t-test analyses were conducted to deter-
mine the differences between baseline and follow-up responses in all domains: sub-
jective norms, parental behaviors, and reported teen driving behaviors. Most notably, 
there was a 5% overall reduction in follow-up responses (15% vs. 20%) between 
the two periods. Levene’s test for equality of variance was used to identify whether 
or not variance of scores for the two groups was the same. Percentages, means, 
standard deviations, and t-scores were calculated for each of the 19 behaviors 

Source of variation SS Df MS F P-value F crit

Rows 0.061943 6 0.010324 0.999539 0.500216 4.283866

Columns 0.223779 1 0.223779 21.66598 0.003487 5.987378

Error 0.061971 6 0.010329

Total 0.347693 13

Table 8. 
ANOVA results.
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being measured. No significant differences between the means were present in the 
subjective norms and reported teen driving domains, while differences were found in 
the parent behavior and practice driving hours domains (Table 9).

Domains & categories Baseline (n = 2817)* Follow-up (n = 437)

N (%) M SD N (%) M SD T

Subjective norms

Pstyle 1—permissive 1315 (46) 1.53 0.49 190 (43) 1.57 0.49 −1.21

Pstyle 2—uninvolved 125 (05) 1.90 0.29 52 (11) 1.82 0.38 4.14

Pstyle 3—authoritative 1237 (44) 1.47 0.49 140 (33) 1.61 0.49 −5.32

Pstyle 4—authoritarian 76 (03) 1.91 0.29 31 (07) 1.90 0.31 1.10

No response 64 (02) 24 (06)

Self-reported good 
driving role model

2523 (90) 1.10 .31 407 (93) 1.07 .25 2.02

No response 294 (10) 30 (07)

Parent behavior

Understand GDL 2330 (87)* 1.13 0.33 366 (84) 1.16 0.36 −1.90**

No response 338 (13) 71 (16)

Practice driving 2127 (80)* 1.20 0.40 345 (79) 1.21 0.40 −0.37

No response 541 (20) 92 (21)

Enforce GDL 2264 (85)* 1.15 0.36 346 (79) 1.21 0.40 −2.75**

No response 404 (15) 91 (21)

Control keys 2200 (83)* 1.18 0.38 285 (65) 1.35 0.47 −7.19

No response 468 (17) 152 (35)

Practice driving hours

0–3 hours 747 (27) 1.73 0.44 149 (34) 1.66 0.47 3.13**

3–5 hours 433 (15) 1.85 0.36 69 (15) 1.84 0.36 0.22

5–7 hours 460 (16) 1.84 0.37 52 (12) 1.88 0.32 −2.60**

7+ hours 908 (33) 1.68 0.47 120 (28) 1.73 0.44 −2.06**

No response 269 (09) 47 (11)

Reported teen driving behavior

Curfew 2489 (88) 1.12 0.32 344 (79) 1.21 0.41 −4.70

No response
Passenger
No response

328 (12)
2268 (81)
549 (19)

1.19 0.40 93 (21)
366 (84)
71 (16)

1.16 0.37 1.70

Seat belt
No response

2586 (92)
231 (08)

1.08 0.27 356 (82)
81 (08)

1.19 0.40 −5.41

Ask permission
No response

2382 (85)
435 (15)

1.15 0.36 291 (67)
146 (33)

1.33 0.47 −7.61

No text/cell
No response

2434 (86)
383 (14)

1.14 0.34 290 (67)
147 (33)

1.34 0.47 −8.51

No alcohol
No response

2645 (94)
172 (06)

1.06 0.24 381 (87)
56 (13)

1.13 0.34 −4.03

p > 0.05 for comparison characteristics of the sample.
*n = 2668 sample size for the parent behavior domain found in post-survey
**Sig. (two-tailed) value is equal to or less than 0.05.

Table 9. 
3-year analysis of group differences: Percentages, unadjusted means, and t-test results.
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The t-test results confirmed that there were no significant changes between 
the baseline and follow-up responses for parenting behavior; therefore, the null 
hypothesis was accepted. Next, chi-square results were examined to further identify 
trends in behavior over time. Interestingly, a shift occurred in the subjective norms 
domain between authoritative (44–33%), uninvolved (5–11%), and authoritarian par-
enting styles (3–7%). Parent behaviors remained consistent in all categories except for 
control keys (83–65%) which decreased by 16%, 1 year later. There were few changes 
in the practice driving hours domain, while results were not as positive in the reported 
teen driving behaviors domain. Compliance with passenger limits (81–84%) increased, 
but all other driving behaviors had decreased between 7% and 19% over time and 
netted a 10% average reduction in teen compliance with safe driving behavior.

Additional independent MANOVA tests were conducted to examine the relation-
ship of driving phases to control keys behaviors that had shifted over time in the t-test. 
Results confirmed that fewer parents control keys (M1 = 1.44, SD = 0.50; M2 = 1.24, 
SD2 = 0.43) during the probationary phase and afterward. Also, teen compliance 
with the driving curfew (M1 = 1.41, SD1 = 0.49; M2 = 1.12, SD2 = 0.32) and passenger 
restrictions (M1 = 1.27, SD1 = 0.44; M2 = 1.09, SD2 = 2.9) had decreased at the proba-
tionary phase, not when teens were fully licensed. Ask permission to drive appeared 
to be influenced by the licensing phase, since mean scores continually decreased over 
time (M1 1.43, SD1 = 0.50; M2 = 1.31, SD2 = 0.46; M3 = 1.24, SD3 = 0.43).

The overall results identified that there were insignificant differences between 
baseline and follow-up scores in the 19 behaviors used to prove the null hypothesis 
of GDL compliance over time. However, the STK interactive intervention was also 
examined in relation to changes in subjective norms (i.e., parenting styles), during 
the three driving phases. The MANOVA results confirmed changes in levels of 
parental involvement had occurred during the probationary phase of licensure, not 
at full licensure, as projected. Authoritarian roles increased during the probationary 
phase, while authoritative roles appeared to be strongest after teen drivers earned 
their basic license. Permissive and uninvolved roles remained relatively consistent 
throughout the three driving phases. Interestingly, all types of parents appeared to 
have benefited from attending the orientation, and they remained actively involved 
in enforcing the GDL restrictions, 1 year later.

In the parent behavior domain, parents reported comparable levels of involve-
ment in the following behaviors: understand GDL, practice driving, and enforce GDL. 
Control keys of their teen drivers, the only category not mandated under the GDL, 
had considerably decreased over time. There also appeared to be a relationship 
between parental enforcement and teen driver compliance with the GDL restric-
tions, especially with control keys and ask permission to use the car. Although these 
behaviors netted a 65% compliance level, 36% of teens had received their “unre-
stricted” basic license 1 year later.

The practice driving hours domain remained consistent, except during year 1 when 
a downward trend appeared in the 7+ hours behavior. There was potential significance 
in several categories (Year 1–7+ hours, Year 3–0–3 hours, 5–7 hours, and 7+ hours), but 
proved to be insignificant based on the t-test results. As mentioned, authoritative par-
ents tended to increase practice driving hours when teens received their basic license.

3.4 Enforcement component

3.4.1 Crash investigation program

Examination scores were used to assess whether or not students were success-
fully learning new information. Basic crash investigation test results were examined 
in Table 10 to measure improvements over time. The pre−/posttest scores for 2015 
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The t-test results confirmed that there were no significant changes between 
the baseline and follow-up responses for parenting behavior; therefore, the null 
hypothesis was accepted. Next, chi-square results were examined to further identify 
trends in behavior over time. Interestingly, a shift occurred in the subjective norms 
domain between authoritative (44–33%), uninvolved (5–11%), and authoritarian par-
enting styles (3–7%). Parent behaviors remained consistent in all categories except for 
control keys (83–65%) which decreased by 16%, 1 year later. There were few changes 
in the practice driving hours domain, while results were not as positive in the reported 
teen driving behaviors domain. Compliance with passenger limits (81–84%) increased, 
but all other driving behaviors had decreased between 7% and 19% over time and 
netted a 10% average reduction in teen compliance with safe driving behavior.

Additional independent MANOVA tests were conducted to examine the relation-
ship of driving phases to control keys behaviors that had shifted over time in the t-test. 
Results confirmed that fewer parents control keys (M1 = 1.44, SD = 0.50; M2 = 1.24, 
SD2 = 0.43) during the probationary phase and afterward. Also, teen compliance 
with the driving curfew (M1 = 1.41, SD1 = 0.49; M2 = 1.12, SD2 = 0.32) and passenger 
restrictions (M1 = 1.27, SD1 = 0.44; M2 = 1.09, SD2 = 2.9) had decreased at the proba-
tionary phase, not when teens were fully licensed. Ask permission to drive appeared 
to be influenced by the licensing phase, since mean scores continually decreased over 
time (M1 1.43, SD1 = 0.50; M2 = 1.31, SD2 = 0.46; M3 = 1.24, SD3 = 0.43).

The overall results identified that there were insignificant differences between 
baseline and follow-up scores in the 19 behaviors used to prove the null hypothesis 
of GDL compliance over time. However, the STK interactive intervention was also 
examined in relation to changes in subjective norms (i.e., parenting styles), during 
the three driving phases. The MANOVA results confirmed changes in levels of 
parental involvement had occurred during the probationary phase of licensure, not 
at full licensure, as projected. Authoritarian roles increased during the probationary 
phase, while authoritative roles appeared to be strongest after teen drivers earned 
their basic license. Permissive and uninvolved roles remained relatively consistent 
throughout the three driving phases. Interestingly, all types of parents appeared to 
have benefited from attending the orientation, and they remained actively involved 
in enforcing the GDL restrictions, 1 year later.

In the parent behavior domain, parents reported comparable levels of involve-
ment in the following behaviors: understand GDL, practice driving, and enforce GDL. 
Control keys of their teen drivers, the only category not mandated under the GDL, 
had considerably decreased over time. There also appeared to be a relationship 
between parental enforcement and teen driver compliance with the GDL restric-
tions, especially with control keys and ask permission to use the car. Although these 
behaviors netted a 65% compliance level, 36% of teens had received their “unre-
stricted” basic license 1 year later.

The practice driving hours domain remained consistent, except during year 1 when 
a downward trend appeared in the 7+ hours behavior. There was potential significance 
in several categories (Year 1–7+ hours, Year 3–0–3 hours, 5–7 hours, and 7+ hours), but 
proved to be insignificant based on the t-test results. As mentioned, authoritative par-
ents tended to increase practice driving hours when teens received their basic license.

3.4 Enforcement component

3.4.1 Crash investigation program

Examination scores were used to assess whether or not students were success-
fully learning new information. Basic crash investigation test results were examined 
in Table 10 to measure improvements over time. The pre−/posttest scores for 2015 
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showed a mean reduction that ranged between 21 and 35% of “incorrect” answers. 
which realized a 50% increase over time (3/6%). Further examination of the 
baseline (pre-test) and posttest results confirmed that overall reduction of incor-
rect answers had dropped between 12% (tire marks) and 50% (reaction). During 
2016, in only one area (understanding of imprints), there was no difference between 
the pre-test and posttest scores. These results confirmed instructional benefits that 
students receive from their crash investigation faculty.

A paired sample t-test was conducted to evaluate the impact of pre- and posttest 
scores for basic crash investigation. There was a significant decrease in the 2015 
posttest scores (e.g., improvement) from Time 1 (M = 40.80050, SD = 20.08759) 
to Time 2 (M = 20.0000, SD = 7.78888, t (9) = 4.088, p < .003 (two-tailed)). The 
mean decrease in posttest scores was 20.8000 with a 95% confidence interval 
ranging from 9.39088 to 32.30912. The eta-squared statistic (9.0) confirmed this 
effect, too. There was an even greater variance between the 2016 pre-test and post-
test scores from Time 1 (M = 55.50000, SD = 26.53405) to Time 2 (M = 20.8000, 
SD = 11.36075, t (9) = 5.1000, p < 0.001 (two-tailed)). The mean decrease in 
posttest scores was 34.70000 with a 95% confidence interval ranging from 19.30902 
to 50.09098. The eta-squared statistic (9.0) further confirmed this effect in size. 
The variance was also significant between the 2017 pre-test and posttest scores 
from Time 1 (M = 46.3000, SD = 23.54688) to Time 2 (M = 12.300, SD = 6.12917, 
t (9) = 4482, p < 0.001 (two-tailed)). The mean decrease in posttest scores was 
34.0000 with a 95% confidence interval ranging from 16.84969 to 51.15531. The eta-
squared statistic (9.0) further confirmed this effect in size.

3.4.2 Traffic safety specialist program

The traffic safety specialist program is unique because it awards police officers 
who have accomplished significant experience, education, training, and proficiency 
in highway safety and traffic law enforcement. Level 1 recognizes over 100 individ-
ual accomplishments, while Level 2 represents leaders of the traffic safety commu-
nity. The first cohort of Level 2 designees recently received this award in October 
2018. Officers were required to document 3 years of independent traffic control 
experience, provide documentation of speed detection certification, maintain the 
Standardized Field Sobriety Testing Certification, and earn 30 professional credit 
points. Level 2 requirements are similar, except the officer must submit a local traf-
fic study for approval.

3.4.3 2018 Best practices: TSS-level 2

Since the program is relatively new, officers have submitted traffic studies that 
address similar conditions. Two reviews involved intersections in North and South 
Jersey, while the third study addressed traffic safety around a school district. In 
addition to examining collected data, officers sought legislative guidance on the 
proposed countermeasures. A brief review of each “best practice” appears in the 
remainder of this section.

3.5 South Jersey county intersection study

The purpose of this project was to study the intersection of a county road that 
needed an alternative method of traffic control to make an intersection safer for 
motorists. A thorough study of this intersection included photographing the inter-
section with different approach angles and distances, performance of two indepen-
dent traffic counts during the morning and afternoon hours, and retrieving and 
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analyzing crash data from 2013 through 2016, to examine potential factors such as 
pedestrian travel, roadway conditions, and obstructions of view. Crash reports from 
2013 to 2016 were retrieved and examined for collisions within the intersection. The 
findings determined that there was a total of 17 collisions caused by vehicles from 
the northbound direction entering the travel lanes of the route.

Crash reports from 2013 to 2016 were examined for collisions within the inter-
section. The findings determined that there was a total of 17 collisions caused by 
vehicles from the northbound direction entering the travel lanes of the county 
route. There were four collisions as a result of vehicles traveling west and attempting 
to turn left onto a street and colliding with vehicles. The majority of collisions were 
caused by drivers traveling northbound and failed to yield or observe vehicle traffic 
along the county route. After reviewing the US Department of Transportation 
Manual on Uniformed Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), it was established that 
a traffic signal within the intersection would not satisfy any of the nine warrants 
required to substantiate the creation of a traffic signal.

Other alternatives were prohibiting left turns onto the route from vehicles travel-
ing northbound. It was not feasible, as prohibiting left turns on northbound route 
would dramatically increase thoroughfare traffic and drivers would use the addi-
tional side streets for access. Prohibiting left turns from residential side streets would 
also force additional traffic to an intersection that was not wide enough to handle the 
increased vehicle flow. Taking all information into consideration, erection of signage 
prior to the intersection showing “Intersection Ahead” and another showing “Cross 
Traffic Does Not Stop” prior to the intersection was deemed appropriate.

3.6 North Jersey County intersection study

A township traffic safety department received complaints from residents (e.g., 
one per month) about an intersection. One of the five crashes, occurring between 
January and February 2014, resulted in a vehicle winding up on the front lawn of a 
resident. While the section is straight and leveled with a minimum grade, it contains 
a curve and has a downhill east to west grade that levels out to the roadway. The 
speed limit is 25 mph and serves a through street.

Along with the installation of stop signs at the intersection, 100 feet of advanced 
warning markings were installed in the roadway in June 2002. This action was in 
response to a citizen’s concern over increased intersection crashes. The goal was 
to warn both lanes of travel that vehicular traffic was mandated to stop at the 
approaching intersection. All traffic control devices are in compliance with the 
MUTCD. During this period, a brief study netted contributing crash factors that 
included driver inattention [7], failure to yield [8], and failure to obey traffic control 
[8]. Most were Right Angle Turns [2], while Left Turn and Side Swipes netted [1] each.

There are several recommendations that would improve visibility at this inter-
section. First, the light bulb needs to be changed to a LED on the 8″ flashing signal. 
By using a LED light, the flashing light would be more visible during daylight hours 
when all of the crashes occurred. This action was taken and provides more advanced 
warning for motorists. Another recommendation to improve visibility is the solar 
panel LED-blinking stop signs. Driver inattention and failure to observe a traffic 
control device have contributed to crash circumstances, so more visible stop signs 
will add reinforcement to the drivers who do not come to a complete stop. The solar 
panel will avoid electrical costs to operate, and the battery will be charged during 
sunlight hours. The final recommendation is to install an “Intersection Ahead” 
(W-1) sign on the northbound and southbound roadways. A supplementary sign 
stating “Intersection Ahead” should be posted below the intersection symbol to 
alert drivers of the upcoming intersection.
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3.7 North Jersey traffic stop at the school zone study

Safety concerns associated with all-way stops include pedestrians, bicyclists, and 
all road users expecting other road users to stop. In accordance with the MUTCD, 
the decision to install multi-way stop controls requires an engineering study to 
determine the following:

Where traffic control signals are justified, the multi-way stop is an interim mea-
sure that can be installed quickly to control traffic, while arrangements are being 
made for the installation of that signal. Five or more reported crashes on a road, dur-
ing a 12-month period, make it a candidate for a multi-way stop installation. Such 
crashes include right-turn and left-turn collisions as well as right-angle collisions:

• (1) The vehicular volume entering the intersection from the major street appro-
aches (total of both approaches) averages at least 300 vehicles per hour for any 
8  hours of an average day; and (2) the combined vehicular, pedestrian, and 
bicycle volume entering the intersection from the minor street approaches (total 
of both approaches) averages at least 200 units per hour for the same 8 hours, 
with an average delay to minor street vehicular traffic of at least 30 seconds per 
vehicle during the highest hour, but (3) if the 85th percentile approach speed of 
the major street traffic exceeds 40 mph, the minimum vehicular volume war-
rants are 70% of the values provided in items 1 and 2.

• Another criterion that may be considered in an engineering study is location 
where a road user, after stopping, cannot see conflicting traffic and is not able to 
negotiate the intersection unless conflicting cross traffic is also required to stop.

• It should also be noted that the high school is located at this intersection, which 
greatly increases pedestrian traffic.

The proposed intersection fell below the vehicular volume to be considered an 
all-way stop, but the large volume of crashes would have been avoided with such 
a treatment. An all-way traffic stop intersection was created at the designated 
location and included two 30-inch retroreflective stop signs (two already existed), 
two 10-foot u-channel posts and base posts, four all-way supplemental plaques, and 
restriping of the intersection to include four 4-inch hashed crosswalks, four stop 
bars, rumble strips at all four approaches, and yellow curbing 25 ft of all crosswalks 
and 50 ft of all stop signs. After implementation, zero motor vehicle crashes have 
been reported at the intersection.

4. Conclusion

An effective Strategic Prevention Framework (SPF) was established by 
SAMSHA and adopted in New Jersey to better understand community traffic safety 
needs and promote sustainability for achieving and maintaining long-term results. 
Once safety issues are identified through analysis of crash data, available resources 
are reserved such as manpower, equipment, or training to support a formal plan 
based on the logic model. Actions are then implemented to address the identified 
safety needs. A major focus of the education component has been teacher approval 
of traffic safety program, while little is known about student benefits related to 
participation. While the lessons were adaptable to a 45-minute period, they pro-
mote student engagement that will have a long-term effect on community safety. 
A second 3-year study, involving parents of novice drivers, will be conducted in 
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summer 2019. Past research has proven that parental monitoring of teen’s driving 
behaviors serves as a prevention of uncheck reckless behavior that is likely to occur 
without direct supervision.

Most importantly, community leadership needs to be promoting outreach 
activities based on this prevention model. Through the university, a student intern-
ship program has been established to bring the message to the community, which is 
similar to the role of TSS officers. Interestingly, the crash investigation component 
continues to operate with law enforcement serving as traffic safety advocates and 
monitoring the environment on preventing potential crashes. Best practices have 
been established in New Jersey by the four TSS-Level 2 leaders, with over 100 more 
TSS officers waiting to qualify for this second tier. Future plans involve an outreach 
program for officers to develop traffic safety programs in their communities while 
qualifying for the TSS-Level 2 designation. This injury prevention framework has 
proven to be effective in utilizing education and enforcement to advocate for the 
adoption of traffic safety goals. Further research needs to be done, especially in the 
area of roadway injury reduction involving community support.
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Chapter 10

Influence of Tribological
Parameters on the Railway
Wheel Derailment
George Tumanishvili,Tengiz Nadiradze
and Giorgi Tumanishvili

Abstract

At present, Nadal’s formula is used for prediction of derailment that contains a
limited number of parameters. Besides, insufficient study of laws of variation of the
noted parameters and ignorance of the influence of other parameters on the derail-
ment complicate solution of the problem. The sliding distance and the relative
sliding velocity are the most sensitive factors contributing to the destruction of the
third body. Moreover, increased friction coefficient between the steering surfaces
of the wheel and rail promotes climbing of a wheel on the rail and derailment.
Dependences of the main parameters, influencing the destruction of the third body,
the sliding distance and the relative sliding velocity on the rail track curvature, and
difference of diameters of wheels of the wheelset and the non-roundness of one of
the wheels of the wheelset are shown in the work. The methods for estimation of
the third body destruction degree and consideration in Nadal’s formula of the
additional criterion of impossibility of the wheel rolling on the contact point of the
wheel and rail steering surfaces, containing a value of this contact point advancing,
which in turn depends on the angle of attack, are proposed.

Keywords: tribological parameters, derailment, sliding distance, wear rate,
third body

1. Introduction

The correlation of lateral and vertical forces, angle of inclination of the wheel
flange, and coefficient of friction between the wheel flange and rail gauge are
considered as main parameters acting on derailment [1]. Avoidance of derailment
and ensuring durability of the wheelsets, rails, brake shoes, etc. are vital for railways
for both safety and economic reasons [2]. The prevalent case of derailments is
climbing of a wheel on the rail that is influenced by such main parameters as the
flange angle, vertical and lateral forces, angle of attack, friction factors, etc. There
are many works devoted to these phenomena [1, 3–13] that indicate urgency of the
problem.

The climbing of the wheel on the rail is stipulated by the tribological, geometric,
and dynamical parameters of the wheel-rail interaction. For the solution of the
problem, qualitative and quantitative estimations of influences of these parameters
are necessary.
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The well-known Nadal’s criterion (1896) of the wheel climb derailments uses the
lateral-to-vertical force limit (L/V limit) of a single wheel [8] depending on the
angle of inclination of the wheel flange and friction coefficient. However, the latter
changes in the wide range and laws of this variation are not sufficiently studied.
Besides, the wheel climb derailments generally occur in situations where the
climbing wheel experiences a high lateral force at great angle of attack, which is not
considered in Nadal’s formula. The number of experimental researches confirms the
insufficient reliability of Nadal’s criterion [14–16].

In Figure 1 is shown a rail with a trace left on it after the wheel climbing [17].
The trace starts on the rail lateral surface and then passes on the rail tread surface.

The mechanism of generation and development of this trace is not studied
sufficiently yet and needs additional researches [18]. Besides, according to this
paper, friction coefficient in the contact zone of the wheel and rail reaches 0.5 and
more at derailments.

The wheel climbing on the rail is also promoted by decreasing the rail radius of
curvature and deviation of the axle of symmetry of the wheelset from radial posi-
tion (increased angle of attack) that causes advancement of the wheel flange and
railhead lateral surface contact point.

As it is known, a vertical axis of symmetry of the rail is inclined by 20° according
to the standard. Deflection of the rail in the opposite direction that decreases the
angle of inclination of the wheel flange is especially dangerous for the wheel
climbing on the rail.

A creep is typical for the wheel and rail interaction. Different parts of interacting
surfaces of the wheels and rails need to have different properties. Friction factor for
the wheel flange and rail gauge face should be as low as possible—less than 0.1.
Excessively high friction of the tread surfaces causes severe wear, plastic flow, and
fatigue, and low friction can cause poor traction and braking. For tread surfaces of
the wheel and rail, friction factor should not be less than 0.25 and greater than 0.4.
Optimal value of the fiction factor for these surfaces is 0.35 [12].

At common operational conditions, interacting surfaces are covered by various
types of boundary layers—products of interaction of the surfaces and the environ-
ment, friction modifiers, etc.—that prevent a direct contact of the rubbing surfaces.
Depending on the friction conditions, properties of the environment and surfaces,
these layers may have various tribological properties that will have a great influence
on the boundary friction [19–23]. This is confirmed by the results of the experi-
mental researches in the inert gas environment and vacuum that excludes the
possibility of interaction with the environment [2]. Under such conditions,
unhindered seizure and intensive wear rate are observed.

Figure 1.
The trace of the wheel climbing on the rail.
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To prevent the aforementioned undesirable phenomena, it is important to pro-
vide the third body with due properties in the contact zone, control of the friction
factor, and protection of the third body from destruction. However, until recently,
despite considerable quantity of works, devoted to the study of dependences
between wheel/rail and wheel/brake shoe friction forces and their durability,
expected results are not obtained yet.

Our attention in the paper is mainly focused on the parameters that promote
destruction of the third body. Some geometric features of the wheel and rail inter-
action and their influence on the friction path (sliding distance) and relative sliding
velocity are shown. A corrected criterion of the wheel derailment is developed.

2. Dependence of the friction coefficient on the degree of destruction
of the third body

The phenomenon of seizure is typical for interacting surfaces. This may occur
when the third body is destructed and the surfaces are juvenile (free from dirty,
oxide films and adsorbed layers) and are approached sufficiently. Seizure of the
interacting surfaces leads to the most dangerous and dominating kind of deteriora-
tion—scuffing.

For prevention of this phenomenon, they try to improve the tribological char-
acteristics of the contact zone (improve properties of contacting surfaces and their
ambient by applying the friction modifiers), stabilize the boundary layers, mini-
mize a sliding distance and relative sliding velocity, etc. As it is noted in [23], the
variation of the friction coefficient is mainly caused by changing a composition of
the interfacial layer (the “third body”) between interacting surfaces. Our experi-
mental researches have shown that for the given friction modifier, the variation of
the friction coefficient mainly depends on the degree of destruction of the third
body. An increase of the relative sliding velocity leads to an increase of the friction
power and the contact temperature and decrease of the lubricant viscosity, film
thickness, and friction force (friction coefficient). It corresponds to the “negative
friction” in Figure 2, where a friction/creep relationship is shown [24].

Worsening of the working conditions is caused by the partial, unit seizures and
nonprogressive damage of the third body in the separate unit places (Figure 3) that
corresponds to the separate small impulses of the friction moment. In Figure 3 are
shown the stages of damage of the interacting surfaces due to seizures and scuffing
of the surfaces.

Figure 2.
Friction/creep relationship.
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The further extension of destruction of the third body in the multiple places
leads to the multiple damage of the third body, multiple adhesive junctions of
micro-asperities, disruption of these junctions, and comparatively increased
impulses of the friction moment and to “neutral friction.”

A progression of the third body destruction leads to spacious, discontinuous
third body, adhesive junctions of micro-asperities, disruption of these junctions,
and increase of the friction forces (“positive friction”). As it is seen from Figure 2,
negative, neutral, and positive behaviors of the friction forces are stipulated by the
degree of destruction of the third (Figure 3) body (the unit, multiple, narrow strip,
and whole area).

Therefore, for ensuring the high wear resistance and stable friction force in the
contact zone of the wheels and rails, it is necessary to provide continuous film of the
third body with due properties between interacting surfaces. Consequently, a con-
dition of destruction of the third body can be used as basics for estimation of
the friction coefficient and the damages for the given peculiarities of the surface
materials.

The various dominant damage types, wear rate, and friction coefficient are
characteristic for various relative sliding. In Figure 4 is shown dependence of the
friction coefficient on the relative sliding and expected kind of surface damage.
Three zones can be distinguished in Figure 4. In zone 1 and at the beginning of zone
2, deformations of the subsurface layers reach the maximum values, and the
interacting surfaces undergo cyclic deformations. With the rise of relative sliding,
the contact temperature gradually increases, decreasing viscosity of the third body
[24] and the friction factor that reaches the minimum value. At full separation of
the interacting surfaces by the third body, the tribo-technical properties of the
contact zone mainly depend on the properties of the third body, and they
provide high wear resistance of the interacting surfaces and relatively stable friction
coefficient.

In zone 2 the separate small impulses of the friction moment and adhesive wear
of low intensity correspond to destruction of the third body in the separate unit and
multiple places, and balance between destruction and restoration of the third body
is observed that stipulates the “mild” and “sever”wear [25]. In zone 3 destruction of
the third body takes place in the narrow strips that passes then into whole area of
interacting surfaces, resulting in rise of the friction coefficient, its instability, wear
rate (reaching “catastrophic” wear), and scuffing.

So, we have three stages of variation of the friction coefficient and wear: at
continuous third body, at reversible discontinuous third body, and at irreversible

Figure 3.
The stages of damage of the interacting surfaces due to seizures and scuffing of the surfaces: (a) unit seizures, (b)
multiple seizures, (c) seizures in the form of the narrow strip, and (d) seizures on the whole area of the roller.
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discontinuous third body. The first stage is characterized by the minimal wear
rate and stable friction factor. The second stage is characterized by the small
constant and variable components of the friction coefficient. In terms of tribolog-
ical characteristics, stages 1 and 2 indicate the acceptable working conditions of
the tribological system. In contrast to this, stage 3 is characterized by the sharp
increase of the constant and variable components of the friction coefficient, wear
rate (“catastrophic wear”), vibrations, and noise, and operation in this zone is not
admissible.

The friction coefficient is minimum and stable in the first and second zones, and
its value depends mainly on the rheological properties of the third body. In the third
zone, the friction coefficient is sharply increased and instable, and its value depends
on the working conditions and properties of the surfaces, friction modifiers, and
environment. The signs of the beginning of the third body are instability of the
friction (coefficient) moment, vibrations, and noise, and at visual observation in
the laboratory conditions, the signs of scuffing are noticeable. Its prediction is
possible with the use of the tables and graphs considering the given friction modi-
fier, working conditions and environment properties, as well as the criterion of
destruction of the third body [26].

3. Some geometrical peculiarities of the wheel and rail interaction

The geometrical features of the wheel and rail interaction are stipulated by the
designs of the rail track/bogie, wheel/rail, and their technical state. At lateral dis-
placement of the wheelset relative to the rail, a contact point from the tread surfaces
passes on the wheel flange root and rail corner, and the wheel and rail tread surfaces
separate from each other. At further lateral displacement of the wheelset, the
contact point passes on their steering surfaces, and the angle of inclination of the
wheel flange increases up to 70°.

It is difficult to predict and control the friction forces, wear rate of various types,
vibrations, and noise of the heavy loaded interacting surfaces of the railway trans-
port running gear that decreases traffic safety, increases energy loses on friction,
etc. Many works are devoted to the researches of dependences of the tribological

Figure 4.
Dependence of the coefficient of friction (f) on the relative sliding (ε) and expected kind of surface damage.
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passes on the wheel flange root and rail corner, and the wheel and rail tread surfaces
separate from each other. At further lateral displacement of the wheelset, the
contact point passes on their steering surfaces, and the angle of inclination of the
wheel flange increases up to 70°.

It is difficult to predict and control the friction forces, wear rate of various types,
vibrations, and noise of the heavy loaded interacting surfaces of the railway trans-
port running gear that decreases traffic safety, increases energy loses on friction,
etc. Many works are devoted to the researches of dependences of the tribological

Figure 4.
Dependence of the coefficient of friction (f) on the relative sliding (ε) and expected kind of surface damage.
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properties on various factors [1, 3–6], though their mechanisms of generation and
variation are not always entirely clear that complicates the revelation of parameters
influencing them [7, 8].

There are many reasons of generation of vibrations and noise at movement of
the train, part of which are well studied and predictable, and ways of their decrease
are known. The interacting surfaces of the wheels and rails are characterized by the
various types of irregularities, 5–20 mm gaps in the rail joints, where the rail tread
surfaces are spaced by 0.5–2 mm in the vertical direction; the various wear traces
(rail corrugation, fatigue, etc.) and deviations from the wheel roundness are the
sources of vibrations and noise.

The wheel and rail interaction is accompanied by the forced and self-excited
vibrations of various frequencies, as the main reason of the forced vibrations is
considered macro- and micro-asperities of the rail (periodic and separate asperities)
[9–13]. However, the main source of the self-vibrations is friction between the
wheel and rail. It must be noted that to various working conditions of the heavy
loaded contacting surfaces and wear types correspond typical micro-asperities,
which can be different from the initial micro-asperities [27, 28]. The researches
have shown an important role of the tread and steering surfaces in generation of the
vibrations (self-vibrations) and noise, whose reasons are not studied sufficiently.
There is quite vague information on the reasons of the self-vibrations generated at
interaction of the wheel and rail [9].

Generation of vibrations of the heavy loaded interacting elements of the railway
transport running gear is stipulated by the complex processes proceeding in the
contact zone. As a result of interaction of the surfaces with the environment, they
are coated by the layers of various physical and chemical origins that are the
components of the third body in the contact zone and have a great influence on the
tribological properties of the contacting surfaces. According to observations by
Godet, dry friction is largely determined not by the properties of materials of the
contacting pair but by the characteristics of the structure and composition of the
thin film that is formed on the surfaces of both bodies because of compaction of the
wear product and its chemical composition and oxidation. Destination of the third
body in the tribological systems is separation of the contacting surfaces, providing
with the stable friction forces of proper values and protection of the surfaces against
damage of various types. Tribological properties of the third body greatly depend
on the initial properties of its component elements and features of the contact zone.
The sliding velocity, power and thermal loading, and the sliding distance have
especially great influence on the destruction of the third body. For providing the
stability of the third body in the contact zone of the wheels and rails and reduction
of the derailment probability, energy consumed on traction, environment pollution,
and maintenance expenses, the decrease of the sliding distance and relative sliding
is especially important.

The wheel/rail squeal in curves is the most common type of vibrations and noise.
It is especially typical for high-speed movements, when because of various reasons,
the relative sliding and sliding distance increase. This contributes destruction of the
third body, seizure of the surfaces at direct contact, subsequent destruction of the
seized surfaces, and instability of the friction forces and relative movement of
surfaces.

Many negative phenomena (wear, noise, vibrations) are generated because of
the wheel sliding on the rail. For elimination of the wheel sliding in the curves, the
wheel tread surface is given a conical form with the intention of making the outer
wheel to roll on the greater diameter passing the greater distance than the inner
wheel and rotate both wheels through the equal angles, maintaining this way radial
position of the wheelset axle. However, this intention can be realized only for a
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certain combination of such parameters, as radius of the rail track curvature, mass
and speed of the rolling stock, friction coefficient between the wheel and rail, etc.
Therefore, practically the outer wheel rolls on the less diameter than necessary, and
in the case of the free wheelset (without bogie), it falls behind the inner wheel,
inclining the wheelset axle from the radial position.

In the case of the non-free wheelset, the bogie makes the wheelset maintain a
radial position, forcing the outer wheel to roll the greater distance not to fall behind
the inner wheel. Thereat, the outer wheel rotates through the greater angle than the
inner one, and the wheelset axle is twisted. The angle of twist of the wheelset can
increase up to the value that is stipulated by the friction force between the wheel
and rail. When this angle of twist reaches the limited value, the wheel slides on the
rail due to action of the wheelset axle elastic moment tending to bring it back to the
equilibrium position.

Similarly, the wheel will slide on the rail at rolling in the straight rail track of the
wheelset with the wheels of different diameters or with one wheel having an
elliptical form. The mechanisms of the wheel sliding on the rail for the three noted
cases are considered and explained in the next paragraphs.

3.1 Movement of the wagon wheelset in the curve

At pure rolling of the free wheelset (without bogie) in the curved rail track with
radius of curvature R of the internal rail, its axle will be inclined from radial position
because both wheels will have passed equal distances l. However, in the wagon
wheelset rolling with velocity V, the outer wheel is constraint to maintain the radial
position and pass greater distance l + Δl, rotating relative to the inner wheel in the
clockwise direction if it is seen from axial direction A (Figure 5). At that, the
wheelset axle is twisted through angle φ equal to the ratio of the difference Δl of the
outer and inner arcs to the radius D/2 of the wheel tread surface, supposing that
both wheels are rolling on the tread surfaces of equal diameters:

φ ¼ 2Δl=D (1)

From the drawing α = l/R = (l + Δl)/(R + ΔR) = Δl/ΔR,
from where

Δl ¼ lΔR=R, (2)

and therefore

φ ¼ 2 lΔR=DR: (3)

Figure 5.
Movement of the wagon wheelset in the curve and wheelset shaft slope from the radial position.
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clockwise direction if it is seen from axial direction A (Figure 5). At that, the
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On the other hand, the maximum angle of twist of the wheelset axle φmax
depends on the friction force

F ¼ fQ (4)

and is calculated by the known, from the resistance of materials, formula

φmax ¼ ML=IpG, (5)

where M is a torque caused by the friction force

M ¼ FD=2 ¼ fQD=2; (6)

f, friction coefficient; Q, vertical load (half of the load on the wheelset) of the
wheel on the rail; L, length of the wheelset axle; Ip, polar moment of inertia of the
wheelset axle cross section; and G, modulus of rigidity (share modulus) of the axle
material.

We determine distance between the worn-out segments of the rail or path l (at
traveling this path, the wheels are rolling on the rail without sliding), at rolling of
which the axle is twisted on the maximum angle φmax, from (3) replacing φ by
φmax

l ¼ DR φmax=2ΔR ¼ MLDR=2IpGΔR (7)

and putting the found l into (2) we obtain difference of the paths passed by the
outer and inner wheels at which the axle is twisted on the maximum angle φmax

Δl ¼ MLD=2IpG: (8)

3.2. Movement of the wagon wheelset with the wheels of different diameters
in the straight rail track

At rolling of the free wheelset (without bogie) with the wheels of different
diameters D and D + ΔD in the straight rail track the distance l, the greater wheel
passes a greater distance l + Δl, deflecting the wheelset axle from its perpendicular
position relative to the rail track (Figure 2a). But in the wagon wheelset the axle
being constraint to retain perpendicular position, the smaller wheel is forced to pass
the same distance l + Δl and rotate relative to the greater wheel in the clockwise
direction, if it is seen from axial direction A. At that, the wheelset axle is twisted
through angle φ that is determined by formula (1), from where, considering (5), we
obtain the value of Δl (see formula (8)) corresponding to the maximum angle of
twist φmax.

The following proportion can be written from the drawing: (l + Δl)/l =
(D + ΔD)/D or Δl/l = ΔD/D, from which we obtain distance l between the worn-out
segments at passing of which the wheelset axle will be twisted through angle φmax:

l ¼ ΔlD=ΔD ¼ MLD2=2IpGΔD (9)

3.3. Movement of the wagon wheelset with one elliptical wheel in the straight
rail track

Consider a free wheelset with one wheel of diameter D and other elliptical wheel
with the small D and bigger D + ΔD diameters moving in the straight rail track
(Figure 6a and b).
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At one revolution, these wheels will pass the different distances, correspond-
ingly l and l + Δl, deflecting the wheelset axle from its perpendicular position
relative to the rail track (Figure 6a). However, in the wagon wheelset the axle being
constraint to retain perpendicular position, the wheel with diameter D is forced to
pass the same (greater) distance l + Δl and rotate relative to the elliptical wheel in
the clockwise direction if it is seen from axial direction A. At that, the wheelset axle
is twisted through angle φ that is determined by formula (1).

The difference of distances passed by the wheels at one revolution is Δl = L–πD,
where the length of the elliptical tread surface

L ¼ π 3 aþ bð Þ � 3aþ bð Þ aþ 3bð Þ½ � (10)

or

Δl ¼ π 3 aþ bð Þ � 3aþ bð Þ aþ 3bð Þ½ � � πD (11)

The value ΔlI corresponding to maximum angle of twist φmax is obtained con-
sidering formula (5)

ΔlI ¼ φmax D=2 ¼ MLD=2IpG (12)

The distance l at passing of which the wheelset axle will be twisted on the angle
φmax will be then

l ¼ πDΔlI=Δ (13)

In all the three cases considered above, at removing or decrease of the torque M
acting on the wheel that takes place at its vertical vibrations when the friction force
F decreases, the angle of twist of the axle will start to decrease. Suppose φmax falls
down to zero during time t. This will take place at rotation of the inner wheel in the
clockwise direction relative to the outer wheel on the angle φmax since the flange of
the outer wheel is pressed on the rail and the friction force arisen between the
flange and rail additionally restricts its movement. Obviously, during this time t the

Figure 6.
Movement of the free wheelset in the straight rail track: (a) with the wheels of different diameters or with one
elliptical wheel; (b) parameters of ellipticity.
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inner wheel will roll and slide simultaneously on the rail and the rolling and sliding
distance on the rail will be

Sr ¼ Vt (14)

We note that the rolling and sliding distance on the wheel tread surface is

Sw ¼ Δlþ Sr: 140ð Þ

or for the variant of the elliptical wheel

Sw ¼ ΔlI þ Sr (15)

here Δl or ΔlI is a sliding friction path and the wavelength of the worn-out rail
(Figure 3)

W ¼ lasers (16)

This value of the wavelength assumes that at release of the inner wheel, the
friction force acting on it from the rail is zero. When the friction force differs from
zero, the wavelength will be less since its both components will decrease and its
value depends on the friction force magnitude.

To determine time t, we present the wheelset as a one-mass torsional vibratory
system (Figure 7a), where C is a torsional rigidity of the wheelset axle and I, total
moment of inertia of the inner wheel. Then, angle of twist φmax will fall down to
zero in conformity with a law of free vibrations of this vibratory system during the
period P/4 (Figure 7b).

At that, period of free vibrations

P ¼ 2π
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
I=C

p
(17)

and consequently, time t will be

t ¼ P=4 ¼ π

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
I=C

p
(18)

The average velocity of the wheel contact point relative to the wheel center
(Figure 8)

Vw ¼�Dφmax
2t

þ Vr (19)

where Vr = � V is a velocity of the rail contact point relative to the wheel center.

Figure 7.
(a) One-mass torsional vibratory system; (b) graph of the system free vibrations.
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We note that maximum velocity of the wheel contact point relative to the wheel
center.

VI
w ¼�AωD

2
þ Vr ¼�φmax

ffiffiffiffi
C
I

r
� D

2
þ Vr (20)

where A = φmax is an amplitude of the wheelset shaft torsion vibrations and ω =ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
C=I

p
is cyclic frequency of vibrations.

Sliding velocity

Vsl ¼ Vw–Vr (21)

Relative sliding velocities

Kr ¼ Vsl

Vr
� 100% and Kw ¼ Vsl

Vw
� 100% (22)

The depth of the worn-out layer a year of the rail segment Sr.

h ¼ iΔlN (23)

where i is the wear intensity and N, number of cycles which is determined as
follows:

N ¼ N1N2N3N4 (24)

where N1 is a number of the trains passing by a day; N2, number of wagons in
the train; N3, number of wheels on one side of the wagon; and N4, number of days
a year.

4. Conditions of derailment

Possibility of derailment or the wheel’s rolling up on the rail is estimated by the
criterion of the wheel flange contact point (point A, Figure 9) slipping down the
rail lateral surface, based on the condition of equilibrium of forces acting on this
point [24]. Lateral L and vertical V forces determined from the condition of equi-
librium of these forces are.where N is a normal force; FI = fIN, friction force

Figure 8.
The rolling and sliding distances on the rail and wheel.
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between the wheel flange and rail lateral surface; fI, friction coefficient between
these surfaces; and β, angle of inclination of the wheel flange.

L ¼ Nsin β � FI cos β (25)

V ¼ Ncos β þ FI sin β (26)

It should be noted that the forces acting on point A are interdependent and
equalities (25) and (26) are only valid for limited values of forces L and V, since the
rise of the friction force FI is limited by the friction coefficient fI. Therefore, at a
certain ratio of forces L and V, the friction force FI can no longer balance the
contact point A, which will slip down on the rail lateral surface, and it is considered
on this ground that the wheel cannot roll up on the rail. At that, equalities (25) and
(26) become inequalities from where a criterion of impossibility of the wheel rolling
up on the rail or derailment is obtained [24]:

L
V

≤
tan β � f I

1þ f I tan β
(27)

However, at sign of equality (=) in (27) and to a certain extent at sign of
inequality (<) also, the wheel can rotate about contact point A and roll up on the
rail if such possibility exists or if moment of the force P acting on the wheel axle
exceeds the moment of the vertical force V about contact point A (Figure 10). In
other words, under such condition, two-point (O, A) contact of the wheel passes
into one-point contact at A. In the first case (at sign =), the wheel will roll on the
immobile point A with pure rolling, and in the second case (at sign <), the wheel
will roll on the mobile point A creeping slowly down the rail lateral surface with
combined rolling and sliding. Both cases lead to the wheel climbing the rail and
derailment.

Figure 9.
Forces acting on the contact point a.

Figure 10.
Forces acting on the wheel axle.
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Therefore, it is necessary to provide the criterion (27) with additional condition
of impossibility of the wheel rolling on the contact point A, which, on the base of
Figure 10, can be written as

Vh≥P rþ dð Þ (28)

where h is the value of the climbing advance; r is the radius of the wheel rolling
circle; d is the vertical coordinate of the contact point A.

Force P acting on the wheel axle cannot exceed the sum of the friction forces
between the wheel and rail tread surfaces and between the wheel flange and rail
lateral surface:

P≤Fþ FI ¼ fVþ fIN (29)

where f and fI are friction coefficients between the wheel and rail tread surfaces
and the wheel flange and rail lateral surfaces correspondingly.

Determining N and V correspondingly from (25) and (26), substituting them
into (29) and then putting obtained P into (28), from the latter we obtain the
following criterion of impossibility of the derailment:

L
V

≤
h sin β � f I cos β
� �

rþ dð Þ f cos β þ f f I sin β þ f I
� � (30)

If this criterion is not satisfied, the wheel starts to roll on the contact point A,
and the contact between the wheel and rail tread surfaces is lost, or two-point
contact at O and A passes into one-point contact at A. For obtaining a criterion of
impossibility of the wheel rolling on the contact point A, it is necessary to put f = 0
in (30), which gives.

L
V

≤
h sin β � f I cos β
� �

rþ dð Þ f I (31)

The criteria (30) and (31) provide both, the wheel flange contact point sliding
down the rail lateral surface and impossibility of the wheel rolling on this point.
Besides, the criterion (30) ensures less value (more conservative) of the allowable
ratio of the lateral and vertical forces L/V than criterion (27), while criterion (31),
depending on the value of the climbing advance h, gives the ratio L/V less or more
than criterion (27). For illustration, consider two variants of numerical data of the
parameters:

a. β = 60o; f = 0.4; fI =0.1; h = 62 mm and r + d = 485 mm;

b. β = 60o; f = 0.4; fI =0.1; h = 88 mm and r + d = 482 mm.

Allowable maximum ratios L/V for these variants calculated by the criteria (27),
(30), and (31) are given in the following table:

Variant Criterion (27) Criterion (30) Criterion (31)

a 1.39 0.31 1.04

b 1.39 0.44 1.47
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between the wheel flange and rail lateral surface; fI, friction coefficient between
these surfaces; and β, angle of inclination of the wheel flange.
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V
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Figure 9.
Forces acting on the contact point a.

Figure 10.
Forces acting on the wheel axle.
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For analysis of the obtained results, suppose that ratio L/V = 1.3, i.e., criterion
(27) is satisfied and derailment is not possible. However, it is seen from the table
that for variant (a) neither criteria (30) nor (31) are satisfied and both predict
derailment. For variant (b), criterion (30) is not satisfied, or it predicts derailment,
and criterion (31) is satisfied, i.e., by this criterion, derailment is not possible. This
means that the wheel starts to roll on the contact point A and two-point (O, A)
contact passes into one-point contact at A. Then, this contact point slides down the
rail lateral surface, the two-point contact restores, and so on, this process is
repeated. However, at passing from two-point (O, A) contact into one-point con-
tact at A, the lateral and vertical forces on the steering surfaces increase. Typical for
these surfaces, increased relative sliding increases the power and thermal loads in
the contact of these surfaces, generating the convenient conditions for destruction
of the third body. This results in sharp increase of the cohesion forces, scuffing, and
friction coefficient that promotes climbing of the wheel flange on the rail lateral
surface. This is confirmed by the numerous laboratory researches carried out by us
as well as the trace of the wheel climbing on the railhead lateral surface (Figure 1)
that has a form of scuffing.

Thus, it is expedient to estimate possibility of derailment by criterion (30), since
it provides both, the wheel flange contact point sliding down the rail lateral surface
and impossibility of the wheel rolling on the same point, and ensures less value
(more conservative) of the allowable ratio of the lateral and vertical forces L/V than
criteria (31) and (27).

5. Conclusion remarks and future works

Prediction and avoiding of derailment are the most important problems of which
many scientific works are devoted for their solution but the desirable results are not
obtained yet. The survey of the literature and our experience show that the derail-
ment is especially influenced by the friction coefficient that is not predictable, and
in contrast to other parameters, it varies in a wide range.

It is shown that for prediction of the friction coefficient and providing its
stability, it is necessary to provide the contact zone with the continuous and restor-
able third body of due properties.

The main results of the paper can be formed as follows:

• A friction factor as well as other tribological properties of interacting surfaces
depends on the properties and degree of destruction of the third body.

• The sharp increase of the friction factor in the contact zone of steering surfaces
indicates a beginning of the irreversible (progressive) destruction of the third
body that contributes to the wheel climbing on the rail.

• For avoidance of derailment, decreasing the wear rate and ensuring sufficient
durability of the rails, wheelsets, and brake shoes, a continuous or reversible
third body must be provided in the contact zone.

• Destruction of the third body in the laboratory conditions is proposed to
determine by the flash of the friction moment or criterion of destruction of the
third body.

• A criterion of impossibility of derailment providing additionally impossibility
of the wheel rolling on the wheel flange contact point is offered, which ensures
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less value (more conservative) of the allowable ratio of lateral and vertical
forces than Nadal’s formula.

For solution of the problem of derailment, an experimental–theoretical approach
is needed because of the lack of comprehensive theoretical model of the wheel
climbing on the rail.

Due to the existence of materials with quite different designations and proper-
ties in the contact zone, many new unanswered problems rise. They are related with
the further increase of the derailment criterion informativity and precision, pro-
viding the contact zone with the third body having due properties, conditions of
formation, and destruction of the third body. They also concern to the tribological
properties of the interacting metal and nonmetal surfaces, direct interaction of their
juvenile surfaces and generation of the strong adhesion bonds, cold welding,
destruction and wear of the surfaces, variation of the value, and instability of the
friction coefficient.

On the base of experimental researches, we have ascertained dependence of the
friction coefficient on the degree of destruction of the third body for the conditions
of various relative sliding velocities, speeds, materials of interacting surfaces,
roughness of the surfaces, friction modifiers, and loads at which the range of
variation of the acting parameters is quite wide and therefore continuation of
researches is needed.
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